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Notice
This report (the “Report”) by KPMG LLP (“KPMG”) is provided to The City of Lethbridge (“The City”) pursuant to the agreement for professional
services dated April 16, 2019 and the terms of the amendment agreement dated November 19, 2019 to conduct an independent fiscal and
operational performance review (the “Review”) of select Business Units for The City.

If this Report is received by anyone other than The City, the recipient is placed on notice that the attached Report has been prepared solely for The
City for its own internal use and this Report and its contents may not be shared with or disclosed to anyone by the recipient without the express
written consent of KPMG and The City. KPMG does not accept any liability or responsibility to any third party who may use or place reliance on the
Report.

Our scope was limited to a review and observations over a relatively short timeframe, as per the scope and workplan of the Project Charter for
Phase 2 of the Review. The intention of the Report is to conduct a current state assessment focused on nine in-scope Business Units and to identify
potential areas of opportunities for efficiencies, cost improvement, innovation and reinvestment in the in-scope Business Units. The procedures we
performed were limited in nature and extent, and those procedures will not necessarily disclose all matters about a Business Unit’s functions,
policies and operations, or reveal errors in the underlying information. Our procedures consisted of inquiry, observation, comparison and analysis of
City-provided data and information. In addition, we considered comparisons to select municipalities and leading practices.

The procedures we performed do not constitute an audit, examination or review in accordance with standards established by the Chartered
Professional Accountants of Canada, and we have not otherwise verified the information we obtained or presented in this Report. We express no
opinion or any form of assurance on the information presented in the Report, and make no representations concerning its accuracy or
completeness. We express no opinion or any form of assurance on potential cost improvements that The City of Lethbridge may realize should it
decide to implement the opportunities or options contained within the Report. Readers are cautioned that the potential cost improvements outlined
in the Report are order of magnitude estimates only. Actual results achieved as a result of implementing opportunities are dependent upon The City
of Lethbridge decisions and Business Unit actions, and variations may be material. The City is responsible for its decisions to implement any
opportunities/options and for considering their impact. Implementation will require The City to plan and test any changes to ensure that The City will
realize satisfactory results.
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Executive Summary (1 of 15)

The City of Lethbridge (the “City” or “Lethbridge”) engaged KPMG LLP (“KPMG”) to conduct an independent Fiscal and Operational Performance 
Review (the “Review”) focused on nine additional Business Units to identify potential areas of opportunity for efficiencies, cost improvement, 
innovation and reinvestment.  The nine Business Units that comprised the scope of the Review were: 

The Review was not an audit, and focused on identifying opportunities for the City’s consideration based on comparisons with practices and 
benchmarks from other municipalities, the experience of the KPMG team, and input from stakeholders primarily with the City. The Review followed a 
collaborative process between the City and KPMG, and was undertaken between December 2019 and May 2020.

Context
Lethbridge’s population growth has outpaced Alberta and Canada since 2015.  From 2015-2019, Lethbridge’s population increased by 9.1%, 
compared to 7.6% and 6.7% for Alberta and Canada respectively.  Lethbridge now has over 100,000 residents and its population is younger than 
the Canadian average. 

While Lethbridge has a higher debt per capita compared to some Alberta municipalities, it has a low debt to revenue ratio, and is only using 35% of 
its available debt capacity.  In 2018, the City realized a significant level of revenue over expenses and its consolidated annual unrestricted surplus 
was $4.4 million. In general, Lethbridge has a relatively strong financial position as a result of its manageable debt and consistent operating surplus. 

Citizen satisfaction surveys suggest that Lethbridge is delivering a high level of service to its citizens. This may contribute to the City’s ability to 
retain and attract new residents at a higher rate than Alberta as a whole.

1) Electric Utility

2) Water, Wastewater & Stormwater

3) Utility Services

4) Waste & Recycling

5) Transportation

6) Infrastructure Administration

7) Parks

8) Fleet Services

9) Galt Museum
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Executive Summary (2 of 15)

Context – Impact of COVID-19 
The COVID-19 pandemic has precipitated unprecedented challenges and a sharp economic downturn. It has changed how people work and 
interact, the services they need, and organizations’ ability to deliver. Municipalities are affected, having lost revenues from fees for suspended 
municipal services, deferred collection of property taxes, and expecting a higher number of defaults. High rates of unemployment may increase 
demand for community supports, may affecting housing needs, and drive greater social disorder and crime. Cities are facing pressures from the 
impacts.

The City is closely monitoring the impacts of COVID-19 and has effectively responded to immediate requirements to close certain facilities, reduce 
services and support staff in social distancing. 
It is too soon and highly uncertain to estimate the 
full impacts of the impact of the pandemic. The 
timeframe and nature of economic recovery 
could take one of several forms, four of which 
are illustrated to the right. Regardless of the 
scenario, organizations and the economy overall 
will work through four stages: 

― Reaction
― Resilience
― Recovery
― New Reality

All organizations will experience similar short 
and long-term macro-economic conditions 
created by the COVID-19 crisis, but the depth 
and breadth of that experience is highly 
influenced by sector and will be unique to the 
individual organization.
The City’s approach to implementing directions 
and decisions on actions from the Operational 
Review may impact the recovery it experiences. 

Illustrative Economic Recovery Phases and Scenarios
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Executive Summary (3 of 15)

Like all municipalities, the City has reacted to the immediate health implications of the pandemic, and the City is still in the process of reacting to the 
economic implications. The City is currently exploring changes to its capital and operational spending in the current fiscal year. With declining 
revenues, the City has little room to increase taxes without unduly burdening its citizens and businesses as they struggle with their own economic 
challenges. The City should consider all available levers to manage its fiscal situation, including: 

― Overall employment levels and associated staff costs
― One-time withdrawals from certain reserves 
― Increased borrowing
― Reduced asset footprint
― Delay of lower-priority capital spend
― Modification or reduction in non-essential municipal services and service levels
― Selective fast tracking of higher priority capital spend to provide local stimulus and benefit from lower costs and leveraging Federal and 

Provincial infrastructure dollars.
The decisions the City makes now could influence the type of recovery curve it experiences and the reality it will face when the City emerges from 
the crisis. These difficult times also present opportunities to rethink the services the City provides and the level to which it provides them. The City 
has had to make temporary changes to some of its services during the pandemic. The City now has an opportunity to examine the impact of these 
changes, and lessons learned about their operational and financial impacts. This may provide guidance on how these services are reinstated, and 
new realities in return to the workplace for certain services and functions. In addition, some of the opportunities identified in this Review reflect 
moderate service level changes.

Source: KPMG (four phases of Global Recovery Framework)
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Summary of Opportunities
The focus of the Review was conducting a current state assessment and 
identifying opportunities for efficiencies, cost improvement, innovation 
and reinvestment in a future state for the nine select Business Units.  A 
summary of the opportunities for each Business Unit is outlined.

Electric Utility
The City operates its own electric utility, Lethbridge Electric Utility (LEU), 
that delivers four primary services:

• Transmission

• Distribution

• Regulated Rate Option (energy sales)

• Dark Fibre

In 2018, LEU had expenditures of approximately $87 million, and had a 
staff complement of approximately 95 FTEs. 

LEU is expected to recover its costs and generate a return on equity for 
the City’s investment in the utility. This is consistent with industry 
practice across North America. However, in aggregate over the last five 
years, LEU has not recovered the full cost of its capital, and as such, has 
not generated returns to the City commensurate with the size and risk of 
its investment. 

LEU’s low returns appear to be a function of its investment in assets at a 
pace that exceeds the growth in rates charted to customers, and a 
capital structure that is significantly different from the deemed structure 
set by the Alberta Utilities Commission. 

The review identified five primary opportunities to improve the 
effectiveness and returns of LEU. These are summarized in the table 
below. Improving LEU’s asset management and investment planning 
practices, and increasing LEU’s return, the City could realize an 
estimated financial impact of up to $2 million annually.

Executive Summary (4 of 15)

Opportunity Description

1. Asset Management and Investment Planning. Expand the use 
of asset management practices, increasing adoption of
standardized processes and systems across all asset types to help 
manage investments in capital assets based on evidence-informed 
risk assessments.  

2. Sustainable Growth.  Improve capital planning process to target 
sustainable growth in rate base that alleviates pressure on rates.

3. Return on Equity. Increase return on investment to better reflect 
City’s capital investment and risk associated with operating a 
business.  

4. Developers’ Choice.  Revisit Developer’s Choice through another 
round of pilots that address the constraints identified in the initial 
set of pilots.  

5. Operating Model. Consider an alternative governance and 
operating model for the Lethbridge Electric Utility that would 
increase its independence from the City, better delineate the roles 
of regulator and owner, and increase financial transparency. 
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Executive Summary (5 of 15)

Water and Wastewater

Opportunity Description

1. Stormwater Model.  Transition stormwater management services 
from a tax-supported to a rate-supported funding model. 

2. Storage Capacity. The City could benefit from evaluating the 
need for increased potable water storage capacity against 
anticipated short and long-term storage requirements and risk 
tolerance.

3. In-Home Water Services.  The City may wish to consider revising 
its provision of non-core services, particularly for sanitary sewer 
corrective maintenance.

4. Operating Model. Consider an alternative governance and 
operating model for the water and wastewater that would shift to 
greater independence from the City and increase financial 
transparency and accountability. 

The Review identified four primary opportunities to improve the 
efficiency and effectiveness of its Water and Wastewater Business 
Unit. These are summarized in the table below. Revenue from storm 
water fees and savings from in-home water services could have an 
estimated financial impact of approximately $2.2 million per year once 
fully implemented. This amount could support future rate 
management, investment in upgrades to storm water assets and / or 
increased capacity for treated water. 

The Water and Wastewater Business Unit manages the treatment, 
distribution and collection of water from the City and neighbouring 
communities; including all aspects of operation, maintenance and 
performance of the City’s water systems. It is supported by 
approximately 116 FTEs, and net expenditures, interdepartmental 
transactions and transfers totaled $42.5 million in 2018. In the current 
state, the Business Unit has successfully managed competitive rates, 
lower than those of comparator municipalities. 

The Business Unit has focused on a number of initiatives to support 
ongoing efficiency and effectiveness, including automation of plant 
operation to streamline staffing and operations; major plant expansions 
to enhance process redundancy and treatment quality; and a focused 
effort on improving data access and insight / reporting capabilities within 
the Public Operations group.  

In providing a critical municipal service, the Business Unit is 
experiencing key current and anticipated future challenges:

– Increasing cost of service, with reduced demand for service on a per 
capita basis, as users seek to enhance efficiency and water 
conservation, impacting rate pressure;

– Dynamic regulatory requirements and public expectations, requiring 
a focus on continuous improvement and change to meet monitoring, 
reporting, communication and adaptation needs; 

– Growth and aging of the asset base, especially those related to 
accelerated community development; and, 

– Relationship and reliance on other Business Units for successful 
service delivery, especially Fleet for Public Operations activities.
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Utility Services
Utility Services provides customer services and billing on behalf of the 
City’s rate-supported business units (i.e., Water and Wastewater, 
Electric, and Waste and Recycling). Utility Services has a staff 
complement of approximately 10 FTEs, and a 2018 budget of 
approximately $4 million. Utility Services recovers its expenditures from 
its utilities and through an administrative charge on its invoices.

Utility Services processes requests for service connections and 
disconnections, and account changes, and performs the billing, 
payments and collections functions on behalf of the business units.

To support these functions, Utility Services maintains and enhances an 
internally-developed utility transaction processing system called UTX. 
Utility Services also manages the City’s contracts with third-party service 
providers that perform meter data management, load settlement, water 
meter reading, and billing. 

Many utilities use third-party billing systems to manage their meter data 
and transactions, eliminating the need to maintain a system in-house. 
Recently, LEU invested in Automated Metering Infrastructure (AMI) 
leading to a potential opportunity to perform meter data management 
and billing without the use of UTX. Combined these opportunities could 
result in significant cost savings and enable current FTEs that support 
the amalgamation and sharing of meter data to redirect their efforts on 
more valuable data analytics. 

The Review identified three opportunities to increase effectiveness and 
efficiency of Utility Services, which would require a one-time investment 
in technology and could have an estimated on-going financial impact of 
approximately $1 million per year following implementation in the 
medium-term.

Executive Summary (6 of 15)

Opportunity Description

1. Utility Billing Software.  Explore options available to use utility 
billing solutions tailored to small utilities and municipalities that are 
more cost-effective than that provided by the current service 
provider, and that may offer functionality that would replace the 
City’s in-house developed and supported system, UTX.

2. Meter Data Management (MDM) System.  Consider replacing the 
meter data aggregation and dissemination function of the City’s in-
house developed and supported UTX software by integrating 
metering systems directly with an off-the-shelf MDM software 
solution either using the existing vendor and MDM solution, or with 
another solution, potentially one that is already integrated with a 
billing system.

3. Customer Data and Analytics Services.  Re-invest resources 
that currently develop and maintain the City’s in-house utility 
software solution to provide more strategic services to the City’s 
utilities – customer data and analytics services.
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Waste and Recycling Services (WRS)
Waste and Recycling Services (WRS) provides waste and recycling 
collection services, and operates the City’s Waste and Recycling Centre 
to process waste and recyclables. In 2018, WRS had a staff complement 
of approximately 46 FTEs and expenditures of approximately $18 
million, which were recovered through rate revenue. 

The City has an waste reduction strategy. As part of the strategy, WSR 
implemented curbside recycling collection in 2018, and surcharges at its 
Waste and Recycling Centre to encourage sorting of recyclable 
materials. In addition, WSR is considering collection of organics waste. 

In addition to implementing curbside recycling, WRS is undergoing 
significant operational changes by implementing street side collection for 
approximately 75% of households and implementing new technologies 
to help increase collection efficiency and improve responses to customer 
inquiries. 

WRS anticipates some of these changes will increase productivity and 
improve efficiency. However, it is not clear that WRS has an adequate 
cost of service model to measure the impact of changes and to set rates 
to recover costs.  A robust cost of service model will assist in rate 
structure / cost recovery for collection services to residential and 
commercial customers when considered on a full-cost basis. 

The Review identified three opportunities to increase the effectiveness 
and efficiency of WRS. While the impact is expected to be significant, 
the portion that can be estimated with the data available is approximately 
$1 million over the next four years. 

Executive Summary (7 of 15)

Opportunity Description

1. Residential Collection Efficiency.  Increase residential collection 
productivity through continued expanded use of curb-side 
collection.  

2. Residential Service Pricing Review. The City could develop a 
cost of service model that fully accounts for the cost of delivering 
residential collection services, including the ancillary services 
currently provided as part of a single household fee. 

3. Role in Institutional, Commercial and Industrial (ICI) Sector.  
Develop and use a cost of service pricing model to justify rates.  
Understanding cost drivers and other data points would assist in 
determining revenue requirements, market rates, and possibility to 
set a return on investment. 
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Executive Summary (8 of 15)

Opportunity Description

1. Service Modifications. Adjustments to snow removal and street 
sweeping methods, costs and benefits of varying degrees of service 
delivery (e.g., coverage, plowing methods, and equipment/staffing,
including prioritizing the removal of snow).

2. Snow Removal Financial Framework. Consider alternate 
approaches to snow removal budgeting and the potential revival of 
the Snow Removal Reserve to stabilize expenditures, calibrate risk 
and spread volatility from unpredictable winter weather.

3. Parking Assets & Recovery Model. Evaluate cost recovery model 
for parking assets, which may result in increasing rates and fees, 
and cessation of recreational vehicle (RV) parking lots. 

4. Enforcement. Actively enforce established policies and procedures 
to improve efficiency and continuity of service delivery.

5. Internal vs. Contracted Spend. Review the allocation of internal 
and external service delivery which may present opportunities for 
cost improvement, while maintaining current service levels.

Transportation
Five opportunities were identified for Transportation Services. None 
require large investments to realize increased revenues or reduced 
expenditures. The opportunities listed below represent combined 
estimated average cost improvement of approximately $0.9 million 
annually.

Transportation serves the public by keeping Lethbridge “on the move,” 
safely and efficiently, by walking, cycling, taking transit or driving. The 
Business Unit aims to provide a well maintained transportation system 
for the general public, transit and emergency services. In 2018, it had 
net expenditures of $17.1 million, and was supported by 51 staff who, 
worked total hours equivalent to approximately 73.7 FTEs. In the 
current state, the Unit provides high service levels and a large, well-
maintained asset base relative to comparator municipalities. 

The Business Unit has focused on a number of initiatives to support 
ongoing efficiency and effectiveness, including completion of major 
capital projects (e.g. Whoop Up Drive expansion, bicycle boulevard, 
etc.); focused improvement on accessibility / mobility including 
sidewalks, pathways and signals; introduction of a new parking system 
downtown; and invested in automation and data collection to inform 
decision making. 

In providing a critical municipal service, the Business Unit is 
experiencing key current and anticipated future challenges:

– Growth in the scale, scope and diversity of its asset base, especially 
through development-related contributed assets;

– Increasing volatility in weather patterns impacting service delivery;

– Relationship and reliance on other Business Units for successful 
service delivery, especially Fleet;

– Community pressure for continued increases in service level, even 
with the high levels of service currently being provided; and,

– Changing trends in the industry including regulatory, accessibility 
and transportation mode considerations. 
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Executive Summary (9 of 15)

Opportunity Description

1. Infrastructure Administration Structure. Consider restructuring 
to improve collaboration, line of sight and span of control to better 
align with the Infrastructure Services Division.

2. Capital Program Management Framework. Modernize capital 
program oversight, planning and coordination activities to help 
reduce waste, duplication of effort and less productive labour. 

3. Capital Project Oversight. Redesign the City’s approach to 
providing capital project oversight across Infrastructure Services 
Business Units, including communicating a consistent mandate as 
well as clearly defined roles, responsibilities, and formal procedures 
and guidance documents, with a net impact of improving capital 
project performance in the form of cost and schedule efficiencies.

4. Analytics. Consider expanding its data analytics capabilities to be 
able to internally identify potential improvements in operating 
efficiency and effectiveness across City infrastructure units.

Infrastructure Administration
Four opportunities were identified from these areas. They aim to 
improve the effectiveness and value of Infrastructure Administration 
and the broader Infrastructure Services Division, but do not at this 
time offer quantifiable financial benefits. 

Infrastructures Administration (IA) provides support to the Infrastructure 
division, including: Urban Construction; Asset Management; and 
Infrastructure Finance and Administration. The Business Unit (BU) is 
supported by approximately 23.6 FTEs and net expenditures of 
approximately $0.6 million in 2018. Given its unique structure, 
comparisons to service levels, rates and volumes with other 
municipalities are limited. 

The Business Unit has focused on a number of initiatives to support 
ongoing efficiency and effectiveness, including definition of standards 
for urban construction activities; development of an Asset Management 
Plan and increasing adoption of asset management tools; support in 
transitioning Infrastructure Services to new and upgraded Finance tools; 
and high levels of satisfaction from Infrastructure Services Business 
Unit on the quality and timeliness of service provided by the Unit. 

The Business Unit is experiencing key challenges:

– Information silos, limiting sharing of and access to information  
making it challenging to leverage valuable data and information to 
make evidence-based decisions;

– Dependence on collaboration across Business Units and services 
for successfully delivery of Infrastructure Administration services, 
such as with the Design Review Team, Complex Project 
Management, etc.;

– Inconsistency of data definitions, processes, and use across the 
organization resulting in administrative burden and re-work; and,

– Clarity and consistent understanding of the roles, responsibilities, 
capabilities and potential for value-added support from the Unit. 
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Parks 
Parks maintains the City’s public green spaces and natural parks, 
including amenities such as trails, playgrounds and sporting fields, and 
picnic areas. In 2018, Parks had operating expenditures of 
approximately $15 million and employed approximately 107 FTEs, many 
on a seasonal basis. 

Surveys of City residents suggests they are very satisfied overall with 
the City’s park spaces. 

According to benchmark data, the City appears to maintain its public 
green spaces and natural parks efficiently on a cost per hectare basis. 
However, the City has a significantly higher amount of natural and 
maintained parkland when compared with many other municipalities. 
While parkland is valued by residents, the amount of parkland drives 
higher costs per capita to maintain parkland than incurred by many other 
jurisdictions. In addition, the City is located in an arid region, which 
increases irrigation and tree planting costs. 

The City also appears to deliver a high level of service and maintains a 
high amount of green space relative to other municipalities. This results 
in the City spending more per capita on parkland than many 
comparators. Given these challenges, it may be appropriate for the City 
to consider the degree to which it maintains parkland and look to 
different service level standards for different park types and uses. 

The cost to maintain park space is also significantly affected by the 
design and location of the space. Fewer, larger parks in neighbourhoods 
and with designs that support efficient irrigation and mowing are less 
expensive to operate. Parks is challenged to have significant influence 
over the location and design of park space within new developments.  

The four opportunities identified below aim to slightly reduce the service 
level without materially affecting quality and increase the efficiency of 
maintaining the City’s extensive parkland. Combined they represent 
potential cost improvements estimated near $0.8 million per year. 

Executive Summary (10 of 15)

Opportunity Description

1. Naturalization of Parkland. The City could consider converting 
portions of maintained parkland to natural areas, which may save 
costs, save water, and deliver environmental benefits. 

2. Reduced Grass Maintenance.  The City could modestly reduce 
the frequency of maintenance it performs on turf and dryland areas 
with consideration for high-use and high-priority areas (e.g., 
athletic fields, the downtown core, etc.).  

3. Parkland Concentration.  Lethbridge acquires new parkland as 
the City grows.  There may be an opportunity to reduce future 
maintenance costs by consolidating parkland in future residential 
developments and to enact this through development policies.  

4. Sustaining Tree Canopy.  Acknowledging that the City is located 
in natural prairie, the City could consider sustaining the current tree 
canopy in developed areas rather than expanding it.  The net effect 
could reduce the City’s rate of tree planting by 10% - 20% a year.
New developments would continue to expand the overall canopy. 
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Fleet Services
Fleet Services (Fleet) provides City Business Units with vehicles and 
equipment to complete their daily operations. Fleet also maintains and 
repairs City vehicles. Fleet Service’s 2018 gross operating expenditures 
were approximately $10.8M (net $0.6M through recoveries) with 
approximately 32 FTEs.

Fleet has been implementing a number of changes to improve its 
responsiveness to its Business Unit customers. For example, it has 
moved to 24/7 operations to minimize vehicle downtime, it has moved 
into a new maintenance shop that has a more efficient lay out and has 
implemented Automatic Vehicle Locators to track vehicle usage and fuel 
consumption. 

The City has approximately 575 vehicles/equipment in use. This is a 
relatively high number of fleet assets to operate and maintain for a City 
the size of Lethbridge. As a result, the City has a low average annual 
usage of vehicles.  This drives higher maintenance and operating costs, 
and represents a significant amount of City capital tied up in vehicles. 

In addition, Fleet has been challenged to meet the service and cost 
expectations of some of the Business Units. Some of these challenges 
stem from workflow and scheduling inefficiencies, parts inventory and 
procurement. 

The Review identified six opportunities, with combined a potential 
savings of approximately $0.8 million annually. In addition, the Review 
identified an opportunity to reduce the Fleet Operating Reserve by $10-
$15 million, which the City may consider as a one-time transfer in the 
short-term or transfers phased in over a few years. 

Executive Summary (11 of 15)

Opportunity Description

1. Fleet Asset Rationalization for City as a Whole.  The City could 
consider reducing the size of its fleet and continue to move towards a 
shared fleet pool for Business Units with lower usage. The City could 
use vehicles approaching the end of their useful lives for the summer 
use program rather than renting vehicles.

2. Data Analytics and Performance Management. The City may be 
able to improve operations by using data analytics to provide insight 
into performance issues, bottle necks and cost drivers.  

3. Streamline Work Order System and Improve Staff Utilization.
There may be an opportunity to modify and streamline the process of 
prioritizing and scheduling work orders (including preventative 
maintenance, planned maintenance, and breakdown repairs), as well 
as the delivery of maintenance needs and requirements.

4. Develop a Framework and Process for Long-Term 
Procurement. It may be possible to improve procurement by: 1) 
procuring longer-term contracts, 2) providing procurement funding 
during capital planning, 3) formalizing procurement project charters 
and calendars, by Business Unit.

5. Service Level Agreements with Business Units. Fleet may be 
able to improve service transparency and meet Business Units’ 
expectations by using service level agreements with targets. 

6. Fleet Reserve Policy and Level. The City could establish a policy 
to reduce the reserve to a much lower level, and monitor accordingly.
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Executive Summary (12 of 15)

Opportunity Description

1. Fund Development.  Consider incrementally increasing self-
generated fund development at the Galt Museum through more 
fundraising and planned giving activities, and bolstering its membership 
acquisition, renewal and engagement processes. 

2. Service Hours & Temporary Exhibits. Seasonality influences 
Galt’s visitor rates, with more visitors in the summer period than other 
times of the year. Opportunity may exist to reduce operating hours in 
periods of fewer visitors, enabling reallocation of current resources to 
other value-added activities.

3. KPIs and Performance.  Improve monitoring and communication of 
its significant community impact and for the City to incentivize strategic 
outcomes through a performance-based funding approach. 

4. Governance Model. Consider reorganizing the governance structure 
of the Galt Museum to support clarity in its mandate, as well as 
priorities, roles, responsibilities, and oversight by the City.  

The Galt Museum
The key opportunity for the Galt Museum is to identify a governance 
and performance model that supports long-term financial sustainability 
and community impact. The Review identified four opportunities for 
improvement, with an estimated, combined, estimated financial impact 
of approximately $0.2 million annually. 

The Galt Museum and Archives (the Galt) offers the citizens of 
Lethbridge and tourists educational opportunities to learn about the 
City’s and region’s history. The facility has exhibits and collections for 
public viewing, and offers formal curriculum-coordinated programming 
for citizens, visitors, and students. The Business Unit is managed by 
approximately 18.8 FTEs and its 2018 operating expenditures were 
approximately $2.2M.

The Galt has focused on a number of initiatives, including high levels of 
community engagements, as indicated through attendance, social 
media activity, and focused collection growth; focus on access and 
value-added information through object-based research, online access, 
and a focused approach to digitizing; successfully expanding operations 
to include the Fort; and significantly streamlining administrative 
activities associated with educational offerings. 

Key challenges being experienced by the Galt include:

– Clarity of roles and responsibilities between the volunteer Board of 
Directors and City Council creating challenges in balancing priorities 
and expectations; 

– Materially expanded workload across all areas of the Galt with the 
addition of the Fort operations;

– Shifting visitor expectations, especially related to technology such as 
virtual exhibits, touch screens, etc., that are expensive to implement 
and require continual upkeep and advancement;

– Changes in the Provincial, Federal and Municipal emphasis on 
tourism and cultural activity have a material impact on Galt’s 
operations, with the Galt pressured to constantly adapt to 
circumstances beyond its control. 
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City-Wide Opportunities
In addition to opportunities specific to the in-scope Business Units, 
through the normal course of its assessment, the Review identified four 
opportunities that have the potential to increase the effectiveness and 
efficiency of multiple Business Units. These opportunities are 
summarized to the right. 

Of the opportunities shown, public operations resource-sharing has the 
potential to yield estimated annual cost improvement of approximately 
$0.3 million. In addition, a phased, modest reduction in overall staffing 
levels of four years through attrition could yield millions of dollars in 
ongoing cost improvement.

Executive Summary (13 of 15)

Opportunity Description

1.   Citizen-Centric Customer Service. There may be an opportunity 
to deliver more citizen-centric customer service at City Hall. 
Citizen-centric services focus on efficiency and simplicity built 
around customers’ experience. This may entail greater 
coordination and integration of front-counter service delivery. 

2A. Infrastructure Services Structure. There may be an opportunity 
to reorganize City departments and Business Units, including 
Infrastructure Services and its Business Units, to encourage 
collaboration and information sharing, in support of achieving City 
objectives and directions. 

2B. Phased-in Modest Reduction in Staffing Levels in Non-
Essential Services through Attrition and Consolidation of 
Some Business Units. As indicated in the Phase 1 Review, 
overall, the City has a relatively high level of staffing compared to 
most cities. The City also has a higher level of service than most 
cities, which is a factor in staffing levels. In light of the COVID-19 
crisis, many cities and organizations are reviewing staff levels in 
non-essential services to control costs and ensure limited 
resources are focused on front-line essential services.  

3.   Public Operations Resource Sharing. There may be an 
opportunity to review typical workload and peak times across the 
public operations groups to determine if staff, vehicles and 
equipment could be more broadly shared across Business Units. 
Further, the City could integrate its data and planning processes to 
provide a single view of planned activities by location.
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Executive Summary (14 of 15)

Business Unit
(Key Opportunity)

Indicative Estimates ($ millions) Focus Implementation 
Risk (Relative:   
Low / Med. / High)

Timing
(Short < 18 months;
Medium 18 mo. – 3 yrs.)Potential

Cumulative Impact 
(2020 thru 2024)

Post-
Implementation 
Average Annual 

Impact 

Efficiency/ 
Cost Improvement

Reinvestment/ 
Innovation

Electric Utility
(Asset Mgmt, Return on Equity) $8.0 $2.0 Medium Medium-term

Water, Wastewater & Stormwater
(Stormwater, In-Home Services) $7.3 $2.2 Medium Short/Long-term

Utility Services
(MDM and Billing System) ($1.9) $1.0 High Long-term

Waste & Recycling 
(Residential and ICI Cost Recovery) $1.0 $0.3 Low / Medium Short-term

Transportation
(Snow, Parking, Enforcement) $2.8 $0.9 Medium Short/Medium-Term

Infrastructure Administration
(Structure, Capital Mgmt, Analytics) NA NA Medium Short/Medium-Term

Parks
(Naturalization, Mowing) $2.9 $0.8 Low / Medium Short/Medium-Term

Fleet Services
(Reserve Reduction, Fleet Savings) $18.2 $0.8 Medium Short/Medium-Term

The Galt Museum
(Increased Revenue, Reduced Hours) $0.9 $0.3 Medium Medium-Term

City-Wide Opportunities
(Public Operations) $0.9 $0.3 Medium / High Short/Medium-Term

Total $40.1 $8.6

Summary of Potential Impacts to the City
The chart below summarizes the potential financial impacts of the opportunities identified in the Review. The chart also indicates if opportunities 
were focused on efficiencies/cost improvements and reinvestment/innovation including alternative ways of service delivery. Finally, the relative level 
of implementation risk and timeframe for each opportunity is shown. The opportunities are for the City's consideration, and the City's decisions will 
impact the timing and benefits realization of opportunities. The page following provides indicative estimates by individual opportunities identified.
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Executive Summary (15 of 15)

Business Unit
(Key Opportunity)

Indicative Estimates ($ millions)

Potential
Cumulative Impact 
(2020 thru 2024)

Post-
Implementation 
Average Annual 

Impact 

Electric Utility $8.0 $2.0
Asset Management
Return on Equity

$2.8
$5.2

$0.7
$1.3

Water, Wastewater & Stormwater
(Assumes In-Home Option 1) $7.3 $2.2

Stormwater, 
In-Home Services

Option 1: Decom. Non-core Service 
Option 2: Fee for Service

$5.9

$1.4
$0.4

$1.7

$0.4
$0.1

Utility Services ($1.9) $1.0
MDM, Billing System ($1.9) $1.0

Waste & Recycling $1.0 $0.3
ICI Cost Recovery $1.0 $0.3

Transportation 
(Assumes high savings for Snow) $2.8 $0.9

Snow
Parking
Enforcement – Street Sweeping
Enforcement – Snow Route

$0.3 to $1.2
$0.9
$0.4
$0.3

$0.1 to $0.4
$0.3
$0.1
$0.1

Infrastructure Administration NA NA
Structure
Capital Management
Analytics

NA NA

Summary of Potential Financial Impacts to the City

Business Unit
(Key Opportunity)

Indicative Estimates ($ millions)

Potential
Cumulative Impact 
(2020 thru 2024)

Post-
Implementation 
Average Annual 

Impact 

Parks (Assumes Naturalization 10%) $2.9 $0.8
Naturalization – 5% Conversion
Naturalization – 10% Conversion
Naturalization – 15% Conversion
Reduced Mowing & Watering 

$0.4
$0.8
$1.2
$2.1

$0.2
$0.3
$0.5
$0.5

Fleet Services $18.2 $0.8
Asset Rationalization
Improved Utilization
Reserve Reduction

$2.9
$0.3

$15.0

$0.7
$0.1
NA

The Galt Museum $0.9 $0.3
Increased Revenue
Reduced Hours

$0.6
$0.4

$0.2
$0.1

City-Wide Opportunities $0.9 $0.3
Public Operations $0.9 $0.3

Total $40.1 $8.6
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Objective and Scope
Introduction

Objective
The objective of the City of Lethbridge (“The City” or “Lethbridge”) was to conduct an independent fiscal and operational performance review (the 
“Review”) on selected Business Units. The intent of the review was to assess the current state and identify potential areas of opportunity for 
efficiencies, cost improvement, innovation and reinvestment, for the City of Lethbridge's consideration.  Following a request for proposal process, 
KPMG LLP (“KPMG”) was selected to conduct the independent fiscal and operational performance review.

The Review was divided into two phases. The first phase reviewed eight Business Units and was completed in November 2019. The second phase, 
the focus of this report, comprises nine Business Units and started in December 2019. 

This is an independent fiscal and operational performance review, not an audit.  The project approach was a collaborative process with The City and 
KPMG.

Phase 2 Scope
The focus of Phase 2 of the Review was on nine "in-scope" Business Units. Eight of the nine are within Infrastructure Services. These Business 
Units collectively represent approximately $196 million of the City’s operating expenditures, with over 70% in the four utilities .

1 Electric 
Utility

4 Waste & 
Recycling

5 Transportation 
Services

6 Infrastructure 
Administration

2 Water

3 Utility 
Services

7 Parks

8 Fleet 
Services

9 Galt 
Museum

Rate-Supported Services Tax-Supported Services
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Approach and Phase 2 Timeline
KPMG worked collaboratively with The City to assess the service offerings, challenges and opportunities of the in-scope 
Business Units and the broader organization. The approach employed in Phase 2 mirrors that of Phase 1 of the Review:

1) Initial Data Gathering and Analysis – KPMG did an initial review of documentation and conducted preliminary interviews 
with the Mayor, Councillors, and senior leaders within the organization.

2) Current State Assessment – KPMG conducted interviews and working sessions with key individuals from the nine in-
scope Business Units. In addition, stakeholders that were deemed to have key perspective on these Business Units’ 
operations were interviewed in confidence.  Data and information on the current state was assessed.  The baseline 
information was compared with select peer municipalities, where available. Using both internal and external information, 
potential opportunities were identified. Analysis on the data and information provided in the initial data gathering 
exercise will be validated with the Business Units. 

3) Opportunities and Options Analysis – The potential impact of the identified opportunities were based on performance 
evaluation criteria that were agreed upon by The City in the Project Charter. These criteria include both qualitative and 
quantitative components. 

4) Reporting – KPMG developed a draft report for The City’s review. The finalized report addressed feedback and minor 
adjustments.

Introduction

April 2020
–

May 2020

May 2020
–

June 2020

December 2019 
– January 2020

January 2020
–

March 2020
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Approach: Evaluation Criteria
Introduction

Opportunity Evaluation Criteria Opportunity Prioritization

Efficiency and Financial Impact
― Potential cost improvement.
― Efficiencies in operations and services while maintaining service.
― Potential revenue or reinvestment opportunities.

Effectiveness
― Effective provision of customer services in achieving objectives.
― Effectively meeting intended outcomes and positive results.
― Comparison of results to others.

Public Service Impacts 
― Maintaining front-line, public-facing staff.
― Capability, capacity, skills.
― Change management/readiness.

Alignment ― Consistent/meets with the City's strategy.
― Regulatory/Legislative requirements.

Implementation Risks ― Relative effort and timeline to transition/implement 
― Implementation risks.

The Review evaluated opportunities based on criteria approved by the City Project Committee at the beginning of the project and in the approved 
Project Charter.  These criteria were used to prioritize identified opportunities resulting from the reviews of the Business Units. 
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Summary of Opportunities

Implementation Benefit Level of 
DecisionCost Time Risk Efficiency Effectiveness Service Alignment

Low

Investment of 
less than 
$150,000 

(“L”)

Short
(<18 

months)
(“L”)

Low
(“L”)

Neutral (“o”) or negative impact (“-”)

City 
Administration

Medium

Investment of 
$150,000 to 
$500,000

(“M”)

Medium 
(18-36 

months)
(“M”)

Medium 
(Moderate)

(“M”)
Moderate improvement from current state (“+”)

High
Investment of 

>$500,000
(“H”)

Long 
(>3 years)

(“H”)

High 
(Complex)

(“H”)
Significant improvement from current state (“++”) Council

Legend

Ratings 
Applied to 
Opportunities

Introduction

Organized by Business Unit, a number of opportunities for improvement have been identified.  Each was rated using the legend described below.

Criteria
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Municipal Comparator Overview 
For the purposes of the review, nine comparator communities were selected as municipal comparators based on population size and growth, 
urban/rural characteristics, economic similarities, and geographical representation from across western Canada and Ontario. Where appropriate and 
data existed, these municipalities were used to compare the performance of the Business Units. However, in some cases, given the nature of the 
Business Unit being reviewed, or the availability of existing benchmarking research, different comparators were used. 

Introduction

Source: Financial information is derived from financial statements, population statistics derive from Statistics Canada and Municipal Annual Reports, and qualitative information from 
annual reports and municipal economic development agencies. Data may not be strictly comparable due to accounting and reporting differences. Financial numbers are in $ millions.

Municipalities
2018 

Population 
2018 Operating 

Expenditure
2018 Capital 
Expenditure 

2018 
Revenue 

2018 
Debt

2018 Net 
Assets Key Economic Sectors and Industries

Lethbridge 99,769 $368.4M $155.6M $487.4M $202.0M $1,765.1M
Agri-business, healthcare services, post-secondary 
education, transportation and distribution, retail, and 
regional services.

Medicine Hat 63,138 $383.1M $132.4M $366.7M $360.2M $1,252.2M Agri-business, aerospace and defense, petrochemicals 
processing and professional services. 

Red Deer 99,832 $357.9M $97.6M $343.3M $275.2M $1,992.3M Retail, healthcare services, construction, oil and gas 
extraction, and manufacturing.

Kamloops 92,242 $196.5M $96.3M $228.4M $105.7M $1,231.9M Forestry and mining, retail, agriculture, healthcare 
services, transportation and logistics.

Kelowna 131,600 $286.6M $31.7M $400.9M $119.3M $2,042.0M Manufacturing and construction, technology, tourism, 
agriculture, and healthcare services.

Regina 234,177 $599.1M $148.3M $736.5M $317.7M $2,267.8M
Manufacturing, information technology, agriculture and 
agri-business, tourism, energy, health and education 
services, finance and insurance, provincial government.

Saskatoon 268,188 $804.0M $280.0M $1,062.9M $359.0M $4,325.0M Wholesale and retail trade, health and education 
services, construction, real estate, finance and insurance.

Barrie 148,136 $365.0M $131.9M $424.8M $290.0M $1,780.6M Manufacturing, information technology and data security, 
food services, health and education services.

Guelph 138,357 $428.9M $90.5M $484.5M $9.9M $1,248.1M Agri-business, Regional services, manufacturing, retail,
post-secondary education.

Kingston 123,973 $488.9M $140.2M $511.7M $217.1M $1,419.3M
Health and education services, transportation, tourism, 
regional services and defense, research and 
development.



City-wide Context
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City Context – Population and Demographics
Lethbridge’s population growth has outpaced Alberta and Canada in four of the last 
five years. In recent years population growth has slowed, but annual growth rates 
still remain higher than both Alberta and Canada. Cumulatively, from 2014 to 2019, 
Lethbridge has seen an increase in population of 9.1%, compared to 7.6% and 6.7% 
for Alberta and Canada respectively. It has also been reported that the City of 
Lethbridge passed 100,000 in population in 2019.

Lethbridge’s age distribution is more bottom-heavy compared to Canada as a whole, 
with the largest difference in the 20 to 29 age range. This is largely driven by the 
University of Lethbridge and Lethbridge Community College student population. 

Since 2015, Lethbridge’s age distribution has only slightly changed with the most 
notable changes being the reduction in the 40 to 59 age range and an increase in 
the 60 to 79 age range. This is resulting in a more "hourglass" shaped distribution 
suggesting an increasing proportion of young and old.

City-wide Overview
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Sources: City of Lethbridge Annual Report (2015, 2016, 2017, and 2018). 2018 financial statements for various municipalities. Data may not be strictly comparable due to accounting 
and reporting differences.

City Context – Financial (1 of 5)
Net assets or “municipal equity” represents the excess of assets over debt and other liabilities. A measure of the City’s strong financial position is 
the level of net assets which rose to $1.765 billion in 2018, an increase of 32% since 2014 (average annual growth of approximately 8% annually).

This growth has been driven by the increase in tangible capital assets. The net assets have been built up over time and include: reserves, 
accumulated unrestricted surplus, equity invested in tangible assets, and the capital fund.

The City of Lethbridge has a relatively high level of capital tangible assets per capita compared to select peer cities as shown in the chart.

The City has consistently reported positive net financial assets. In 2018, net financial assets were $4 million compared to $46 million in 2017, 
related to the increase in construction of various capital project which was the primary factor in the increase in debenture debt in 2018.

In 2018, the City realized an excess of revenues over expenditures of $119 million ($92.9 million in 2017), with the bulk of these funds reduced by 
the change in equity in tangible capital assets of $127.5 million, and also by a $15 million decrease in transfers to the capital fund, a decrease of $6 
million in reserve transfers, and by a $8.1 million increase related to changes in other equity balances. After these changes and transfers, the 
consolidated annual unrestricted surplus was $4.4 million (City of Lethbridge 2018 Annual Report, pg. 22).

City-wide Overview
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City Context – Financial (2 of 5)
City-wide Overview
Comparing financial positions across municipalities is challenging due to the variable nature of operations. As an example, Medicine Hat operates 
many services that may not be consistent across municipalities, such as land development, natural gas and petroleum, and electric utility 
businesses. As a result, Medicine Hat’s approach to debt is very different. In order to understand the full picture, different lenses need to be taken.

Lethbridge has a high debt per capita compared to its peers (excluding Medicine Hat for the rationale mentioned above). However, Lethbridge has a 
low debt to revenue ratio, and is only using 35% of its available debt capacity which is the lowest of the comparators with similar debt limit 
measures. 

In general, Lethbridge is in a relatively strong financial position as a result of its manageable debt and consistent operating surplus.

City-wide Overview

1Total debt capacity was only used for municipalities where it was explicitly stated in their annual/financial reports as there are different calculation methods applied across the country.
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City Context – Financial (3 of 5)
Growth of City tangible capital assets
Another lens for evaluating service intensity is to consider the City’s capital assets per capita and over time.  The City’s tangible capital assets have 
a net book value of over $1.7 billion and over the last five years this has been growing at a compound annual growth rate of 8.4%.  This pace of 
growth exceeds the combined annual increase of inflation and population growth of between 3 - 4%, and has exceeded growth rates in most other 
peer cities over this same period (e.g., Red Deer’s growth in assets was 3.3%; Medicine Hat’s was 4.2%; and Kelowna and Kamloops’s each had a 
growth rate of 2.4%).  

It is important to manage and leverage assets effectively for the community and to support future community development.  However, there may be 
some opportunities to potentially rationalize or consolidate assets in certain categories such as buildings and equipment, and to potential transfer 
some level of associated risk and liability.

City-wide Overview

Source: City of Lethbridge Annual Reports (2015 to 2018).

City of Lethbridge 
Tangible Capital 
Assets ($000s)

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 Growth
(2014-2018)

Compound
Annual Growth 

Rate (2014-2018)
Land $93,214 $91,447 $93,557 $106,636 $133,489 43% 9.4%
Land improvements $44,293 $45,125 $52,150 $53,921 $68,273 54% 11.4%
Buildings $205,529 $201,783 $241,891 $270,198 $295,122 44% 9.5%
Engineered Structures $752,805 $812,886 $881,426 $895,818 $946,689 26% 5.9%

Roadways $353,822 $394,928 $414,508 $415,572 $459,634 30% 6.8%
Water system $162,136 $168,213 $177,751 $179,196 $184,494 14% 3.3%
Wastewater system $133,135 $140,184 $151,820 $151,420 $152,368 14% 3.3%
Waste services system $530 $506 $501 $3,166 $3,325 527% 58.2%
Electrical system $103,182 $109,055 $136,846 $146,464 $146,868 42% 9.2%

Equipment and furnishings $43,343 $43,605 $44,604 $45,151 $54,841 27% 6.2%
Vehicles $30,755 $31,021 $34,260 $36,984 $40,582 32% 7.2%
Assets under construction $71,977 $127,295 $109,149 $155,552 $180,704 151% 25.9%
Total $1,241,916 $1,353,162 $1,457,037 $1,564,260 $1,719,700 38% 8.4%
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City Context – Financial (4 of 5)
Operating expenditures compared to select cities
Operating expenditure per capita and growth of City expenditures over 2015 to 2018 have been analyzed to evaluate service intensity at the City of 
Lethbridge. Comparing Lethbridge to a basket of Canadian mid-sized cities, Lethbridge has the 3rd highest rate of operating expense per capita, 
next to Medicine Hat and Kingston, however, Medicine Hat is not an analogous comparison due to its unique operating model which includes a 
municipal gas and petroleum Business Unit (refer to footnote 1). 

Lethbridge has also experienced the fourth highest growth in expenditure per capita between 2015 and 2018. Regina and Kelowna although they 
have experienced high growth in expenditures, are still on the low end of per capita expenditure. This could suggest underspending or lower level of 
service or right-sizing to meet citizen demand. Whereas Kingston, Red Deer, Lethbridge, and Medicine Hat have experienced high growth in 
expenditures, but are also on the high end of per capita expenditure.

City-wide Overview

Inflation (2015-2018)

1 Medicine Hat has a Gas and Petroleum division. For the purposes of the comparison the operating expenditures from this Business Unit were removed from Medicine Hat’s total operating 
expenditures. However, comparisons with Medicine Hat are made with an understanding of this structural difference as it has an overall impact on how the organization functions.

Source: Operating and utility actual expenditures derived from annual budgets and financial statements. Population sourced from municipal census information or from annual 
reporting. Inflation is based on compounded CPI from 2015 to 2018. Data may not be strictly comparable due to accounting and reporting differences.
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City Context – Financial (5 of 5)
The City of Lethbridge’s consolidated expenses grew 18.9% from 2015 to 2018, an average increase of 6.3% annually. Tax-supported expenses 
grew 17.6% from 2015-2018, while utility expenses grew 21.7% over this period. Salaries and wages represent 46.3% of consolidated expenses, 
followed by materials, supplies and utilities at 20.3%, contracted and general services at 17.1%, and amortization of tangible capital assets at 
15.2%.

Alberta municipalities own their electric utilities, while most cities across Canada do not. The graph below “normalizes” operating expenditures by 
removing electric and gas utilities (already adjusted for Medicine Hat). This comparison still illustrates a similar result – the City of Lethbridge has 
higher operating expenditures per capita then peer municipalities in western Canada and Ontario.

City-wide Overview

Source: Derived from City of Lethbridge 2018 Annual Report, 2018 Alberta Municipal Affairs, 2018 Financial Information Return for all Ontario Municipalities, Government of British 
Columbia Municipal General and Financial Statistics, and 2018 financial statements for various municipalities. Data may not be strictly comparable due to accounting and reporting 
differences.
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Another lens for evaluating overall expenditures at the City is to consider the number of full-time equivalent (FTE) staff per capita. All else being 
constant, a lower ratio would suggest that the City delivers service levels more efficiently.  Staffing levels of comparator jurisdictions also vary by 
geography, service offering, overall population size and alternative service delivery options employed.  

There appears to be a moderate correlation between total population and the number of citizens per FTE.  Kamloops and Kelowna deviate from the 
trend likely in part because their transit service is provided by BC Transit. Among the peer group, Lethbridge has a high number of FTEs per 
population served. 

Overall Staffing Level 
City-wide Overview

Source: Municipal data from the 2017 MBNCanada Performance Measurement Report for all municipalities except Saskatoon, Kelowna and Kamloops. Saskatoon, Kelowna and 
Kamloops derived from from operating budgets. Data may not be strictly comparable due to accounting and reporting differences.

Note: Size of bubbles indicates number of municipal employees.
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Overall Staffing Level (2 of 2)
From several interview and working sessions conducted during the Review, it was noted that there is an overall sense that the culture in the City 
government is very good in terms of customer service. There is great pride and care in the work the City does for the community where its 
employees live.  

Concerns expressed by staff during the Review focused on the development of siloes with the organization.  Several noted that pockets within the 
organization are resistant to changing the status quo and may have developed a sense of entitlement. Interviews with external stakeholders 
expressed some concerns with City attitude in dealing with businesses and organizations.  Most noted, however, a positive change and shift with 
new leadership, and a greater openness to ideas, innovation and a partnership approach. 

From information provided by the City of Lethbridge, as of December 31, 2018, the City had approximately 1,300 full-time employees and 675 part-
time employees, resulting in a total of approximately 1,975 employees or approximately 1,600 FTEs. 

City-wide Overview
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City Context – Service Levels
The City of Lethbridge 2018 Community Satisfaction Survey (Ipsos Public Affairs) generally articulates positive public opinion about the quality of life 
and City services in Lethbridge. Key excerpts and takeaways include:

– “For the fifth consecutive measure, there is near universal agreement (97%) that the quality of life in Lethbridge is good.”

– “…two-in-ten (22%) residents say the quality of life has ‘improved’ in the past three years, while the majority (59%) say it has stayed the same…”

– Although satisfaction with City Programs and Services is down by 5%, the vast majority of residents (88%) are satisfied with City service.

– “Close to seven-in-ten (70%) residents give the City a ‘good value’ rating for the value of their property taxes, on par with results from the last two 
surveys…”

Many stakeholders interviewed perceive that the City appears to be delivering a high level of service to its citizens, and supports a high quality of life 
that residents expect in Lethbridge. Further, Lethbridge continues to experience a higher growth rate than both Canada and Alberta, suggesting it is 
a relatively desirable and attractive place to live.

Such positive perceptions of Lethbridge’s service levels and quality of life standards could be an indicator that The City may be over-delivering in 
some service areas. The Ipsos survey also identified a relatively even split between individuals who wanted to increase taxes and those who wanted 
to cut services. This could suggest that the City has achieved a reasonable balance between service provided and the cost of services. 

City-wide Overview



In-scope Business Unit 
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In-scope Business Unit Reviews
In Phase 2, the City of Lethbridge selected nine Business 
Units for in-depth examination.  The Current State Review 
included:

– Review of existing procedures, policies, records and 
other documentation and data

– Interviews with Business Unit management and key 
stakeholders, as required

– Review of leading practices and consideration of how 
those could apply to the City of Lethbridge

– Identifying potential opportunities and areas for further 
investigation keeping in mind the opportunity evaluation 
criteria:

– Alignment with City strategy

– Efficiency and financial impact

– Effectiveness

– Impact to the Public Service

– Implementation Risks.

The nine Business Units collectively total approximately 
$31.1 million in the City’s tax-supported operating budget. 
However, total operating expenditures of these nine 
Business Units are collectively over $196.5 million when 
reflecting actual payroll and non-payroll expenses.

Based on City-provided data, these nine Business Units 
collectively total 542 FTEs.

Business Unit 2018 Approved Budget
(Rate-Supported)1

2018 Total Operating 
Expenditures2

Electric Utility - $76.1M3

Water & Wastewater4 $0.7M $42.5M

Utility Services - $4.1M

Waste & Recycling5 - $18.2M

Total of Rate-Supported BUs $0.7 $140.9M

Business Unit 2018 Approved Budget
(Tax-Supported)1

2018 Total Operating 
Expenditures2

Transportation6 $14.8M  $24.1M

Infrastructure Administration $0.6M $3.3M

Parks $13.9M $15.1M

Fleet Services - $10.8M7

Galt Museum & Archives  $1.8M $2.3M

Total of Tax-Supported BUs $31.1M $55.6M

TOTAL $31.8M $196.5M
1City of Lethbridge Operating Budget 2019-2022.
2Business Unit Manager Financial Reports.
3Electric Utility Income Statement.
4Water, Wastewater utilities and Stormwater operating budgets and financial reports have been 
consolidated as one Business Unit.
5Waste and Recycling Services and Waste Processing operating budgets and financial reports have 
been consolidated as one Business Unit.
6Transportation, Parking, and Community Lights operating budgets and financial reports have been 
consolidated as one Business Unit.
7Net Interdepartmental Transfers have been removed to better reflect the Fleet expenditures. 



Electric Utilities
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Potential for Improvement Opportunity

Efficiency
Resource Investment Based on expenses and FTEs

Trend Moderate expense growth

Effectiveness Alternative Practices Potential for alternative service delivery

Service Citizen-facing Routine or transactional service; limited interaction

Alignment Service Alignment Discretionary service

Overall ---- High potential

Service List
Public-facing services:
LEU's services the public by providing electricity to 
residents and businesses, and dark fiber to select non-
profit organizations.

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.

Alignment with Strategic Goals

1. Accountable Leadership
2. Financial Stewardship and Economic Prosperity
3. Liveable Communities 

Electric Utility

Low potential Moderate potential High potential

Financial Performance

Summary Description

Lethbridge Electric Utility (LEU) provides the City 
access to electricity through transmission, distribution 
and the regulated sale of power. Transmission provides 
Lethbridge with access to the provincial electricity grid 
and distribution delivers electricity to residents and 
businesses. The regulated sale of power is to residents 
and some businesses that have not our can not procure 
power from a competitive retailer. Unrelated to 
electricity, LEU manages the City’s dark fibre network 
and leases capacity to City departments and some non-
profit organizations. Electric Utilities is supported by 
approximately 94 FTEs and expenditures totaled 
$86.9M in 2018.
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Overview (1 of 3)
The City is one of a number of Alberta municipalities that have a publicly-owned and operated electric utility. The Lethbridge Electric Utility (LEU) is 
responsible for ensuring that consumers in Lethbridge have access to safe and reliable electric energy through a well-managed and dependable 
system. LEU is a rate-supported Business Unit within the Infrastructure Services (Utilities) Department. LEU’s business is highly regulated through 
provincial legislation and municipal by-laws. Regulatory agencies such as the Alberta Utilities Commission (AUC), the Alberta Electric System 
Operator (AESO), the Market Surveillance Administrators (MSA), and City Council play integral roles in the overall functionality of the electrical 
system and its market in Alberta facilitation.

Accountability Framework

Electric Utility

LEU Financials
2018  Transmission Distribution Fibre RRO Total 

Revenue $7.6M $55.9M $0.4M $9.9M $73.9M

Expenditure $9.9M $55.7M $0.3M $9.9M $75.7M

Surplus/(Deficit) ($2.3M) $0.3 $0.1M <$0.1M ($1.8M)

Capital Projects 2018 2019
Substations $6.8M $7.5M
Transmission Lines $1.3M -
Annual Capital Programs:
Extension & Improvement $9.3M $9.8M
Renewal / Growth $3.2M $3.2M
Dark Fibre/ Communications $0.1M $0.2M
System Control $0.4M $0.3M
Fleet $1.3M $1.0M
Support Plant $0.7M $0.3M
Total $23.1M $22.3M

Financial Overview
LEU has four distinct service areas: Transmission, Distribution, Dark Fibre, and Regulated Rate 
Option (RRO). Each service is discussed and expanded on further in the Operating Model 
section. LEU is intended to operate on a breakeven basis, but did not achieve breakeven in 
2018 after considering its cost of capital.

Provincial Legislation
Electric Utilities Act, AUC Act, and all other binding legislation

Ministry of Energy
Approval of regulations, regulatory body appointments

Regulators
Regulating Bodies: AUC, AESO, MSA and City Council

System and Market 
Generators, Transmission Operators, Distributors, and Retailers 

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.
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Overview (2 of 3)
LEU serves an area size of 124 sq.km., providing electrical energy to approximately over 41,000 residential, commercial, and industrial customers. It 
owns, manages and maintains approximately $288 million total assets (e.g., six substations, 900 km of electrical line, 4,500 transformers, and 
almost 3,000 distribution circuits). Electrical meters (city-owned) measure energy usage and demand for billing. 

Electric Utility

Customers by type – 2019 Consumption (000s) – 2019
Residential1 38,0004 254,000 kWh
Commercial2 2,6004 416,000 kWh
Industrial3 n/a 135,000 kWh
Other n/a 8,000 kWh
Total 40,600 813,000 kWh

Key Highlights – Operational Measures
Transmission System 60 km of 138 kV lines
Distribution Demand Peak, 2019 180,997 kW
Growth in Demand, kW (2015-2019) 26%, or 6% annually
Number of Electrical Meters 40,300
Growth in Electrical Meters (2017-2019) 15%
Distribution circuits - overhead (km) 454
Distribution circuits - underground (km) 2,455

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.
1 Rate class 991 primarily comprised of residential customers
2Sum of four rate classes comprised primarily of commercial customers (992, 994, 
995, 996) 
3 Rate class 997 primarily comprised of industrial customers
4 Approximate values

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.

Rate Classes
Electrical demand is the rate at which power is consumed and is 
measured in kilovolt-amperes (kVA). Electrical consumption is the rate 
at which electricity is consumed over a certain time period measured in 
kilowatt-hours (kWh). LEU uses a number of rate classes based on 
consumption and demand requirements. Each generally corresponds 
to a type of customers, such as residential, commercial, and industrial. 
For the purposes of this review, we reference customer types and 
mean them to refer to the corresponding rate classes shown in the 
table to the right.

General Customer Category Rate Class

Residential 991

Small Commercial 992

Small to Medium Commercial 994

Medium to Large Commercial 995

Large Commercial 996

Industrial 997
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Overview (3 of 3)
Volumes
Electricity consumption typically increases by only small amounts annually, though in 2017, electricity consumption increased by about 3.6%.  
According to LEU, this was may have been due to unusual summer heat. Consumption in Lethbridge has been fairly steady at approximately 814 
million kWh annually over the last three years. 

Electric Utility

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.
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Operating Model (1 of 2)
LEU’s level of service is organized and divided by the following five areas:

Electric Utility

Areas of Service Objective and Scope Operating Approach

Distribution Objective: Ensure that residences, businesses and 
industries within Lethbridge can access the energy 
received by the transmission system.

― System planning and oversight of the municipal 
distribution system, including design and 
installation of capital improvements and capital 
expansion.

― System maintenance to industry, provincial, and 
national standards.

― Regulated by City Council
― Operate and maintain sub stations, distribution network and 

meters. This includes metering approximately 41,000 customers 
(35,000 residential) and other specialized meters for commercial 
customers. 

― Contract external contractors for shallow service installation,
including working with Shaw, Telus, to ensure completion in new 
sites

― Install final connections to new sites
― Install commercial and industrial servicing, including installing bulk 

supply lines into businesses as requested by customers
― Monitor and operate distribution system through the Control Centre
― Monitor and maintain distribution assets; respond to outages
― Collect meter readings and provide for load settlement and billing 

purpose
― External advice on rates is provided by Chymko Consulting

Regulated Rate 
Option

Objective: Bill for energy delivered to residential and 
commercial customers that have not or are unable to 
sign up with a competitive retailer. 

― Set and publish the price for RRO energy on 
monthly basis.

― Bill RRO customers.

― Utility Services performs billing function on behalf of LEU
― External advice on rates is provided by Chymko Consulting

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.
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Operating Model (2 of 2)
Electric Utility

Electric Utility

Areas of Service Scope Operating Approach

Transmission Objective: Provide the City of Lethbridge 
with access to the province wide 
transmission system.

― System planning and oversight, including 
design and installation of capital 
improvements and capital expansion.

― System maintenance and operation to 
industry, provincial, and national 
standards.

― Regulated by the Alberta Utilities Commission
― LEU transmission system itself consists of all 138,000 Volt electric facilities 

owned and operated by LEU and is a part of the Alberta Interconnected 
Electric System

― The AESO is responsible for transmission system planning in Alberta and 
assigns expansion projects, as required, to LEU. Assigned projects are 
funded through the AUC general tariff application

― The AUC is responsible for approval and funding of LEU’s transmission 
renewal plan through LEU’s general tariff application.

― The transmission facilities owned and operated by LEU include both 
transmission lines and substations

― LEU contracts most transmission construction and maintenance work to 
third-parties

Fibre Network Objective: Manage dark fibre network used 
to support Supervisory Control and Data 
Acquisition (SCADA) system

― Dark fibre capacity sold to the City and select non-profit organizations
― Maintained and operated internally.

Street Lighting 
and Community
Services

Objective: Install and maintain street lighting 
on behalf of the City Transportation Business 
Unit

― Maintains street light service on a cost-recovery basis 
― Support wider Lethbridge community with Christmas Lights and support of 

festivals.

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.
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Electric Utilities in Alberta
There are four segments to electric utilities:

Alberta’s electrical generation and retail markets are competitive, while electrical transmission and distribution systems are regulated monopolies. 
For example, EPCOR Distribution & Transmission Inc. in Edmonton and ENMAX Power in Calgary are the main transmission and distribution 
service providers for those cities. Major Albertan municipalities such as Lethbridge, Red Deer, Medicine Hat and a number of Rural Electrification 
Associations (REA) act as transmission facility owners and/or distribution companies (typically contain power lines, substations, transformers, 
meters) in their jurisdictions. 

LEU does not generate power. It is the Transmission Facility Owner (TFO) for the City and is regulated by the AUC. The LEU is also one of fourteen 
regulated distribution companies in Alberta who serve as Wire Services Provider (WSP) providing a Regulated Rate Option (RRO) to customers 
according to provincial legislation (i.e., Electric Utility Act). As the WSP, the City must provide to eligible customers in the service area the option of 
an RRO instead of purchasing electricity services through a competitive retailer.  

― Sale of electricity to customers
― Customers enter into contracts 

with competitive retailers
― Customers that consume less 

than 250 MWh per year and 
that do not or cannot enter into 
contracts are provided with a 
Regulated Rate Option (RRO)

― RRO set and approved by the 
AUC for some utilities and in 
Lethbridge, by City Council

― Distribution to customers 
― Cost of service model rate of 

return (i.e., tariff)
― Distribution rates are 

approved by AUC for some 
utilities and in Lethbridge, by 
City Council

― Conversion of electricity through 
high-voltage transmission lines 
to local substations

― Municipal and private ownership 
and operation

― Cost-of-service model and rate 
of return (i.e., tariff)

― Transmission rates approved by 
Alberta Utilities Commission 
(AUC)

― AESO manages transmission 
system

Context (1 of 2)
Electric Utility

Source: Derived from information gathered from the Alberta Utilities Commission, Alberta Electric System Operator, Alberta Utilities Consumer Advocate, LEU Business Unit Report, 
City of Lethbridge By-laws

― Commercial scale generation
― Distributed and micro 

generation
― Energy is bought and sold on 

an open, competitive, 
wholesale market

― Hourly price is determined by 
supply and demand

Generation RetailDistributionTransmission
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Context (2 of 2)
Electric Utilities in Lethbridge
Several rates including the distribution rates, the RRO, and the Municipal Consent & Access (i.e., Local Access Fee and/or Administration costs) 
Fee are set by City Council. LEU rates are budgeted to increase by 1.4% annually from 2018 to 2022. Actual energy costs will vary based on the 
retail choice by the resident. However, every resident will pay distribution and transmission charges that are estimated to increase by $3.56/month in 
2019, $0.05/month in 2020, $1.96/month in 2021 and $1.51/month in 2022. 

City Council has approved a Financial Services policy (i.e., FS17, effective: January 1st, 2016), outlining statements specific to the Electric Utility. 
Policies such as the LEU’s reserve provides capital financing and helps stabilizes customer rates, methods of funding capital investments, 
mandating the LEU calculate and provide the City a return on capital (while complying with AUC regulations), and confirms the LEU’s status as the 
Wire Services Provider within municipal boundaries. 

Lethbridge’s Operating Budget 2019 to 2022 states that Electric Utility operating surplus/deficit are applied to the Electric Reserve.  During 
stakeholder engagements, it was stated that the LEU provides a dividend to the City equal to 30% of LEU’s surplus. 

The City’s Finance department manages the utility reserve for asset replacement, rehabilitation, and acquisition. The Rate and Regulatory group 
constructs annual operating and capital budgeting for the LEU and works in conjunction with Finance to provide necessary information and 
documentation for Council approval (e.g., distribution rates). In 2018, LEU hired additional financial personnel to support the Rate and Regulatory 
group within the utility.

LEU outsources a portion of its scope of work including shallow installations, billing, meter data management and load settlement. Customer 
services including billing and load settlement were originally outsourced in 2000; however, external and internal stakeholders had concerns with the 
quality of service provided. Today, through contractual relationships with private entities, LEU and Utility Services have partnered to provide 
services to complete all customer billing in compliance with provincial AUC requirements and customer expectations.

Electric Utility

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.
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Organizational Structure
The organizational structure of LEU is comprised of approximately 95 FTEs.   The majority of these roles are located in Operations as different kinds 
of labour personnel. The organizational structure contains between 3 layers (Finance Management) and 5 layers (Operations). Transition Manager 
has a span of control of one, while two Foremen have a span of control of 41. 

Electric Utility

Electric Utility 
General Manager 

Electric 
Distribution 

Design Manager  

Engineers (3)

Technologists (5)

Clerks (2)

Electric 
Operations 

Manager

Electric 
Operations 

Construction 
Supervisor

Site Inspector Compliance & 
Control Manager

Substation/ 
Metering 

Operations 
Manager

Assistants (2)

Electric Rates 
and Regulatory

Manager

Analysts and 
Technicians (3)

Electric 
Transmission 

Design Manager

Technologist 

Electric Data 
Systems 
Manager

Engineer

Safety/ 
Trades 
Trainer 

Distribution 
Construction 

& 
Maintenance 
Foremen (2)

Leadhands 
(8)

Technologists (4)

Electric AM/FM 
Programming

Electric GIS and 
Asset Systems 

Analyst

Administrator

Control 
Operators (4)

Leadhands 
(2)

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.
2016-2019 Actual Hours and OT Hours from PeopleSoft

Effort Expended 2016 2017 2018 2019
Regular Hours 177,411 182,929 187,148 184,270
Overtime Hours 4,509 6,868 5,635 6,227
Total Hours 181,920 189,796 192,783 190,496
Approx. FTEs 91 95 96 95

Cable 
Locator 

Specialist

Power Line 
Technicians 

(21)

PLT 
Apprentices 
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Electric 
Systems 

Groundmen 
(7)

Labourers
(2)

Electric 
Substation 

and Metering 
Technician 

(6) 

Power 
System 

Electrician 
Apprentice
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Organization and Staffing 
Overall staffing levels increased from 91 FTEs in 2016 to 95 FTEs in 2019. Growth in FTEs was in-line with overall population growth in the City.  
Overtime as a percentage of regular hours varied between 2.5% to 3.8% between 2016 and 2019.  Additional analysis revealed that Electric 
Systems Control Operator II, Lead hand I, and Power Line Technician positions accounted for much of the overtime between 2016 and 2019. 

Top 3 - Overtime

Electric Utility

Source: Derived from information provided by City of Lethbridge.
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Financials and Growth in Spend
Compared to inflation and population growth over the period of 2015 to 2018, which averages 3-4% annually and 10.7% over the 3-year period, 
LEU’s growth in costs was approximately 23%, and were driven by large increases in distribution expenses (2016 and 2017) and transmission 
expenses (2017 and 2018).  

Cumulatively, according to LEU-prepared income statements, LEU did not fully recover its cost of capital in most years between 2014 and 2018. The 
total shortfall over these years was approximately $5 million. It is unusual amongst regulated utilities for them not to recover their cost of capital. 
Utilities have the ability (subject to regulatory approval) to define their revenue requirement and earn an allowed rate of return. It should be noted 
that LEU made a surplus in excess of its cost of capital in years prior to the five year period reviewed. LEU mentioned that a decision was made to 
adjust rates in part because it was returning high surpluses.

Electric Utility

Source: Income statements provided by Lethbridge Electric Utility 

Note: In calculating growth trends, the RRO revenue and the associated cost of energy are removed. This eliminates the impact of volatility in the price of electricity.
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Rate Overview (1 of 3)
The Electric Utility charges a number of rates, depending on the customer type, energy consumption, scale of infrastructure assets and capital 
expenditures. Rates are intended to recover the costs of doing business as well as a return on capital. Distribution and RRO energy rates are set by 
the City, while Transmission rates are set by the Alberta Utility Commission. City bylaw 6195 establishes a distribution tariff for the residential, 
commercial and industrial rate groupings. 

The Regulated Rate for electricity fluctuates every month to reflect changes in the wholesale electricity market using a process approved by the 
AUC. The RRO providers set their monthly regulated rate based on the monthly forward electricity prices and consumption volumes. For a two-year 
period (2017 to 2019), there was a price cap on RRO ($0.068 per kWh) in anticipation of a transition from a energy-only wholesale market to a 
capacity-based market, however, both initiatives were halted in November 2019. 

The line graph below shows the average RRO for LEU residential customers in comparison to the average of major RRO providers in Alberta such 
as ATCO, ENMAX Power, ENMAX Energy (RRO provider for Red Deer), EPCOR Energy Inc., Direct Energy Regulated Services, and FortisAlberta. 
LEU residential rates are slightly better (i.e., lower rates) than the Alberta average. 

Electric Utility 

Source: LEU Distribution Tariff 2020, Alberta Utilities Commission, comparator electric utilities and City of Lethbridge websites
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Rate Overview (2 of 3)
In 2018, LEU undertook a cost of service analysis that suggested that the residential (991) rate class was not absorbing proportionally as much of 
the cost of distribution as commercial and industrial rate classes. LEU believes that the current rates structure more accurately reflects the true cost 
of serving residential customers.

Analysis compares the average monthly electricity cost a residential and commercial consumer would pay in Lethbridge against those in a number 
of Albertan jurisdictions based on rates in 2019.

Residential Rates
Estimated residential bills include the energy charge (RRO) (assuming a monthly residential electricity consumption of 650 kWh), distribution rates, 
transmission rates and all fixed and variable municipal charges (i.e., administration fees). 

LEU residential electric bills were higher than the comparators in 2019. Based on the assumptions noted, the average monthly bill in 2019 for 
residential customers in Lethbridge was $127 per month, which was 25% higher than the average price for Red Deer customers, and 34% higher 
than the average price for customers in Medicine Hat. 

Electric Utility

Source: Derived from most recent municipal and utility publicly available information. Data may not be strictly comparable due to accounting and reporting differences.

Note: This analysis excludes taxes, rate riders and rebates. 
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Rate Overview (3 of 3 )
Commercial Rates
Estimated commercial bills do not include the energy charge, but the estimated bill is based on electricity consumption of 42,180 kWh with a 108 
kVA billing demand. It includes distribution rates, transmission rates and all fixed and variable municipal charges. Rate class 994 was used for this 
example as a large number of LEU’s commercial customers fall within this rate class. 

LEU’s commercial prices for rate class 994 were close to the median of the comparison utilities. However, if the transmission tariff were removed 
from the 2019 prices (the transmission tariff is largely outside the control of local utilities), LEU’s commercial prices were the lowest of the 
comparison utilities. LEU compared favourably in the other commercial and industrial rates classes as well.

Electric Utility

Source: Derived from most recent municipal and utility publicly available information. Data may not be strictly comparable due to accounting and reporting differences.

Note: This analysis excludes taxes, rate riders and rebates. 
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Comparison of Distribution Tariffs 
As mentioned in the previous page, the driver of rate increases in Lethbridge has been the significant growth in distribution tariffs (i.e., transmission 
and distribution access rates) over the last two years, 11% versus 6% amongst the peer group. In fact, when compared to recorded distribution rates 
in 2015, residential charges have grown by approximately 38% over the five-year period. Some of this growth could be attributed to rate adjustments 
following the cost of service analysis in 2018. 

LEU has an approved distribution tariff (i.e., sum of distribution rates and transmission rates) of approximately $67 in 2020 for residential customers 
(assuming 650 kWh usage), which is 43% higher than the peer average. However, a cautionary note and key difference is that Ontario electric 
utilities have no variable distribution rates at the residential class in 2020, though they did in 2018. Comparing the LEU to similar sized, Albertan 
peers, the rate is 35% higher than Red Deer Light & Power’s tariff and 59% higher than Medicine Hat Electric Service’s tariff. A notable observation 
and difference is that the LEU and Red Deer Light & Power are the only Utilities that charge a transmission rate per day at the residential class.

Electric Utility

Source: Each entities publicly available 2020 distribution tariff and posted rates, Alberta Utilities Commission. Data may not be strictly comparable due to accounting and reporting 
differences.

Note: This analysis assumes a residential customer with a consumption level of 650 kWh in a given month (31 days). Ride riders and rebates have been excluded. 
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Municipal Utility Providers
Electric Utility

Sources: 
Derived from LEU Business Plan; Municipal and utility annual reports and online resources; Ontario Electric Distributors Yearbook 2018.

City Utility Corporate Name Utility Type
Peak 

Demand
(kW)

Total
Customers

Total 
Electricity
Line (km)

Size of 
Service Area 

(sq.km)

Lethbridge Lethbridge Electric Utility Municipally-Operated 179,000 41,008 900 124

Red Deer Red Deer Light & Power Commission n/a 45,150 920 84

Medicine Hat Medicine Hat Electric 
Services Commission n/a 33,292 n/a 195

Calgary ENMAX Power Corp. Private Utility 1,610,000 667,700 9,908 1,089

Edmonton EPCOR Energy Alberta Private Utility n/a 397,000 5,680 n/a

Brantford Brantford Power Inc. Municipal Corporation 186,912 39,904 510 74

Burlington Burlington Hydro Inc. Municipal Corporation 351,438 67,940 1,535 188

Kingston Kingston Hydro Corp. Municipal Corporation 126,565 27,658 334 35

Guelph Guelph Hydro Electric
Systems Municipal Corporation 294,370 55,673 1,152 93

Niagara Niagara Peninsula Energy Regional Corporation 254,506 55,593 2,024 827

The table below summarizes key statistical metrics of Lethbridge Electric Utility and peer comparators. The number of customers in this table 
represents the approximation of number of unique electrical meters served. Comparators were selected based on similar customer size profiles, as 
well as Alberta’s major cities. Both Ontario and Alberta have deregulated retail markets. 

The table below shows that there are three primary models used to deliver electric utility services within municipalities: directly by the municipality, 
with an arm’s length commission, or by a third-party, for-profit utility. 
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Service Quality and Reliability Comparison
The primary measure of distribution system’s reliability is the System Average Interruption Duration Index (SAIDI) and the System Average 
Interruption Frequency Index (SAIFI). Both capture the annual average number of hours of interruption experienced by Distribution and 
Transmission’s customers, including scheduled and unscheduled interruptions to primary distribution circuits. A low ratio in either is a positive 
outcome. In 2018, the SAIDI was 0.23 hours which is a decrease from the 2017 value of 0.99 hours. In 2018, the SAIFI was 0.45 interruptions per 
customer, an improvement from 1.23 in 2017. Lethbridge has the best SAIDI and SAIFI ratios when compared against the peer group. It has a index 
of reliability of 0.9999, where it has remained over the past three years indicating robust reliability in the system. 

Electric Utility

Source: Alberta Utilities Commission and Ontario Yearbook of Electricity Distributors 
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Strengths
Electric Utility 

LEU has had a number of recent successes and initiatives, including:

– High Reliability: LEU has maintained high levels of reliability compared to national averages. In 2018, its reliability was 0.9999.

– Automated Meter Infrastructure project (AMI):  The previous LEU metering infrastructure had reached its end of life and presented risk for 
compliance with Measurement Canada requirements. In 2017, LEU completed the multi-year AMI project aimed to upgrade all LEU’s metering 
points in its service territory to a fully functional AMI system. The completion of this project enabled LEU to reset rates in 2018 according to the 
cost of service analysis work done using the AMI data. With AMI, LEU has also been able to identify and respond to system outages more 
quickly and efficiently, identify potential high-demand customers, pursue system optimization initiatives (see Conservation Voltage Reduction), 
automate the billing process and better monitor system performance. 

– Conservation Voltage Reduction (CVR): In partnership with Alberta Innovates and DVI, a division of Dominion Energy, LEU conducted the 
Conservation Voltage Reduction (CVR) pilot program. This pilot leveraged LEU’s AMI infrastructure to optimize voltage levels based on actual 
demand. By implementing this initiative, customers consume between 2% and 4% less energy, and presents an opportunity for LEU to increase 
its system efficiency. 

– Investments in Automation and Analytics:

– Centric Work Order Management System (WORMS): WORMS has contributed to improved communications and workflow. 

– Utilismart: During 2019, LEU significantly completed the installation of Utilismart, which will assist the Distribution Design department gain 
insights from AMI data when exploring potential infrastructure additions and renewals.  

– Outage Management System (OMS): LEU implemented an OMS in its control room that integrates data from GIS, SCADA, and AMI to inform 
operations of the most likely location of faulty infrastructure causing outages. This allows LEU to dispatch field resources to isolate faulty 
equipment and return service to customers quicker and with greater efficiency. OMS functionality includes outage analysis and prediction, call 
handling, dispatch and crew management, management dashboards, and a customer outage portal that provides 24/7 remote access to 
critical control room information. Installation and commissioning of the management system, and training of staff on new processes were 
completed last year. 

– Leadership Development: On a continuous basis, the LEU management group engages in leadership development training. This has 
transformed the organizational culture to better engage employees, deliver results, and promote a culture of safety. The management team 
reports that it has become more cohesive, open minded, and innovative.

– Relationships with Industry: LEU has made a deliberate effort to engage industry and improve relationships by working collaboratively with 
industry associations (e.g., Building Industry and Land Development Association (BILD) and Industrial Association of Southern Alberta (IASA)). 
As a result, industry representatives report that LEU is more responsive to their needs and are more willing to problem solve to deliver solutions. 

Source: LEU - Programs and Initiatives, Survalent Press Release re. OMS; Stakeholder engagement
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Challenges
Electric Utility

During the course of the current state assessment, the following challenges were identified with respect to the Electric Utility.

Challenge Description

Asset 
Investment 
Planning

LEU does not formally track the condition of all of its assets and plan for their maintenance or replacement following a risk-based 
approach. This may lead to higher-than-necessary investment in some assets. 

Governance
LEU and stakeholders expressed concern that City Council may not have the technical expertise to evaluate and approve rate 
applications for Distribution and RRO rates. Council receives under one hour of training on the electric system, LEU operations 
and the regulatory context every few years. 

Regulation

Transmission infrastructure is regulated by the Alberta Utilities Commission, which in turn, follows recommendations set by North 
American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC). NERC has identified LEU’s control centre to be critical infrastructure and will 
need to meet more stringent security requirements and other regulations. Costs associated with this would be recovered through 
the approved transmission tariff.  

New
Developments

LEU constructs distribution infrastructure in new developments, and connects electrical and telecommunication services to 
individual homes. LEU is challenged to coordinate with the installation of the gas service, and the lack of coordination has 
resulted in connection delays and the need to retrench. Further, in busy construction seasons, LEU faces many requests and at
times may not meet the demands of developers for timely service. 

Fleet 
Procurement 
and Servicing

LEU staff perceive that procurement decisions for fleet equipment do not always match their requirements in terms of price, 
specifications, performance history, and availability. They perceive that Fleet Services is not responsive to procurement requests 
and are slow to service equipment. Staff cited an example of waiting 10 months for a pick-up truck and almost losing the 
opportunity to buy a backhoe. They also noted that they could get better deals directly with the providers. However, LEU is 
currently working collaboratively with Fleet to ensure that expertise on the specialty systems that LEU technical vehicles is
addressed in a timely and prudent fashion.

Workforce 
Satisfaction

During the Review, some LEU staff expressed dissatisfaction with the relationship between staff and management. This may be 
a factor in the increasing absenteeism rate seen within LEU over the last few years. Some suggested that dissatisfaction is linked 
to a low turnover within operations staff and limited opportunities for advancement. Important to note, however, that most staff
appear satisfied.
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Opportunities
Electric Utility

Implementation Benefit Level of 
DecisionCost Time Risk Efficiency Effectiveness Service Alignment

1 Asset Management and 
Investment Planning L M L ++ + o o Administration

2 Sustainable Growth L L H + + o o Administration

3 Return on Equity L L H ++ o o o Council 

4 Developers’ Choice L M L o o + + Administration

5 Operating Model M H H ++ ++ o + Council 

The following table lists the Electric Utility’s opportunities identified along with a high-level assessment of their potential time to implement, and the 
relative degree to which they satisfy the evaluation criteria for prioritizing opportunities.

Legend

Note: The full legend is available on page 24.
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1. Asset Management and Investment Planning
Description
There may be an opportunity for LEU to employ asset management practices across all asset types to help LEU manage its investment in capital 
assets and to control rate growth.  Specifically, LEU may benefit from standardized processes (and systems) to enable condition assessments, 
asset risk assessments, and asset investment planning.
Most of LEU’s assets are tracked in a GIS system and there is no formal condition assessment associated with each.  Pole conditions are monitored 
and poles that fail asset condition tests are replaced as part of an on-going program.  Substation–transmission assets are beginning to be 
catalogued and tracked in an asset management software called Cascade, which is a commercially-available solution to manage electric utility 
assets.  It adds multiple features that support LEU’s activities of monitoring and managing asset health that are not generally available in municipal 
asset management solutions, except as a specialized add-on.  Cascade is a different system from the City’s corporate-wide asset management 
system, though it has the capability of exporting data that could be integrated with municipal data. 
LEU has historically made asset replacement decisions based on asset age, failure or suspected condition.  This could result in assets being 
replaced prematurely, resulting in higher rates.  The opportunity for LEU is to expand the scope of assets captured within Cascade to include 
distribution assets and other categories of assets.

Service Impact (Neutral Impact)
Asset management practices could improve internal capabilities to deliver services in an effective and efficient way, resulting in greater value for 
money from the City’s infrastructure. However, it is not likely that the level of service perceived by the public would change.

Electric Utility
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1. Asset Management and Investment Planning
Standardized asset management practices assist with linking assets and investments to service expectations and risks.  They establish line-of-sight 
between business requirements, service outcomes, infrastructure assets, and the capital and operational investments needed to manage risk and 
meet an organization’s current and long-term needs.  This would help the Utility make more informed decisions when prioritizing maintenance, 
renewal, and investment needs and opportunities.

Condition assessments could directly inform the utility’s understanding of the current level of risk related to any individual asset and how the asset’s 
failure could impact the operation of the system. With the proper classification and assessment of risk, LEU could identify assets that would have the 
most impact in the event of failure and prioritize those assets for repair or replacement. Conversely, LEU could avoid unnecessary maintenance or 
replacement costs associated with assets that have a low risk of failure. LEU operates most distribution assets to failure and an asset system could 
be used to help determine when and asset may be approaching end-of-life.

Electric Utility

Linkage to Next 
Opportunity
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1. Asset Management and Investment Planning
Specifically, LEU may benefit from: 

– Standardized Condition Assessments: These include formalized practices and templates for assessing and monitoring the condition of 
assets. Condition assessments may be performed at a program level (where there are numerous assets of lower value), or at an asset level. 
Standard processes should include: schedules for renewal of asset condition data by asset class, consistent procedures for inspecting or 
monitoring each type of asset, systems to ease collection of inspection data, and centralized databases to store data and enable analysis and 
decision-making as appropriate.

– Risk Assessments: In an asset management context, risk relates to the likelihood (informed by the condition of the asset in question) and 
consequence of failure of infrastructure to support service delivery requirements. These risks could be used to identify areas of focus or 
priority for spending. An example of a risk assessment tool is depicted below.

– Investment Planning: Information from condition and risk assessments, along with LEU priorities, could enable discussions around areas of 
focus for investment across asset types. This planning could directly link into LEU’s capital planning processes to ensure that the most value 
is generated from LEU assets. 

Some research suggests that electric utilities can decrease their maintenance costs by 10% or higher by employing asset management practices 
and analytics. They are also able to extend the life of assets reducing required capital investment1. 

1. Peña, Carlos, David Fernández, and Jesús Gonzalez. How analytics can improve asset management in electric-power networks. McKinsey & Company. October 2016. 

Electric Utility

Example of a Risk Assessment Tool
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1. Asset Management and Investment Planning
Development of asset management practices within LEU could proceed on the timeline described below.  City leadership would also want to be 
aware of the related constraints and risks associated with this course of action. 

Electric Utility

Actions 2020 2021 2022
1. Setup an asset management working group to own and 

lead this initiative within LEU. Identify whether external AM 
consulting support is required. 

2. Assess the current state of asset management practices at 
LEU. Identify current processes, tools, templates, and 
systems used. 

3. Develop and implement standard condition assessment 
processes, procedures, templates, and training materials.

4. Develop and implement risk assessment processes, 
procedures, templates, and training materials. 

5. Develop and implement investment planning processes, 
procedures, templates (including integration into capital 
planning processes), and training materials.

Risks & Constraints Probability Impact
1. Different areas or working groups within 

LEU do not use consistent processes, 
terminology or data resulting in challenges 
using this information in a way that enables 
decision-making and strategic investment.

Low High

2. It may not be practical to have a asset 
management system that is separate from 
the City and that uses different software 
tools. 

High Low
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1. Asset Management and Investment Planning
Key Success Factors
– Careful consideration of asset hierarchies and consistent use of thresholds to evaluate risks and priorities in order to promote an effective 

enterprise-wide evaluation of asset risk and priorities.

– On-going maintenance to keep data current and reliable.

– Effective incorporation of condition data to support condition-based maintenance, renewal and replacement decisions.

Key Performance Indicators
– Achievement of technical levels of service across all assets.

– Reduction in lifecycle costs of assets.

– Increased time to replace assets.

Electric Utility
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Summary of Financial Impact to the City
– LEU already has software licenses for an asset management 

system and has the internal capability to conduct asset 
assessments and maintain data in the asset management 
system. There would be minimal transition costs. 

– Other organizations that have implemented leading practices in 
asset management have seen significant benefits in terms of 
more consistent technical levels of service and reduced asset 
management costs (including both maintenance and 
renewal/replacement costs). LEU already has a strong record of 
very good service. It should look to savings in maintenance and 
renewal as its primary benefit. If LEU were to achieve a 10% 
savings in its annual distribution maintenance expenditures as 
well as a 2.5% decrease in its annual capital expenditures, it 
could save approximately close to $0.7 M per year. 
Assumptions are provided in Appendix A.1. 

Source: Estimate calculated by KPMG
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2014 Expenses 51,905,388$      % of Increase
Depreciation and Cost 
of Capital 4,639,252           26%
Transmission Access 
(C&R) 5,817,244           32%
System Operations 1,593,795           9%
Energy Prices 1,297,287           7%
Overhead Allocations 1,091,643           6%
Linear Taxes 877,521              5%
Other Changes (net) 2,672,473           15%
2019 Expenses 69,894,602$      

Total Change 17,989,214$       
CAGR 6%

(Transmission Excluded)
Major Changes in Annual Expenditures (2014 to 2019)

2. Sustainable Growth
Description
From 2014 to 2019, LEU increased its rate base (the net book value of its assets 
on which it generates a return) on distribution and fibre by over 60% from 
approximately $76 million to $124 million1. Transmission assets are excluded from 
this analysis as transmission costs are recoverable through the system-wide 
transmission tariff and not directly from LEU customers. 

Major contributors to this growth are:

– Expansion of the distribution system
– Underground distribution replacement 
– Investment in substation upgrades
– Implementation of Automated Metering Infrastructure

LEU’s expenditures (excluding transmission expenditures) increased at a 
compound annual growth rate of approximately 6% between 2014 and 2019. The 
increase in distribution and fibre rate base affected LEU’s cost of capital and 
depreciation, which accounted for over a quarter of the increase in LEU’s cost of 
service (revenue requirement). The table to the right summarizes major sources of 
expenditure increases between 2014 and 2019. Transmission Access and Energy 
Prices are outside of LEU’s control. 
The graph to the right shows the relationship between increases in rate base, 
depreciation, cost of capital and expenditures associated with distribution, fibre, 
and RRO. Ultimately, these increases drive required corresponding increases in 
rates. 

Electric Utility

Sources:
1. 2019 – Lethbridge Electric Utility Financial Model provided by Lethbridge Electric Utility.
2. 2014 – 2019 income statements provided by Lethbridge Electric Utility.
Note: CAGR = Compound Annual Growth Rate.
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2. Sustainable Growth
There may be an opportunity to improve LEU’s capital planning process to target a more sustainable growth rate. It may be possible to minimize 
large increases in rate base by: 

1. Improving LEU’s asset management practices, particularly as they pertain to condition-based maintenance and risk management (see previous 
opportunity) to avoid investing more than is required in sustaining existing infrastructure.

2. Refining LEU’s long-term financial planning model to calculate a sustainable growth rate for assets based on an upper target for rate increases.
3. Refining LEU’s capital planning process to consider the timing and amount of capital expenditures based on their priority in relationship to a 

sustainable growth rate. For example, LEU could elect to delay or extend the timing of lower-priority infrastructure upgrades, such as its past 
AMI and control room implementation projects. This would need to be done on at least an annual process, which may require greater flexibility 
than the City’s Community Investment Planning process may allow. 

4. Apply greater oversight in the approval of capital projects based in part on their impact on rates.

Service Impact (Neutral Impact)
Improved practices to promote more sustainable growth in capital investment and rates could positively affect the amount consumers pay for the 
electricity. However, it is not likely that the level of service perceived by the public would change. 

Electric Utility
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Actions 2020 2021
1. Refine the long-term financial model to calculate a 

sustainable growth amount for capital based on a upper 
bound for rate increases. 

2. Develop a more robust, data-driven capital planning 
process that has as inputs, risk assessments and priorities 
for sustaining capital expenditures, growth capital 
projections, and regular updates in consolidated spend 
projections for projects in progress.

3. Review the process for approving capital projects with 
Council and Council’s ability to make informed decisions a 
to the necessity of the projects. 

2. Sustainable Growth
To manage rate base more sustainably, LEU could proceed on the timeline described below. City leadership would also want to be aware of the 
related constraints and risks associated with this course of action. It is anticipated that the City could complete the activities identified below in-
house with no significant, incremental financial impact. 

Electric Utility

Risks & Constraints Probability Impact
1. Uncontrollable factors such as changes in 

regulations or standards, and high rates of 
growth in the City could result in high growth 
rates in rate base despite improved practices 
in asset management and capital planning.

Medium Medium

2. Council is not able to evaluate distribution 
capital projects to determine necessity or 
merit. 

High Medium

3. The City’s four-year capital budgeting 
process does not permit sufficient flexibility to 
enable more effective capital planning within 
LEU. 

Low Low
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2. Sustainable Growth
Key Success Factors
– Rigorous analysis of LEU’s capital program based on timely and accurate information of the risk and condition of existing assets, the timing and 

estimate to complete for projects in progress, and a projection of required growth capital and its priority.

– A model that calculates sustainable growth for sustaining capital and expansion capital within target bounds for rate increases.

– An oversight body that is informed and capable to evaluate and approve LEU’s capital programs and its impact on rates.

Key Performance Indicators
– Sustaining and growth capital programs that are sustainable within an upper bound for rate increases.

Summary of Financial Impact to the City
– No financial impacts estimated. This opportunity pertains to managing future rate growth.

Electric Utility
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3. Return on Equity
Description
Electric utilities aim to recover their allowed return on equity over time. However, while LEU may have historically generated surpluses, it has not 
been able to generate a return equal to its cost of capital in four of the last five years. The five-year cumulative shortfall in recovering its cost of 
capital is over $6 million1. This represents a significant opportunity cost to the City. 

LEU and Council have been mindful of avoiding large rate increases that would negatively affect the City’s residents and its competitiveness in 
attracting and retaining businesses. Using data from its recently implemented AMI technology, LEU has revised its cost of service analysis. This 
resulted in residential customers paying more of the total utility costs and may account, in part, for LEU’s relatively higher residential rates. 

Regardless, LEU is not covering its full cost of capital from revenue, and the City is sub-optimizing its LEU’s return for two reasons:

1. As a municipality department, LEU cannot achieve a financial structure close to the structure allowed for by the Alberta Utilities Commission 
(AUC) for transmission services, and adopted as a benchmark for LEU’s distribution services2.

2. Rates are not set at a level that reflects the true cost of conducting business, including recovering the cost of capital.

Deemed Capital Structure

The AUC approves a deemed capital structure that utilities are allowed to use to calculate a return on equity that is recoverable through rates. In 
2018 and 2019, the deemed capital structure was 37% equity and 63% debt2. LEU does not maintain its own balance sheet and is only able to 
access debt to finance specific capital projects. The schedule on the next page shows LEU’s assets and assigned debt, and suggests that LEU is 
financed primarily with City equity. In 2018, LEU’s capital structure was approximately 81% equity and only 19% debt. This structure differs 
significantly from the deemed capital structure, and as will be shown, results in LEU having a lower return on equity than would be expected.  

Electric Utility

Sources:
1. 2014 – 2019 income statements provided by Lethbridge Electric Utility.
2. 2018 Generic Cost of Capital, Alberta Utility Commission. August 2, 2018.
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3. Return on Equity

Recovery of Cost of Capital
LEU calculates its cost of capital annually in accordance with the AUC’s decision on the deemed capital structure for transmission and distribution 
utilities and approved return on equity (e.g., 8.5% in 2018)1. Most investor-owned or arm’s length utilities consider their net income to be their return 
on equity and they aim to achieve an income equal to the approved return on equity. To accomplish this, they need to structure their balance sheet 
to approximate the deemed capital structure. 

Electric Utility

Sources:
1. 2018 Generic Cost of Capital, Alberta Utility Commission. August 2, 2018.

Sources: 2014 – 2019 income statements provided by Lethbridge Electric Utility; 2014-2018 Capital Assets, Debenture Debt and 
Reserves for Electric Utility - City of Lethbridge; KPMG calculation

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018
Assets

Working Capital 4,803,885$         5,041,563$         6,006,348$         6,851,208$         6,202,643$         
Tangible Assets (net 
book value)

110,049,562       117,756,207       146,910,808       156,795,941       169,674,450       

Total Assets 114,853,447$     122,797,770$     152,917,156$     163,647,149$     175,877,093$     

Liabilities
Debt 4,332,899$         16,541,159$       27,905,240$       28,587,999$       33,294,692$       

Net Assets / Equity
Reserve -                       -                       230,423              771,123              4,595,423           
Calculated Addition 110,520,548       106,256,611       124,781,493       134,288,027       137,986,978       

110,520,548       106,256,611       125,011,916       135,059,150       142,582,401       

Total Liabilities and 
Equity 114,853,447$     122,797,770$     152,917,156$     163,647,149$     175,877,093$     

Pro Forma Balance Sheet for LEU
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3. Return on Equity
LEU calculates a cost of capital based on the deemed capital structure (i.e., it calculates a deemed return on equity and a deemed interest expense) 
and includes this cost of capital as an expenditure net of actual debt interest incurred. Interest is reported as a separate expenditure. LEU’s surplus 
or deficit, therefore, is after accounting for its cost of capital. The schedule below shows what LEU’s surplus might have been if it did not include its 
cost of capital (net of actual interest) as an expense.

The reported deficit (first line in the schedule above) indicates that, in most years, LEU did not generate sufficient revenue to cover its expenses and 
its cost of capital. In other words, it did not fully realize its revenue requirement. LEU would have generated a surplus if the cost of capital (net of 
actual interest expense) was removed from LEU’s expenditures as would be the case for investor-owned utilities. 
A 2018 surplus of $6.1 million on equity of $142.6 million (2018 equity calculated on the previous page) would have yielded a return on equity of 
approximately 4.3%, which is approximately one-half of the allowable 8.5%. The schedule below shows the effective return on equity from 2014 to 
2018. It dropped significantly in 2017. The schedule also shows LEU’s cost of equity, which is calculated by applying the allowable return set by 
AUC and the pro forma calculation of LEU’s equity. When subtracted from LEU’s pro forma surplus (its effective equity return), it suggests that the 
City would require over $6 million more to fully realize an appropriate return on its investment. LEU is not delivering value commensurate with its 
business risk and the investment the City has made in the utility.  

Electric Utility

Source: KPMG calculation

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018
Reported Surplus 141,000$            464,000$            23,000$              (1,828,000)$       (1,836,000)$       
Add Cost of Capital 6,187,000           6,424,000           6,987,000           8,457,000           8,616,000           
Less Interest Expense -                       -                       -                       617,000              674,000              
Calculated Surplus 6,328,000$         6,888,000$         7,010,000$         6,012,000$         6,106,000$         
Sources: 2014 - 2019 income statements provided by Lethbridge Electric Utility; KPMG calculation.

Alternative Presentation of LEU's Surplus and Cost of Capital
(Rounded to the Nearest Thousand)

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018
Effective Return on 
Equity 5.7% 6.5% 5.6% 4.5% 4.3%

Effective Equity Return 6,328,000$         6,888,000$         7,010,000$         6,012,000$         6,106,000$         
Less Cost of Equity 9,671,000           8,819,000           10,376,000         11,480,000         12,120,000         
Loss on Equity Invested (3,343,000)$       (1,931,000)$       (3,366,000)$       (5,468,000)$       (6,014,000)$       

Pro Forma Equity Return and Cost
(Rounded to the Nearest Thousand)
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3. Return on Equity
There may be an opportunity for the City to increase its return from LEU to better reflect the capital it has invested in the utility, and the business risk 
associated with operating a business. At a minimum, the City could target achieving a rate of return equal to the allowed return on equity at the 
deemed capital structure. To achieve this, the City would likely need to consider increasing rates. While there may be allowance to use a rider for 
past loses on distribution (this practice is already used for transmission), it may be a higher priority to focus on recovering the full cost of capital in 
future years. 

The City has limited options in how it finances LEU and it already uses debt financing for capital projects. However, the City may wish to investigate 
options to use more debt financing to increase its return on equity and redirect capital to higher-priority, core municipal services. For example, it may 
be possible for LEU to purchase and finance its own building and yard from the City. Under the existing operating model, additional debt for LEU 
would impact the City’s debt capacity. The City currently has ample headroom for debt and the return of capital from the internal sale could be used 
to reduce or avoid debt for other municipal assets. 

Service Impact (Neutral Impact)
Achieving higher returns for the City could materially affect the amount consumers pay for the electricity if not offset by improved capital planning. 
However, there would be no impact on service. 

Electric Utility
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Actions 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024
1. Develop a financial strategy for LEU that identifies an 

internal target capital structure and options to transition 
towards it. 

2. Review options to adjust rates to cover LEU’s cost of 
capital.

3. Annually, review prior years’ results and where a shortfall 
was realized, consider the use of riders to make up the 
difference between approved and required rates. 

3. Return on Equity
To achieve higher returns on its investment in LEU, the City could proceed on the timeline described below. City leadership would also want to be 
aware of the related constraints and risks associated with this course of action. It is anticipated that the City could complete the activities identified 
below in-house with no significant, incremental financial impact. 

Electric Utility

Risks & Constraints Probability Impact
1. LEU is unable to deliver electric services at 

rates that allow the City to realize a fair return 
on its investment.

High High

2. Council does not allow rates that reflect a fair 
return on investment. High High
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3. Return on Equity
Key Success Factors
– Objectively evaluating an appropriate return on equity for LEU. Council as LEU’s regulator has to determine if it wants to realize a return on 

equity equal to the allowable return on equity set by the AUC. 

– Obtaining the political support for rates that reflect the value of the City’s investment in LEU.

– Identifying opportunities to increase the leverage of LEU’s capital structure.

Key Performance Indicators
– Surpluses sufficient to recover the total cost of capital as calculated using the AUC deemed capital structure and allowed return on equity.

– Actual return on equity that approximates the allowed return on equity.

Summary of Financial Impact to the City
– Increased rates to achieve a revenue requirement that would at least cover the 2019 shortfall of approximately $1.3 million. This would not 

enable the City to realize a return on equity equal to the allowable rate, however, it would at least recover an amount equal to the cost of capital 
assuming a deemed capital structure. 

Electric Utility
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4. Developers’ Choice
Description
LEU installs electrical infrastructure in new residential developments on behalf of developers. LEU charges developers for this service and 
subcontracts the work to a private shallow-trench contractor with multi-year contracts. Except to pilot a Developers’ Choice model, LEU has not 
permitted developers to install electrical infrastructure. 

In other municipalities, a relatively common practice is to allow developers to develop the electrical infrastructure in accordance with utility 
specifications.  This infrastructure becomes a utility asset at the completion of the development. For example, the City of Calgary implemented a 
Developers’ Choice model, which allows developers to select and contract directly one of three pre-approved vendors to install electrical 
infrastructure.  Developer’s Choice is a concept that mid-size municipalities, like Red Deer, are considering as they continue to grow.  Currently, 
Red Deer’s Electric Light & Power department designs and builds the electrical infrastructure, but they are considering from a design standard 
perspective how they could incorporate more of a Developer’s Choice model. 

While some developers are satisfied with LEU’s ability to serve new residential developments in a timely manner, others have expressed 
dissatisfaction with LEU’s timeliness. They note that when there is significant development activity in the City, they cannot get electrical service on a 
timely basis.  These members of the development community also indicated that it may be less expensive for them if they were permitted to go to 
market to obtain the competitive pricing for subcontractors and materials.  LEU questions whether dissenters were involved with the initial pilot, 
since the comments seem inconsistent with what LEU has heard when participating in regular development community meetings.

A few years ago, LEU piloted a Developers’ Choice model.  Feedback from LEU and the development community was mixed, and even mixed 
within the development community.  Some viewed that it believed that it addressed problems in timeliness of service, but was more expensive for 
developers.  Some developers attribute the higher costs to constraints in the design of the pilot.  LEU provided specifications and developers were 
free to have design done separately, with approvals from LEU.  Design costs were higher and LEU chose to reimburse $40,000 in additional costs.  
In addition, LEU acted as the sole provider of materials, which contractors feel prevented them from sourcing materials in the market, but LEU 
asserts this is unlikely due to its greater buying power.

At the conclusion of the pilots, LEU and the development community decided not to pursue Developers’ Choice, and not to reconsider it until the 
LEU’s contact with its subcontractor expired.  It seems that a lack of third-party participation in the pilot and clear documentation have prevented a 
better understanding of the story that fully represents the actions and impacts on the parties involved.  

LEU has an opportunity to further explore Developers’ Choice ensuring that constraints from the pilot are rectified.  There may be different models of 
Developers’ Choice to consider, such as pre-approved contractors (City of Calgary model), or a choice of traditional vs. Developers’ Choice (the 
Manitoba Hydro model).  A future pilot, or pilots, may explore the potential benefits and impacts in current, slower-growth market conditions. 

Service Impact (Positive Impact)
Developers may see an improved level of service from Developers’ Choice by either realizing cost savings, or by having more control over the 
schedule of development projects and the subsequent recovery of project costs. 

Electric Utility
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4. Developers’ Choice
In considering Developers’ Choice, the City may wish to structure a set of pilots that address the constraints identified in the previous pilots. The 
pilots would need to occur following the expiry of LEU’s contract for installation services with the existing subcontractor. City leadership would want 
to be aware of the related constraints and risks associated with this course of action.  The timing suggested below allows for flexibility in when the 
pilot is conducted.  

Electric Utility

Actions 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024
1. Decide when and how to conduct pilot with revised terms 

to remove constraints of initial pilot projects. Obtain input 
from BILD in the design of the pilot. 

2. Conduct revised pilot for developer choice. This could be 
timed around the expiry of the incumbent contractor’s term, 
and may not be practical until development activity 
increases.

3. Evaluate outcomes of pilot with LEU and BILD. 

Risks & Constraints Probability Impact
1. The development community or LEU do not 

accept or agree upon the results of a future pilot 
resulting in continued discontent among the 
development community and frustration for LEU.

Medium Low

2. LEU does not conduct a second, well-structured 
pilot, which erodes recent improvements in 
relations with the development community. 

Medium Low
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4. Developers’ Choice
Key Success Factors
– LEU and the development community need to agree upon clearly defined the measures by which a future pilot would be evaluated.

– The pilot should be structured in such a way that it is agreeable to both LEU and the development community and does not leave any room open 
for continued questioning of the pilot results.

– An evaluation of the pilot should be completed by a neutral party and documented to minimize future questioning of the pilot results and any 
resultant decisions.

– The Developer Choice program would need to be designed in such a manner that LEU had transparency into the costs of the assets that will be 
transferred to it, and the relationship of those costs to the rebate paid to developers. 

Key Performance Indicators
– Developers and LEU are satisfied with a future decision as to whether or not to implement Developers’ Choice.

Summary of Financial Impact to the City
– It is estimated that there would not be a material financial impact to pilot or implement Developers’ Choice, or to continue with the current model.

Electric Utility
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5. Operating Model
Electric Utility

Description
Many electric utilities operate independently from the municipalities that they serve. Notable examples in Alberta include ENMAX (serving the City of 
Calgary), EPCOR (serving the City of Edmonton), and Fortis and Atco (serving many smaller municipalities). In Ontario, examples of arm’s length or 
independent municipal electric utilities are Burlington Hydro Inc. (City of Burlington), and EnWin Utilities Inc. (City of Windsor). 

Some of the reasons that electric utilities operate independently of their municipalities are:

1. Greater access to capital to finance growth and renewal in distribution infrastructure through the ability to issue debt independently from the 
City.

2. Greater financial transparency (e.g., independent financial statements) and operational accountability.

3. Greater flexibility in managing capital programs and operating budgets in response to changing market conditions (e.g., system growth and 
fluctuations in consumption). 

4. Separation of duties between the utility owner and regulator where there is not an independent regulator and City Council acts to regulate rates.

In Lethbridge, Council acts as owner and regulator of LEU’s distribution and energy activities. Given the complexities of the electrical system, its 
regulations, operating requirements and rate structures, Council may not be the best equipped to oversee LEU’s operations and approve rates. As 
has been discussed on previous opportunities, LEU may have grown its rate base faster than measured and sustainable increases in rates permit. 
As well, the City has not realized an appropriate return on the utility. 

Beyond operating at an arms length, some municipalities have chosen divest their electric utilities entirely. The additional rational for doing so is to 
monetize assets in order to re-invest in core municipal infrastructure and services, and to reduce the impact utilities have on the municipalities’ debt 
capacity. 

There may be an opportunity for the City to consider a governance and operating model for LEU that would increase its independence from the City, 
better delineate the roles of regulator and owner, and increase financial transparency and accountability. 

Service Impact (Neutral Impact)
A change in operating model for the electric utility would not inherently affect service levels of delivering electricity to residents and businesses. 
However, different operating models may have perceived issues or concerns that the City has to manage.
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5. Operating Model
There is continuum of potential organizational/operating model options for municipal utilities, including electric utilities as illustrated in the diagram 
and described in the table below:  

Electric Utility

Internal Options Minor Partnership 
Commitment

Major Partnership 
Commitment

Separate arm’s length entity 
owned by government

Strategic alliances

Joint ventures

Government-owned department

Partial divestiture
(part of business)

Minority interest
Divestiture

Status Quo

Arm’s Length Entity 
Owned by the City

Strategic Alliance / 
Shared Service 
Arrangement

̶ Business Unit / department within the City organization

̶ Commission or similar arms-length entity 100% owned by the City.

̶ Strategic alliance or possible joint venture with a third party that may be in better position to manage certain 
assets and/or services. Could do through a shared service arrangement with clear terms and delineation of 
revenues, expenses, responsibilities and performance requirements. Important aspects of any partnership 
structure are:
̶ The integrity of the structure is aligned with the extent of the strategic commitment inherent in the partnership 

transaction
̶ Intended term of the partnership relationship enables achievement of intended objectives
̶ The structure itself does not negatively impact financial considerations including tax and debt

̶ Perhaps part of the current systems such as transmission or other function is divested to a third party better able 
to manage, capitalize and leverage such assets, with a neutral, direct impact of service to City customers. 

Potential Organizational / Operating Model Options

Partial Divestiture 
Portion of the Entity

Divestiture
̶ Most complex option, requiring political direction and decision-making.  Position the utility for potential sale to a 

third party through a structured, competitive process, and ultimately a negotiated deal mutually acceptable to both 
parties and regulators.  Requires a phased approach and several steps taken before a competitive process can be 
undertaken. 
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5. Operating Model
If LEU were to transition from its current state as a municipal department to a model that is more independent of the City, it could realize a number 
of potential benefits while simultaneously encountering additional challenges associated with a new operating model. A summary of these benefits 
and challenges is presented in the table following for the various models across the continuum.  Appendix B.1(a) provides additional considerations 
related to a partial or full divestiture, and Appendix B.1(b) presents credit risk factors for electric utilities.

Electric Utility

Option Description Key Benefits Key Challenges

Option: Status Quo

Electric Utility is a Business 
Unit / Department within the 
City government.  All 
employees are City 
employees. 

̶ No disruption as no change from current structure.
̶ City Government retains decision-making control in 

allocation of funding and revenues, subject to 
provincial regulatory requirements.

̶ City controls its Electric Utility services within the 
existing City structure if that is the preferred City 
strategy. 

̶ Limited ability and flexibility to respond to disruptive 
changes in the industry due to a limited access to 
capital. 

̶ Less transparent as a department than as a stand-
alone entity with separate financial statements.

̶ Operates within the constraints of a City department 
with less ability to operate more business-like. 

Option: Arm’s Length Entity Owned by the City

Commission or similar arms-
length, stand-alone entity 
100% owned by the City.  
Provides moderately more 
decision-making autonomy. 
Financial results are reported 
separately but also 
consolidated in the City’s 
financial statements.   

̶ Governed by a board, and provides more decision-
making autonomy than a City department. 

̶ Increased transparency and accountability through 
separate financial statements.  

̶ If capitalization is structured appropriately, may 
provide more flexibility in borrowing and capital 
project management.  

̶ Creates more focus and prioritization of projects.

̶ Changing structure requires several steps in the 
process, including bylaw, policy, and regulatory 
requirements, which will require cost and time.  

̶ Communications with staff and the public will 
require communications strategy and clarity of 
rationale and benefits.  

̶ Determining status and changes to current 
employee arrangements.  
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5. Operating Model
Electric Utility

Option Description Key Benefits Key Challenges

Option: Strategic Alliance/Shared Service Arrangement

Strategic alliance or possible 
joint venture with a third party 
that may be in better position 
to manage certain assets 
and/or services. Could do 
through a shared service 
arrangement with clear terms 
and delineation of revenues, 
expenses, responsibilities and 
performance requirements.

̶ Potential cost improvement and more flexibility in 
commitment in select service areas of such an 
arrangement (e.g., outsourcing IT, facility 
management, installation, maintenance, etc.) that 
are better suited to a third-party provider.  

̶ Should be structured to have a clearer sharing of 
benefits, costs and risks.

̶ Knowledge and technology transfer to the City from 
third part expertise.

̶ May lead to better customer offerings as a third 
party specializes in select areas and has wider 
exposure to industry leading practices. 

̶ Relatively limited organizational disruption.  
̶ The third party and City management and staff 

benefit from each others’ competencies, experience 
and economies of scale. 

̶ New competencies not ingrained. 
̶ Can be hard to make work, meet each other’s 

expectations, and determine value of each other’s 
contributions.  

̶ May reduce flexibility for future transactions. 
̶ Other party needs to agree to change in scope or 

other changes.
̶ If alliance becomes more formal through a joint 

venture, more complex ownership and structuring 
requirements.  

̶ Management and staff may resist change from the 
status quo and some staff displaced through the 
arrangement. 
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5. Operating Model
Electric Utility

Option Description Key Benefits Key Challenges

Option: Partial Divestiture Portion of the Entity

Perhaps part of the current 
systems such as transmission 
or other function is divested to 
a third party better able to 
manage, capitalize and 
leverage such assets, with a 
neutral impact of service to 
City customers. 

̶ Monetization of part of the City asset.
̶ Additional competencies, knowledge and 

technology transfer from third party better suited to 
manage certain assets and services.  May improve 
performance of an underperforming part of the 
system that requires modernization and 
transformation to succeed.  

̶ Continued control by the City of the utility and much 
of its assets and services.

̶ Reduces City exposure to future equity and debt 
risk, particularly if select asset / area is likely to 
require substantial capital investment in new build 
or renewal in the medium and long-term.  

̶ May mitigate threats in an environment of industry 
disruption, uncertainty or rapid change requiring 
large public investment to defend utility position 
without incremental value creation. 

̶ Complicated to negotiate and set up. 
̶ Loss of part of the revenue stream (but also the 

corresponding costs).  
̶ Loss of strategic and operating flexibility.
̶ Tied to the partner for the part of the utility that is 

partially divested. 
̶ Public reaction and communications.
̶ If asset / area of partial divestiture underperforms, 

City is the party receiving complaints as citizens 
won’t differentiate between the part owned 
elsewhere and the customer-facing services 
provided by the City.  

̶ High risk in terms of effort and implementation. 
̶ Management and staff may resist change from the 

status quo and some staff may be displaced 
through the arrangement, although a number of 
employees may be transferred as part of the partial 
divestiture arrangement.
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5. Operating Model
Electric Utility

Option Description Key Benefits Key Challenges

Option: Divestiture

Most complex option, 
requiring political direction and 
decision-making.  Position the 
utility for potential sale to a 
third party through a 
structured, competitive 
process, and ultimately a 
negotiated deal mutually 
acceptable to both parties.  
Requires a phased approach 
and several steps taken 
before a competitive process 
can be undertaken.

̶ Monetization of the whole City asset.  Enables City 
to receive substantive revenues in the short-term to 
invest in current and future priorities, and/or hold or 
limit tax rate increases for multiple years.

̶ Strategic decision
̶ Additional competencies, knowledge and 

technology transfer from third party better suited to 
manage certain assets and services.  May improve 
performance of an underperforming part of the 
system that requires modernization and 
transformation to succeed.  

̶ No City exposure to future equity and debt risk.  
New entity is responsible for all future and ongoing 
capital and operational investment.  

̶ May mitigate threats in an environment of industry 
disruption, uncertainty or rapid change requiring 
large public investment to defend utility position 
without incremental value creation. 

̶ Handling negative public reaction and 
communications.

̶ Complex process and complicated to negotiate. 
̶ Steps are required pre-competitive process to get 

the asset more ready for divestiture and valuation 
required to get an appropriate sense of value before 
proceeding to a divestiture process.  

̶ Loss of strategic, operating and service flexibility.
̶ Organizational disruption and displaced employees.  

Although many employees would be expected to be 
transferred to the new entity as part of the 
divestiture.

̶ Tied to the new entity for future rates, performance 
and service.  If new entity underperforms, City is the 
party receiving complaints and pressure.  

̶ Possibility of tax considerations that would need to 
be factored into rates

̶ Highest risk in terms of City effort and 
implementation. 

̶ Management and staff may resist change from the 
status quo and staff displaced through the 
arrangement. Although a number of staff are likely 
to be transferred as part of such arrangement.
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5. Operating Model
Electric Utility

Organizational/Operating Model 
Option Timeline Efficiency Effectiveness Service

Alignment 
with City
Strategy

Risk*

1 Status Quo: owned 100% by City Short 
(as is)

2 Arms-Length Commission 
owned 100% by City

Short 
(< 18 mo)

3 Strategic Alliance / Shared 
Service Alignment

Short 
(< 18 mo.)

4 Partial Divestiture of Part of the 
Entity

Medium 
(> 18 mo.)

5 Divestiture to Third Party Medium to Long
(> 24 mo.)

The evaluation of alternative organizational / operating models for LEU is an involved exercise that first requires the determination of a clear and 
compelling rationale for changing the model. This would narrow the options to those that sufficiently satisfy the rationale without introducing 
unnecessary challenges.  For example, LEU could likely benefit from greater financial transparency, increased operational autonomy and more 
informed oversight over its operations.  This may be achieved using with an arm’s length entity owned by the City. There are potential benefits as 
well as additional challenges and risks associated with a partial divestiture or divestiture.  Consideration of any change in the operating model is a 
decision to be ultimately determined by City Council. 

The following table lists the opportunities identified along with a high-level assessment of their potential time to implement, and the degree to which 
they satisfy the evaluation criteria for prioritizing opportunities. 

Neutral or uncertain impact Moderate improvement from current state Mostly negative from current stateLegend: Significant potential from current state

* For risk, green equates to low risk in terms of effort and implementation; red equates to high risk in terms of effort and implementation. 
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Actions 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024

1. Define rationale for transitioning to a new operating model. 

2. Assess options based on their ability to meet the stated 
rationale and select a preferred model.

3. Develop and implement a future operating model, if 
warranted. 

5. Operating Model
An evaluation of alternative operating models for LEU could proceed on the timeline described below. City leadership would also want to be aware 
of the related constraints and risks associated with this course of action. It is anticipated that the City could conduct its evaluation of options in-
house (for the most part) with no significant, incremental financial impact. 

Electric Utility

Risks & Constraints Probability Impact
1. Change in model is not accepted by public. High High

2. Change in model results in loss of focus in the 
utility, and resources.  Spending too much time 
on transition issues than day-to-day operational 
requirements.

Medium Medium

3. City is unable to obtain a suitable partner, or 
realize an acceptable value for a divestiture. Medium High
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5. Operating Model
Key Success Factors
– Determination of desired outcomes as a result of a change in LEU’s operating model, and an evaluation of potential options.

– Establishment of an appropriate governance structure that clearly delineates the authorities, roles and responsibilities of LEU, the City and any 
third-party partner.

– External support for valuation of LEU for the purposes of a partial or full divestiture to help the City obtain a realistic and fair consideration, and 
financial advisor to conduct a competitive process to maximize City return and benefit .

Key Performance Indicators
– Realization of benefits identified in support of a change in model.

Summary of Financial Impact to the City
– The financial impacts of a change in model are dependent on the model selected and have not been estimated in this Review. Currently, LEU 

does not have separate financial statements or a valuation to inform potential value at this stage.

Electric Utility



Water, Wastewater & 
Stormwater
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Water, Wastewater and Stormwater

Financial Performance
Service List
The Water Utility manages the City’s water treatment plant 
and water distribution system.  
– The water treatment plant: draws and treats the City’s 

water supply from the Oldman River. Water treatment 
includes coagulation, sedimentation, filtration, 
fluoridation and disinfection  

– The water distribution system: connects water mains, 
reservoirs and pump stations to homes and businesses.  

The Wastewater Utility manages the City’s wastewater 
treatment plant and collection system, including the 
stormwater collection system.
– The wastewater treatment plant: removes contaminants 

from the wastewater and discharges clean, disinfected 
effluent into the Oldman River

– The wastewater and stormwater collection systems: 
connects homes and businesses to the catch basins, 
sewers, lift stations and City wastewater treatment plant 
and/or stormwater management facilities.

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.

Alignment with Strategic Goals

1. Accountable Leadership
2. Livable Communities
3. Financial Stewardship and Economic Prosperity

Summary Description
Manages the treatment, distribution and collection of water 
from the City and neighbouring communities; including all 
aspects of operation, maintenance and performance of the 
City’s water systems. The BU is supported by 116 FTEs and 
net expenditures, interdepartmental transactions and 
transfers totaled $42.5 million in 2018.

ForecastActual
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Operating Expenditures, Transfers and Revenue

Non-Payroll Asset Transactions & Transfers Payroll Total Revenue

Potential for Improvement Opportunity

Efficiency
Resource Investment Based on expense and FTEs

Trend Low expense and FTE growth

Effectiveness Alternative Practices Potential for alternative service delivery

Service Citizen-facing Routine or transactional service

Alignment Service Alignment Traditional City service

Overall ---- Moderate potential

Low potential Moderate potential High potential

Water, Wastewater and Stormwater
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Overview
The Water and Wastewater Utilities manage all aspects of water delivery, treatment, and collection, including stormwater collection. The mission 
statements for the Water, Wastewater and Stormwater functions appear below.

Mission Statements

– Water Utility – Provide a clean, safe and reliable supply of water to the City.

– Wastewater Utility – Collect, treat, and dispose of wastewater and to ensure that water is available and suitable for future use.

– Stormwater – Manage surface run-off water to protect the community and the watershed from damage.

The Water and Wastewater Utilities are rate-supported Business Units. Council has mandated these utilities to operate as breakeven organizations 
that keep service levels stable, without additional tax-supported funding. Annual rate increases help offset the incremental rising cost of services. 
Lethbridge has historically run its utility organizations as break-even operations, the 2018 results below reflect this.

The Water Utility is legislated to transfer 8% of the proceeds from the sale of water goods and services annually to the City’s general fund; in 2018, 
the Water Utility transferred approximately $1.9 million to the City’s general fund.

Stormwater is a tax-supported Business Unit, but operates closely with Wastewater given their similar functions of collecting and disposing of water.

All three organizational units report under the Infrastructure Services Department. In 2018, operating expenditures and net interdepartmental 
transactions and transfers, together, totaled approximately $41.5 million. In order to maintain a 2018 break-even position, the Water and Wastewater 
Utilities needed to generate approximately $25 million and $17 million in revenue, respectively.

Water, Wastewater and Stormwater

Source: City of Lethbridge Business Unit Manager Reports, and information provided by the City of Lethbridge

Water, Wastewater and Stormwater – 2018 Actuals Water Utility Wastewater 
Utility Stormwater Combined

Revenues (25,350,005) (17,177,544) - (42,527,549)
Operating Expenditures 12,325,863 7,206,977 215,877 19,748,717 
Net Operating Expenditures (13,024,142) (9,970,567) 215,877 (22,778,832)
Net Interdepartmental Transactions and Transfers 13,017,971 9,361,407 407,756 22,787,134 
Net, Total Expenditures (6,171) (609,160) 623,633 8,302 
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Overview 
As noted, the Water and Wastewater Utilities are rate-supported. City Council has mandated keeping service levels stable, at par with existing 
service levels, without additional funding considerations. According to the City, to maintain existing service levels into 2022, and break-even 
financially, the Water and Wastewater Utilities will need to earn revenue equal to approximately $25 million and $19 million, respectively. For the 
Water Utility, rising costs in treatment, distribution and capital investments are among the top driver for rising utility rates and revenue needs. For the 
Wastewater Utility, drivers include treatment and collection. 

The absence of government funding and growing cost of services is resolved by offsetting rate increases to reach breakeven. The table below 
provides an illustration of expected rate increases between 2019 – 2022 for both the Water and Wastewater Utilities. Rate changes apply to 
residential users. The table beside it provides an infographic of the forecasted 2022 revenue requirements from each utility.

Lethbridge is particularly unique in its proportion of water and wastewater services that are charged to regional and industrial customers. One of the 
key drivers is the declining rate model with reduced cost of water, per litre, as monthly consumption increases. This is established to generate 
greater demand from prospective businesses when deciding where to locate a large factory or plant, as the cost of water and wastewater can be 
very significant for water-intensive businesses such as agri-food processing.

The rate change and cost of service table below demonstrates that an average customer consuming 20 cubic meters of water a month and 15 cubic 
meters of wastewater a month can expect to pay $1.35 more per month in 2022 than what they paid in 2018 for these services. These rate changes 
will help the City to meet its forecasted revenue requirements and mitigate the need for government funding intervention. They also help ensure 
funds are available for capital investment, as water and wastewater services are capital intensive service areas.

Water, Wastewater and Stormwater

$25.4 
Million

$18.7 
Million

Water Utility Wastewater Utility

2022 Revenue Requirements
Water and Wastewater - Annual Rate Changes and Cost of Services
Year: 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022
Water

% Change in Rates 0.0% 2.0% 2.0% 2.0% 2.0%

$ Average Bill (20m3) 34.77 35.47 36.17 36.90 37.64 

$ Change in Bill n/a 0.70 0.71 0.72 0.74 

Wastewater

% Change in Rates 0.0% 2.0% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5%

$ Average Bill (15m3) 22.77 23.23 23.81 24.40 25.01 

$ Change in Bill n/a 0.46 0.58 0.60 0.61 

Total $ Change in Bill n/a 1.15 1.29 1.32 1.35 

Source: Derived from the 2019 – 2022 Operating Budget, City of Lethbridge
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Benchmarking and Growth in Spend
The table below indicates that compared to inflation and population growth between 2015 – 2018, which together approximate between 3-4% per 
year and 10.7% over the three-year period, Water, Wastewater, and Stormwater’s growth in costs was similar over the same period.

Water, Wastewater and Stormwater
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2015 2016 2017 2018

Trend in Operating Revenue & Expense at Water, 
Wastewater, and Stormwater (2015-2018)

Inflation and Population Growth

Operating Revenue

Operating Expenses

Source: Business Unit Manager Reports.  In this analysis, “Operating Expense” = 
“Operating Expenses” + “Wages & Benefits.”
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Operating Model (1 of 3) 
The collective vision of the Water, Wastewater, and Stormwater Business Unit is: “To be recognized for outstanding service, customer satisfaction, 
effective management, and a concern for the environment”. The Business Unit operates through four departments: Wastewater Treatment, Water 
Treatment, Public Operations, and Engineering. Collectively, these departments handle all aspects of water, from the moment it comes in from 
Oldman River, through water treatment and distribution, usage, wastewater treatment after consumption, and then safely returning it to Oldman 
River for use downstream.

Water, Wastewater and Stormwater

Business
Unit Areas Scope Operating Approach

Wastewater 
Treatment

– Mission is to collect, treat, and dispose of wastewater to 
ensure that water is available and suitable for future use.

– The Wastewater Utility collects and removes contaminants 
from wastewater, through over 500-kilometres of sewer 
lines and 21 lift stations, discharging clean, disinfected 
effluent back into Oldman River.

– The treatment process consists of screening, grit removal, 
primary clarification, bioreactors for biological nutrient 
removal, secondary clarification, sludge digestion, digester 
gas utilization, and ultraviolet disinfection.

– Capable of treating 80-million litres of wastewater per day.
– In 2018, the wastewater treatment plant treated an average 

of 37-million litres of wastewater per day.
– Stormwater manages surface run-off water to protect the 

community and watershed from damage.
– The stormwater collection system consists of 450km of 

sewer, over 2,000 Catch basins, and 20 stormwater 
management facilities. The runoff is discharged to the 
Oldman River through 16 outfalls that are located along the 
river valley.

– All aspects are regulated by Alberta Environment.

– Wastewater is funded by revenues from residential, commercial, 
and regional wastewater rates; while stormwater is funded 
through tax contributions.

– Approximately 60% of the loading at the wastewater treatment 
plant is said to come from approximately ten major industrial 
customers.

– In collaboration with public operations and engineering, 
Wastewater is responsible for operating and maintain all 
components of the water treatment plant and distribution system.

– Due to increased efforts in preventative maintenance and routine 
controls, the wastewater treatment plant no longer requires a 
night shift. The workers strictly work days and through a call-out 
system, to provide 24/7 coverage.

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge
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Operating Model (2 of 3) 
Water, Wastewater and Stormwater

Water, Wastewater and Stormwater

Business
Unit Areas Scope Operating Approach

Water
Treatment

– Provides a clean, safe, and reliable supply of drinking 
water to the community.

– Water is drawn from the Oldman River and 
distributed throughout over 600-kilometres of water 
mains.

– The treatment process consists of coagulation, 
sedimentation, filtration, fluoridation, disinfection, and 
residual management.

– The water mains and pumping stations deliver water 
to domestic customers as well as those in 
neighbouring communities.

– Capable of treating 150-million litres of water per day; 
Average daily volume is approximately 50-million 
litres.

– Maximum daily volume occurred in 2017 at 
approximately 120-million litres.

– All aspects are regulated by Alberta Environment.
– The City recently invested in the water treatment 

plant for better management of residuals, in order to 
improve water quality in Old Man River; thereby, 
mitigating the impact of the water plant’s waste 
streams on fish and other aquatic life.

– Funded by revenues from residential, commercial, and regional water 
rates. An estimated 20% of production is distributed to the regional and 
industrial customers.

– In collaboration with Public Operations and Engineering, Water is 
responsible for operating and maintain all components of the water 
treatment plant and distribution system.

– As a commercial or industrial customer’s monthly consumption 
increases, the consumption rate per cubic metre decreases, in order to 
attract large, industrial businesses (described, in greater detail, on the 
Water Consumption Charges page)

– Consumers located outside of the City pay a water transmission 
surcharge of $0.023 per cubic metre.

– Water makes a contribution to the City’s general revenue accounts in 
the amount of 8% of annual gross water revenues.

– Through automation and technological improvements, the water 
treatment plant has reduced staffing from approximately 30 to 15 over 
the last 30 years.

– Water has invested heavily in a SCADA system to monitor equipment 
and controls, enabling lean operations.

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge
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Operating Model (3 of 3) 
Water, Wastewater and Stormwater

Water, Wastewater and Stormwater

Business
Unit Areas Scope Operating Approach

Public 
Operations

– The Public Operations department is responsible for 
the distribution and collection of water and 
wastewater outside of the treatment plants.

– Deploys crews in emergency situations (e.g., water 
main breaks) to fix water mains and sewer lines.

– Common services provided by the Public Operations 
department include: repairs and upgrades to 
watermains, sewers, and stormwater systems; 
renewals; responding to water/sewer issues; 
excavations; water quality sampling; road surface 
repairs following ground work; watermain flushing; 
etc.

– Public Operations is split into two primary categories: Programs and 
Construction. Each has a dedicated coordinator who oversees two 
foremen. Each foreman, then, manages a team ranging from 10-22 
employees. 

– The Program Coordinator oversees one Customer Service Foreman 
and one Program Foreman, who each oversee a team of service 
people, workers, and operators.

– The Operations Coordinator oversees machine two foremen, eight 
machine operators, a truck driver, five crew foremen, and eight pipe 
layers.

– There is one scheduler who optimize work order completion

Engineering – The Engineering department provides technical 
support for Water, Wastewater, and Public 
Operations employees.

– Utilizes, a geographic information database for 
deeper insights in asset history, as-built drawings, 
etc., to support planning and maintenance.

– Responsible for developing the CIP and delivering on 
capital projects. Currently delivering a $25M project 
at the wastewater treatment plant and a $15M project 
at the water plant.

– One manager oversees two engineers, one project technologist, one 
GIS technologist, and one construction coordinator.

– One engineer primarily performs the detailed design drawings for 
servicing lands; another focuses mostly on linear infrastructure.

– Most day-to-day operations of Water and Wastewater are governed and 
regulated by the Government of Alberta; there are strict requirements 
in-place, so Engineering supports the plants and operations in the 
context of the regulatory framework.

– In terms of tools and technologies, Engineering primarily uses the ESRI 
suite and PCSWMM to deliver its technical services.

– Collaborates with transportation and right-of-way, primarily on the 
operations side, as well as urban construction in the transfer of assets.

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge
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Program Budget
– The table to the right and graph below outlines Water, Wastewater, and 

Stormwater’s 2018 Program Budget.

– Actual 2018 expenditures, including interdepartmental transactions and 
transfers, totaled $42.5 million, relatively close to the combined Water, 
Wastewater and Stormwater 2018 budgeted expenses of $41.1 million.  

– Water treatment is the largest expense for both Water and Wastewater’s 
services, including maintaining all assets (i.e., treatment plant, other).  
Water’s treatment program costs were budgeted at $9.8 million, whereas 
Wastewater’s budgeted costs were $7.7 million in 2018. Water and 
Wastewater treatment costs are more than double the next largest program 
costs for both utilities.  

– Under Water, the next largest expense relates to watermain system 
renewal costs where 2018 costs were budgeted at $4.4 million.

– For Wastewater, collection system renewal costs are the second largest 
expense budgeted at $3.7 million.

– Stormwater’s program expenses relate mainly to collection, which include 
preventative and corrective maintenance programs to keep the City’s 
stormwater system working. This program is currently funded through 
Federal Gas Tax Fund grant funds.

Water, Wastewater and Stormwater

Program-Based Budget 2018 
Expenses

2018 
Revenue

2018 Net 
Budget

Water Utility
Hydrant Maintenance 1,755 - 1,755 
Meters Installation and Replacement 1,615 - 1,615 
Service Connection Program 1,528 - 1,528 
Water Technical Support Program 492 - 492 
Water Treatment Program 9,836 - 9,836 
Water Utility Locates 97 - 97 
Water Valve Maintenance 1,079 - 1,079 
Water Main Maintenance 903 - 903 
Water Main System Renewal 4,419 - 4,419 
Water Operations General Support Program 1,645 1,258 387 
Water Revenue - 22,111 (22,111)

Total Water Utility 23,369 23,369 -

Wastewater Utility
Sanitary Sewer Mains Maintenance 575 - 575 
Sanitary Sewer Collection System Renewal 3,766 - 3,766 
Wastewater Sludge Disposal 964 - 964 
Wastewater Service Connection 1,397 - 1,397 
Wastewater Technical Support Program 802 - 802 
Wastewater Treatment Program 7,704 - 7,704 
Wastewater Utility Locates 131 - 131 
Wastewater Operations General Support 676 - 676 
Wastewater Revenue - 16,015 (16,015)

Total Wastewater Utility 16,015 16,015 -

Stormwater
Watershed Protection 54 - 54 
Storm Water Collection System 1,655 1,057 598 

Total Stormwater 1,709 1,057 652 

Total Water, Wastewater and Stormwater 41,093 40,441 652 
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Source: Derived from the 2018 Program Based Budget, City of Lethbridge
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Capital
– The City of Lethbridge’s budget process requires the approval of a 10-year capital plan. The latest capital plan approved by the City covers the 

2018 – 2027 time period. This plan, outlined in the 2018 – 2027 Capital Improvement Plan document, was approved in June 2017.

– The Water and Wastewater Utilities are capital intensive Business Units. The table below provides a high level overview of expected spending 
between 2018 – 2021.

Water, Wastewater and Stormwater Capital Plan - CIP ($000's)
Project Type 2018 2019 2020 2021 2018 - 2021
Water Utility
Water Reservoir Upgrades 400 2,500 2,500 1,000 6,400 
Water Treatment Plant Process Redundancy 400 1,000 5,000 5,000 11,400 
Water Treatment Plant Instrumentation Upgrade 1,100 400 - - 1,500 
Water Treatment Plant Residuals Management 2,000 11,800 13,800 
Wastewater Treatment Plant Phosphorous Recovery - - 1,300 2,600 3,900 
Wastewater Utility
Lift Station Rehabilitation - 500 500 
Wastewater Treatment Plant Biosolids Treatment Upgrades 500 1,500 2,000 
Wastewater Treatment Plant Primary Clarifier Replacement 4,100 8,000 4,100 16,200 
Wastewater Treatment Plant Headworks and Clarifier Upgrade 2,675 5,590 2,785 11,050 

Project Totals 11,175 31,290 15,685 8,600 66,750 

Water, Wastewater and Stormwater Capital Plan - CIP ($000's) 2018 2019 2020 2021 2018 - 2021
Water Utility
Borrowings - Utilities 1,800 13,300 7,500 6,000 28,600 
Water Capital 2,100 2,400 - - 4,500 
Wastewater Utility
Accumulated Surplus - - 1,000 2,600 3,600 
Borrowings - Utilities 6,819 11,031 4,400 22,250 
Wastewater Capital 456 4,559 2,785 - 7,800 

Total Funding 11,175 31,290 15,685 8,600 66,750 

Source: 2018 – 2027 Capital Improvement Plan, City of Lethbridge
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Capital
– The total estimated capital plan over the 4-year time horizon is approximately $66.8 million, the majority of which is allocated to upgrading and 

developing the City’s water and wastewater treatment infrastructure.

– The CIP indicates that the Water and Wastewater Utilities capital projects are mostly funded through borrowing.  Approximately $51 million of the 
total $66.8 million is expected to be funded through utilities borrowings.

– Often, capital projects may result in additional annual operating costs.  The CIP provides an annual estimated net operating costs that the City 
may presumably incur related to the capital projects.  The table below provides a high level overview of expected operating cost increase 
between 2018 – 2021 resulting from the Water Utilities capital projects within the CIP.

– Net operating costs includes personnel costs, additional maintenance costs, and/or additional utility costs.  If applicable, and is net of any 
anticipated savings or revenues expected to result from the capital investment project.

– No additional operating costs were cited in the CIP related to the Wastewater programs.

Source: 2018 – 2027 Capital Improvement Plan, City of Lethbridge

Water, Wastewater and Stormwater - Capital Project Estimated Operating Costs - CIP ($000s)
Project Type 2018 2019 2020 2021 2018 - 2021
Water

Water Utility Plant Residuals Management 1,500 1,530 1,561 1,592 6,183 
Operating Cost Totals 1,500 1,530 1,561 1,592 6,183 
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Context - Services
Water, Wastewater and Stormwater

Wastewater Utility – Core Business, Objectives and Service Levels
The Wastewater Utility is a self-funded entity that collects, treats and disposes of wastewater to ensure that water is available and suitable for 
future use. User charges are the primary revenue source of this fund. 

Core Services Objectives and Service Levels
To ensure the community's wastewater is returned to the 
Oldman River as required by Provincial and Federal 
Regulations. The treatment plant removes contaminants 
from the wastewater and discharges clean, disinfected 
effluent into the Oldman River south of Peenaquim Park.

– Regulatory Compliance
– Meet all safety regulations. Designed to meet the needs of dealing food-processing 

plants
– Wastewater has the capacity to treat 80 million litres of wastewater per day

The wastewater collection system consists of 570 km of 
sewer and 24 lift stations. The sewers and lift stations 
convey wastewater from residences and businesses in all 
areas of the city to the wastewater treatment plant.

– Reliable 24/7/365 standby power generation, equipment redundancy, repair 
response

– Maintenance, repair and renewal of collection system
– Clear blockages 24 hours a day
– Respond to service Interruptions in 30 minutes
– New Service Connections - 6 weeks system reliability

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge
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Context - Services
Water, Wastewater and Stormwater

Water Utility – Core Business, Objectives and Service Levels
The Water Utility is a self-funded entity that provides clean, safe and reliable drinking water to the community. User charges are the primary 
revenue source.

Core Services Objectives and Service Levels
To ensure the availability of water is safe for human 
consumption.

– Safety - meet provincial regulations and Health Canada water quality guidelines 
and regulatory compliance

– Health fluoridation through the addition of fluoride ion to the water to benefit the 
community's dental health

– Supply 150 Million litres per day (maximum)

To maintain a distribution system that connects the water 
treatment plant to the community and regional customers.

– Water Pressure 310 kPa to 620 kPa (45 to 90 psi)
– Hydrant Supply – 75L/s at 150kPa
– Reliable water for customers is available 24/7/365.
– Storage reservoirs, standby power generation, equipment redundancy, repair 

response and renewal of the distribution system
– Reliable water for fire suppression is available 24/7/365. Sufficient storage capacity 

(use of reservoirs), standby power generation, equipment redundancy, 
maintenance/repair response and renewal of the distribution system 

– Service interruption response within 30 minutes
– Water main breaks repaired within 24 hours
– New service installations – 6 weeks
– Approximately 2,000 metres of watermain is renewed annually in order to manage 

the long-term failure rate and improve system reliability

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge
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Water Consumption Charges
The Water Utility charges different rates, depending on the 
customer type, location, and consumption rates.

– Residential customers are charged a consumption rate  
of $1.275 per cubic metre.

– Commercial and industrial customers are charged a 
consumption rate that decreases as consumption 
increases, in order to attract large, industrial customers to 
the City.

– The Water Utility also provides water to consumers outside 
the legal boundaries of the City. In this case, those 
consumers pay the Commercial Water Consumption 
Charge, plus a Water Transmission Capital Surcharge of 
$0.023 per cubic metre. 

Water, Wastewater and Stormwater
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Trends – Water and Wastewater Usage per Capita
Since 2005, the population has increased by 31%, but per-capita usage indicates water usage has decreased slightly, and wastewater usage per 
capita has decreased by approximately 25%. This is likely due to efficiencies in water and wastewater equipment and practices.

Water, Wastewater and Stormwater
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Organizational Structure
One General Manager oversees four departmental managers in Water and Wastewater. There are a total of approximately 116 FTEs based on a 
simplified assumption of 2,000 hours per FTE.

Water, Wastewater and Stormwater

General Manager

Wastewater Treatment 
Plant Manager

Planner / Scheduler Process Coordinator

Wastewater Treatment 
Plant Operator (5)

Millwrights/Operators 
(3)

Pump/Motor Tech WWTP Electricians (2)

SCADA Programmer Casual (2)

Water Treatment Plant 
Manager

Coordinator

Assistant Operators (7)

Trades/Operators (3) Instrument Technicians 
(2)

Water & Wastewater 
Engineering Manager

Engineers (2) GIS Technologist

Project Technologist Construction 
Coordinator

Water & Wastewater 
Operations Manager

See Operations Chart 
on Next Page

Communications & 
Outreach Specialist

Water & Wastewater 
Analyst

Time Expended (2016-2019)
Year 2016 2017 2018 2019
Regular Hours 209,098 207,073 214,732 219,311
Overtime Hours 7,385 9,456 9,639 12,736
Total Hours 216,483 216,529 224,371 232,047
Est. FTEs 108.2 108.3 112.2 116.0

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge Source: 2016-2019 Actual Hours and OT Hours from PeopleSoft
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Organizational Structure
The Water and Wastewater Operations team recently changed its organizational structure to enable greater flexibility, which was implemented in 
February 2020. In total, the Operations team is comprised of approximately 50 employees who oversee the distribution. The organizational change 
has resulted in no change to the overall number of FTEs.

Water, Wastewater and Stormwater

Water & Wastewater 
Operations Manager

Planner / 
Scheduler

Training 
Programmer

Operations 
Program 

Coordinator

Customer Service 
Foreman

Customer 
Serviceman (8) Sewer Workers (4)

Program Foreman

Senior 
Flusher/Educator 

(3)

Sewer 
Maintenance & 

Utility Worker (2)

Water Distribution 
Operator (4) Small Tool Repair

Operations 
Construction 
Coordinator

Operations 
Foreman (2)

Machine Operator 
(8) Truck Driver

Crew Foreman (5) Pipe Layer (8)

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge
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Select Cities Comparisons and Practices – Residential Rates
Comparing Lethbridge water, wastewater, and stormwater rates against seven Canadian municipalities, indicates that Lethbridge has the lowest 
total cost for residents using 20 m3 of water / wastewater per month. The fixed costs ($22.80), assuming a 3/4-inch meter, are the third-lowest, but 
the consumption cost per cubic meter ($2.28) is significantly lower than those of the others, resulting in that lower overall cost per month ($68.38).

Water, Wastewater and Stormwater
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Monthly Residential Costs Regina Winnipeg Saskatoon Calgary Guelph Kelowna Edmonton Lethbridge

Fixed cost (3/4-inch meter) 62.40 17.10 36.90 58.63 23.20 46.49 14.46 22.80

Consumption cost (per m3) 3.85 4.62 3.58 3.15 3.69 1.44 3.08 2.28

Monthly Cost for 20 m3 139.40 109.50 108.58 97.32 97.00 75.35 76.15 68.38

Source: Derived from publicly available information from various municipalities.
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Select Cities Comparisons and Practices – Expenditure per Capita
On a per capita basis, the chart below outlines that Lethbridge is aligned with select municipalities from a cost per capital basis. The median cost per 
capita across the peer group, including Lethbridge, for water and wastewater services is approximately $400 per person. Saskatoon had the highest 
cost per capita, reaching above $550 per person and Kelowna had the lowest of close to $275 per person.

Water, Wastewater and Stormwater
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Source: Derived from publicly available information from various municipalities. Data may not be strictly comparable due to accounting differences.
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Strengths
A number of initiatives have been completed recently to continue development of the City’s Water and Wastewater Business Unit, including:

– Installation of an additional chlorine feed, at the water treatment plant, in response to the increasing ammonia levels in the source water. 

– Reallocating resources within the Public Operations organizational structure to improve tailoring of crews to the work being performed. 

– Hiring of an analyst in the Public Operations department to manage CityWorks, improving data access and deeper insights / reporting 
capabilities. 

– $15-million expansion, at water treatment plant, to provide additional clarification capacity and treatment process redundancy (pending). 

– $25-million replacement, at the wastewater treatment plant, to replace the primary clarifier and upgrade the headworks / clarifiers (in progress). 

– $17 million modification of the water treatment plant for better management of residuals, in order to improve water quality in Old Man River; 
thereby, mitigating the impact of the water plant’s waste streams on fish and other aquatic life.

– Continually increasing the asset base through contributed assets, such as pipes, catch basins, and stormwater basins.

– Planning to pilot a new filtration method at the water treatment plant, which replaces the sand/gravel in the gravity filter bed with new, alternative 
materials, which could increase filtration capacity and reduce the necessary frequency of cleaning the filters.

Water, Wastewater and Stormwater
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Challenges 
During the course of review, the following challenges were identified concerning the Water and Wastewater Business Unit.

Water, Wastewater and Stormwater

Challenge Description

Relatively high industrial 
wastewater loading

There are approximately ten large industrial customers in the food / agricultural business, in Lethbridge, which 
account for approximately 60% of wastewater loading. Wastewater gathers information from those customers on 
a daily basis, analyzing it with water usage and billing appropriately.

Impact of accelerated 
development

In situations where development is substantively accelerated, water and wastewater infrastructure is being 
impacted with solutions assumed to be temporary or interim being relied on for continuous operation. These 
approaches impact the risk profile and ongoing operating costs of the Business Unit. 

Storage capacity The Business Unit currently only has enough storage for approximately two days in the winter and approximately 
one day in the summer, including for fire reserve.

Regulatory requirements 
and public expectations

The constant evolution of reporting requirements from regulatory bodies and changing expectations from 
customers due to the media has led to increased administrative burden and operational needs. For example, the 
recent addition of residuals handling at the water plant to meet regulatory requirements was accelerated delaying 
other projects and desired improvements. 
In addition, current primary reporting is completed through Operator10 software that has a limited number of 
users and requires significant manual data entry. 

Chemical storage and 
inventory process

There is currently a time-consuming process involved to ensure the safety data sheets (SDS), which list 
information relating to occupational safety and health for the use of various substances and products, are kept up 
to date in the system.

Informal prioritization
There was said to be nearly 100 pending work orders in January in public operations, and prioritization of the 
work orders is informal / unsystematic. Qualitative, contextual assessments are considered, such as the school 
year or public events, but there is no process in-place to systematically prioritize work.

Interdependent relationship 
with Fleet

Public operations in water and wastewater is an equipment-intensive service offering, and therefore heavily 
reliant on the City’s Fleet Services Business Unit for successful delivery of services. Increasing cost, complexity 
(especially from a technology perspective), and servicing requirements have further highlighted potential 
challenges related to procurement, servicing and ongoing maintenance of equipment. 
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Opportunities
Water, Wastewater and Stormwater

The following table lists the Water, Wastewater and Stormwater opportunities identified along with a high-level assessment of their potential time to 
implement, and the relative degree to which they satisfy the evaluation criteria for prioritizing opportunities.

Legend

Note: The full legend is available on page 24.

Implementation Benefit Level of 
DecisionCost Time Risk Efficiency Effectiveness Service Alignment

1 Stormwater Model L M M ++ o o + Council

2 Storage Capacity L L L + + + + Management

3 In-Home Water Services L M H ++ ++ o ++ Council

4 Operating Model M H H o + + + Council
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1. Stormwater Model
Description
The City's stormwater collection system consists of the following characteristics:

Stormwater operations and capital needs are funded from tax dollars and the Federal Gas Tax Fund (FGTF). While City budgets plan for the receipt 
of a federal grant, actual program results indicate the federal grant may not always be received or be allocated to stormwater, indicating a potential 
budgeting oversight as the 2018 – 2022 forecast years budget receipt of a $1 million grant each year from the FGTF.

Until 2018, stormwater service revenues were collected through a frontage levy. The levy partially offset stormwater program costs. Since 2018, the 
entire stormwater program cost was borne by the taxpayers. The table below indicates that the net program deficit from 2015 to 2018 was $1.8 
million, and the forecasted deficit from 2019 to 2022 is $2.6 million. 

One-time and ongoing capital investments are needed to sustain the stormwater system. From 2014 to 2019, the City invested approximately $1.5 
million into stormwater system management. Condition assessments conducted in the prior year have indicated that stormwater drains, manholes, 
and sewer lines are in better condition than expected. Stakeholders confirmed that while they generally agree that stormwater management is 
typically a capital intensive undertaking, no short or near-term stormwater capital expenditure are expected at this time.

Water, Wastewater and Stormwater

460 km of sewer pipe 26 storm water facilities2,000 catch basins 16 outfalls streams 30 storm ponds

Source: Business Unit Manager Report and Operating Budget 2019-2022

Stormwater Program Expenditure 
(000s) Actual Forecast
Item / Year 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

Stormwater Revenues $185 $198 $217 $0 $1,089 $1,133 $1,178 $1,225
Frontage Levy $183 $198 $217 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Grants $0 $0 $0 $0 $1,089 $1,133 $1,178 $1,225

Other Revenue Sources $2 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Stormwater Expenditures $593 $607 $605 $624 $1,741 $1,785 $1,830 $1,877
Net Stormwater Program Expenditures ($408) ($410) ($388) ($624) ($652) ($652) ($652) ($652)

Historic Deficit 
= $1.8 million

Future Deficit 
= $2.6 million
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1. Stormwater Model
The City may consider shifting its stormwater management services from a tax-supported to a utility or rate-supported funding model. Under a rate-
supported funding model, the City could enable stormwater services to become financially self-sustainable (i.e., operate at break-even). The utility 
rate model could be structured as a variable or fixed utility rate paid each month by property owners. 

This rate structure could be implemented in incremental annual increases. The monthly fixed fee would rise each year based on a defined rate 
structure. The applicable fixed monthly fee would continue its ascent until becoming equal to the target fixed rate fee. The target fixed rate fee 
should be set at the fixed monthly rate that will at least breakeven with the forecasted stormwater services budgets.

Service Impact
Service impact is anticipated to be minimal in the short term, while in the long-term service should improve through ability to fund infrastructure 
improvements. An increase in rates would be realized by property owners, with the impact anticipated to be smoothed through incremental rate 
changes over time. 

Water, Wastewater and Stormwater
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1. Stormwater Model – Rate vs Tax-Supported Peer Comparison 
A select peer group of municipalities have been reviewed to examine how each organize, manage and fund stormwater functions at a high-level. 
The analysis indicates that five municipalities support stormwater service through rate models and two are tax-supported. 

Water, Wastewater and Stormwater

Utility 
Supported

Tax-
Supported

Utility 
Supported

Utility 
Supported

Tax-
supported

Utility 
Supported

Utility 
Supported

• Stormwater is organized as a fixed rate-supported Business Unit. The fixed rate is $15.63 per month (same charges for all resident and 
commercial), added to the water bill.

• The rate covers the cost of managing and maintaining storm drains (60,000 drains), ponds, wetlands, outfalls (800), and capital projects.
• The City’s 2018 storms, sewers and drainage revenue was $151.9M.

• Fee structure is organized with both fixed and variable rate components. The fixed rate is $19.15 per month and the variable rate is $1.59 per 
cubic meter (m3). The rate covers the cost of managing and maintaining all stormwater infrastructure. 

• The City is considering making stormwater its own, standalone City utility department.
• The City’s 2018 storms, sewers and drainage revenue was recorded at $7.7M. 

• Stormwater services are contracted to EPCOR (no revenue provided to the City). 
• Stormwater is organized as a fixed rate-supported service. The fixed rate is $0.0465 per square meter (m2), calculated using property size, 

development intensity, and a runoff coefficient, based on land zoning and a fixed city-wide monthly rate. 
• As a contracted entity, financial revenues and expenses were not publicly available.

• Stormwater is organized as a fixed and variable rate-supported Business Unit. The fixed rate is $6.65 per month for residential properties, 
subject to additional rate charges based on estimates of property runoff. There is a separate fixed plus variable-rate for commercial and multi-
dwelling units, that has a minimum charge of $13.30 per month. 

• 2018 storm water maintenance revenue was $6.5M, and expenses were $6.2M, net revenues were $0.3M.

• Stormwater is organized as a fixed and variable rate-supported Business Unit. The fixed rate is $5.80 per month for residential customers, 
added to electricity bills. Commercial customers are charged a fixed rate based on a formula similar to that of Edmonton.

• The City’s 2018 urban storm sewer system revenue was $6.5M with $4.1M in expenses, net revenues were $2.4M.

• Stormwater is organized as a tax-supported Business Unit. 
• The City’s 2018 storm water revenue was $2.7M with $6.1M in expenses, net expenses were 3.6 million.
• The City relies on government capital grants and/or reserves to fund storm water infrastructure improvements and upgrades. 

• Stormwater is organized as a tax-supported Business Unit. Medicine Hat is considering moving to a rate model.
• The City relies on governmental capital grants and/or reserves to fund storm water infrastructure improvements and upgrades.
• As a tax-supported unit, specific financial revenues and expenses were not publicly available. 

Source: Publicly available information of select cities.  Data and information may not be strictly comparable to information provided by the City of Lethbridge.

Red Deer

Medicine 
Hat

Calgary

Edmonton

Barrie

Guelph

Saskatoon
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1. Stormwater Model – Rate Options Analysis
Of the peer group analyzed, cities commonly rely on hybrid structures, usually with one fixed-fee and one variable-fee component, the latter being 
driven by consumption or estimated service use. Each charges a fixed rate fee. Fees are often structured as monthly utility charges. The fee may be 
presented standalone, or combined with other utility service charges. 

The adoption of a fixed rate model may assist the City a more financially sustainable approach to managing stormwater program costs. The high-
level analysis below indicates that the preferred option may be a fixed rate model.

Water, Wastewater and Stormwater

Rate Models

̶ Variable-rate
̶ Fixed-rate
̶ Hybrid (variable & fixed)

̶ Preliminary qualitative analysis 
indicates the preferred option is a fixed 
rate model: 
̶ A fixed model is simple and easy 

to communicate. 
̶ Less effort is expended to 

determine billing amounts. 
̶ The City has existing fixed-fee 

rates in-place (Electric Utility).
̶ All comparators reviewed, use a 

fixed rate component within their 
fee structure.

Criteria Variable Fixed Hybrid
Sustainability 3 5 4
Simplicity 2 5 2
Familiarity 5 5 5
Peer Alignment 3 5 5
Score 13 20 16

*Evaluation Rating: Level of alignment with criteria: 1 – Low  
2 – Low-medium
3 - Medium

4 – Medium-high
5 – High
6 - Perfect Match

Identify Rate Model Options Identify Preferred Option

Assess Models Against Criteria

Establish Tailored Decision Criteria

1

2

3

4

̶ Sustainability: Supports the City to operate stormwater financially
̶ Simplicity: Simplicity in determining charges
̶ Familiarity: City familiarity with model
̶ Peer Alignment: Alignment with leading practice and comparator analysis

Analyze Financial Impact5

̶ See following pages.
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1. Stormwater Model – Financial Impact of Preferred Option (1 of 2)
Analysis utilizes actual gross program costs documented in Business Unit Manager Reports for the years 2016 to 2018 and the forecasted gross 
program costs recorded in the 2019 – 2021 Lethbridge Budget. Water meters are as reported by the City. For the purpose of the analysis, the total 
number of water meters is assumed to remain constant over time.

Historical actuals and budgeted figures vary, based on the introduction of a more robust preventative maintenance and renewal program. With 
increased funding internally allocated from gas tax grants. Therefore, illustrated rates have been analyzed and provided below based on both actual 
and forecasted annual expenses. As stated, further analysis related to expenses is anticipated to result in higher annual costs based on shared 
costs between stormwater and other Business Units.

Given the above analysis, Option 1 assumes that the City would implement a fixed rate fee structure of $3.75 per water meter. For simplicity, this 
rate has been assumed to be added to existing wastewater utility bills. 

As described in the peer comparison, a monthly rate of $3.75 is significantly lower than comparators, excluding Edmonton and Red Deer, the low-
high range of the peer group is $5.80 to $15.63. Given that this would be a new fee, the City may seek to reduce the one-time impact on residents 
through an incremental approach as described below. 

Water, Wastewater and Stormwater

Rate based on Actuals Rate based on Forecast
Monthly Program ($) Cost per Meter $1.31 $3.75
Annual Program ($) Cost per Meter $15.69 $44.98

1Actuals for 2016 through 2018 are informed from the Business Unit Manager Report. Forecasts for 2019 through 2022 are informed from recent Lethbridge budget reports.
2As reported by City of Lethbridge

Item / Year
Actuals Forecast

2016 2017 2018 Avg 2016 - 2018 Avg 2019 - 2022
Gross Stormwater Program Expenses ($)1 607,000 605,000 623,000 612,000 1,785,000
Total Number of Water Meters 38,000 38,000 38,000 38,000 38,000
Annual Program ($) Cost per Meter 15.97 15.92 16.39 15.69 44.98 
Monthly Program ($) Cost per Meter 1.33 1.33 1.37 1.31 3.75 

Fee Schedule ($ per month) Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5
Phased-in Annual Fee Increases 1.75 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50
Accumulated Total Fee 1.75 2.25 2.75 3.25 3.75

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.
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1. Stormwater Model – Financial Impact of Preferred Option (2 of 2)
The actual financial impact from the collection of stormwater utility fees will be a function of the actual number of utility accounts, that will be paying 
the new stormwater utility fixed rate.

Based on the analysis presented on the previous page, annual revenues would increase incrementally until achieving estimated break-even 
revenues and expenses in stormwater in 2025. The City would need to continue to supplement stormwater activities through allocating grant funding 
and / or tax funding to support ongoing stormwater operations until that time. 

Water, Wastewater and Stormwater

Assumptions ($000s) Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 5-Yr Total
Monthly Stormwater Fee ($) 1.75 2.25 2.75 3.25 3.75 n/a
Number of Water Meters 38,000 38,000 38,000 38,000 38,000 n/a
Number of Months / Year 6 12 12 12 12 n/a

City’s Financial Impact ($000s) Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 5-Yr Total
Revenue Generated 399 1,026 1,254 1,482 1,710 5,871
Estimated Net Cost Improvement 399 1,026 1,254 1,482 1,710 5,871
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1. Stormwater Model – Implementation Timeline
Transitioning Stormwater’s funding model and implementing phased-in rate increases over time toward achieving financial sustainability could 
proceed on the timeline described below.  City leadership would also want to be aware of the related constraints and risks associated with this 
course of action. 

Water, Wastewater and Stormwater

Actions 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024
1. Business Case Development: Plan, develop and design a City of Lethbridge 

Stormwater Rate Program. The program should clearly inform the financial and 
operational implications of transitioning to a rate based funding program. 
Work should include a detailed analysis of program expenditures, and any shared 
costs between Business Units and stormwater; analysis of forecasted expenditures 
over the next four years; rate models and structures; potential incremental rate 
transition plans; gathering feedback from residents; and processing approaches 
working collaboratively with Utility Services. 

2. Approval: Approve the stormwater rate model and transition plan by Council. 

3. Communicate: Residents should be given 90 days notice of changes to rates. At a 
minimum, the City will need to provide 90 days notice prior to the introduction of the 
stormwater rate.

4. Detailed Design and Implement: Design and implement internal documentation 
and processes necessary to adopt the stormwater rate funding model, invoice 
property owners, and collect fees through existing processes used by Water and 
Wastewater.

Ongoing Monitoring…

Risks & Constraints Probability Impact
1. The City does not move forward with changing the funding model for stormwater management services 

because of community pressure or public opinion. Medium High

2. The City does not develop robust internal analysis upon which to base its rate recommendations. The 
City subsequently does not generate enough revenue achieve financial sustainability. Low High
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1. Stormwater Model – Summary 
Key Success Factors
– Leverage existing processes and business models used by Utility Services to invoice and collect utility fees

– Consider centralizing invoicing and collection, and combining bills together, to streamline operations 

– A communication strategy that explains the impacts of the stormwater rate model

Key Performance Indicators
– Revenue collected from stormwater rate fees, and reduction in net program costs.

– Ratio of total annual revenue generated through utility fees to total annual program costs

Summary of Financial Impact to the City
– Over the next five years, the estimated financial impact would be revenue generation from utility fees collected of approximately $5.9M, based on 

the assumptions the analysis. The City could manage the stormwater program at breakeven by 2025 using the phased-in fixed cost rate model 
described in this analysis.

Water, Wastewater and Stormwater
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2. Storage Capacity
Description
Water reservoirs are necessary infrastructure asset for the consistent functionality of 
any sized municipality. Reservoirs are needed to ensure a reliable water distribution 
system for residents and businesses. Operationally, they provide for a sufficient 
quantity of quality water supply, including for fire emergencies.

Reservoir supply levels may vary as they are set by estimated maximum daily water 
and fire flow requirements, which increase during annual peak times and with fire 
flow demands. Reservoir operations can affect water quality as a certain quantity of 
water needs are to be released from reservoirs to maintain supply and a healthy 
aquatic habitat.

The City has six reservoirs, as shown by the image to the right. The water treatment 
plant is capable of treating 150 million litres of water per day. Currently, there is 
capacity for 123 ML in storage, of which approximately one-half is allocated to the fire 
department.

The City may benefit from analyzing its existing water storage capacities, and 
determine if additional capacity is needed to its water reservoirs to mitigate risks for 
the City, now and in the future. The City will need to weigh the trade-offs associated 
with expanding water storage capacity, including capital costs and higher operating 
costs, with reduced risk and potential service improvements.

Service Impact
Expanding capacity for additional backup supply should have positive service 
impacts as residents will have access to more potable water should an emergency 
situation occur at the water plant.

Water, Wastewater and Stormwater

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.

City of Lethbridge, existing water reservoirs
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2. Storage Capacity – Financial Analysis
Water, Wastewater and Stormwater

Reservoir Name Recent/Upcoming
Capital Requirements

1. Garry Dr Reservoir (2016 – 2019) $3.6M

2. West Lethbridge Reservoir $0

3. Uplands Reservoir (2018 – 2020) $3.7M

4. Northeast Reservoir $0

5. Mayor Magrath Dr. Reservoir (2019 – 2021) $2.1M

6. Southeast Reservoir $0

Total (2016-2021) $9.4M

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.

Operating Expense 2016 2017 2018 Average
(2016-2018)

Total $0.75 M $0.79 M $0.81 M $0.78 M

The City plans to spend $9.4 million between 2016 and 2021 in upcoming capital requirements toward the management of the existing reservoirs. 
The majority of the capital spend is meant for lifecycle replacement and upgrades of aging mechanical and electrical equipment at the reservoirs. 
Capital plans also indicate a possible addition to the water storage capacity at the Northeast Reservoir for emergency and fire water storage for the 
industrial area at the Northeast Reservoir.

Operating costs associated with the reservoirs have averaged $782,000 over the last three years. Operating costs are largely driven by energy and 
natural gas related expenses.  An increase in the number or capacity of reservoirs would result in increased ongoing operating costs associated with 
water storage. 
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Water, Wastewater and Stormwater

2. Storage Capacity – Water Storage Peer Comparison

City Storage 
Capacity (ML)

Average Daily 
Demand (ML)

Average Days 
of Storage

Canmore 22 5 4.4

Okotoks 20 6 3.3

Banff 24 8 3.0

Edmonton 800 288 2.8

Red Deer 102 45 2.3

Lethbridge 123 62 2.0

Medicine Hat 59 31 1.9

Saskatoon 90 51 1.8
Calgary 645 471 1.4

Source: Derived from numerous publicly available sources, including municipal and benchmarking reports, documents and official websites

The table and graph below shows a jurisdictional scan of municipal reservoir storage capacities and average daily averages. The peer comparison 
shows that Lethbridge has similar water storage to other cities with similar population sizes to Lethbridge (such as Red Deer). 
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2. Storage Capacity – Implementation Timeline
Water, Wastewater and Stormwater

Actions 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024
1. Conduct a formal water storage review/study: Plan, develop and design a City of 

Lethbridge reservoir storage capacity review. The proposal should clearly inform the 
financial and operational implications of expanding reservoir capacity, and weigh the 
City’s risk tolerance to the additional costs that the City will bear from expanded its 
water stores.

2. Council approval: Obtain Council approval of the findings and recommendations of 
the study.

3. Monitor: Monitor the ongoing daily water demand and plant production levels to 
determine if growth; changes in supply or demand; and/or changes in required fire 
reserve indicate a need to enhance storage capacity. 

Ongoing Monitoring…

Risks & Constraints Probability Impact
1. Capital funding and resource constraints as 

other strategic projects take immediate priority 
for limited capital dollars.  

Medium Medium

2. Addition of projected operational costs of new 
capacity could prove to be difficult to account for 
in planning and budgeting phase. 

Low Low

Determining the need for increased storage capacity in the short and long-term could proceed on the timeline described below.  City leadership 
would also want to be aware of the related constraints and risks associated with this course of action. 
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2. Storage Capacity – Summary 
Key Success Factors
– Consider the potential risks of failure or reduction in operations (probability or likelihood) at the water plant, and corresponding impacts on water 

supply to inform required risk mitigation through storage.

– Engage and discuss with Fire to accommodate fire reserve requirements.

– Engage with Council on the probability and impact of various approaches to mitigating risks associated with plan failure or service reduction 
including storage, reduction in City water use (e.g., Parks); public water restrictions; and / or hauling of water and associated costs and service 
impacts.

Key Performance Indicators
– Annual days of storage capacity

– Risk tolerance and management plan

Summary of Financial Impact to the City
– Expanded storage capacity would result in increased capital and operating costs. Costs would be informed by more detailed analysis and study. 

This analysis and study is anticipated to cost approximately $40,000 if external resources are required. 

Water, Wastewater and Stormwater
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3. In-Home Water Services
Description
The City’s operates and maintains a sanitary sewer collection system for residential households connected into the sewer system. Specifically, the 
City offers an in-home sewer rodding service to residents when faced with possible sewer problems from some type of blockage. This service is 
completed internally by the City. While the City has the ability to request payment as per wastewater bylaws, requesting payment has been seldom 
practiced.

As per City Council Bylaw 5667. Section 11.01 of the bylaw defines the in-home sewer rodding service and describes a general process. The bylaw 
section states:

– “The sewer rodding service shall be provided without charge subject to the customer furnishing the City an accessible clean-out. If a sanitary 
sewer blockage occurs within the private portion of the sanitary sewer service, the City of Lethbridge shall advise the owner of the property as 
to the nature of the defect and request the owner to remedy the defect at his own expense. Should the owner choose not to remedy the 
defect, and should another blockage occur at the same location of the identified defect, the City shall charge to the owner a defective service 
call-back charge…”

The City may consider adjusting its service provision of non-core service in-home sanitary sewer corrective maintenance.

Existing service delivery is above average when compared to other jurisdictions, which is influencing growing operating expenditures. In addition, 
there is persistent risk with City staff entering private residences on an ongoing basis. This access to private residences presents additional risk to 
the City. 

Service Impact
Decommissioning the in-home service would result in residents being required to pay for services on a fee-for-service basis rather than as part of 
ongoing utility rates. 

Water, Wastewater and Stormwater
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3. In-Home Water Services
The graph below shows trends in sanitary service calls from 2014 
to 2019, as recorded in CityWorks.  Sanitary service calls have 
decreased slightly since 2017.  Over 2019, 1,591 sanitary service 
requests were logged, an average of 4.4 per day. 

Most municipalities in Canada are generally not responsible for 
sewage blockages that back up onto private property, unless 
there is evidence that the municipality was negligent in 
maintaining, repairing, or installing the main sewer line.

The graph below shows that the City is responding and 
conducting maintenance (and covering the cost) to sanitary line 
blockages that are largely on private property. In 2019, 829 calls 
were logged as sanitary line blockages, and 5 were logged to 
sanitary main blockages. It appears there was a large spike in 
sanitary service general calls in 2019; however, the increase is 
explained by service calls being logged into general rather than 
video inspection, vaporoot, cutting, trace services and 
maintenance checks.

Water, Wastewater and Stormwater

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.
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3. In-Home Water Services – Peer Review (1 of 2)
The jurisdictional scan below shows municipal policies/bylaws in regards to sanitary sewer standards and identifies responsibility of sewer backups 
from a variety of Canadian municipalities. 

No municipality in the peer group offer private property sanitary sewer maintenance services free of charge. Municipalities either require residents to 
make arrangements themselves or offer a city-provided option for a fee. Medicine Hat had a very similar model to the City of Lethbridge, however 
recently moved to a service model more in line with most municipalities in Canada.

Most municipalities in the peer group from Ontario, British Columbia and Manitoba have capped responsibility to the main line which is located 
underneath the street or boulevard, while the major ones in Alberta have not. In particular, British Columbia has a regulation in provincial legislation 
stating that municipalities are not presumed to be responsible for blockage in sanitary line just because it is on City property, clearly enabling 
municipalities to begin responsibility at the main line.

Water, Wastewater and Stormwater

Municipality Service Level City Policy & Observations

Calgary Property Line ̶ When water/sewer line issues arise, resident are responsible for arranging for a contractor to make any 
necessary repairs. As per the Water Utility Bylaw (Reference #40M2006), the owner is responsible to 
maintain the portion of the water service on their property in a state of good repair. The City requires 
repairs to be made within 15 days or a remedial order may be issued.

̶ Waste Bylaw 14M2012 (2) states that the City may establish rates, charges or fees for maintenance and 
connection services on private property.

Medicine
Hat

Property Line ̶ Medicine Hat has recently decided to shift service levels. Free routine sewer maintenance (i.e., in-home 
inspection) were previously available on private property, however now a resident must call a local 
plumber/drain cleaner or themselves to complete maintenance. 

̶ In addition, Medicine Hat no longer offers free services; camera inspection, blockages, scoping, and root
removal and now charges a fee-for-service.

Kamloops Main Line ̶ Residents are expected to contact plumbers/drain cleaners for sewer blockages for assessment and 
maintenance. City investigates from data of private contractor. 

Saskatoon Property Line ̶ Free inspections are offered, however the resident will then be advised to call a sewer contractor to 
remedy the issue at the home owner’s expense. If identified as City responsibility, the clearing of the sewer 
line will be taken care of by the City crew at no cost to the resident.

̶ Bylaw 9466 – Section 55 (3) states that the owner of a property shall bear any expenses incurred by the 
City as a result of a blockage of the sanitary sewer system. 

Source: Derived from numerous publicly available sources, including municipal bylaw documents and official websites.
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3. In-Home Water Services – Peer Review (2 of 2)
Water, Wastewater and Stormwater

Municipality Service 
Level

City Policy & Observations

Winnipeg Main Line ̶ Policy indicates that inspection and maintenance repairs are conducted by licensed sewer contractors.
̶ Section 41 outlines that a resident must pay for repairs underneath property and all the way to street. If 

proven problem stems from street main line, the City will pay. 

Barrie Main Line ̶ Policy indicates that when responding to calls the City will only check the main line, whether the caller thinks 
the blockage is their responsibility or not. If verified that the blockage is not in the main, the homeowner can 
decide whether they want a City crew to clear it or call a private service provider.

̶ Barrie offers a public option for sanitary sewer repairs and maintenance. The rates are publicly listed and are 
as follows:
– $270 per hour
– $404 per hour, weekday evenings & Saturday
– $535 per hour, Sundays & holidays

Guelph Main Line ̶ Property owners are fully responsible for both building the sewer and private drain all the way to the main 
sanitary sewer under the street.

̶ If the main sewer is clear, the City representative will advise the property owner to rod their drain or contact a 
private drainage contractor.

Kingston Property 
Line

̶ Homeowner of a property to which sewer service is provided shall be responsible for the maintenance, 
repair, and replacement of the sewer lateral from the building to the property line. 

Prince George Main Line ̶ If a blockage occurs in the City’s sanitary sewer main, the City’s Utility Operation Divisions will take action to 
clear the blockage. The City determines if the blockage is in the City main (City Responsibility) or in the 
service connection and building sewer (Property Owners Responsibility).

Source: Derived from numerous publicly available sources, including municipal bylaw documents and official websites
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3. In-Home Water Services – Option 1: Decommission Non-core Service 
The City may consider decommissioning the free in-home rodding service. Decommissioning the service would require the City to amend existing 
bylaws which currently state that the City may provide free service to customers. Decommissioning the service would result in cost savings, and 
should also reduce risk and liability related to City staff performing services on private property.

The City budgeted approximately $1.4 million for wastewater service connections in 2018. Stakeholders indicate that the City has retained 4 FTEs 
capable of providing in-house rodding services to residents. Each FTE is compensated an average of $80,000 per year, for a total labour cost of 
$320,000 related specifically to in-house rodding services. The total cost of the rodding service is estimated to be closer to $400,000 per year, when 
allowances for vehicles, equipment and overhead are considered.

The table below provides high-level detail on the cost savings related to decommissioning the in-home rodding services. Over the course of the next 
5 years, decommissioning the service could result in cost savings equal to $1.4 million, assuming implementation in mid-2021 .

Water, Wastewater and Stormwater

Option 1: Financial Impacts 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024
Decommissioned Service - $200,000 $400,000 $400,000 $400,000
Total Cost Savings - $200,000 $400,000 $400,000 $400,000
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3. In-Home Water Services – Option 2: Mandatory Fee for Service
The City could consider amending existing bylaws to firmly define resident and City responsibility as it pertains to sanitary line issues, including 
mandatory charges for City-provided services that are on the resident-side of the property line.  For example, a scope and snake service could cost 
$150 per call. 

Assuming an approximate average of 860 sanitary service blockage calls (the average number from the past 5 years), and a $150 cost per service 
call, the City could hypothetically earn over $100,000 in rodding service revenues every year. However, it is probable that the number of service 
calls related to blockages will decrease should the City begin charging residents for the service. For the purpose of the analysis below, we assume 
that the City will experience 50 fewer calls per year related to blockages, from 2021 to 2024.

The table below provides high-level detail on earned revenues from charging for rodding services. Over the course of the next 5 years, the City 
could earn in the order of $380,000 (assumes implementation in mid-2021) in rodding service revenue that could then be used to offset costs of 
service to the City and/or reduce wastewater rates and/or minimize potential future wastewater rate increases.

Water, Wastewater and Stormwater

Option 2: Financial Impacts 2021 2022 2023 2024
Assumed Annual Number of Scope and Snake Service Calls 400 760 710 660
Assumed Cost per Service $150 $150 $150 $150
Earned Revenue $60,000 $114,000 $107,000 $99,000

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.
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3. In-Home Water Services – Implementation Timeline
Reducing in-home water services levels and implementing new policies and bylaws could proceed on the timeline described below.  City leadership 
would also want to be aware of the related constraints and risks associated with this course of action. 

Water, Wastewater and Stormwater

Actions 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024
1. Conduct Service Assessment/Review. Conduct an assessment or review that 

considers more thorough due diligence and analysis into option 1 and option 2.

2. Amend Bylaws. Based on decisions made by Council regarding option 1 and option 
2, the City will need to amend the bylaws to either indicate that rodding services are 
being decommissioned as City-provided services, or, that the City will begin charging 
mandatory rodding fees to residents who receive the service.

3. Communicate Service Changes. Communicate the change in service delivery to 
the residents of Lethbridge, consider providing at least 90 days prior notice of the 
bylaw and service provision change. The City should also consider providing 
residents with alternative options for how they can get their sanitary lines rodded 
should the City discontinue providing such a service.

4. Implement. In the event of Option 1 – decommissioning non-core services, the City 
would need to continue taking resident calls and educating them that the City is no 
longer providing the rodding service to residents. The City should inform the resident 
to contact private vendors to obtain the service.
In the event of Option 2 – the City’s rodding services staff should be trained to 
ensure mandatory charges for the rodding services are collected. The City may 
consider collecting the mandatory charge through residents existing Water & 
Wastewater billings.

Risks & Constraints Probability Impact
1. Changing in-house drain clearage services will 

result in new costs for some residents, 
especially with residents in older 
neighbourhoods with aging sewer assets.

High Low
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3. In-Home Water Services 
Key Success Factors
– Implementation and compliance of Bylaw

– Establishment of fee-for-service model

– Clear direction related to fees and charges for field staff to appropriately apply

– Enhanced billing and administration support

Key Performance Indicators
– Number, and change in, of sanitary line blockage calls per year

– Earned revenue charged and collected from mandatory fee for service charges

Summary of Financial Impact to the City
– Dependent on the options selected, the City could realize a combination of revenues or reduced operating cost of approximately $1.8 million over 

the next five years. Additional incremental costs associated with billing and administration are assumed to be absorbed by existing activities. 
One-time transition costs of approximately $20,000 are anticipated to support additional due diligence, communication and engagement, process 
definition, and staff training. 

Water, Wastewater and Stormwater
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4. Operating Model
Water, Wastewater and Stormwater

Description
Some Canadian municipalities have determined that an independently operated water, wastewater and / or stormwater utility may provide benefit. 
For example, EPCOR provides water and / or wastewater services in Edmonton; Canmore, Chestermere, Strathmore, Regina, and others; Halifax 
Water operate services as an autonomous, self-financed utility; Union Water Supply System that is owned by the Towns of Kingsville, Essex and 
Lakeshore and the Municipality of Leamington; and, Buffalo Pound Water Treatment Corporation a Non-Profit Corporation owned by the Cities of 
Regina and Moose Jaw. 

Some of the reasons that water and wastewater utilities operate independently of their municipalities are:

1. Greater access to capital to finance growth and renewal in plant and distribution infrastructure.

2. Greater financial transparency (e.g., independent financial statements) and operational accountability.

3. Greater flexibility in managing capital programs and operating budgets in response to changing market conditions (e.g., system growth and 
fluctuations in consumption). 

4. Separation of duties between the utility owner and regulator where there is not an independent regulator.

In addition, some of the reasons that municipalities have elected to divest their water, wastewater and /or stormwater utilities are to monetize assets 
in order to re-invest in core municipal infrastructure and services, and to reduce the impact utilities have on the municipalities’ debt capacity. 

There may be an opportunity for the City to consider a governance and operating model for water and / or wastewater that would increase its 
independence from the City, better delineate the roles of regulator and owner, and increase financial transparency and accountability. 

Additional information related to benefits and constraints associated with various models was previously discussed in Opportunity 5 in the Electric 
section of this report.

Service Impact 
A change in operating model for the water and / or wastewater utility would not inherently affect service levels to citizens. However, a significant 
change may face public perception issues and concerns.
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Actions 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024
1. Define rationale for transitioning to a new operating model. 

2. Assess options based on their ability to meet the stated 
rationale and select a preferred model.

3. Develop and implement a future operating model, if 
warranted. 

4. Operating Model
An evaluation of alternative operating models for water and / or wastewater could proceed on the timeline described below. City leadership would 
also want to be aware of the related constraints and risks associated with this course of action. It is anticipated that the City could conduct its 
evaluation of options in-house with no significant, incremental financial impact. 

Water, Wastewater and Stormwater

Risks & Constraints Probability Impact
1. Change in model is not accepted by public or 

staff. High High

2. Change in model results in loss of focus in the 
utility, and resources spending too much time on 
transition issues than day-to-day operational 
requirements.

Medium Medium

3. City is unable to obtain a suitable partner, or 
realize an acceptable value for a divestiture. Medium High
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4. Operating Model
Key Success Factors
– Determination of desired outcomes as a result of a change in operating model, and an evaluation of potential options.

– Establishment of an appropriate governance structure that clearly delineates the authorities, roles and responsibilities of the utility(ies), the City 
and any third-party partner.

– External support for valuing water and wastewater assets for the purposes of a partial or full divestiture to help the City obtain a realistic and fair 
consideration.

Key Performance Indicators
– Realization of benefits identified in support of a change in model.

Summary of Financial Impact to the City
– The financial impacts of a change in model are dependent on the model selected and have not be estimated in this Review. 

Water, Wastewater and Stormwater



Utility Services
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Potential for Improvement Opportunity

Efficiency
Resource Investment Based on expenses and FTEs

Trend High expense and FTE growth*

Effectiveness Alternative Practices Potential for alternative service delivery

Service Citizen-facing Routine or transactional service

Alignment Service Alignment Discretionary service

Overall ---- High potential
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Utility Services
Appendix B – Rate-supported Services

Service List
Public-facing services:
̶ Meter readings from 76,000 meters
̶ Customer billings and related services (e.g., invoice 

management).
̶ Point of contact for customer care and collection 

services.
̶ Online web-based services including online forms 

and paperless billing for customers.

Internal services:
̶ System development and support of US systems

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.

Alignment with Strategic Goals

2. Financial Stewardship and Economic Prosperity
3. Liveable Communities
4. Compassionate Community
5. People Places for All

Low potential Moderate potential High potential

Financial Performance

Summary Description
Utility Services (US) provides internal, customer and 
technical support services to primarily the rate-
supported functions of Lethbridge (i.e., Water, 
Wastewater, Electric, and Waste Collection). Utility 
Service’s 2018 operating expenditures total $4.1M with 
22.2 FTEs. It should be noted that this included 
amounts for the implementation of the 311 service. 

ForecastActual

*Utility Services staffed up in 2018 in preparation of providing the 311 service.  
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Overview (1 of 2)
Utility Services is responsible for billing, customer care, collections and technical services supporting the Water & Wastewater, Electric, and Waste 
& Recycling units. Therefore, Utility Services is the primary contact for customers through statements, City Hall counter service and e-services 
website. Utility Services also provided utility billing expertise in support of the 311 Department, supporting the corporate “One-City” initiative. 

In 2005, the City created the Utility Services Department under the direction of Infrastructure Services to replace a contractor that provided all utility 
billing related services from meter reading to customer care. During its first years of operation, the department focused on providing the core billing 
and customer service functions while developing processes, procedures, systems, and performance management measures to achieve these. More 
recently, as the new 311 Business Unit was created, the Utility Services Business provided the core staffing (around 50% of the 2017 Utility 
Services Unit workforce), expertise and funding. As a result, the department has been transformed, including changes on location, human 
resources, and procedures. Currently, Utility Services focuses on ensuring accuracy and efficiency of the utility billing and collection functions. 

Utility Services

Provision of Utilities 

Electric Utility Business Unit

Water & Wastewater Business Unit

Waste & Recycling Business Unit

Intake

311 Business Unit 

Meter Reading, Meter Data Management, 
Billing, Customer Care, and Collections

Utility Services Business Unit

Business partners

Utility Services Ecosystem

Current Trends
Utility Services face increasing pressure from stakeholders to ensure customer care, accessibility to information, and emphasis on environmental 
impacts. Today’s customers are more empowered, conscious, demanding and connected than ever before. Consequently, the municipalities are 
moving towards integrated customer service frameworks and the use of emerging technologies, such as e-services and cloud based systems, in 
order to more meaningfully connect to their customers. 

Source: KPMG - Transforming utilities into a connected hub for customer experiences; City of Lethbridge Business Plan Utility Services

City Hall Counter Inquiries
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Overview
Utility Services

Highlights
Meter reads monthly 76,000
Billed and collected through this system annually $100 Million
Billed monthly 40,000 accounts

Residential Not available
Commercial Not available
Industrial Not available

Data 
Request

Source: City of Lethbridge – Utility Service Business Partners

Utility Services is a tax-supported Business Unit organized within the Infrastructure Services Department that charges 100% of costs back to its 
supported utilities, which are themselves, rate-supported.  In 2018, actual net, total expenditures were $4.1 million, as per the table below. 
Expenditures increased 19.5% between 2014 and 2018 largely due to the Business Unit’s role in establishing the new 311 Business Unit in 2019.

Source: City of Lethbridge Business Unit Manager Reports

Expenditures and Revenue
Operating Expenditures $3.9M
Net Interdepartmental Transfers & Other Transactions $0.2

Total Expenditures $4.1M
(less Revenue) ($4.1M)

Tax-Supported Operating Expenditures $ -

Source: City of Lethbridge Business Plan Utility Services

Utility Services is supported by several business partners. The tables below outlines the major utility transactions and partners. 

Source: City of Lethbridge U-S Annual PO by Function; Utilities Information Email. 

Partner Description Annualized 
PO

Current 
Term (years)

Contract 
Amount

Vendor 1

Electric load settlement 
agent (in line with AUC 
regulations).
Also provides Unify (utility 
billing software) and 
distributes utility bills.

$1,688,000 2 years $3,376,000 

Vendor 2
Provides electric meter data 
management (in line with 
AUC regulations)

$379,800 5 years $1,899,000 

Vendor 3 Performs water meter 
readings $247,200 2 years $494,400 

Vendor 4 Not available
Source: City of Lethbridge Business Plan Utility Services

Utility Transactions Partner Number of 
transactions

Utility Transactions Vendor 1 5.6 Million per 
month

Meter reading 
transactions Vendor 2 2.4 Million per 

month

Billing transactions Enmax/ 
Vendor 1

1.4 Million per 
month

Utility address 
transaction Vendor 3 723,000 per 

week
Financial Disconnection 
event and task Vendor 4 1,000 per 

month
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Operating Model
Utility Services mission is to “serve a community that has confidence in the billing and customer care that is provided at a reasonable cost”. 

Utility Services

Service Area Objective Scope

Utility 
Customer 
Care

Objective: Provide 
a point of contact for 
customer care and 
collection services.

– Utility care is divided into customer service and collections
– Customer service is the primary contact for residents and is responsible for addressing customer 

inquiries and concerns, billing programs (e.g., budget billing, pre-authorized payments), and billing 
issues

– Collections is responsible for monitoring receivables as well as deposit and collection management 

Billing and 
Payment 
Management

Objective: Provide 
customer billing and 
related services

– Billing and Payment Management is divided into Utility Billing Administration, Meter Reading and 
Meter Data Management, Invoice Management, and Payment Processing. Utility Billing Administration 
is responsible for setting-up billing parameters and information regarding premises, services, and 
customers

– Meter Reading Meter Data Management ensures the accuracy and reliability of meter reads and 
related data. This area is also responsible for consumption calculations and meter route management

– Invoice Management is responsible for validating consumption data, calculating bills, generating and 
delivering statements, and analyzing billing problems. In addition, this area is responsible for billing 
adjustments and corrections and billing audits

– Payment processing is responsible for cashier and Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) payments as 
well as Pre-authorized Payment Plan (PAP)

– Citizens can pay at most financial institutions, ATMs, or online banking or can set up preauthorized 
payments. Payments are also accepted at City Hall via Interac debit, cheque or cash

System 
Development 
and Support

Objective: Provide
development and 
support to Utility 
Services and other
Infrastructure 
Business Units

– System Development and Support is divided into billing support and Infrastructure Business. Both 
areas are responsible for providing support to the utility departments through the development and 
maintenance of their systems (e.g., the Water Meter Inventory Management (WMIM) and Service 
Order Management (WSOM) systems, Utility Transaction Exchange (UTX) and Utility Payment 
System)

Source: City of Lethbridge Business Plan Utility Services
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Organization and Staffing
Utility Services

Corporate 
Customer 

Service Manager

Utility Systems 
Administrator

Utility Systems 
Specialist

Utility Systems 
Support Tech

Utility Analyst
Utility Customer 

Care & Collections 
Coordinator

Utility Customer 
Service Rep (3)

Billing 
Vendor 1

Load Settlement
Vendor 1

Meter Data 
Management 

Vendor 2

Meter Reading
Vendor 3

The organizational structure of Utility Services had 10 FTEs in 2019. This includes staff covering utility processing, customer care, and collections. This also 
includes an in-house development group, and managing three external providers for meter reading, meter data management, electric load settlement and billing 
system operation. The organizational structure contains 3 layers. Utility Systems Administrator and Utility Customer Care & Collections Coordinator have a span of 
control of 1:2 and 1:3, respectively. 
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Organization and Staffing
Utility Services

Source: Derived from City of Lethbridge Information.

Overall, the amount of overtime in Utility Services is not significant. Staffing levels increased between 2016 and 2018 due to the launch of the 311 
service.

Top 3 - Overtime

Time Expended (2016-2019)
Year 2016 2017 2018 2019
Regular Hours 27,637 37,484 45,981 19,648
Overtime Hours 59 3 3 10
Total Hours 27,695 37,487 45,984 19,658
Total Effort (FTEs) 14 19 23 10
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Performance (1 of 2)
Financial Performance
Compared to inflation and population growth between 2015 – 2018, which together approximate between 3-4% per year and 10.7% over the three-
year period, Utility Services’ operating cost growth approximated 29% over the same period. The increase may be explained by Utility Services 
involvement in the implementation and launch of the 311 Business Unit, which occurred in 2017. Operating costs are also partially offset by expense 
recoveries from transfers to internal segments and decreasing contractual services costs. The recoveries have been somewhat consistent across 
the time horizon, namely between approximately1.1 million and $1.3 million per year.  Contractual services have been trending down from 2015 to 
2018, decreasing from approximately $2.3 million to approximately $2.1 million, respectively.

Utility Services

1Operating Cost is the sum of operating expenses and wages and benefits from the Business 
Unit Manager Reports: Utility Services, excluding net interdepartmental recoveries/charges, 
asset, debt, and other transactions/transfers

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge
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Source: Business Unit Manager Reports.  In this analysis, “Operating Expense” = 
“Operating Expenses” + “Wages & Benefits.”
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Performance (2 of 2)
In general, customers have a positive experience when they interact with Utility Services. Satisfaction results are very high. The following table 
presents key results of the 2019 Utilities Customer Satisfaction Survey. 

Utility Services

Statement
Percentage of 
Customers in 

favor 

The City of Lethbridge makes it easy for customers to reach them. 97.3%

The City of Lethbridge’s employees are helpful. 98.8%

The City of Lethbridge’s employees are knowledgeable 98.1%

The City of Lethbridge’s employees are courteous. 98.3%

The City of Lethbridge’s employees provide satisfactory service. 97.6%

The City of Lethbridge sends bills to customers on time. 93.2%

The City of Lethbridge sends correct and accurate bills to customers 94.9%

The City of Lethbridge makes its bills easy to understand 90.8%

The City of Lethbridge provides good service to its customers 97.8%

Source: City of Lethbridge 2019 Customer Satisfaction Survey.
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Successes and Recent Initiatives
Utility Services has had a number of successes and recent initiatives, include:

– Technology Improvements and process automation:

– Automation of banking and continuous enhancements to the UTX system. With the transition from manual to digital recording, accuracy and 
reliability have been improved. Stakeholders estimate that there has been a reduction of around 2 FTEs of effort. 

– Enhancement of the digital environment and development of a mobile friendly app: The mobile-friendly utility app enabled the City to generate 
mobile layouts for their billing system which may potentially attract more customers to digital customer service. Utilities staff estimated that the 
number of customers with electronic bills increased from 15% to 30%. 

– Development of an internal system/template for billing which is flexible to include check fields. During the last year, Utility Services aligned its 
system address fields with the fields in tax system. 

– Automation of select retailer notification transaction (SRN) process. With the new tool, US is able to link customer who are transferring to 
RRO to service accounts using existing information. 

– Openness to explore opportunities to improve internal collaboration, including building upon what is currently working. Overall, the Unit is able 
to provide reports at different levels (e.g., summary and detailed report). As a result, the staff receive positive feedback from different areas. 

– Efforts Toward Improved Customer Experience: Achieving a good customer experience, even during collections. There is a clear recognition 
that customer service must not stop when a customer falls behind on payments. Utility Services has adopted a relationship-building mindset prior 
to disconnect services due to balances. They focus on uncovering customer needs, addressing concerns, proposing solutions and fixing 
problems. Examples of specific initiatives, include sending a warning letter and tagging meters. 

– Electronic Billing: Upgraded the utility customer web portal to simplify access and the presentation of information. The electronic billing system 
and the availability of paperless billing have been promoted over the past two years, increasing participation by utility customers from 12% in 
2013 to 32% in 2017. Paperless customers have increased from 9% in 2013 to 20% in 2017.  Electronic billings have increased from 15% in 
2017 to 30% in 2019. 

Utility Services
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Challenges
During the course of review, the following challenges were identified concerning the Utility Services Business Unit.

Utility Services

Challenge Description

Attrition

Business unit stakeholders were concerned with the loss of senior staff in both Utility Services and utilities (e.g., Electric 
Utility) without a specific succession plan. They noted that the learning curve for new hires is costly and takes time. This 
situation is particularly critical for UTX management  since there are only four individuals who have the knowledge and skills to 
operate the system. 

Payment 
Arrangements

Stakeholders noted that some customers do not comply with their payment arrangements. These customers use different 
channels and extend their service provision by doing partial payments (customers get reconnected before the fully pay).

Collections 
Guidelines

According to stakeholders, there are a lack of formal policies policy to support CSR’s and Collections staff when determining
how to address collections issues. Currently, the payment arrangements and decisions are based on the team’s experience 
and may differ between staff members.
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Opportunities
Utility Services

Implementation Benefit Level of 
DecisionCost Time Risk Efficiency Effectiveness Service Alignment

1 Utility Billing Software H H H ++ o o + Administration

2 Meter Data Management 
(MDM) System H H H ++ o o + Administration

3 Customer Data and 
Analytics Services L H H o + o + Administration

The following table lists the Utility Services opportunities identified along with a high-level assessment of their potential time to implement, and the 
relative degree to which they satisfy the evaluation criteria for prioritizing opportunities.

Legend

Note: The full legend is available on page 24.
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1. Utility Billing Software
Description
The City currently contracts with a vendor for utility billing services. The vendor provides a billing system as a hosted solution. However, for the 
vendor to prepare bills, the City must first collect meter data from Lethbridge Electric Utility and Water and Wastewater. This meter data is 
processed (validated, edited and estimated as necessary) through another third party.  To support this process, as well as some internal related 
processes (e.g., bank transaction reconciliations), Utility Services has developed a highly-sophisticated in-house system, UTX. UTX requires two 
developers to maintain and enhance the system, and a business analyst who also liaises with the external system providers. 

Leading practice in many organizations is to leverage available software packages to meet their requirements rather than to develop and maintain 
their own systems. Many utility billing systems integrate directly with meter data management systems and do not require an intermediary system. 

There may be an opportunity for the City to retire its UTX system in favour of a more integrated software solution. This would reduce internal costs 
associated with developing and maintaining UTX allowing resources that currently perform this function to be redeployed to higher-value activities, 
such as data and analytics (refer to opportunity later in this section). Conversely, continuing to maintain and expand UTX could require additional 
resources as technology standards and platforms evolve. 

There are a variety of utility billing systems available that are tailored to the needs of large, investor-owned utilities as well as smaller municipal 
utilities. Many utility billing systems come with or integrate directly with meter data management applications. The City could explore available 
systems, including the capabilities of their existing software solution, to determine if they would support directly integrating with metering systems, 
eliminating the primary purpose of UTX. 

Service Impact (Neutral)
This opportunity focuses on improving internal efficiencies. Utility customers should not notice any material change to service levels as a result. 

Utility Services

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.
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1. Utility Billing Software
Investigating and potentially implementing a new utility billing system could proceed on the timeline described below. City leadership would also 
want to be aware of the related constraints and risks associated with this course of action.  

Utility Services

Actions 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024
1. Identify requirements for a potential replacement utility 

billing system. A primary requirement should be that it 
supports the retirement of UTX. 

2. Explore available systems that would meet the City’s 
requirements, obtain pricing information and develop a 
business case to confirm the feasibility of changing 
systems.

3. Select a system and develop a system implementation 
plan that would consider the timing of the current contract, 
and the redeployment of UTX support staff. 

4. Transition to the new billing system, running it in parallel 
with existing system for a period of time to test its accuracy 
and stability.

Risks & Constraints Probability Impact
1. No system is identified that would allow the 

retirement of UTX at a comparable cost to the 
existing combination of UTX and a current 
vendor.

Low High

2. Investigating alternative systems adversely 
impacts the City’s relationship with its current 
provider, resulting in reduced service.

Low Medium
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1. Utility Billing Software
Key Success Factors
– The selection and implementation of a new billing system should be done in concert with a potential replacement of the City’s current service 

provider for meter data management (MDM). MDM is a critical interface for billing systems and is often bundled as a module. 

– The timing of a system replacement would need to consider the expiry of the current vendor's contract. 

– Utility billing is often complex and relies on a large volume of data. While unlikely, failure could have a very large impact on the City’s ability to 
invoice customers accurately and on time. The City may wish to run a new system in parallel to its existing system for a year to confirm its 
viability.

Key Performance Indicators
– Reduced internal system development and maintenance costs. 

– Reduced cost per bill. 

Summary of Financial Impact to the City
– Many billing system solutions include meter data management (MDM). The next opportunity considers the City’s use of a third-party MDM 

service provider. Therefore, the financial impact of implementing and operating a billing system are included with the analysis in the next 
opportunity.

Utility Services

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.
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2. Meter Data Management System
Description
With LEU’s recent investment in Automated Metering Infrastructure (AMI), there may be an opportunity for the City to perform Meter Data 
Management (MDM) internally. MDM comprises the aggregation, validation, editing, estimating and sharing of meter data for billing purposes. Billing 
is currently performed by a second, unrelated vendor. 

The City currently uses an external third-party provider for its MDM system. However, the MDM system does not integrated directly with the AMI 
system, but rather receives meter data information from UTX, the City’s internally-developed system, to aggregate and disseminate meter reading 
data. Lethbridge has improved its metering infrastructure with AMI for electric meters and remote reading for water meters. The City now achieves 
high levels of accuracy with its meter reading, reducing reliance on MDM for validation and estimating. 

There may be an opportunity to replace the meter data aggregation and dissemination function of UTX by integrating meter data systems directly 
with MDM software. This may be accomplished using the existing vendor and MDM solution, or with another solution, potentially one that is already 
integrated with a billing system (see previous opportunity). 

Service Impact (Neutral Impact)
This opportunity may result in decreased costs associated with service delivery by leveraging previous investments in technology. There would likely 
be no associated impacts to the levels of service received by customers. 

Utility Services

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.
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2. Meter Data Management System
Transitioning to a more integrated MDM system could proceed on the timeline below.  City leadership would also want to be aware of the related 
constraints and risks associated with this course of action. 

Utility Services

Actions 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024
1. Identify requirements for a potential replacement MDM 

solution. A primary requirement should be that it supports 
the retirement of UTX. 

2. Explore available systems that would meet the City’s 
requirements, obtain pricing information and develop a 
business case to confirm the feasibility of changing 
systems.

3. Select a system and develop a system implementation 
plan that would consider the timing of the current contract, 
and the redeployment of UTX support staff. 

4. Transition to the new billing system, running it in parallel 
with existing system for a period of time to test its accuracy 
and stability.

Risks & Constraints Probability Impact
1. No system is identified that would allow the 

retirement of UTX at a comparable cost to 
the existing combination of UTX and the 
current vendor.

Low High

2. Investigating alternative systems adversely 
affects the City’s relationship with its current 
provider, resulting in reduced service.

Low Medium
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2. Meter Data Management System
Key Success Factors
– The selection and implementation of a new MDM solution should be done in concert with a potential replacement of the City’s current billing 

solution.  Utility billing is a critical interface for MDM systems and both systems are often bundled together in the same solution. 

– The timing of a system replacement would need to consider the expiry of the current vendor’s contract. 

– Utility billing is often complex and relies on a large volume of data. While unlikely, failure could have a very large impact on the City’s ability to 
invoice customers accurately and on time. The City may wish to run a new system in parallel to its existing system for a year to confirm its 
viability.

Key Performance Indicators
– Reduced internal system development and maintenance costs. 

– Reduced cost per bill. 

Utility Services

Source: Estimates calculated by KPMG

Summary of Financial Impact to the City
– There are many variables that could determine the cost to implement 

and operate billing and MDM software. Indicative estimates based on 
conversations with a limited number of software vendors and our 
internal experience with system implementation projects suggest that 
transition costs could be in the order of approximately $3 million.

– Indicative annual operating costs are estimated to be approximately 
$1.0 million per year. It is assumed that the system would be 
implemented over the course of one year starting in 2022, and would 
operate in parallel with existing systems for at least 6 months in 2023 
before a full deployment in 2024. 

– Approximately $1 million in net savings could be realized with the 
replacement of current service provider contracts. The anticipated 
payback could be less than three years. For further information, see 
Appendix A.2.
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3. Customer Data and Analytics Services
Description
Utility Services is responsible for billing, customer care, collections and technical services supporting Water & Wastewater, Electric, and Waste & 
Recycling. Utility Services delivers much of the customer-facing services for the utilities. Utility Services aggregates and maintains data on 
customers, consumption and their accounts on behalf of the utilities. Utility Services employs three information system professionals that have the 
expertise to aggregate, extract, analyze and report on customer data. 

Currently, Utility Services shares data with utilities and can run reports if required. While valuable, this is not a primary focus of Utility Services and it 
is performed primarily upon request. Utility Services could focus its analytic efforts to develop proactive solutions, rather than respond to requests. 
This would require a redirection of staff effort away from expanding and supporting an in-house utility system as is envisioned in the previous 
opportunities discussed.

There may be an opportunity for Utility Services to deliver customer data and analytics services to the City’s utilities. Applying analytics to the 
aggregated customer and consumption data offers an opportunity to uncover new customer usage patterns, which may support revenue forecasting, 
measure price sensitivities, prevent fraud and reduce losses, and enhance customer service. For example, customer data and analytics could help 
the City answer questions such as: 

– Are collections policies and practices effective at increasing collection rates?

– Are there customers whose consumption varies significantly on one commodity but on another suggesting a potential problem in metering, loss 
or fraud?

– How does consumption correlate with changes in rates and is there a cross-over effect between commodities billed together?

– Do changes in rates intended to drive behavior, such as decreased consumption or usage in the case of waste, have the desired effect?

– What neighbourhoods or types of households are most affected by rate changes? 

– How much might rate changes in one utility affect the overall affordability of utilities for households?

Service Impact (Neutral Impact)
This opportunity would increase the effectiveness of the City’s utilities, and would not necessarily translate into observable service impacts to 
citizens. 

Utility Services

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.
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3. Customer Data and Analytics Services
Case Example
A recent Oracle survey of more than 150 North American senior-level electrical utility executives found that just one-half of utilities today are fully 
leveraging data to improve customer service (through forecasting, demand management and improved reliability.) The data usage areas in which 
the most activity was reported were:

Other potential areas an analytics function could support are:

– Standardized reporting practices and unified data sources to increase the credibility of internal and external reporting (e.g., to City management 
and regulatory agencies).

– Proactive management of customer payment plans to minimize delinquencies.

– Greater insight into the utility consumption patterns of customers, thus improving the quality of customer segmentation. 

– Analytics to support the development of incentives and pricing plans configured to customer needs. 

– Enhanced customer segmentation could lead to more homogenous clustering, and consequently, lower variance between forecasted load and 
actual usage. Subsequent analysis, along with targeted communication and interaction with customers, could inform, educate, and motivate 
changes to customer usage patterns. 

Utility Services

26%

34%

40%

42%

47%

47%

51%

57%

Alert customers with usage spikes

Establish new pricing programs

Target customers for new programs

Using predictive analytics to minimize outages/improve reliability

Executing demand response programs

Identifying trends and forecasting demand

Implementing/improving energy efficiency programs

Providing usage patterns to customers

How Leading Utility Services Use Leveraging Customer Data Analytics 

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.
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Actions 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024
1. Explore practices in customer data and analytics in the 

utilities sector. 

2. Identify skill set requirements and review the capabilities of 
existing staff. Identify any gaps and training requirements. 

3. Start to redirect staff effort from building out UTX further to 
performing analytics services. 

4. Upon potential replacement of UTX with an integrated 
utilities billing system (see previous opportunities), 
redeploy available systems staff on providing analytics 
services.

3. Customer Data and Analytics Services
Developing a customer data and analytics capability within Utility Services could proceed on the timeline described below. City leadership would 
want to be aware of the related constraints and risks associated with this course of action. 

Utility Services

Risks & Constraints Probability Impact
1. Existing system development staff may not 

be well suited for a new role in data and 
analytics.

Low High

2. Utility Services elects not to replace its 
existing UTX system, or replacement 
systems require more effort to operate than 
anticipated, resulting in a lack of capacity to 
undertake analytic services. 

High High
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3. Customer Data and Analytics Services
Key Success Factors
– Replacement of UTX and successful redeployment of resources.

– Demonstration of value to utilities by providing insightful information that leverages the full extent of utility customer data, and integrates with data 
sources available through 3-1-1 and utility operations .

– Creating a culture where data is treated as an asset is critical, and where there is a drive to continuously innovate and optimize analytics models. 
A working culture that is driven by data analytics to improve customer service.

Key Performance Indicators
– Satisfaction of City utilities with data and analytics provided.

– Timeliness of responses to data and analytics requests.

– Number of proactive analyses initiated by Utility Services and used by utilities. 

Summary of Financial Impact to the City
– This opportunity assumes the resources are redeployed from other functions as a result of replacing UTX. The cost of any required training and 

analytic tools would be covered by savings from replacing UTX and external service providers with an integrated system. Such costs should be 
built into the business case of the integrated system and have not been estimated here. 

Utility Services

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.



Waste & Recycling
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Potential for Improvement Opportunity

Efficiency
Resource Investment Based on expense and FTEs

Trend High expense and FTE growth

Effectiveness Alternative Practices Potential for alternative service delivery

Service Citizen-facing Routine or transactional service

Alignment Service Alignment Traditional City service

Overall ---- Moderate potential

Service List
Public-facing services:
Waste and Recycling provides services including:
̶ Residential and commercial waste collection
̶ Operation of three recycling stations to receive 

source-separated materials
̶ Curbside collection of leaves for residents upon 

request
̶ Drop off sites for residential yard waste
̶ Support for provincial programs including: used oil, 

tire, paint and electronic recycling
̶ Collection and recycling of wood, metal, concrete 

and asphalt
̶ Operation of Class 2 waste disposal site and 

hazardous material transfer site
̶ Sale of recycling material

Waste and Recycling

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.

Alignment with Strategic Goals
1. Accountable Leadership
2. Financial Stewardship & Economic Prosperity
3. Liveable Communities

Note: Waste Collection and Waste Processing operating budgets 
and financial reports have been consolidated. 

Note: New recycling program starting in 2019.

Low potential Moderate potential High potential

Financial Performance

Summary Description
Waste and Recycling Services provides residents and 
businesses with collection, disposal and recycling 
services. The Business Unit develops programs that 
focus on waste prevention and diversion. Waste and 
Recycling Services’ 2018 operating expenditures 
totaled $18.2M with approximately 46 FTEs.
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Overview (1 of 2)
Waste Operations
The Waste and Recycling Utility provides collection, disposal and recycling services to the residential sector, industrial, commercial and institutional 
(ICI) sector, and construction and demolition (C&D) sector in Lethbridge. ICI properties, including multi-family residential properties, can choose 
between City and private collection service. The City does not offer collection services to the C&D sector. The Business Unit has been organized 
into four services: waste prevention, diversion, collection, disposal. Each area is discussed further in the Operating Model section following. 

Waste and Recycling provides services to over 32,000 households on a weekly basis in Lethbridge. The Waste and Recycling Centre serves 
Lethbridge as well as a number of surrounding communities, including: Vulcan, Coaldale, Coalhurst, the County of Lethbridge, Milk River, Barons, 
Siksika Nation and Picture Butte. 

Waste and Recycling

Source: City of Lethbridge 2019 – 2022 Business Plan Source: Lethbridge – 2017 Lethbridge State of the Environment 2017

Highlights
Waste disposal sites 1
Public drop off areas 4 in total (three public, one private)
Automated carts deployed for single 
and multi-family residential collection

35,000 in 2015 

Automated collections per day (2015) 1,400 homes per day

Source: City of Lethbridge 2019 – 2022 Business Plan Source: Lethbridge – 2017 Lethbridge State of the Environment 2017
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Overview (2 of 2)
Financial Overview
Waste and Recycling operates as a utility and in 2018 operated break-even. 

The following table shows the current and future waste collection and processing rates in Lethbridge. There was a significant increase in 2018 to 
help cover the introduction of the Residential Curbside Recycling service and investments in the Materials Recovery Facility, both of which were 
launched in 2019. By 2022, a customer will be paying approximately 2% more than compared in 2019. 

Waste and Recycling

2018 Operating Financials
Operating Expenditures $11.8 M
Net Interdepartmental Transfers & Other Transactions $6.4 M
Total Expenditures $18.2 M
(less Revenue) ($18.2 M)
Net Expenditure* $ -

Source: City of Lethbridge Business Unit Manager Reports

Capital Projects Budget (2018)

Curbside Recycling – Collection and Materials Recovery Facility $ 16.3 M 

Waste and Recycling Centre Disposal Cell Development & 
Closure

$ 11.7 M

Landfill Gas and Leachate Management System $ 6.1 M

Waste and Recycling Centre Site Enhancements $ 3.0 M 

Waste Processing Facility Upgrade $ 3.1 M
Source: City of Lethbridge CIP 2018-2027

Waste Collection & Waste Processing - Annual Rate Changes and Cost of Services
Year: 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022
Waste Collection
Waste Collection Charge $13.60 $20.60 $21.10 $21.10 $21.10
Waste Diversion Fee $3.60 $3.60 $3.60 $3.60 $3.60
Total $17.20 $23.20 $23.70 $23.70 $23.70
% Change in Rates 0% 40% 2% 0% 0%
$Change in Bill n/a $7.00 $0.50 $0 $0

Waste Processing
Residential Monthly Bill $1.50 $1.50 $1.50 $1.50 $1.50
$ Change in Bill n/a $0  $0 $0 $0
% Change in Rates 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Total $ Change in Bill n/a $7.00 $0.50 $0 $0

Source: City of Lethbridge Operating Budget 2019-2022
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Operating Model
Waste and Recycling delivers four services. Each is described below. 

Waste and Recycling

Service Area Objective Operating Approach
Waste 
Prevention

Reduce the amount of waste generated
– Promote on-site organics management 

(e.g., backyard composting) 
– Provide educational resources and 

deliver outreach programs

– Delivered in-house with support from Communications

Waste 
Diversion

Promote the reuse, reduction and recycling of 
materials to minimize the amount of material 
being disposed in the landfill
– Promote recycling
– Collect recyclable materials such as 

paper, cardboard, plastic, metal and glass
– Promote composting and collect organics
– Provide for the safe disposal of 

hazardous waste

– Operate three recycling depots for source-separated recyclables. Hauling of bins 
from depots to Waste and Recycling Centre is contracted

– Deliver a residential curbside recycling program (bi-weekly collection). This in-
house program provides blue carts to all households for the free collection of 
recyclable materials as well as recycling collection for apartments

– Promote recycling within civic operations
– Provide fall leaf collection, Christmas tree-chipping, and the centralized yard 

waste drop-off sites. Yard waste depots are operated with in-house staff. Hauling 
of bins from depots to Waste and Recycling Centre is contracted

– Provide information to residents on how to do backyard composting
– Receive and safely dispose of household hazardous waste
– Supports provincial programs (e.g., used oil and tire recycling)

Waste 
Collection

Collect residential, commercial, industrial and 
institutional waste

– Provide in-house, bi-weekly curbside collection of household waste
– Provide in-house, weekly collection of commercial customers that choose to 

subscribe to the City service
– Provide large item collection and free Saturday landfill disposal
– Provide demolition bin rentals 
– Provide clean community programming (anti-litter campaigns, construction litter 

and clean lane program) 
Waste 
Disposal

Operate a waste disposal site with drop off areas 
for City and commercial collectors, and for 
residence and commercial customers

– Manage Material Recovery Facility operated by private contractors
– Manage landfill operated by private contractors
– Manage weigh station operated by private contractors

Sources: City of Lethbridge 2019 – 2022 Business Plan; Service Levels Report; Ipsos - 2019 Food and Yard Waste Survey
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Context (1 of 2)
Waste and Recycling and its operations are governed by provincial and municipal regulations and policies. 

Waste and Recycling in Alberta
In Alberta, Alberta Environment and Parks (AEP) is the provincial department responsible for how waste and recyclables are managed. However, 
recycling programs available to residents and commercial business are not recorded or tracked by the provincial government. A further description 
of the provincial standards, strategies, and plans is shown in the table below. 

Waste and Recycling Policy 
Various policies have been implemented by the Province of Alberta and the City of Lethbridge with the aim to encourage the community to support 
recycling programs. Most of these policies have been in-place for decades, while others have been adopted in just the last few years. More recently, 
circumstances at the municipal level have led to a review of the Integrated Community Sustainability Plan / Municipal Development Plan 
(ICSP/MDP) that is anticipated to be completed in Fall 2020.

Waste and Recycling

Source: City of Lethbridge – CC51 Environment Policy; City of Lethbridge – CC54 Waste Diversion Policy; City of Lethbridge - Municipal Development Plan (MDP) Review; 
Government of Alberta (2007). Too Good to Waste: Making Conservation a Priority; Eunomia Research & Consulting Inc (2019) - Quantifying the Economic Value of Alberta’s 
Recycling Programs.

Level Title Year Description

Provincial Too Good to Waste: Making 
conservation a priority plan

2007 Alberta’s road map for waste reduction and management. The provincial government has adopted a 
hierarchy that emphasizes waste reduction as the most desirable option, followed by re-use, recycling, 
and finally disposal as the least desirable. The goal is to implement more desirable waste management 
strategies and work towards a Zero Waste Society. 

Municipal Integrated Community 
Sustainability Plan/ Municipal 
Development Plan

2010 Policy to encourage efficient use of resources and explore methods to reduce, reuse and recycle 
materials currently landfilled in order to minimize Lethbridge’s ecological footprint.

Municipal Environment Policy 2015 Policy to provide a framework for the efficient use of natural resources.

Municipal Waste Diversion Policy 2018 Policy to establish waste diversion and waste disposal targets.
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Context (2 of 2)
Waste Reduction and Recycling Programs in Alberta
There are currently five regulated stewardship programs in Alberta which are managed by delegated administrative organizations (DAO). The DAOs 
are arms-length entities accountable to the Minister of Environment and Parks. They include the Alberta Recycling Management Authority and the 
Beverage Container Management Board. 

Waste and Recycling in Lethbridge
Lethbridge has recently become the third largest city in Alberta, being home of 101,482 Albertans. In 2019, the average citizen of Lethbridge 
generated 3 kg of waste per day2. As the City grows, effective waste management will become increasingly important. 

The City is moving from a focus on waste collection and disposal to environmentally sustainable waste management practices. In doing so, several 
policies and plans have been developed at the municipal level toward making Lethbridge a sustainable city. In 2008, for example, the City’s Waste 
Diversion Plan created recommendations to establish curbside collection of residential recyclables and kitchen organics. In 2015, Lethbridge City 
Council approved two policies: an Environment Policy and a Waste Diversion Policy. The City’s Environment Policy (#CC51) states that the City is 
committed to taking responsible leadership role in the efficient use of natural resources. Similarly, the Waste Diversion Policy (#CC54) establishes 
guidelines to encourage the efficient use of natural resources and incorporates the waste management hierarchy of reduce, reuse and recycle to 
guide future diversion programs. The Waste Diversion Policy also includes waste diversion targets in the Residential, ICI and C&D sectors. 

As the City has set a goal of diverting 50% of waste from all sources by 2021, the City has numerous strategies in-place to achieve this goal – from 
the education and outreach programs to a residential curbside recycling program. 

Waste and Recycling

Note: 
1 Advocacy organizations include Alberta Urban Municipalities Association and Recycling Council of Alberta. 
2 Based on Residential waste collection kg per capita generated and ICI waste disposal rate. Year = 365 days.  

Source: City of Lethbridge - 2019 Census Results; Solid Waste Annual Report 2019. 

Regulated stewardship programs
– Beverage containers

– Electronics (computers, computer equipment and televisions)

– Paint and paint containers

– Tires

– Used oil materials (used oil, oil filters and oil containers). 

Advocacy organizations1 are asking the Government of Alberta to 
modernize Alberta’s regulatory framework in Alberta in order to:

– Expand current recycling programs 

– Develop an extended producer responsibility (EPR) paper and 
packaging program; and 

– To give the Alberta recycling management authority the flexibility 
to change the recycling fees.
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Organization and Staffing (1 of 2)
The organizational structure of Waste and Recycling reflects approximately 46 FTEs in 2018 across four primary service areas. A number of direct 
reports to the Business Unit manager have themselves none or one direct report. 

Waste and Recycling

Waste and Recycling 
Services General 

Manager 

ICI Waste Reduction 
Consultant

ICI Waste 
Diversion 

Technician 

Education & 
Community 

Initiatives Specialist

Education & 
Outreach 

Technician

Waste and 
Recycling Centre 

Manager

W&R Centre 
Coordinator

W&R Centre Scale House 
Contractor (4)

W&R Centre Heavy 
Equipment Contractor 

(5)

W&R Centre Labour 
Operations Contractor 

(6)

W&R Load 
Inspection 

Analyst

W&R MRF 
Industrial 
Mechanic

W&R MRF 
Coordinator 

W&R Centre MRF 
Commodity 

Agents Contractor 
(2) staff

W&R Centre MRF 
Operations 
Contractor 

(17)

Waste and 
Recycling 

Operations Manager

Operations 
TechnologistCoordinator

Waste and 
Recycling 
Operations 
Technician

(4)

Operations 
Foreman 

(Residential)

Waste Collectors 
(10)

Operations 
Foreman 

(Commercial & 
Residential)

Waste Collectors 
(6)

Yard Waste 
Seasonal Staff 

(9)

Waste and 
Recycling Engineer

Environmental 
Sustainability 

Manager

Environmental 
Sustainability 

Analyst

Climate Specialist 

Waste Reduction 
Technician

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.
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Performance (1 of 4) 
Financial Overview 
Over the period of 2014-2018, the operating cost of delivering waste and recycling services (including waste collection, processing and recycling) 
increased by approximately 35%, largely by a significant increase from 2017 to 2018, driven by the switch to curbside recycling and the opening of 
the material recovery facility.  

Waste and Recycling

Notes:
1) Operating Revenue includes: Other Revenue, Sales of Goods & Services.
2) Operating Expenses includes: Total Operating Expenses and Wages & Benefits 
(from Business Unit Manager Reports)
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10%

20%

30%

40%

2015 2016 2017 2018

Trend in Operating Revenue & Expense at   
Waste and Recycling (2015-2018)

Inflation and Population Growth

Operating Revenue

Operating Expenses

Source: Business Unit Manager Reports.  In this analysis, “Operating Expense” = 
“Operating Expenses” + “Wages & Benefits.”
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Performance (2 of 4)
The staffing level (FTEs per 1,000 residents) at Waste and Recycling increased slightly from 0.45 to 0.48 between 2016 and 2018. Expenditures per 
1,000 residents rose around 6% from approximately $172,000 in 2016 to approximately $182,000 in 2018, largely reflecting the implementation of 
the residential curbside recycling program, as well as the commissioning of the Material Recovery Facility.  While the overall tonnage collected per 
capita from all sources decreased in 2019, the expenditure by tonnage collected increased. 

Waste and Recycling

Note. Tonnage collected includes residential, large pick up, and commercial

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.
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Performance (3 of 4)
Diversion
Waste collection and diversion programs monitor tonnage collected through:

– Recycling stations.

– Organics Diversion Program (leaf collection).

– Stewardship diversion programs.

– Residential Curbside Recycling Program (blue cart).

– Residential Waste Collection.

Recycling tonnage collected at recycling stations dropped by approximately 
one-third from 2018 to 2019, from approximately 2,900 tonnes to under 1,800 
tonnes.  This is largely a response to the introduction of the Residential 
Curbside Recycling Program.  Nearly 2,400 tonnes were collected through the 
this program.  Residential waste tonnage dropped approximately 3,300 
tonnes or 13% with the introduction of curbside recycling in Lethbridge.

The Organics Diversion Program Fall leaf collection and Stewardship 
Diversion Programs consistently divert approximately 100 tonnes per year 
and 600 tonnes per year, respectively. As well, the Large Item Pickup Service 
consistently diverts approximately 150 tonnes per year.

Waste and Recycling

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.
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Performance (4 of 4)
Education and Outreach 
The City’s education and outreach programs to promote sustainable waste practices include: In’s and Out’s of Curbside Recycling, Too Good to 
Waste School Program, and Special Events Recycling. The number of education campaigns per years has rose to 24 in 2019 from 10 in 2015 and 
2016. 

Waste and Recycling

Program Description

In’s and Out’s of Curbside 
Recycling

Outreach program to educate residents about the Curbside Recycling program. This includes a website and 
its Waste Wizard tool to provide directions on whether material should be recycled, composted, etc.. 

Too Good to Waste School 
Program

Tours of the City’s Waste and Recycling Centre for children in Grade 4. 

Special Events Recycling Recycling and compost collection as part of festivals to divert more material. 

Source: City of Lethbridge - 2019 Census Results; Lethbridge State of the Environment 2017; Ipsos - 2019 Food and Yard Waste Survey

2019 Food and Yard Waste Survey
Overall, Lethbridge citizens are satisfied with the job the City is doing to protect the environment, perceive that the City’s programs and services to 
help them reduce their environmental impact, and are satisfied with the City’s recycling and garbage collection services and related communications. 
However, most citizens (88%) think that the City should spend as much or more on food and yard waste diversion and only 61% are satisfied with 
the City’s food and yard waste services. 

Source: Solid Waste Annual Report 2019
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Municipalities Waste and Recycling Comparisons (1 of 2)
A high-level comparison of Waste and Recycling services are provided for select municipalities. The coloured portion depicts if the service is 
provided by some means. The rest of the table describes the characteristics of the service, including its provider, funding model and frequency of 
service. The pattern-filled boxes indicate that the service is provided on a voluntary/if-asked basis. 

Waste and Recycling

Lethbridge Medicine Hat Red Deer Edmonton Calgary Regina Saskatoon Winnipeg Barrie St John’s Kamloops

Residential Curbside
Collection – Garbage

Residential Curbside 
Collection - Recycling

Residential Curbside 
Collection - Organics

Multi-Unit/ICI
Collection – Garbage

Multi-Unit/ICI
Collection – Recycling

Multi-Unit/ICI
Collection – Organics

Rate-Supported or 
Tax-Supported Rate Rate Rate Rate Rate Tax Tax Rate Tax n/a Rate

Service Provider for 
Garbage Internal Contracted Contracted Mixed Internal Internal Internal Contracted Contracted Internal Contracted

Service Provider for 
Recycling Internal Contracted Contracted Mixed Internal Contracted Contracted Contracted Contracted Internal Contracted

Service Provider for 
Organics n/a Contracted Contracted n/a Internal Limited

Internal
Limited 
Internal Contracted Contracted Internal Contracted

Collection Frequency -
Garbage Bi-weekly Weekly Bi-weekly Weekly Bi-weekly Bi-weekly

seasonal
Weekly

(seasonal) Weekly Bi-weekly Weekly Weekly

Collection Frequency -
Recycling Bi-weekly Weekly Bi-weekly Weekly Weekly Bi-weekly Bi-weekly Weekly Weekly Bi-weekly Bi-weekly

Source: Derived from municipal annual reports, budgets, websites and comparative studies 
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Municipalities Waste and Recycling Comparisons (2 of 2)
The chart below compares per capita waste and recycling service costs across eleven municipalities. Solid Waste collection services includes costs 
for curbside, single-family residential collection, multi-unit complexes, and ICI customers for garbage, recycling and other waste materials (where 
service is applicable). Disposal and processing facility costs are made up of disposal facility operations, landfill services (i.e., tipping services), 
organic processing, and material recovery and self-haul processing facilities. Other costs include overhead, general and administrative costs, solid 
waste planning, transfers to landfill reserves, debt servicing, and educational and outreach programs.

Among these peer cities, Lethbridge had the 3rd highest overall expenditure of collection services per capita at approximately $182 per person.  This 
includes $47 per person in collection, $89 per person in disposal and facility processing costs, and $46 per person in other costs. 

Waste and Recycling
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Expenditure per capita by Major Solid Waste Management 
Program, 2018

Total
Other Costs
Disposal and Processing
Collection Services
Average

Note: *Breakdown between waste service lines not available for these cities.
Source: National Solid Waste Benchmarking Initiative 2019, MBN Canada Benchmarking Report 2018, and Waste and Recycling Service provided documentation.
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Waste and Recycling Collection Rate Comparisons
The graph below shows the monthly charges per person for waste and recycling collection services. These rates are set by each municipality to 
cover required cost of service. A number of municipalities from the previous page fund Waste and Recycling services through property taxes and 
other municipal taxes, the municipalities below fund services through monthly utility charges.  The largest cart size fees were selected for cities that 
differentiate rates by cart size. 

From this analysis, it shows that Lethbridge’s current rates are approximately in line with the peer group. Lethbridge’s monthly rate of $26.20 is 
slightly above the average rate, $24.45, of eight municipalities. Notably, it is lower than the rates of Medicine Hat, Grande Prairie and Red Deer. 

Waste and Recycling

Source: Derived from municipal annual reports, budgets, websites and comparative studies 

Note: Although Saskatoon’s garbage collections are funded by property taxes, the $12.78 rate is for recycling and 
organic collection. Green Cart collections are currently subscribed to on a volunteer basis. 

Monthly Collection Rates per Person (2020)
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Successes and Recent Initiatives
The following describes a number of initiatives that have been completed recently to continue improvement of Waste and Recycling:

– Residential Curbside Recycling: Implementation of the residential curbside recycling program to reduce waste and keep more recyclable 
materials out of the landfill. This program changed garbage collection from weekly to bi-weekly pick up to alternate collection of waste and 
recyclables. 

– Materials Recovery Facility Opening: In 2019, the City completed the construction and commissioning of the Materials Recovery Facility 
(MRF). The facility is where recyclable materials are sorted and processed in preparation for marketing.

– Reduction in Recycling Depots: In concert with the addition of residential curbside recycling, the number of recycling depots was reduced from 
seven to three. 

– Landfill Tipping Fees: Waste has introduced a ban on disposing certain designated materials in the landfill. This change included a progressive 
increase in commercial tipping fees to encourage recycling and proper disposal of materials.

– Centralization of Environmental Documentation: Implementation of the Corporate Contaminated sites / Environmental reports databases to 
collect environmental assessments and geotechnical reports.

Waste and Recycling

Sources: Lethbridge News Now. Operations at Lethbridge’s MRF going well, says Waste and Recycling Centre managerhttps://lethbridgenewsnow.com/2019/12/30/operations-at-
lethbridges-mrf-going-well-says-waste-and-recycling-centre-manager/
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Challenges
Waste and Recycling

Challenge Description

Escalating
Operating 
Costs

Waste and Recycling costs have outstripped inflation and population growth. Cost increases may be attributable to increased service levels 
with the introduction of a curbside collection of blue bins and the addition of a Materials Recovery Facility at the Waste and Recycling Centre. 
Higher costs may increasingly be difficult to collect through corresponding increases in rates.

Efficiency 
Constraints

The number of households that Waste and Recycling is able to serve in a day is constrained by the number of lane pick ups and rear load 
pick ups. The City is moving neighbourhoods to street side collection, but this process is being met with resistance in some neighbourhoods, 
and is not feasible in some older neighbourhoods.

Depot Contract 
Bin Hauler

Contractor costs for bin hauling from depots has increased significantly, and interviewees expressed concerns over service quality (e.g., 
removing bins too frequently, or not being available to remove full bins). 

Commercial &
Industrial 
Customer
Issues

Stakeholders mentioned some of the challenges to engage commercial/industrial customers in recycling. 
– The City is introducing a surcharge at landfill. Yet, the tools and mechanisms to charge back to commercial customers for surcharges

incurred haven’t been developed. 
– Contractors are not evolving with the system.
– ICI customers does not have an option for recycling pick up; should have contractors perform collection. The City claims that the only 

private recycling operator does not want to serve downtown because of narrow spaces.

Safety of 
Landfill 
contractors

There are currently four contactors at site at landfill. Staff expressed a significant concern regarding the contractors' safety and their high 
turnover rates. Stakeholders noted that most of the safety incidents within Waste and Recycling involve contractor staff. 

Fleet 
Waste and Recycling currently has more vehicles on its books than it requires due the procurement of faulty trucks. Resolution is being 
sought through legal channels. In the meantime, Waste and Recycling has had to purchase used trucks from the City of Calgary, which are 
nearing the end of their life and experiencing reliability issues. 
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Opportunities
Waste and Recycling

Implementation Benefit Level of 
DecisionCost Time Risk Efficiency Effectiveness Service Alignment

1 Residential Collection 
Efficiency L M M ++ o o o Administration

2 Residential Service 
Pricing Review L L M o o + o Council

3
Role in Institutional, 
Commercial and 
Industrial (ICI) Sector

L H M + o o + Council

The following table lists the Waste and Recycling opportunities identified along with a high-level assessment of their potential time to implement, and 
the relative degree to which they satisfy the evaluation criteria for prioritizing opportunities.

Legend

Note: The full legend is available on page 24.
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1. Residential Collection Efficiency
Description 
WRS residential Waste and Recycling Services (WRS) residential collections services appears to have a lower productivity than other jurisdictions. 
A recent City report estimates that WRS collects from on average 925 households per side-loading truck1. Comparisons suggest it may be possible 
to collect from over 1,000 households per day per side-loading truck2. This would represent almost a 10% increase in productivity at comparable 
costs. 

There may be an opportunity for WRS to increase its residential collection productivity to recover its costs for providing this service. WRS is already 
implementing measures to increase productivity over the next two years. This would require continued implementation of current improvements, and 
may require flexibility in work scheduling. 

Service Impact (Neutral Impact)
Expanding the curbside delivery model and implementing industry-specific technology will assist collection service be more efficiency and reduce 
costs of service.  There may be some a negative response from residents being moved to curbside collection, but appropriate communication 
around cost improvements will help to mitigate those concerns. 

Waste and Recycling

Sources:
1. Stack'd Consulting. Organics Residential Collections Review Final Report. September 2019
2. CH2MHill. City of Calgary Residential Collection Services Review. August 2014
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1. Residential Collection Efficiency
Potential Productivity Targets
When compared to other metrics, the City’s current average productivity of side-load collection appears to be relatively low, and it may be able to 
achieve a productivity improvement to over 1,000 households per route. The table below presents route productivity metrics for comparison. 

If the City were to achieve a minimum of 1,000 households per route on its side load routes, it would increase productivity by about 9% per route 
and be able to reduce the number of routes by two. This would require the City to pursue its implementation of street-side collection and route 
optimization. Effective route optimization would require flexible shifts such that employees are not being paid if they finish early, and are agreeable 
to some level of overtime if the route is heavier than expected. 

Waste and Recycling

Comparison
Number of Households 

per Route 
(Side-Load Trucks)

Source or Calculation

Lethbridge Current Average 925 Stack'd Consulting. Organics Residential Collections Review Final Report. 
September 2019, page 10

Lethbridge Range 696 - 1,092 Excluding routes in developing areas. Route data provided by City of 
Lethbridge. April 2020

Average of Top Three Comparators in 
Consulting Report 1,137 Stack'd Consulting. Organics Residential Collections Review Final Report. 

September 2019, page 31

20 Second Cycle Time 1,080

Robins Environmental and Wasteaway. Automated Cart Recycling: A Study of 
Municipal Collection and Operations in Ontario. June 2016, pg. 19
Adjusted for three one hour trips to landfill and one hour break

Technical Memorandum 1,000 – 1,200 CH2MHill. Residential Organic Waste Collection Program Options and 
Considerations. Technical Memorandum. August, 2013, pg. 18

City of Calgary, 2013
Average side-load recycling
Average side-load waste
Blended average recycling/waste

1,232
895

1,064

CH2MHill. City of Calgary Residential Collection Services Review. August 
2014, 6-1
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1. Residential Collection Efficiency
WRS is implementing two measures that have resulted in increased collection productivity in other jurisdictions:

1. Curbside Collection. During the period of 2012 to 2014, waste from 50% of households was collected from lanes. Back lane pickup is less 
efficient due to additional time required to maneuver. In addition, WRS estimates that more than 25% of households are served using rear-
loading trucks for back lane pickup. Rear load trucks require manual loading, a second operator, and can collect from fewer than one-half the 
number of households as a side-load truck. WRS is targeting to transition as many back lane pick ups to street side pick ups as are possible 
given limitations of some streets. It estimates that it can achieve 75% of its household pick ups from the street side by 2021. 

2. Route Optimization with RFID and FleetMind. WRS is retrofitting all of its black carts with Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) chips. The 
newer blue carts are already equipped with RFID. WRS is starting to use RFID technology with a newly implemented software system, 
FleetMind, that will track the routing, productivity and service issues of every route. These systems have shown to improve productivity through 
improved management of customer issues, data-informed optimization of routes, and rebalancing of routes to maximize usage of crews and 
trucks on every shift. 

Following the City-wide implementation of these two initiatives, WRS will use FleetMind to accumulate data over a period months while the public 
and operators become familiar with the street side collection. Once sufficient data is obtained, WRS will have an opportunity to optimize collection 
routes across the City. 

Waste and Recycling

These technologies will help create the Business Unit objective of a data-driven decision-making framework; service 
verification, route optimization and productivity data that will improve customer service and increase cost efficiencies.

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID)

– Device that monitor collection frequency and track characteristics, 
for example weight of bin, number of bins at a location, and identifies 
lost, misplaced or damaged bins for replacement. 

– Ensures comprehensive management of waste assets which can 
result in reduced sorting and tracking costs. 

– Data from bins can result in saving time, and enhancing service.

– Example: City of Timmins, Ontario, implemented RFID systems on 
carts, which resulted an estimated savings of one hour per day from 
rerouting delays due to improved management of customer issues.

FleetMind

– Data collected could be used to optimize collection routes and work 
schedules to improve collection routes and adapt to other dynamic 
events, for example route enhancements to map out for traffic, 
information on road condition and weather considerations. 

– Other productivity enhancements could result from the integration 
of data collected with other business processes, for example, the 
collection of client information and accurate billing.

– Management of collection operations including monitoring of 
operators and vehicles; RFID information providing cost 
improvements through bin management.

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.
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1. Residential Collection Efficiency
Improving the productivity of residential collection could proceed on the timeline described below.  City leadership will also want to be aware of the 
related risks and constraints associated with these actions. 

Waste and Recycling

Actions 2020 2021 2022 2023
1. Develop measures to track the productivity and cost 

improvements associated with transitioning to street side 
collection.

2. Continue the implementation of streetside collection, RFIDs 
and FleetMind.

3. Gather, analyze and report data collected from FleetMind 
software solutions and begin optimizing collection routes, 
bin management, and apply any lessons learned. 

4. Evaluate productivity improvements and benchmark 
performance against other waste services. If WRS has not 
achieved productivity levels consistent with other 
jurisdictions, conduct a more in-depth study of WRS 
operations. 

Risks & Constraints Probability Impact
1. There may be resistance from citizens that 

prefer back lane collection. High Low

3. Employees resist optimized routes which 
could result in some working the full length 
of their intended shifts.

Medium Low
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1. Residential Collection Efficiency
Key Success Factors
– Engagement of residents with back-alley pickup to ensure community buy-in. 

– Collection of data to use in route analytics and optimization, and to monitor operator performance and hours on an on-going basis.

– Flexible workforce scheduling to allow for short shifts when volumes are below expected levels, and mandatory overtime when shifts exceed 
expected levels. 

Key Performance Indicators
– Higher residential collection productivity with corresponding reduction in operating costs.

Summary of Financial Impact to the City
– Implementing this opportunity is likely to result in more efficient collection costs. However, as this initiative was initiated prior to the Review, 

financial impacts are not included. The opportunity is highlighted to promote its continuation and the achievement of demonstrable 
improvements. 

Waste and Recycling
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2. Residential Service Pricing Review
Description
It is not clear from financial information provided that WRS is able to 
determine its full cost of service for use in evaluating its service offering, 
setting rates and providing transparency. 

The summary table to the right illustrates that:

1. Administration costs, corporate overheads and other overheads are 
not allocated at the level of the service to determine the full cost of 
service. This will be discussed further in the next opportunity. 

2. Direct costs are shown before offsetting adjustments are applied. A 
portion of direct costs are transferred to Waste Processing through 
these adjustments. 

3. Debt payments are included. Non-expenditure items are not typically 
included in a cost of service analysis. 

WRS charges household residents a flat fee that includes collection of 
residential waste and recycling, large item pick up on scheduled basis, 
yard waste collection and Saturday drop off to the City’s Waste and 
Recycling Centre. However, not all residents use these services 
annually, if at all. 

There may be an opportunity for WRS to develop a cost of service 
model that fully accounts for the cost of delivering residential collection 
services, including the ancillary services currently provided as part of a 
single household fee. WRS would then be able to set rates to cover its 
cost of service, and consider alternative pricing methods such as Pay-
as-You-Throw for extra services. This could support greater price equity 
for users that do not use extra services.

Waste and Recycling

Service Impact (Neutral Impact)
Changes in residential collection services would not affect the services available, but may result in more transparent and equitable rates. 

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge 
Waste and Recycling Services .

Cost of Service Analysis for Residential 
Collection* ($ Millions) 2018

Revenues $5.5

Direct Expenses
Residential collection
Clean City program
Large item service

4.0
0.2
0.2

4.4

Operating Margin 1.1

Administration and corporate overheads
Other overheads
From Recycling and Landfill
Customer accounting
Fiscal charges
Debt

2.0
0.4

(1.8)
0.1
0.3
0.1

1.0

Surplus $0.1

* Commercial Collection has been excluded for the purpose of this analysis. 
This service had an immaterial gross margin in 2018
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2. Residential Service Pricing Review
Waste and recycling is a core service organized and provided by municipalities across Canada. Historically, the cost of waste and recycling services 
have been embedded in the property tax bill. Today, municipalities tend to treat waste and recycling services as a utility that residents pay for 
monthly, often with other utility services. Increasingly, municipalities are focusing on Pay-as-You-Throw models, where residents pay more or less 
based on the amount of waste and recycling produced.  

WRS generates revenues by charging residences a monthly flat rate for collections, and processing services, as shown below.  

With a robust cost of service model, WRS could consider unbundling its residential collection rates to increase equity between residents that use 
extra services and those that do not. For example, Large Item Pickup is used by a minority of ratepayers in any given year, however it is funded by 
all ratepayers. 

Waste and Recycling

– Approximately $9 of the total is dedicated to cover recycling collection services.  
– The fees also cover services that are available to the residents such as Free 

Saturday Disposal at the Waste & Recycling Centre, Large Item Service collection 
and the Clean Community initiative.

– In addition, residents pay a waste reduction fee ($3.60), covering the City's three 
Recycling Stations and other supporting recycling programs such as Fall Leaf 
Collection, Christmas Tree Recycling, Yard Waste Sites and the collection of 
Household Hazardous Waste. 

Waste & Recycling
Processing

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.

– Covers payment of landfill services and ownership of the landfill.

Landfill Fee
$0.05 per day, $1.50 

monthly

Waste & Recycling
Collection

Large Cart
360 L / 5 Bag Cart

$0.69 per day, 
$21.11 monthly

Regular Cart
240 L / 3 Bag Cart

$0.63 per day, 
$19.34 monthly
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2. Residential Service Pricing Review
Improving the productivity of residential collection could proceed on the timeline described below. City leadership will also want to be aware of the 
related risks and constraints associated with these actions. 

Waste and Recycling

Actions 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024

1. Develop and test a robust cost of service model.

2. Review approval processes for setting rates.

3. Review the merits of charging separately for non-core collection services.

4. Monitor service recoveries to break-even over time.

Risks & Constraints Probability Impact
1. Inadequate resources, tools or data to build 

and populate a cost-of-service model Medium High

2. General unwillingness to increase rates Low High

3. Public resistance to paying for extra 
services separately resulting in undesirable 
behavior such as littering

Low Medium
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2. Residential Service Pricing Review
Waste and Recycling

Key Success Factors
– Robust cost of service model based on accurate costing data and data-driven allocations of indirect costs, updated frequently.

– Management oversight to avoid shortfalls in cost recoveries.

– Adjustments in rates to recover prior year losses, such that on balance the service achieves cost neutrality.

Key Performance Indicators
– Break-even operations

– Equitable pricing of services across all users

Summary of Financial Impact to the City
̶ This opportunity is not anticipated to have a direct Financial impact to the City. 
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3. Role in ICI Sector
Description
The City provides a commercial waste collection service to the Industrial, Commercial and Institutional (ICI) market. It delivers this service internally, 
but does not proactively market this service. The City’s ICI collection service has approximately 550 commercial customers, mainly in the downtown 
area. These customers represent approximately 15% to 18% of total ICI waste collected with the balance being collected by private service 
providers. 

The City does not appear to collect revenue to cover its full costs for providing collections services for the ICI sector. Its operating margin on ICI 
services has been declining over the last five years, and in 2018, it was near zero. More concerning, ICI margins have declined as revenues have 
grown. If WRS were to do a full-cost analysis, it would determine that the ICI business is operating at a loss. Considered another way, the ICI 
business did not contribute to administrative and overhead costs in 2018. These were exclusively borne by the Residential sector. The table below 
shows WRSs margins from the ICI business. 

The City’s collection costs may increase as it will likely have to absorb diversion surcharges on commercial loads where contamination cannot be 
traced to specific customers. Further the City does not include an expected return on its activities in the ICI space to reflect the cost of capital 
invested in providing this service and the commercial risk involved. By not recovering its full costs and realizing an appropriate return on this activity, 
the City may be competing with the private sector at rates that are below its full cost to serve. 

ICI waste collection is not outlined as a suggested program or regulation in the ICI Waste Diversion Strategy and is not considered a traditional 
municipal service. Historically, the City has provided ICI collection services to customers in the downtown area due to a perceived lack of private 
sector service options for cart collection. 

There may be an opportunity to develop and use a cost of service pricing model to model and justify rates. Understanding cost drivers and other 
data points would assist in determining revenue requirements, market rates, and possibility to set a return on investment. 

Waste and Recycling

Commercial Collection 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018
Revenues $691,000 $672,000 $679,000 $694,000 $745,000 $944,000
Direct expenditures 552,000 937,000 571,000 632,000 729,000 937,000
Operating margin $139,000 ($265,000) $108,000 $62,000 $16,000 $7,000
Operating margin (%) 20% -39% 16% 9% 2% 1%

Source: Derived from Residential and Commercial Collection 2013 – 2018. Provided by the City of Lethbridge
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3. Role in ICI Sector
Service Impact (Neutral Impact)
An increase in ICI collection rates would not affect the level of service provided, and may indirectly increase service levels by attracting more service 
providers from the private sector.  

Municipalities differ in their provision of waste collection services to the ICI sector as shown in the examples below.

Lethbridge has a limited presence serving the ICI sector. As it competes with private service providers, the City needs to be cognizant of its role as a 
market participant. It would not be viewed positively by private companies if the City were to offer services at rates that did not reflect its full cost of 
service. As well, the City should recognize the investment and risk of providing commercial services and consider obtaining an appropriate return on 
its investment in this space. It is not clear from WRS’s service costing model that it is recovering the full cost of its services, including a return.

Similarly, before the City considers expanding its service to the ICI sector by offering recycling collection, for example, it may want to assess the full 
cost of providing this service, and evaluate whether or not entry at price that fully recovers its costs plus a return would encourage more private 
service providers to also offer this service. 

Waste and Recycling

Municipality / 
ICI Sector

Service Provider –
Waste 

Service Provider –
Recycling 

Observations

Red Deer Contracted Private N/A

Edmonton Private Private Pulled out of commercial collection, only served 4-5% of market

Calgary Private/Contract Private/Contract Commercial recycling is mandatory 

Saskatoon Contracted Contracted Commercial recycling is mandatory

Regina Private Private N/A

Winnipeg Contracted Contracted N/A

Barrie Private/Contracted Contracted Provides enhanced service to commercial customers in a BIA zone. 

Vaughan Private/Contracted Contracted Only provides collection services to commercial customers in a BIA zone.

St John’s Private Private N/A

Sources: Derived from numerous publicly available sources, including reports, websites, and formal studies. 
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3. Role in ICI Sector
Improving the productivity of residential collection could proceed on the timeline described below. City leadership will also want to be aware of the 
related risks and constraints associated with these actions. 

Waste and Recycling

Actions 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024

1. Define an objective and role for WRS in the ICI waste collection sector 

2. Develop and test a robust cost of service model for ICI collection services

3. Review approval processes for setting rates.

4. Review the merits of charging separately for non-core collection services.

5. Monitor service recoveries to break-even over time.

Risks & Constraints Probability Impact
1. Inadequate resources, tools or data to build 

and populate a cost-of-service model Medium High

2. Concerns from business community on the 
City’s continued involvement in ICI waste 
collection and its potential entry into 
recycling collection

High Medium

3. Complexity of service delivery design when 
taking into account for recycling Med Med
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3. Role in ICI Sector
Key Success Factors
̶ Clearly defined objectives in the collection business.

– Robust cost of service model based on accurate costing data and data-driven allocations of indirect costs, updated frequently.

– Management oversight to ensure full cost recovery, including a return on investment.

– Adjustments in rates to recover prior year losses, such that on balance the service achieves cost neutrality.

̶ Enable private sector interest.

Key Performance Indicators
– Service returns commensurate with investment and risk

– Pricing and behavior that does not discourage participation by private sector providers

– Adequately served ICI sector

Summary of Financial Impact to the City
̶ Financial impacts are difficult to determine without more well-documented cost of services data and information. Anecdotal analysis and research 

suggests that the City has the opportunity to better align its rate structures to recover the program cost incurred by the City. At a minimum, the 
financial impact would reflect the elimination of losses on service provision on a full-cost basis. If the ICI segment was expected to generate an 
operating margin that covered a proportionate allocation of indirect costs (based on direct expenses), and an illustrative profit margin of 10%, it 
would need to generate approximately $250,000 more per year. 

Waste and Recycling



Transportation Services
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Potential for Improvement Opportunity

Efficiency
Resource Investment Based on expenses and FTEs

Trend Moderate-to-high expense growth

Effectiveness Alternative Practices Potential for alternative service delivery

Service Citizen-facing Low citizen interaction

Alignment Service Alignment Traditional City Service

Overall ---- Moderate Potential

Transportation Services 

Low potential Moderate potential High potential

Financial PerformanceService List
Transportation handles planning, construction, 
operations, maintenance, asset management and all 
aspects of mobility, excluding Transit and the 
Lethbridge Regional Airport. Primary services include:
̶ Roads: Maintenance and overlays, snow and ice 

control, street cleaning, traffic operations, including 
pavement markings, sign fabrication and installation, 
and all traffic signals and community lighting needs.

̶ Active transportation: Sidewalk and pathway 
maintenance and rehabilitation.

̶ Bridges: Maintenance and rehabilitation, including 
bridges within parks.

̶ Rail: Spur line maintenance, including rail/road 
signals.

̶ Parking: On-street meters and off-street lots.
̶ Planning: Transportation network, including master 

plans and studies.
Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.

Alignment with Strategic Goals

1. Financial Stewardship & Economic Prosperity
2. Livable Communities
3. People Places for All

Summary Description
Transportation serves the public by keeping Lethbridge 
“on the move,” safely and efficiently, by walking, cycling, 
taking transit or driving. The BU aims to provide a well 
maintained transportation system for the general public, 
transit and emergency services. In 2018, the BU’s net 
expenditures totaled $17.1 million. The BU was 
supported by 51 staff who, in 2018, worked total hours 
equivalent to 73.7 FTEs.
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Benchmarking and Growth in Spend
Compared to inflation and population growth between 2015 – 2018, which together approximate between 3-4% per year and 10.7% over the three-
year period, Transportation Services’ budget grew by approximately three times over the same three-year period, mostly notably between the 
2017/18 budget years.

Transportation Services

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge
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Transportation Services (2015-2018)

Inflation and Population Growth

Operating Revenue

Operating Expenses

Source: Business Unit Manager Reports.  In this analysis, “Operating Expense” = 
“Operating Expenses” + “Wages & Benefits.”

The 2017/18 Transportation Operating Cost Growth Rate was 
14.1%, slightly more than 10% higher compared to the 2017/18 total 
annual population and inflation growth rate of 3.9%. The change in 
operating cost between 2017/18 was approximately $1.9 million. 
The majority of the increase is explained by higher year-over-year 
City Utility charges.  City Utility charges increased by approximately 
58% year-over-year (2017 charges = approximately $ 1.9 million; 
2018 charges = approximately $ 3.0 million). Community Lighting 
reported over $1.0 million of the total change in City Utility charges.
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Overview
According to the City’s 2019-2022 Operating Budget, Transportation Services continues to dominate as a key issue facing Lethbridge. In 2018, 
Transportation Services held the top position on Lethbridge’s issues agenda with 33% of residents citing it as an important issue.

Transportation Services is a tax-supported Business Unit, organized within the Infrastructure Services Department. In 2018, net total 
expenditures were $17.1 million.

To deliver safe and efficient transportation systems and infrastructure that meet current service levels, the Business Unit has been organized 
into three areas, namely Transportation Engineering/Planning, Transportation Operations/Maintenance, and Roads/Infrastructure, which also 
includes Traffic Signals and Streetlight Operations. Each area is responsible for interrelated City services, discussed further in the Operating 
Model section.

Within this structure, the Business Unit owns, manages, operates and maintains approximately 550 km of roadways, 714 km of sidewalks, 59 
km of pathways along roads, 217 km of back lanes, nine kilometres of spur rail lines, 140 traffic signals, 30 pedestrian activated signals and 13 
rail signals, 12,500 street lights, 2,000 parking spaces in the downtown area alone, and dozens of major or pedestrian bridges.

As the City’s population has grown, so too has grown the City’s transportation system and infrastructure needs. The table below informs select 
historical compounded annual growth rate (“CAGR”) budget trends. CAGR trends indicate that historical budget growth has outpaced population 
and asset growth. Population increased, on average, by 2.0% annually between 2013 – 2018; the City’s transportation system and infrastructure 
assets grew by 1.5% between 2012 – 2017; and the annual transportation services budget grew by approximately 3.0% between 2013 – 2018.  

Transportation Services– 2018 Actuals Community Lighting Parking Transportation Combined
Revenues 654,574 1,197,124 5,203,867 7,055,565 

Operating Expenditures 2,783,625 508,755 12,190,916 15,483,296 
Net Operating Expenditures 2,129,051 (688,369) 6,987,049 8,427,731 

Net Interdepartmental Transactions and Transfers 823,450 553,368 7,343,896 8,720,714 

Net, Total Expenditures 2,952,501 (135,001) 14,330,945 17,148,445 

Select Historical Trends, City of Lethbridge
Annual Population Growth Rate (2013 – 2018) 2.0%
Transportation Systems and Infrastructure Growth Rate (2012 – 2017) 1.5%
Transportation Services Budget Growth Rate (2013 – 2018) 3.0%

Transportation Services

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge

Source: City of Lethbridge Business Unit Manager Reports: Transportation, Community Lighting, and Parking
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Operating Model (1 of 3)

Business
Unit Areas Scope Operating Approach

Engineering 
& Planning

– Plan, engineer and develop functional designs and 
strategies for the City’s roadway and rail infrastructure 
in support of the safe, efficient movement of people 
and goods (e.g., placement of arterial, collector and 
local roads, rail lines, road markings and signs that 
optimize and control the movement of traffic flow).

– Property acquisition and asset management, such as 
right of way (ROW) infrastructure asset management, 
inventory, condition assessment and land purchases 
of ROW's.

– Assess traffic flow implications stemming from new 
developments and subdivisions and develop the 
subsequent infrastructure solutions.

– Provide technical support to Road Infrastructure for 
the purpose of roadway planning, engineering and 
designing and assist with sourcing estimates, tenders, 
contracts and purchase orders.

– Plan, manage and maintain parking programs that 
provide adequate turnover and control of public 
parking spaces.

– Focus on establishing multiple modes of 
transportation, adoption of new technologies and 
improving mobility accessibility to all peoples.

– Four interrelated work areas: traffic planning, traffic engineering, field 
operations and parking operations. Employs a total of 11 staff.

– Traffic Planning works closely with planning and development to 
ensure overall transportation design accommodates acceptable safety 
and traffic flow service levels.

– Traffic engineering provides technical support for CIP project 
administration, in-house design, asset management and a number of 
engineering or technical functions, such as slope monitoring and traffic 
studies. Technical support may include collecting data and conducting 
analysis to support traffic decision-making in support of road safety, 
including signal needs, signage needs, sign and roadway drawing 
reviews, and overall traffic event management.

– Field operations manages temporary traffic control (TTC) for special 
events as well as for regular construction detours and road closures; 
TTC services are delivered on a cost-recovery basis. Field Operations 
also manages sign fabrication and installation for all City Streets, 
including City-laid and developer-laid streets.

– Parking Operations manage approximately 2,000 spaces in the 
downtown area, approximately 30 additional parking lots scattered 
throughout the City, and all on-street parking spots. The City owns the 
parking lot/spot assets, and Parking Operations manages the assets.

Transportation’s mission is to “Keep Lethbridge on the Move” safely and efficiently, whether it be walking, cycling, taking transit or driving a vehicle. 
This is done by providing a well maintained transportation system for the general public, transit and emergency services. Transportation is managed 
by the Transportation Manager, who in turn has three direct reports, the Engineering and Planning Manager, the Operations and Maintenance 
Manager, and the Road Infrastructure Manager. Within Road Infrastructure sits Traffic Signals and Streetlight Operations, which is managed by the 
Traffic Signals & Streetlight Operations Manager.

Transportation Services

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.
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Operating Model (2 of 3)

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.

Transportation Services

Business
Unit Areas Scope Operating Approach

Operations 
and 
Maintenance

– Manage all aspects of road operations and maintenance, through all seasons, 
including: snow and ice control; street sweeping/cleaning; and roadway, overlay, 
sidewalk, pathway, bridge and spur line maintenance and rehabilitations.

– Snow removal for priority 1, 2, 3 and 4 roads and lanes, which includes 
emergency snow removal. Manage two snow storage locations, snow fence 
install/maintain/removal, conduct regular cleanup and environmental monitoring 
of snow storage sites. Ice control for all Priority 1, 2, 3 and 4 roads, includes 
plowing and sanding program. Purchase and management of sand/salt facilities 
(two sites) includes loading sand trucks and also purchase of liquid deicers.

– Manage the spring sweeping program, an annual City-wide sweeping program. 
Sometimes includes a fall sweep in older residential areas. The downtown area, 
industrial park and arterial roadways are swept in the evening when there is less 
traffic between April and September.

– Manage pothole repairs, patching and other minor repairs. Manage major road 
repairs and frost boil repairs, the roadway asphalt overlay program (capital and 
operating) and crack sealing on public roadways. Manage the utilities paving 
program – contractual patching done on public roadways for private companies 
and departments such as Electric and Water and Wastewater.

– Manage gravel lane grading and annual dust treatment of certain gravel roads.
– Manage roadway and park space pathway rehabilitations, overlays and new 

constructions. Manage the sidewalk grinding program, sidewalk rehabilitation 
and replacements, and new driveway crossing construction.

– Manage cleaning and minor repairs, including bridge washing, minor 
rehabilitation, and guardrail maintenance and repairs. Bridge inspections and 
major rehabilitations are conducted through the engineering group from the CIP.

– Manage inspection and maintenance of the nine kilometres of spur lines on a 
monthly basis as regulated by Alberta Transportation (AT). 

– Employs 25 staff, including 19 street 
equipment operators. 

– During seasonal periods (spring/summer 
cleaning and winter snow removal), may 
employ up to an extra 40 on-call staff to 
accommodate work needs.

– Primary work area is Public Operations.
– A significant proportion of operations and 

maintenance work is completed in-house. 
Some contracting services are used when 
workloads are in excess of available supply 
of field and utility operators.
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Operating Model (3 of 3)
Transportation Services

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.

Business
Unit Areas Scope Operating Approach

Road 
Infrastructure

– Manage the ongoing asset management of the City’s 
transportation infrastructure, including condition 
assessment concrete program, roads, signals, lighting 
and bridges.

– Manage the construction activities of various CIP 
projects.

– Rehabilitation and maintenance work flows from 
condition assessments through to internal and external 
contracted design and construction work.

– Employs seven staff, excluding the additional seven staff in the 
Traffic Signals and Streetlight Operations. 

– The seven Road Infrastructure staff are primarily in project 
manager roles, managing the implementation of various CIP capital 
projects. Typically, Road Infrastructure will provide oversight to the 
projects while construction and rehabilitation is typically contracted 
to either internal partners, external developers, or external road 
engineering and construction companies.

– Road Infrastructure contracts external providers for all condition 
assessment information collection activity. All roadways undergo 
an assessment at least once every three years.

Traffic 
Signals and 
Streetlight
Operations

– Plan, schedule, install, troubleshoot, inspect, repair and 
maintain all aspects of road and rail traffic signal lights, 
park lights, and the majority of the related construction 
work, including preventative maintenance.

– Upgrade and replace older signal and light equipment 
with newer equipment to enhance functionality, and 
sustainability of existing signals. 

– New signal installs and special signals projects are 
completed as CIP projects.

– Rail system rehabilitation and minor repairs (new 
installations done through the CIP). 

– Manage the longitudinal and lateral line painting 
program, including permanent and painted line markings 
for cross walks and stop lines.

– Provide lighting levels for the safety of all residents.
– Responsible for signal and lighting assets beyond the 

meter.

– A sub-area of Road and Infrastructure that employs seven staff. 
The majority of work in this area is completed in-house by electric 
technicians that are familiar with the equipment used by the City to 
provide traffic signal and streetlight services to residents.

– The City manages 150 City traffic signals, 12 AT traffic signals 
within City limits and other AT signals outside City limits.

– Regular, semi-annual and annual inspections recommended by 
International Municipal Signal Association (IMSA) to ensure traffic 
signals function properly. Similar to rail signals, information must be 
stored in the event of an incident or request for information. 

– Manage rail signal maintenance for 13 rail to road signals plus six 
signalized crossings. 

– CP crossings are maintained by CP, and cost shared with the City. 
Inspections are required based on defined frequencies ranging 
from weekly to every ten years. All inspection records must be 
documented, stored and acted upon, within a reasonable 
timeframe, in accordance with AT regulations.
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Services (1 of 2)
Transportation has defined service levels across six core public facing services. Service levels are documented in the 2019 – 2022 Operating 
Budget dated January 2019. The table below and on the following page outlines each core service together with select service level objectives.

Transportation Services

Transportation Services – Core Business, Objectives and Service Levels
Core Services Objectives Service Levels
Snow Removal 
and Ice Control

To maintain reasonable 
driving condition during 
storm events to keep 
“Lethbridge on the Move” 

– Public and City roadways remain passable to regular emergency vehicles that are properly 
equipped for winter driving.

– Complete ice control, snow plowing and snow removal on all priority roads on a priority basis, 
as required by Policy.

– To control snow and ice each winter by installing snow fences to manage drifts.
– Co-ordinate snow removal in the downtown with the Downtown Lethbridge Business 

Revitalization Zone (BRZ).

Street Sweeping Keep Lethbridge 
roadways clean and 
beautiful

– Every paved public roadway is swept at least once per year during the spring sweeping 
program (mid-April until the end of July); more often in the downtown or higher classification 
roadways, as needed.

– Fallen leaves in older residential areas are swept in the fall.

Road, Bridge, and 
Sidewalk/Pathway 
Maintenance & 
Rehabilitation 

Keep “Lethbridge on the 
Move” safely

– Roads, bridges and sidewalks/pathways are maintained to a reasonable level as determined 
by condition standards and are improved based on classification, traffic/pedestrian use, and 
funding availability.

– Condition review of one-third of the City’s roadways annually and seal road cracks between 
three and five years old.

– Repair potholes from May to October on a Priority Route basis. Rear alleys are assessed on 
an individual basis and repaired as needed.

– Every three years an assessment is conducted on all Transportation and pedestrian bridges. 
Maintenance is completed as required.

– Crews perform minor repairs and maintenance on City Bridges annually (e.g., bridge deck 
repair & cleaning, asphalt repair).

– Condition assessment of 20% of all sidewalks and 100% of downtown sidewalks annually. 
– City pathway conditions and tripping hazards are reviewed upon request.

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.
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Services (2 of 2)
Transportation Services

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.

Transportation Services – Core Business, Objectives and Service Levels
Core Services Objectives Service Levels
Traffic & Rail Signals Safe, efficient 

movement of people 
and goods

– Traffic and rail signals operate as efficiently and effectively as possible at all times. Traffic 
operations also have a number of service levels for pavement markings, traffic signs, traffic 
counts and temporary traffic control.

– Provides 24-7 on-call coverage for traffic signals and power outages.
– Construction, operation and maintenance for traffic signals (140) and pedestrian flashers (29).
– Maintain rail signals and crossings to a reasonable standard as required by AT (e.g., 

mandatory inspections on all rail signals weekly, monthly, semi-annually and annually; 
monthly inspections on rail spur lines).

– Run annual pavement marking program, including crosswalks (repaint before school starts) 
and lateral/longitudinal road lines.

– Provide temporary traffic control in emergency events, special events, and for road work 
within the City.

– Repair or replace damaged regulatory signs and information signs within one business day of 
receiving the information.

– Repair or replace damaged warning signs within three business days of receiving the 
information.

Community Street 
Lighting

A reasonable lighting 
level for the safety of 
all residents

– All urban roadways are effectively and reasonably illuminated at night to ensure safety for the 
travelling public, including pedestrians and cyclists.

Parking Operations Adequate turnover 
and control of public 
parking spaces

– Regulated control of on-street and off-street parking spaces in the downtown.
– Manage the Residential Parking Permit (RPP) process along with RV sites.
– Respond to parking requests within three business days and repair City parking meters within 

four hours of receiving a complaint.
– Regular maintenance is conducted as required and requested.
– Parking lines are painted every three years. 
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Program Budget
– The following outlines Transportation Services' 2018 Program Budget, it 

includes Transportation, Parking and Community Lighting.

– Transportation Services is an operating cost centre of the City. The 2018 
program budget estimates gross operating costs of $22.0 million, 
revenue of $4.5 million, and net program costs of $17.5 million.

– Transportation’s program budget primarily funds transportation 
engineering, road and gravel road/lane maintenance, snow removal and 
ice control, street sweeping, traffic signs and pavement markings, and 
asphalt work. Transportation earns revenues by charging developers and 
contractors for in-house services such as asphalt work, clearing services, 
sign fabrication and installation, and engineering and design services. 
Transportation’s net program costs are 83% of the total $17.5 million.

– The Parking program budget covers parking administration and 
operations, including on-street, off-street, RV and the residential parking 
permit program. Parking’s program budget shows breakeven results.

– The Community Lighting budget mainly covers energy consumption and 
distribution for the street lights, and the maintenance and ongoing 
inspection of road and parking lights. Community Lighting’s net program 
costs are 17% of the total $17.5 million.

Transportation Services

 (2,500)

 2,500

 7,500

 12,500

 17,500

 22,500

Transportation Parking Community
Lighting

Total
Transportation

Services

$0
00

s

2018 Program-Based Budgets

2018 Expenses 2018 Revenue 2018 Net Budget

Program-Based Budgets (in $000s) 2018 
Expenses

2018 
Revenue

2018 Net 
Budget

Transportation
Maintenance and Inspection for Road & Park Lighting 239 - 239 
Transportation Engineering 1,023 141 882 
Bridge Maintenance 546 - 546 
Rail Spur Line Maintenance & Inspection 765 - 765 
Road Maintenance 3,086 258 2,828 
Gravel Road/Lane Maintenance 1,315 - 1,315 
Property Acquisition and Asset Management 88 - 88 
Pathway Maintenance and Overlay 749 267 482 
Snow Removal & Ice Control 4,937 2 4,935 
Street Sweeping 2,427 3 2,424 
Traffic Signs & Pavement Markings 1,212 175 1,037 
Temporary Traffic Control 483 60 423 
Traffic Signals 861 191 670 
Asphalt Clearing Services 1,277 1,281 (4)
Gravel Clearing Services 90 85 5 
Transportation Equipment Clearing Services 543 253 290 
Transportation Labour Clearing Services (4,940) 348 (5,288)
Transportation Clearing 826 126 700 
Roads Revenue 2,301 - 2,301 

Total Transportation 17,828 3,190 14,638 

Parking
Parking Administration 225 - 225 
Off Street Parking 584 17 367 
RV Parking 49 31 17 
On Street Parking 336 1,102 (766)
Residential Parking Permits 22 - 22 

Total Parking 1,216 1,350 (135)

Community Lighting
Lighting - Energy, Consumption & Distribution 2,531 - 2,531 
Road & Park Lighting - Maintenance & Inspection 396 - 396 
Special Projects, Decorative and & Dusk to Dawn Lighting 31 10 22 

Total Community Lighting 2,958 10 2,949 

Total Transportation Services 22,002 4,550 17,452 

Source: Derived from 2018 Program Based Budget Report, City of Lethbridge
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Capital Costs (1 of 2)
Transportation Services

– The City of Lethbridge’s budget process requires the approval of a 10-year capital plan.  The latest capital plan approved by the City covers the 
2018 – 2027 time period.  This plan, outlined in the 2018 – 2027 CIP document, was approved in June 2017.

– The total estimated capital plan over the 4-year time horizon is approximately $67.3 million.

– The City also plans to borrow $17.3 million during the 4-year period, mainly to fund the $18 million capital cost expected to occur in 2020 related 
to offsite levy projects that provide access for growth across the City.  2020 borrowings are estimated to be $14.5 million.

Transportation Capital Plan - CIP ($000's)
Project Type 2018 2019 2020 2021 2018 - 2021
Maintain Safety 4,002 2,977 3,584 3,664 14,227 
Preserve Existing Infrastructure 10,876 6,477 5,564 5,787 28,704 
Upgrade Existing System 400 - 1,050 - 1,450 
Provide Access for Growth (Offsite Levy) - 4,883 18,054 - 22,937 

Project Totals 15,278 14,337 28,252 9,451 67,318 

Transportation Project Funding - CIP 2018 2019 2020 2021 2018 - 2021
Borrowing - Offsite - 2,850 14,475 - 17,325 
Capital Consolidation - 1,533 2,267 - 3,800 
Frontage Levy 850 860 875 890 3,475 
Grants - AB Community Partnership 200 - - - 200 
Grants - Basic Municipal Transportation 10,936 5,593 7,584 5,579 29,692 
Grant - Federal Gas Tax Fund 882 926 972 1,020 3,800 
Offsite Levy - 125 - - 125 
Pay-as-you-go Program 2,410 2,450 1,942 1,962 8,764 
Reserve - MRSR - - 137 - 137 
Total Funding 15,278 14,337 28,252 9,451 67,318 

– $30.2 million (45%) is allocated to 
preserving/updating existing 
infrastructure/systems.  

– Maintaining safety is allocated 
$14.2 million (21%), and access for 
growth is allocated $22.9 million 
(34%). 

– The largest funding source is the 
Basic Municipal Transportation 
Grant (BMTG).  

– The BMTG is a provincial grant that 
provides annual allocation-based 
funding for capital construction and 
rehabilitation of local transportation 
infrastructure including roads, and 
bridges. The City is eligible to 
receive an annual grant based on 
the $60 per capita and the previous 
year's official population. 

– Over the 4-year period, the BMTG 
is expected to account for $30 
million of the project funding costs, 
which is approximately 45% of total 
project costs of $67.3 million.

Source: 2018 - 2027 Capital Improvement Program Report, City of Lethbridge
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Capital Costs (2 of 2)
Transportation Services

Capital projects inevitably result in additional annual operating costs.  The CIP provides annual estimated net operating costs that the City will 
presumably incur related to the capital projects.  The table below provides a high level overview of expected operating cost increases between 2018 
– 2021 resulting from the capital projects within the CIP.

Net operating costs would include personnel costs, additional maintenance cost, and/or additional utility costs, if applicable, and is net of any 
anticipated savings or revenues expected to result from the capital investment project.

The pie chart below provides a high-level view of the impact Transportation is expected to have on the City’s total capital planning needs.  During 
2018 – 2021, Transportation is expected to account for 18% of total capital funding needs.  During, 2018 – 2027, it is expected to be 29%.

Transportation - Capital Project Estimated Net Operating Costs - CIP ($000s)
Project Type 2018 2019 2020 2021 2018 - 2021
Previously Approved 280 294 335 350 1,259 
Maintain Safety 42 44 46 49 181 
Preserve Existing Infrastructure 62 65 68 71 266 
Provide Access for Growth (Offsite Levy) - - 230 238 468 

Operating Cost Totals 384 403 679 708 2,174 

Transportation, 18%

Utility, 46%

Community, 
36%

4-year CIP Program Breakdown, 2018 - 2021

Transportation, 29%

Utility, 49%

Community, 
22%

10-year CIP Program Breakdown, 2018 - 2027

Total Projects
$651.4 million

Total Projects
$364.2 million

Source: 2018 - 2027 Capital Improvement Program Report, City of Lethbridge
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Organizational Structure

Source: Derived from 2016-2019 Actual Hours and OT Hours from 
PeopleSoft

Transportation Services

Year 2016 2017 2018 2019
Regular Hours 135,139 137,790 142,439 139,542
Overtime Hours 9,878 12,778 14,808 12,591
Total Hours 145,016 150,568 157,248 152,133
Total Effort (FTEs) 70.4 72.9 76.2 73.7
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The Transportation BU is 
comprised of approximately 
51 staff members across four 
primary work areas: 
Transportation Engineering 
and Planning; Transportation 
Operations and Maintenance; 
Road Infrastructure; and 
Traffic Signals and Streetlight 
Operations, which sits within 
Road Infrastructure. 
Approximately 50% of the 
staff reside within 
Transportation Operations 
and Maintenance.

Analysis of regular and 
overtime hours worked 
indicates that the business 
units total effort, as measured 
in full time equivalents, was 
equal to 73.7 FTEs in 2019, 
down by 2.5 FTEs from a 
year earlier.

2019 Staff = 51
2019 FTEs = 73.7

FTE Change =       2.5

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.
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Select Cities Comparisons and Practices – Expenditures per Capita
Five select municipalities were used to compare net transportation system costs to those of Lethbridge: the City’s net transportation spend per capita 
is approximately $172. The average among the compared municipalities is $370, which is nearly double Lethbridge’s net spend per capita. The 
comparable municipality with the highest net spend per capita is Guelph at $505, and the lowest is Regina at $289. Cautionary note is that 
“transportation” departments/divisions across municipalities may contain other services in addition to what services are contained within Lethbridge’s 
Transportation Services Business Unit, and publicly available information limits opportunities to adjust for program differences across cities. 

Derived from annual reports or budgets for most recent year available from various municipalities. Data may not be strictly comparable due to accounting and reporting differences.

Transportation Services

City Guelph Kelowna Medicine Hat Saskatoon Regina Lethbridge

2018 Net Spend ($ millions) 69.9 63.8 27.6 85.1 67.6 17.2

2018 Population (000s) 138.4 131.6 63.1 278.5 234.2 99.8

2018 Net Spend per Capita ($) 505 485 437 305 289 172

$505 $485
$437

$305 $289

$172

$0

$100

$200

$300

$400

$500

$600

Guelph Kelowna Medicine Hat Saskatoon Regina Lethbridge

Transportation Expenditures – Net Spend per Capita, 2018

Net Spending per Capita Average

Average = $366

Source: Derived from City of Lethbridge information; information from various municipalities. May not be strictly comparable due to differences in accounting and reporting. 
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Select Cities Comparisons and Practices – Roadway Length & Conditions
Transportation Services

Lethbridge participated in the Alberta Municipal Benchmarking Initiative to evaluate its roadway operations and maintenance metrics to those of other 
Albertan municipalities. The chart below to the left indicates that Lethbridge has the second-highest roadway length per capita, relative to the others, 
at approximately 17 km of roadway length per 1,000 people. The chart below to the right indicates that in 2014, 9% of roads in Lethbridge were in 
poor condition, which was less than the average (15%) in the same period. The municipality with the highest percentage of roadways in poor 
condition was Banff (35%), while that with the lowest was Okotoks (3%). 

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge and Alberta Municipal Benchmarking.
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City Service Costs and Citizen Satisfaction Results
In 2018, the City of Lethbridge commissioned Ipsos Public Affairs to develop the Community Satisfaction Survey. Ipsos conducted a telephone 
survey with a randomly selected sample of 400 residents aged 18 and older between April 11-22, 2018. Maintenance, cleaning, and upgrading of 
streets and sidewalks was rated as the second-most important city program and service, next to ambulance services. 100% of residents stated this 
category is very important (81%) or somewhat important (19%). Yet, out of 17 categories, maintenance, cleaning, and upgrading of streets and 
sidewalks received the third lowest satisfaction rating. The second-lowest satisfaction rating was given to snow removal.

While transportation assets rated lower in terms of customer satisfaction, Transportation Services cost measures measured against peers more 
favourably. The following cost and performance measures were identified:

– Transportation Services spending is $172 per capita, compared to an average of $366 among Guelph, Kelowna, Medicine Hat, Saskatoon, and 
Regina (2018);

– Transportation Services maintains approximately 17 kilometres in roadway length per 1,000 people, compared to an average of 13.5 kilometres 
per 1,000 people among Medicine Hat, Canmore, Red Deer, Okotoks, and Banff (2014);

– Transportation Services had only 9% of its roads in poor condition, compared to an average of 15% in poor condition among Banff, Red Deer, 
Medicine Hat, Canmore, and Okotoks (2014); and

– Transportation Services sweeps its streets at a fairly average level of service and frequency, compared with other cities examined in this section 
of the report; and

– Transportation Services clears and removes snow from residential streets at a very high level of service, as Lethbridge removes windrows, 
compared to other cities.

Potential causes of poor ratings could be biased survey designs, a lack of citizen understanding of service levels in Lethbridge, relative to other 
municipalities, or a lack of transparency in operations – particularly in the areas of snow removal, street sweeping, and potentially road condition and 
maintenance planning. 

Transportation Services

Source: Derived from publicly available information of comparator municipalities.
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Select Cities Comparisons and Practices – Service Levels (1 of 2)
Transportation Services

Busiest arterial roads, which 
include: Whoop-Up Dr, University 
Dr, Metis Trail, Bridge Dr, Mayor 
Magrath Dr, Scenic Dr, 26 Ave N, 
28 St N, Brewery Hill, and 5 Ave 
N (Highway 3 to Stafford Dr)

Priority 1 
Within 24 Hours

Remaining arterial roads; and 
designated collectors

Priority 2 
Within 24 Hours After Priority 1

Remaining collectors; controlled 
intersections (stops and yields); 
and bus routes

Priority 3 
Within 24 Hours After Priority 2

All other City-controlled roads 
and alleys (the City typically does 
not plow residential roads unless 
they become impassible for 
emergency vehicles and the 
general public)

Priority 4 
Within 24 Hours After Priority 3

Lethbridge, Alberta

Major roads (20K+ daily 
vehicles); business routes (8:+ 
vehicles per day, downtown); 
downtown cycle tracks; 
designated sections of pathway; 
sidewalks bordering City-owned 
properties; pedestrian 
overpasses, LRT platforms, and 
other public properties with high-
volume foot traffic

Priority 1 
Within 24 Hours

Roads with 5,000-20,000 vehicles 
per day; intersections and 
crosswalks controlled by traffic 
lights; designated emergency 
routes (hospitals / fire stations); 
bus routes; roads with on-street 
bike lanes; trouble spots

Priority 2
Within 48 Hours

Turn lanes and on/off ramps on 
P1 and P2 routes; windrows at 
busy crosswalks and wheelchair 
curb ramps; designated feeder / 
controller routes that connect to 
P2 routes; playground zones 
(including schools); designated 
hills; intersections controlled by 
stop or yield signs

Priority 3
Within 72 Hours

Pack down soft snow and level 
out ruts; sand-salt driving lanes 
(not curb or parking lanes); clear 
bus pads

Priority 4
Within One Week

Calgary, Alberta

Five municipalities were used to compare the prioritization and target timeframes for snow and ice control levels. Each city has a priority system, with 
between three and six prioritization categories. 

Highest traffic streets

Priority 1 
Within 12 Hours

Priority 3 
Within 72 Hours

Saskatoon, Saskatchewan

Rapid transit bus routes and busy streets

Priority 2 
Within 36 Hours

Main streets, school zones, and residential paths

Saskatoon, Saskatchewan

Source: Derived from publicly available information from various municipalities.
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Select Cities Comparisons and Practices – Service Levels (2 of 2)
Transportation Services

Regina, Saskatchewan

Freeways/express 
ways, including 
ramps and loops; 
major arterial roads; 
any road on a 
designated hospital 
emergency route;

Priority 1 
Within 24 Hours

Minor arterial 
roads; major 
collector roads with 
daily traffic volume 
> 5,000 vehicles; all 
roads in the 
downtown area

Priority 2 
Within 36 Hours

Major collector roads, with 
daily traffic volumes <5,000 
vehicles; industrial / 
commercial roads; any minor 
collector or major residential 
local roads on a designated 
transit or truck route;

Priority 3 
Within 48 Hours

Minor collector 
roads; major 
residential local 
roads, which 
lead into school 
bus unloading 
zones

Priority 4 
Within 60 Hours

Residential local 
roads

Priority 5 
Within 60 Hours

Gravel roads

Priority 6 
Within 60 Hours

Freeways; arterial roads; and 
business districts; and protected 
bike lanes, which are treated as 
arterial roads due to the impact 
on cyclists’ mobility

Priority 1 
Within 24-48 Hours

Collector/bus routes; transit Park 
and Ride access roads

Priority 2 
Within 48 Hours

Local industrial roadways

Priority 3 
Within Five Days

Residential streets and alleys, 
once a 5cm snowpack forms

Priority 4 
Within Five Days

Edmonton, Alberta

Arterial roads; roads with vehicle 
counts greater than 15,000 
vehicles; main routes from 
neighbourhoods

Priority 1 
Within Eight Hours

Collector roads; roads with 
vehicle counts between 5-15K; 
grades more than 10%; bus 
routes, school zones, town 
centres; emergency vehicle 
stations

Priority 2 
Within 12 Hours

All other local roads and 
residential streets that are flat or 
have a slight grade

Priority 3 
Within 48 Hours

All other residential laneways that 
provide access to properties

Priority 4 
During Regular Working Hours

Kelowna, British Columbia

Source: Derived from publicly available information from various municipalities.
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Snow & Ice Control Service Levels
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Current Snow Removal Prioritization Levels
An analysis of Lethbridge’s snow removal prioritization map shows the following removal priority levels. The map informs that snow routes sum to 
approximately 550 kilometres. The City’s service goal is to clear all Priority 1 routes within 24 hours of snowfall, which is equivalent to clearing at 
least 2.5 km per hour. The City typically meets or surpasses this goal, clearing all Priority 1 snowfall routes in approximately 18 – 24 hours.

Level Approximate 
Kilometres

Percentage of 
Total Roads

Priority 1 70 12.5%

Priority 2 35 6.5%

Priority 3 25 4.5%

Priority 4 405 73.5%

Maintained by Province 14 2.8%

Maintained by Others 1 0.2%

Priority 2, 3 and 4 routes are cleaned sequentially following completion of 
each stage, in a defined target time-frame of 24 hours for priority 1 through 3. 

However, at an approximate snow clearing rate of 2.5 km per hour, Priority 2 
could be cleared within roughly 12 hours, and Priority 3 could be cleared 
within eight hours, and Priority 1, 2 and 3 routes together should theoretically 
be cleared in at least 44 hours (24 + 12 + 8).

Priority 4 routes include all non-prioritized lanes, back-lanes and controlled 
roads. They are cleared as required, usually resulting from a service request 
call to have the snow cleared. The annual frequency of snow clearing on 
Priority 4 routes depends on annual snowfall, snow drifts, customer calls, and 
City snow watch programs. The City does not typically plow Priority 4 roads 
unless they become impassible for emergency vehicles and the general 
public with properly equipped vehicles. In 2018, the City received 974 snow 
clearing requests.

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge and analysis of Lethbridge’s prioritization map and snow & ice control service levels.
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Snow & Ice Control Service Levels (cont.)

Lethbridge
Priority 1 (24 hrs, 12.5% of Roads)
Priority 2 (After P1, 6.5% of Roads)
Priority 3 (After P2, 4.5% of Roads)
Priority 4 (73.5% of Roads)
Maintained by Province (<4% of Roads)
Maintained by Others (<1% of Roads)

Calgary
“Day 1” (24 hrs, 25% of Roads)
“Day 2” (48 hrs, 20% of Roads)
“Days 3-7” (168 hrs, 55% of Roads)

Winnipeg
Priority 1 (36 hrs)
Priority 2 (36 hrs)
Priority 3 (60 hrs)

Regina
Category 1 (24 hrs, 14%)
Category 2 (36 hrs, 10%)
Category 3 (48 hrs, 16%)
Category 4 (60 hrs, 5%)
Category 5 – Residential (N/A, 49%)
Category 6 (60 hrs, 4%)

Saskatoon
Priority 1 (12 hrs) 
Priority 2 (36 hrs)
Priority 3 (72 hrs)

Halifax
Priority 1 (12 hrs)
Priority 2 (24 hrs)
Maintained by Province

Current Snow Removal Prioritization Levels (Cont.)
A summary of comparable coverage and response times from other municipalities is presented below. Note that definitions and policy 
considerations, especially related to the definition of ice control versus snow removal may result in nuances.  

Source: Derived from Information provided by the City of Lethbridge and publicly available information of comparator municipalities.
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Snow & Ice Control Service Approaches 
Residential Windrows
Lethbridge provides a high level of service to citizens in its practice of plowing snow to the middle of the road, into windrows, to avoid blocking 
residential driveways with plowed snow, and then removing the snow by truck. Among Canadian cities, Lethbridge is in the minority, in this regard.

– Calgary and Edmonton plow snow to the right and do not clear windrows in residential areas unless the height exceeds 30 cm. Calgary 
residents can call 311 for assistance with windrows block driveways, and crews will assess the situation and deal with it, as needed.

– Regina uses snow-gate blades to minimize snow ridges across alley entrances, intersections, and driveways, and crews pack snow, instead of 
grading down to the bare pavement, in order to reduce the size of the windrows that are generated.

– Toronto manages snow within the existing road allowance, in most cases. However, when the City receives a large amount of snow and 
windrows could restrict traffic flow, interfere with pedestrians and parking, or obstruct sightlines; the City collects the snow and transfers it to 
designated snow melter sites.

– Thunder Bay, Ottawa and Kelowna state it is the responsibility of homeowners to remove windrows. (Thunder Bay offers a subsidy to low-
income seniors and low-income persons with disabilities to reduce the cost of hiring someone, or a company, to clear their windrows.)

Transportation Services

Source: Derived from publicly available information of comparator municipalities.
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Snow Route Enforcement – Jurisdictional Review
Key information about snow route enforcement was pulled from nine Canadian cities, to highlight the wide range of processes and organizational 
cultures relating to snow routes and parking bans. In most cases, the cities publicly state the important of enforcing the parking bans to allow for 
better clearing, safer roads, and more efficient clearing processes.

Transportation Services

Lethbridge (AB)

Lethbridge has designated key roadways and has begun implementing parking restrictions on the snow routes when it is 
necessary. In the event of extreme winter weather, the City may declare that snow routes have been activated, resulting in a 
temporary parking ban for all or specific routes. The parking bans are in effect for up to 72 hours. Lethbridge’s Traffic Bylaw 
states, “A vehicle in violation of the declared snow route may be relocated to the nearest non-snow route roadway 
location,” and Parking on designated snow route when declared is worth a $25 ticket, according to the Bylaw.

Regina (SK)

Regina declares a snow route when 5 cm of snow is anticipated. It can be declared on any day of the week and is declared at 
3:00 pm the day before the parking bans are in effect. Once declared, parking is temporarily banned from 6:00 am the next day 
for a period of 24 hours. Only 16 kilometres of Regina’s road network is designated as a snow route. Those roads were selected 
as they are typically difficult for equipment to plow efficiently due to on-street parking, and the City believes snow routes enable 
more thorough plowing, from curb to curb, which improves traffic flow along the road and helps to make winter operations more
efficient. Vehicles that remain on the snow route during the temporary ban are ticketed $120.

Saskatoon (SK)

There are two snow routes, the Green Circle Snow Route and the Blue Square Snow Route. The routes are marked with No 
Parking Snow Route signs. Snow routes are declared at either 7:00 am or 3:00 pm, but residents are provided with at least eight 
hours notice to move the vehicles before the ban takes effect. Temporary parking bans are then in effect for 24 hours. Vehicles 
that do not comply risk getting a $100 ticket or towed.

Calgary (AB)

Calgary gives advance notice of an upcoming ban, typically one or two days before it takes effect. Blue signs with a white 
snowflake are posted along snow routes. Temporary parking bans typically begin 24 hours after the snowfall has ended and 
remain in effect for up to 72 hours. Parking is permitted daily from 6:00 am until 9:00 pm in designated “ParkPlus” zones in the
downtown and business improvement areas (i.e., overnight bans only). Vehicles that remain parked on a snow route during 
the ban are subject to enforcement, up to and including a $120 parking ticket and tow.

Edmonton (AB)

Seasonal parking bans can be declared with eight hours prior notice between November 5th and March 15th. Seasonal No 
Parking Signs are posted across the City. Edmonton states that clearing the snow is difficult on collector roads and bus routes 
when vehicles are parked in lanes required by commuters, buses, and emergency responders. While some cities install the 
signs only in the winter, Edmonton’s signs are signed year-long. Vehicle owners will receive a $100 ticket and may also have 
to pay the cost of towing/impound fees, if not in compliance.

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge and publicly available information of comparator municipalities.
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Snow Route Enforcement – Jurisdictional Review (cont.)

Of the nine Cities scanned for snow route policies, one City had mandatory snow route bans (Winnipeg), and the others were noted to have 
temporary bans that last from 24 hours to 72 hours. Typically, Cities have some form of signage to distinguish snow route routes from non-snow 
route roadways.

Currently, Lethbridge does not have snow route signage posted across the City, and infrequently declares and enforces snow routes. 

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge and publicly available information of comparator municipalities.

Kelowna (BC)

Kelowna’s temporary parking bans on snow routes come into effect 24 hours after the snow advisory’s issuance. The City has 
signs that indicate snow routes and declared parking bans. It states the ban allows plows to clear the snow from curb to curb
safely and efficiently, and helps decrease problems, such as snow building up beside parked cars and reduced road widths 
due to snow accumulation. Vehicles that remain parked on the roads during the ban are subject to enforcement, up to 
and including a fine of $50 and a tow. 

Winnipeg (MB)

Winnipeg has a mandatory snow route parking ban in effect from December 1st to March 1st every year, which states vehicles 
may not park on designated snow routes between 2:00 am and 7:00 am. The City can declare an extended parking ban which 
extends the parking ban to be from 12:00 am to 7:00 am. Vehicles parked in violation of the annual snow route parking 
ban will receive a $100 ticket and may be towed to the towing company’s compound.

Toronto (ON)

When Toronto declares a major snow storm condition, parking on designated snow routes is temporarily prohibited for up to 
72 hours, depending on the severity of the storm. Toronto’s designated routes are primarily located in the downtown core and 
are clearly signed. Toronto’s website states, “Police, fire, and ambulance services rely on clear roads to respond quickly to 
emergencies. Toronto Transportation is responsible for moving vehicles that delay our crews or hinder snow-clearing 
operations, even when a major snow condition has not been declared or when a vehicle is legally parked.” Parking on a 
designated snow route during a major snow event is subject to a fine of up to $200.

St. John’s (NL)

St. John’s website states, “To keep our streets accessible and safe during the winter season, the City of St. John’s takes an 
active role in the enforcement of the St. John’s Snow Clearing By-Law. St. John’s has four distinct winter parking restrictions,
depending on the area of the city. In 2020, higher volumes of snow resulted in the City declaring temporary 24-hour bans 
outside of the downtown area, after each snowfall.  Any vehicle that impedes snow clearing operation at any time, 
regardless of the winter parking restrictions in effect, may be ticketed or towed and impounded. The towing charge is 
$200, plus a $50 administration fee. The fine for a No Parking Snow Route violation is $50.
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Snow Route Ticketing – Jurisdictional Review
A benchmarking analysis of 19 other Canadian cities shows that the average ticket for non-compliance with a snow route parking ban is $ 81.50. 
The highest ticket is found in Toronto ($200), and Lethbridge has the lowest snow route ticket ($25). 
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Average: $81.50

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge and publicly available information of comparator municipalities.
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Street Sweeping Service Approaches
Spring and Fall Sweeping
Lethbridge sweeps every street each spring for approximately ten weeks (weather permitting). As well, crews sometimes include a fall sweep of 
leaves and natural debris in older residential areas and downtown, as needed. The rationale for sweeping in the fall is to reduce the strain of leaves 
on stormwater systems. Sweeping is an important practice, not only for aesthetic reasons, but also to reduce water pollution by preventing the run-
off of sanding materials and debris into water systems. The practices of other cities in Canada are summarized below:

– Calgary: Calgary sweeps over 16,000 lane kilometres of paved roads between April and July. There is no indication, in publicly available 
information, that the City of Calgary performs a fall sweeping program.

– Edmonton: Edmonton cleared the sand and debris from all City streets, sidewalks, multi-use trails, and boulevards in the spring, over a period of 
approximately seven to eight weeks. There is no indication, in publicly available information, that the City performs a fall sweep.

– Regina: Regina’s spring sweep runs from April to June, weather permitting, and includes roads, sidewalks, and boulevards. Similar to 
Lethbridge, Regina has a Fall sweep program, which runs into late October. The fall program is performed to remove leaves and debris from 
curbs and gutters, in order reduce potential drainage issues before the snow falls, in four neighbourhoods where issues typically arise.

– Saskatoon: In addition to the annual Spring Sweeping Blitz, Saskatoon also performs a fall street sweep in ten of its “leafiest” neighbourhoods. 
Unlike the other cities, however, Saskatoon performs overnight sweeping in its Business Improvement Districts on the first Tuesday of each 
month, for up to three nights, starting in May.

– Winnipeg: Winnipeg’s annual spring sweeping involves over 300 pieces of equipment, approximately 500 staff, and a budget of $6 million 
(2019). It typically takes five to six weeks to clean the entire city. Winnipeg removed fall street sweeping from its operating budget in 2015 – an 
effort it estimated would save $700,000. In 2019, the Finance Committee approved a motion asking city staff to study how the lack of fall street 
sweeping affected city sewer systems since the program was cut in 2015, citing “areas that are older and established have found flooding issues 
since the cut.” A report was produced in 2020 stating, “the cost-saving decision does not appear to have caused a notable increase in blocked 
catch basins or overland flooding, as some had feared it would…” The report “considered the impact of fall street sweeping from 2010 to 2019, 
finding no direct link between the seasonal sweep and the annual number of plugged catch basins. It also found no link between the practice and 
the annual number of basement flood reports due to overland water.”

– Mississauga: Spring street sweeping of all City roads begins in mid-April. Sweeping is then followed by the cleaning of hard-surfaced 
boulevards, sidewalks that are directly adjacent to the curb, curb side gutters and traffic islands. The City also has a regular street sweeping 
program which ends when winter weather arrives. During this time, business districts (i.e., Port Credit, Malton, Clarkson) are swept bi-weekly 
and industrial roads are swept monthly.

Transportation Services

Source: Derived from publicly available information of comparator municipalities.
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Street Sweeping Service Approaches (cont.)
Spring and Fall Sweeping (cont.)
The practices of other cities in Canada are summarized below:

– Toronto: Toronto has been in the spotlight, negatively, due to the condition of its street sweeping fleet. In 2019, Transportation staff confirmed 
that nearly a quarter of the city’s street sweeping fleet was in for maintenance. In 2018, Toronto purchased 30 new sweepers for $12.4 million 
($410,000 per sweeper), but they were not scheduled to arrive until 2020. There is no indication, in publicly available information, that the City of 
Toronto performs a fall sweeping program.

– Vancouver: In a coastal climate, the City’s street sweeping program occurs throughout the year, with reduced coverage during the rainy winter 
months. A dedicated leaf cleanup program is operated in the fall, which often utilizes contractors for a portion of the efforts.

– Kelowna: Kelowna offers an exceptionally high level of service in its street sweeping program. In addition to the annual spring sweeping 
program and sweeping paved back alleys once per year, Kelowna follows the following sweeping frequency, by route category:

– Route 1 consists of streets with curbs and gutters, which are swept two times per year.

– Route 2 consists of streets with gravel shoulders, which are swept once per year.

– Route 3 consists of bike paths and lanes, which are swept ten times per year.

– Route 4 consists of business areas (including the downtown core), which are swept twice per week.

– Route 5 consists of two highways, which are swept monthly.

– Red Deer: The City sweeps all of its streets in the spring, starting with thoroughfares and then moving into residential areas. There is no 
indication, in publicly available information, that Red Deer performs a fall sweeping program.

– Ottawa: Ottawa performs sweeping annually, beginning in early spring. There is no indication, in publicly available information, that Ottawa 
performs a fall sweeping program.

– Halifax: Similar to Kelowna, Halifax offers a much higher level of service in its street sweeping program than most cities. Halifax’s program takes 
place between April and October. The program includes weekly, scheduled service on the Halifax Peninsula. Other streets within the 
municipality’s core area are serviced at least three times per year.

Transportation Services

Source: Derived from publicly available information of comparator municipalities.
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Street Sweeping Enforcement – Jurisdictional Review

Lethbridge (AB)

The City sweeps every public roadway at least once per year during the spring sweeping program (mid-April until the end of 
July); and more often in the downtown area or on higher classification roadways, as needed. Crews set up no-parking signs 
the evening prior, and door hangers are delivered to each approximately one week before sweeping begins. Temporary no-
parking zones are in effect from 7:30 am until 4:30 pm the following day. A news article states, “Over the years, City officials 
said many areas have been left unswept due to parked vehicles blocking portions of the road.” A bylaw was put into place in 
2017 to help enforce parking bans, with $30 tickets issued to those who do not move their vehicles.

Regina (SK)
Regina starts with medians, downtown streets, and main arterial roads. Then, the City sweeps sidewalks and boulevards. 
During that phase, residents are instructed to obey the No-Parking signs, to allow sweepers to access curb and parking lanes. 
The City states, “Parking in a no-parking zone means that you could be ticketed $120 and your vehicle towed.”

Saskatoon (SK)
Beginning in April, No-Parking signs are posted on scheduled priority streets to notify drivers of upcoming curb-to-curb 
sweeping through neighbourhoods. The No-Parking signs are in effect from 7 am until 3 pm. Vehicles that block street 
sweeping or snow routes are towed out of the way, to a nearby street, and the owner is issued a $100 ticket.

Calgary (AB)

Calgary places “No Parking” signs throughout communities during its Spring Clean-Up program, at least 24 hours prior to 
sweeping. Any vehicles not removed from the street are subject to a ticket or being towed. If the vehicle can be taken to a 
nearby space, the City pays for it; but if the vehicle must be taken to a lot, the vehicle owner must pay the ticket, tow, and 
impound fee. In 2019, the City implemented a different method of placing signs, which resulted in 29,728 tickets behind 
handed out, versus 12,119 in the prior year. Due to backlash, Calgary eventually cancelled all of those outstanding tickets in 
2019. Under normal circumstances, tickets for not moving a vehicle are $120 or $80 if paid within ten days.

Edmonton (AB)
When crews are scheduled to be in Edmonton’s residential areas, the City asks residents to please move their vehicles off the 
street so the crews can do a thorough job. Sweeping schedules are posted on neighbourhood signs. Vehicle owners who do 
not comply with the request to move vehicles may receive a courtesy tow to a nearby road but are not ticketed.

Winnipeg (MB)
Temporary “No Parking” signs are placed on some streets to restrict on-street parking during scheduled cleaning times, at 
least 24 hours in advance. When those signs are in-place, the City encourages motorists to find alternative parking to 
avoid being ticketed or towed. Winnipeg’s ticket for vehicles parked where prohibited is $150.

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge and publicly available information of comparator municipalities.

Key information about street sweeping parking enforcement was reviewed from five other Canadian cities. Based on the scan, all of the cities use 
parking enforcement to support street sweeping, although using different approaches.
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Street Sweeping Ticketing – Jurisdictional Review
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A benchmarking analysis of 20 other Canadian cities shows that the average ticket for non-compliance with a street sweeping parking ban is $49. 
The highest ticket is found in Winnipeg ($150). Lethbridge’s ticket is $30, while eight cities do not ticket vehicles during street sweeping activities.

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge and publicly available information of comparator municipalities.

Average = $49
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Weather Benchmarking
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Weather Benchmarking by Canadian City (Environment Canada, 1981 to 2010)

Count of Snowfall Days Average Annual Snowfall (cm) Centimetres/Day

Metric Average Lethbridge

Total Annual Snowfall (cm) 161 112

Count of Snowfall Days 48 47

Average Centimetres per Snowfall Day 3.5 2.4

Key finding: The City receives less than average annual 
snowfall, and the average number of snowy days per year is 
similar to the peer group. On average, the City’s snow clearing 
and removal needs are lower than the peer group. The City’s 
2018 snow control budget was approximately $2 million. Annual 
surplus/deficits are funded through the MRSR. 

Lethbridge

An analysis of historical weather data (1981 to 2010) from Environment Canada, for 36 Canadian cities, was performed to assess the average 
annual snowfall, count of snowfall days, and average centimetres of snow per snowfall day. The rationale for these benchmarks is to understand 
how Lethbridge’s weather patterns, and particularly its snowfall events, compare to other cities in Canada.

The analysis indicates that Lethbridge has 30% less snow per year, but spread across only 2% fewer snowfall days.

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge and publicly available information of comparator municipalities.
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Snow & Ice Control Weather Patterns 
Weather Considerations
The chart below informs the average annual days of snowfall depth levels by City, the depth levels are 5 cm, 10 cm, and 20 cm.. Lethbridge is in the 
line of chinook winds. The winds travel east, losing moisture over the Rocky Mountains and descend as warm, dry, gusty winds. Chinooks are 
known to increase temperatures by several degrees in a matter of minutes. As a result of these winds, and as shown in the chart below, Lethbridge 
has mild winters with relatively few major snowfall events. The chinook effect challenges Transportation to balance sound budgeting and operating 
practices with the need for adequate resources to respond to significant snowfall events, as infrequent as they may be.

Transportation Services
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Strengths
Transportation Services

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.

Transportation has completed a number of initiatives to continue to develop, maintain, and operate the City’s transportation systems.

1. Collaboratively with Fleet Services, installation of the Auto Vehicle Locators (AVL) on all equipment, which has improved snow and ice control 
practices, including monitoring and reporting.

2. Completion of four lanes the entire length of Whoop Up Drive and the extension of Metis trail from Whoop Up Drive to Garry Drive. Includes 
installation of a Weather Information System (WIS) and variable speed limit display on Whoop Up Drive (Lethbridge is one of the first 
municipalities in Canada to implement variable speed limit technology that anecdotally improves safety during hazardous driving conditions).

3. Completion of Lethbridge’s first bicycle boulevard (i.e., a street with low motorized traffic volumes and speeds, designed to give bicycle travel 
priority) on 7th Avenue South.

4. Completion of a number of major CIP projects as well as a number of major intersection improvements.

5. Construction of three additional rail signals and maintenance of all 13 rail signals, in-house, with improved maintenance on spur lines. 

6. Completion of a second snow storage facility and the development and construction of a new sand/salt storage building. 

7. Population of data for all Transportation assets in the Asset Management program (CityWorks) to enhance maintenance programs/practices. 

8. Completion of multiple projects that improve accessibility/mobility including sidewalk improvements, new pathways, pedestrian signal 
upgrades and an increase of sidewalk width to 1.5m across 13 intersections throughout the City.

9. Introduction of a new parking system downtown to provide more flexibility for residents and collect important data on parking usage.

10. Recently transitioned a large component of the Community Lighting program from the Electric Utility to Transportation in response to 
regulatory requirements. 
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Challenges (1 of 2)
During the course of review, the following challenges were identified concerning Transportation Services.

Challenge Description

Interdependent
Relationship with 
Fleet

Transportation Services is an equipment-intensive service offering, and therefore significantly reliant on the City’s Fleet 
Services division for successful delivery of services. A recent shift to 24/7 Fleet Service operations has anecdotally improved 
service and access to meet Transportation needs. However, increasing cost, complexity (especially from a technology 
perspective), and servicing requirements have further highlighted potential challenges related to procurement, servicing and 
ongoing maintenance of Transportation equipment. 

Particular challenges raised by stakeholders included:

– Business unit input into the selection and acquisition of new equipment to enhance alignment with service needs
– Timeliness and communication of repairs and maintenance
– Scheduling of preventative maintenance activities
– Priority of Transportation relative to other City services for emergency repairs during weather events 

Regulatory 
Requirements

Transportation Services has faced enhanced regulatory pressure related to the transportation system, especially related to 
rail, signals and signage. Changing regulatory requirements means that Transportation has to shift resources away from other 
needed activities to respond and maintain compliance on an ongoing basis. 

Asset Base

The City’s transportation asset base has continued to grow and shift. Between 2012 and 2017, the asset base has grown by 
approximately 1.5% per year. The significant majority of new transportation assets are delivered by third-party developers, 
with design and construction overseen by the City’s Urban Construction division. This continued growth in new assets, 
combined with aging of other assets across the City requires Transportation to shift, scale and prioritize services across a 
diversifying asset base. 

Additionally, Transportation Services stakeholders noted challenges in the perceived quality of third-party developed assets 
handed over to the City, especially related to the anticipated long-term maintenance requirements anticipated to be required. 

Service Level 
Expectations

As a highly public-facing service, Transportation Services is challenged to deliver on community expected service levels. As 
evidenced by road conditions in general, Transportation Services delivers a very high level of service to Lethbridge. Feedback 
often indicates a desire for faster, more robust service offerings with limited public understanding of the cost implications of
changing service levels. Balancing the expectations of the public with sustainable delivery of service remains an ongoing 
challenge, even with defined service levels, standard operating procedures and key performance indicators. 

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.

Transportation Services
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Challenges (2 of 2)

Challenge Description

Transportation 
Trends

Transportation has sought to proactively respond to changing transportation needs, especially in considering various modes 
of transportation such as cycling, transit, walking and electric vehicles. Continued demand for multi-modal transportation 
infrastructure will place pressure on Transportation to prioritize limited resources and align its long-term asset base with 
shifting requirements and expectations. 

Capital Projects / 
Programs

The estimated capital spend between 2018 – 2021 for Transportation-related capital projects is approximately $67.3 million.  
These programs will require significant resource support for project planning, procurement, management and ongoing 
monitoring from the Transportation Business Unit. 

Weather

Transportation services are impacted by weather conditions. In the winter, snow accumulation drives the need for snow 
clearing, while ice and fluctuating temperatures impact the need for salt and gravel treatment. This salt and gravel treatment 
directly impacts required street sweeping in the spring and fall. 

Transportation has worked to balance seasonality, however, the unpredictability of weather conditions from one year to the 
next continues to make planning, budgeting, staffing, and equipment management a challenge. 

Impact of 
Enforcement

Transportation stakeholders indicated to that strengthening enforcement of existing policies and procedures would enhance 
the efficiency and effectiveness of services. Specific examples provided include snow zones, parking restrictions during street 
sweeping, and parking enforcement to support appropriate turnover of parking spots. 

Parking Rates Transportation recently sought an increase in parking rates to enhance the sustainability of the service offering. The 
requested rate increase was not approved, impacting the sustainability of the asset base. 

Transportation Services

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.
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Opportunities
Transportation Services

The following table lists the Transportation Services opportunities identified along with a high-level assessment of their potential time to implement, 
and the relative degree to which they satisfy the evaluation criteria for prioritizing opportunities.

Legend

Note: The full legend is available on page 24.

Implementation Benefit Level of 
DecisionCost Time Risk Efficiency Effectiveness Service Alignment

1 Service Modifications L M M ++ + o + Council

2 Snow Removal Financial 
Framework L L M o o o o Council

3 Parking Assets & 
Recovery Model L M H + + o + Council

4 Enforcement L M M + + + + Administration

5 Internal vs. Contracted 
Spend L M M + + o o Administration
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1. Service Modifications
Summary
The City’s public roads network keep residents connected and moving. The service demands and expectations placed on the City in keeping roads 
clean and safe are high, a common challenge to many municipalities across Canada. Current state review and benchmarking indicates that changes 
in service approaches may present opportunity for cost savings with minor impact on service outcomes. 

The City should consider commissioning a snow removal and ice control program review to further assess methods, costs, benefits, and service 
impacts. Specific opportunities include related to snow coverage and clearing time frames, as well as plowing approach. Complimentary 
improvements and/or dependencies are also discussed in the Enforcement, Public Operations Resource Sharing, and Internal versus Contracted 
Spend opportunities. 

Service Impact
The service modification options presented aim to align tradeoffs between service levels and costs. Ultimately, achieving costs savings requires 
service changes, with the overall impact dependent on final decision-making by the City. Impacts realized are anticipated to be limited to lower traffic 
local roads. 

Transportation Services
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1. Service Modifications – Snow & Ice Control
Snow Clearing Service Modifications
In 2018, the City spent approximately $5 million on snow removal and ice control, with 
approximately $2 million allocated to snow removal. Assuming the City clears all 
Priority 1, 2, and 3 roadways at least once per year, and 50 km of Priority 4 lanes once 
per year, the City then clears an estimated total of 160 km of roadways per year (a 
total road coverage of approximately 30%), where 10 km of roadways are considered 
Priority 1 downtown roadways.

The top and bottom matrices on the right describe the impacts that changes to road 
clearing coverage (%) and clearing timeframe (hours) would have on the City’s 
estimated annual snow clearing costs, and on the snow clearing cost on a per-
household basis. The cost figures are baselined from 2018 estimates, and are driven 
by percentage increases to snowfall road coverage and clearing speed. The red boxes 
indicate where Lethbridge finds itself within the road coverage, clearing timeframe 
matrices, based on the following assumptions:

– Average service standard clearing speed of 2.5 km per hour

– 160 km of roadways cleared annually, at least once

– A maximum of 65 hours to clear the 160 km of roadways

– 42,000 Lethbridge households

The actual annual snow clearing costs will continue to be highly dependent upon 
weather conditions and public operations staff using leading practices in snow clearing 
which may reduce total cost of service across all degrees of road coverage and 
timeframes. Additional analysis and modeling relating to snow clearance contractor 
availability and rates, weather patterns, route prioritization, shift work impact, etc. 
should be evaluated prior to adjusting the current methodology.

The City should consider commissioning a snow removal and ice control program 
review to further assess methods, costs, and benefits, of varying degrees of road 
coverage, plowing methods, and equipment/staffing implications.

Transportation Services
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1. Service Modifications – Snow & Ice Control (cont.)
Residential Windrows – Options
Several options are presented below for consideration reflecting snow removal approaches used by comparable municipalities. 

The City should consider further analysis into clearing methodologies and associated service levels, as prioritizing the removal of snow, instead of 
increased clearing coverage and response time, appears to differ from the practices seen in other cities. 
Source: Publicly available information from comparator municipalities.

Plow to the Middle and Clear Windrows (Status Quo)
– Description: Continuing to plow to the middle of residential roads and haul the snow away
– Key Considerations: This is a high level of service and less common, compared with other cities

Plow to the Right and Utilize Snow-Gate Blades to Distribute Windrows
– Description: Snow-gates could be used to keep windrows out of intersections and entrances to driveways
– Key Considerations: The City’s fleet is not equipped for this so it would require one-time equipment investments to implement; snow 

gates have been reported by other municipalities to require frequent repairs; mitigating potential for efficiency improvements
– Financial Impact: 5 - 10% estimated decrease in costs in clearing an assumed 150 km of non-downtown Priority 1, 2, 3 and 4 lanes 

Service Level impact: Slight increase in response times but reduced service levels due to windrows

Plow to the Right and Clear Windrows Exceeding a Height Threshold (e.g., 30cm)
– Description: Similar to Calgary and Edmonton, Lethbridge could plow to the right and only clear windrows that exceed a specific 

threshold or upon request from residents. Further, the City could consider subsidizing the cost of contracted windrow removal for low-
income seniors and low-income persons with disabilities

– Key Considerations: As residents are familiar with current practices, implementing this decision may be perceived negatively
– Financial Impact: 10 – 15% estimated decrease in costs in clearing an assumed 150 km of non-downtown Priority 1, 2, 3 and 4 lanes 

Service Level impact: Windrows left behind would reduce service levels, but the reduction in required time to remove snow could be 
reallocated to increased road coverage or faster response times, balancing out the overall service level impact

Plow to the Right and Do Not Clear Windrows
– Description: Do not clear the windrows in front of private approaches, assigning responsibility to property owners
– Key Considerations: As residents are familiar with current practices, implementing this decision is likely to be perceived negatively, 

regardless of the financial impact
– Financial Impact: 15 – 20% estimated decrease in costs in clearing an assumed 150 km of non-downtown Priority 1, 2, 3 and 4 lanes 
– Service Level impact: Reduction in service levels due to remaining windrows, but potential for significant improvements to overall 

coverage and/or response times, helping to offset the reduction in service levels from windrow
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1. Service Modifications – Street Sweeping
Select Options
As shown in the jurisdictional review, street sweeping practices vary in service levels across the country. According to Lethbridge’s 2018 Program-
based budget, Lethbridge’s 2018 street sweeping budget was $2.4 million, with $1.4 million of that reported by Transportation management to be 
dedicated to annual sweeping programs. Several potential options related to service modifications are presented below, for consideration. 

Other options available to Lethbridge include redesigning the street sweeping program coverage area during the fall program to help curb overall 
program costs. 

Status Quo
– Description: Continuing to sweep all streets in the spring, weekly 

sweeping in the downtown area and select arterial roads, and as 
needed, in the fall

– Similar Cities: Regina, Saskatoon
– Key Considerations: Based on a City administration’s report 

from Winnipeg, benefits of fall sweeping appears be limited to 
aesthetics, as no direct link was identified between fall sweeping 
and blocked basins / overland flooding from 2010 to 2019

– Financial Impact: No change from current
– Service Level Impact: No change from current

Sweep on Rotating Basis in Spring
– Description: In the Spring, sweep priority 1-3 roads annually, and 

priority 4 roads on a rotating basis every second year, sweep in 
the Fall as needed. 

– Similar Cities: Not identified in public information of comparable 
cities 

– Key Considerations: This example contemplates a 2-year 
rotating spring sweeping program, alternatives, such as every 3 
years could be considered

– Financial Impact: Reduction of ~150 kms annually (19%) or 
savings of $266,000 (indirect savings as internally delivered)

– Service Level impact: Reduced service levels due to select 
residential streets

Sweep Only in the Spring
– Description: Eliminate fall sweeping, maintaining only an annual 

spring sweeping program
– Similar Cities: Calgary, Edmonton, Winnipeg, Toronto, Ottawa, 

Red Deer
– Key Considerations: There was negative public feedback in 

Winnipeg when its fall sweeping program was eliminated in 2015
– Financial Impact: Reduction of ~300 kms annually (38%) or 

savings of $532,000 (indirect savings as internally delivered)
– Service Level Impact: Reduced service levels due to less clean 

streets and air in the downtown core and select residential 
streets

Sweep Multiple Times per Year
– Description: Increase sweeping frequency in select areas (e.g., 

downtown core, select residential areas
– Similar Cities: Vancouver, Kelowna, Halifax
– Key Considerations: The cities that perform multiple sweeps 

per year typically have higher tourism rates, which may 
necessitate more frequent cleaning to support positive 
perceptions 

– Financial Impact: Increase of 300+ kms annually (38%+) or 
increased cost of more than $532,000 per year

– Service Level Impact: Modestly increased service levels.

Source: Publicly available information from comparator municipalities.
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1. Service Modifications – Technological Operational Transparency

1. PlowTO Map (Toronto, Ontario)
The City of Toronto provides a publicly available map to track real-time locations of plows, sidewalk plows, and salt 
trucks, and it identifies which roads have been serviced by winter snow clearing vehicles and crews. The map 
refreshes every ten seconds using automated vehicle location (AVL) technology, which Lethbridge has recently 
implemented in some of its vehicles. Roads are colour-coded by the amount of time that has passed since last 
serviced (i.e., 0-4 hours ago, 4-12 hours ago, and 12-24 hours ago). This level of transparency would be helpful in 
answering questions as to when a road will be cleared, following a major snow storm.

2. Road Condition Map (Calgary, Alberta)
Calgary provides a Snow and Ice road conditions map to show the progress of snow clearing operations, locations of 
snow plows, priority routes, and visuals of road conditions from traffic cameras. The road legend indicates whether 
or not, and when, roads have been plowed.

3. Transportation Management Centre (Winnipeg, Manitoba)
The City of Winnipeg’s Traffic Management Center (TMC) is a leading-edge facility that uses data to process and 
manage traffic incidents, respond to traffic signal malfunctions, and provide real-time information to drivers. All 650 
signalized intersections in the city are connected to the TMC, and the Signals Management System enables 
technical staff to modify traffic signals if an unexpected situation arises (e.g., collisions, stalled vehicles, special 
events, adverse weather, etc.). This is an example of a municipal government making an investment ($3.6 million) in 
operationalizing data and information to optimize transportation for city-wide benefit.

Examples
Several examples of cities implementing technology, not only to provide citizens with transparency into the status of operations, but also to optimize 
traffic flow and incident identification, are provided below. The City could consider further analyzing the viability of technological solutions, such as 
those below, to improve perceptions of the relatively high levels of service provided by Transportation.

Source: Publicly available information from comparator municipalities.
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1. Service Modifications – Implementation Timeline
Transportation Services

Implementing the service modifications could proceed along the timeline below.  City leadership would also want to be aware of the related 
constraints and risks associated with this course of action. 

Actions 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024
1. Further Analysis & Research – Snow Removal

Consider commissioning a winter maintenance program review, including a 
review of leading practices and technologies used in other cities, a study of 
existing service level, thresholds, route methodologies, and cost effectiveness.

2. Evaluate Alternative Street Sweeping Options
Consider whether the City should continue its current spring and fall sweeping 
schedule. 

3. Evaluate Potential Digital Solutions
Work with internal stakeholders to determine which technologies could be 
leveraged for operational transparency, within Transportation, and whether 
deploying that information in a publicly available format would be realistic, 
feasible, and provide genuine value to residents of Lethbridge.

4. Research & Analysis
If the City is interested in considering further analysis into snow removal 
practices, street sweeping options, and/or digital solutions, allocate internal 
resources and engage required additional external professional services to 
continue the refinement and analysis of options.

5. Implementation
Begin implementing service modifications. Given the natural timing of snow 
removal and street sweeping, it would likely be most logical to implement snow 
removal changes in the summer/fall, in advance of snow clearing; street 
sweeping in the winter, in advance of the spring cleaning program; and digital 
solutions in periods of lower activity.

Risks & Constraints Probability Impact
1. Service modifications result in an untoward 

public response from residents Medium Medium
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1. Service Modifications – Summary of Impacts
Key Success Factors
– Clear definition of desired service levels and a recognition of the trade-offs that must be made.

– Stakeholder engagement to ensure service levels meet expectations, and the public is provided an opportunity for engagement.

Key Performance Indicators
– Street sweeping and snow removal program costs

– Coverage rate for snow removal and street sweeping

– Community satisfaction levels related to street sweeping and snow removal

– Engagement with operational transparency tools, if implemented

– Number of hours per kilometer cleaned

Transportation Services

Summary of Financial Impact to the City
– This section uncovers several key pieces of information relating to Transportation’s services. 

– Dependent on final implementation option selected, indicative potential annual savings range from 5-20% of annual snow clearing costs 
($100,000 to $400,000) and 5% to 15% of street sweeping costs ($70,000 to $210,000). 

– Various options have been presented within this opportunity, with savings ranging between options and approaches. Further analysis of 
alternative options for implementation will inform and validate potential indirect costs savings of up to $532,000. 

– Transition costs include related to internal resources and potential external professional services to further analyze and implement service 
changes. Estimated costs are between $100,000 and $400,000, depending on the desired scope of services. 
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2. Snow Removal Financial Framework
Description
Transportation activities are significantly influenced by weather events. The current approach for planning, budgeting, forecasting, and reporting on 
resource needs associated with weather events may be better structured and managed to balance risk and cost.

Prior to 2008, the City had a dedicated Snow Removal Reserve to stabilize the effects of fluctuating snow and ice removal operations due to 
extreme shifts in winter weather from one year to the next. It was merged with the broader MRSR, effective in 2008. Analysis of municipal 
governments across Canada indicates that, although some also use a similar MRSR, most continue to use a dedicated reserve fund that ensures 
resources available for the safe removal of snow during urgent, emergency circumstances. 

From 2010 to 2019, the accumulated snow clearing deficit reached $3.5 million due to net expenditures in six of those ten years.

The City should consider probability based budgeting associated with snow removal activities to align with overall risk tolerance. In doing so, the 
City may consider whether risk should be managed through the MRSR or through a separately defined and allocated snow removal reserve. 

Service Impact
Improved planning, budgeting, and reporting would have a moderate improvement on service levels, as it could enable the City to be better 
prepared in its resourcing for extreme weather events, help exercise fiscal accountability and improve efficiency and safety in the long run.

Transportation Services

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.
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2. Snow Removal Financial Framework – Weather & Financial Volatility
The historical snowfall chart below shows Lethbridge’s total snowfall by year from 1994 to 2019.  Understandably, the challenge that most Canadian 
municipalities face in budgeting for snow removal and ice control is the volatility and unpredictability of weather.  Although there are noticeable 
groups of years with above-average snowfalls and groups of years with below-average snowfalls, there are also many outliers (e.g., 21 cm in 2011 
or 189 cm in 2017). The variability in annual snowfall creates budgeting challenges.

It seems that snow clearing has been significantly under-budgeted in six of the past ten fiscal years (FY), resulting in a cumulative 10-year deficit of 
$3.5 million.
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2. Snow Removal Financial Framework – Probability-Based Budgeting
Although weather is relatively unpredictable, if analyzed over a long enough period of time, trends can be revealed. The chart below is a histogram 
showing the frequency of annual snowfall amounts (cm) in Lethbridge, between 1994 and 2019, by distinguishable bins. 

The cumulative percentage line captures the percentage of the annual snowfall that fill up the histogram bins, up to that point. For example, history 
indicates that the annual snowfall is less than or equal to 50 cm fifteen percent of the time, or less than or equal to 160 cm 92% of the time.

Lethbridge could determine which snowfall estimate (e.g., 73% under 110 cm or 88% under 150 cm) it is comfortable with budgeting for, and then 
resource accordingly. Past performance is not indicative of future results, but this information could be valuable in future budgeting processes.

Transportation Services
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2. Snow Removal Financial Framework – Reserve Funds
Current State
The City’s snow budget has remained relatively stable at approximately $2 million, and budget increases could be attributed to growth activities. The 
City’s actual spending on snow removal is dependent upon the snow fall in that given year. Currently, any surpluses and deficits from snow removal 
and ice control are added / subtracted from the City’s MRSR. According to the City’s financial documents:

The purpose of this reserve is to stabilize the effects of fluctuating interest revenue and General Operation surplus and deficits on annual 
taxation requirements. All General Operation surpluses of prior years, return on investments, municipal consent and access fee/franchise 
fee and by-law enforcement revenue surpluses, internal financing recoveries, and other allocations from General Operations are added to 
the reserve. Any deficits from similar purposes as the previous statement are charged to the reserve…

A chart showing the balance of this fund, along with the impact of snow and ice control surpluses or deficits, is shown below. Although the balance 
of the MRSR has increased significantly over the past five years, despite three years of snow clearing deficits. 

1. In 2015, the MRSR balance was $11.5 million in a year with a $1.2 million snow clearing surplus. Had there been a snow clearing deficit, 
similar to what was seen in 2011 ($2.4M) or 2018 ($2.1M), the snow program would reduce the MRSR balance by approximately 20%, 
usurping funds in the MRSR from being allocated to other City services funded through the MRSR.

2. Grouping snow clearing into the MRSR creates challenges in separating the snow clearing program’s net surplus (deficit) over the past ten 
years and beyond. Such information could help the City prepare better service-standard-based budgets for snow clearance. For example, the 
City could research annual budget allocations that would support years with at least 100 cm of snow, which has happened 62% of the time.
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2. Snow Removal Financial Framework – Reserve Fund Practices
The table below outlines whether municipalities have a separate snow removal reserve fund or group snow clearing into a broader reserve fund. The 
high-level review found that three cities (Edmonton and Winnipeg, in addition to Lethbridge) do not have a specific reserve fund for winter 
maintenance; while seven cities (Calgary, Regina, Saskatoon, Waterloo, Toronto, Milwaukee, and London) do have a dedicated reserve.

Transportation Services

Calgary
The City of Calgary has a distinct Snow and Ice Control (SNIC) Reserve. This operating reserve had a balance of $5.4 million in 
2018. Some, but not at all, of Calgary’s capital and operating reserve funds have Reserve Balance Conditions. The SNIC 
Reserve has no minimum, target, or principal, but it does have a maximum of $15 million.

Edmonton The City of Edmonton’s snow and ice control surpluses and deficits are incorporated into the broader Financial Stabilization 
Reserve (FSR). In 2018, the FSR had approximately $130 million.

Winnipeg
Although the City of Winnipeg has Special Purpose Reserves, which are designated to fund authorized costs only, snow and ice 
control falls within the broader financial stabilization reserve to funding major unexpected deficits reported in the General 
Revenue Fund.

Regina The City of Regina has over 20 dedicated reserve funds, of which one is a Winter Road Maintenance Reserve. At the end of 
2018, the Winter Road Maintenance Reserve had a balance of $3.1 million.

Saskatoon Saskatoon also has numerous dedicated reserve funds, of which one is a Snow & Ice Contingency reserve. Similar to Regina, 
Saskatoon had a balance in this reserve fund of $3.1 million.

Waterloo
The City of Waterloo has numerous reserve funds set aside for specific purposes. For example, water, stormwater, facilities 
maintenance, environmental funds, innovation funds, etc. One of those reserve funds is for Winter Control. In 2018, this reserve
had an accumulated surplus of $0.8 million.

Toronto

The City of Toronto has some reserve funds set aside by legislation, regulation, or agreement, while other reserves and reserve 
funds are balances within the City’s general accumulated surplus. In 2014, the City of Toronto performed a Winter Maintenance
Program Review performed to compare its winter maintenance services to those of other North American peer cities. Through 
this review, the City of Toronto found that the peer reviews revealed a successful practice is often to include a contingency
reserve for winter maintenance activities for extreme circumstances. Furthermore, the review notes that the cities of Toronto, 
Milwaukee, and London all have a contingency reserve fund for winter maintenance, while Edmonton does not.

Source: Publicly available information from comparator municipalities.
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2. Snow Removal Financial Framework – Implementation Timeline
Implementing an updated snow removal financial framework could proceed on the timeline described below.  City leadership would also want to be 
aware of the related constraints and risks associated with this course of action. 

Transportation Services

Actions 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024
1. Analyze historical expenditures, surpluses, and deficits, relative to snowfall 

and extreme weather events, to better understand the financial impacts; and 
adjust the snow clearing and ice control budget accordingly.

2. Define the inclusions and exclusions that would be considered as part of a 
dedicated reserve for winter maintenance activities. Also consider whether a 
similar strategy – to develop a dedicated reserve fund for specific purposes 
– would be valuable for other expenditure categories. Determine the reserve 
will have conditions, including minimum, maximum, and/or target balance.

3. Implement a dedicated reserve fund for winter maintenance activities, 
considering legislative requirements that will be necessary to do so.

4. Monitor the impact of implementing the opportunity, particularly whether the 
updated winter maintenance budget is more accurate, and how the surplus 
and deficit performs, relative to the winter conditions, if applicable.

5 Optimize through ongoing adjustment to the forecasting as additional 
weather data and technology becomes available, and adjust the dedicated 
reserve conditions based upon any new extreme (high or low) weather 
events that could result in an additional significant surplus or deficit.

Risks & Constraints Probability Impact
1. Extreme weather event(s) result in a significant increase in expenditures, following implementation of a 

dedicated reserve, leaving little ability for the reserve to accumulate a surplus sufficient to cover future 
unexpected deficit.

Medium High

2. Climate change causes increasingly unpredictable weather events, creating further challenges in budgeting 
and resourcing.

High High

3. The dedicated winter maintenance reserve is used to fund maintenance activities that are not urgent, or 
immediately necessary.

High High
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2. Snow Removal Financial Framework – Summary of Impacts
Key Success Factors
– Agreed upon risk appetite, to ensure Transportation is well equipped for some extreme weather events without over-resourcing in personnel, 

materials, and equipment, in order to be able to respond to extreme, but very low probability weather events.

Key Performance Indicators
– Percentages over/under budget for winter maintenance activities

– Winter maintenance reserve accounts accumulated balance, relative to targets

– Continued ability to meet service level requirements for snow removal and ice control

Summary of Financial Impact to the City
– Improving the planning, budgeting, and resourcing practices for winter maintenance activities would have a positive impact on the City. However, 

implementing a dedicated reserve for winter maintenance activities would not have a financial impact. The actual / realized costs of snow 
removal and ice control would remain consistent. However, the items highlighted in this section provide enhanced predictability, transparency, 
and planning based on risk tolerance, which should help reduce and/or communicate and explain the unanticipated financial deficiencies, 
resulting in fewer burdens being placed on broader expenditures.

– Implementation activities are assumed to be fully internal resourced as part of ongoing activities and not require incremental effort for 
implementation. 

Transportation Services
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3. Parking Assets & Recovery Model 
Description
The City has a significant amount of parking assets, including:

– 1,900 metered parking stalls in the downtown district;

– 109 parking stalls across two separate off-street parking lots;

– 293 parking stalls in the new Park ‘n’ Ride Terminal; and

– 129 recreational vehicle (“RV”) parking stalls across three subdivisions.

This section includes a review of the cost recovery models in-place to maintain the assets and operations at a sustainable level. In summary, this 
section outlines that the revenues are, in many cases, insufficient to maintain the long-term capital costs associated with parking infrastructure, in 
addition to the ongoing operational costs.

The opportunities for savings and increased efficiencies with respect to the City’s parking assets are:

– Increasing metered parking revenues by 5% in 2020 as, if sustained, the current rates will not provide sufficient revenues to cover long-term 
capital costs;

– Increasing the monthly rate for off-street parking lots from $72 to $76 in 2020, as the current rate does not provide sufficient revenues to cover 
costs at present;

– Increasing the monthly fee for parking in the Park ‘n’ Ride in $5 annual increments to $130, and then 2% annually thereafter, as the current rates 
will lead to a very significant accumulated deficit over the 15 years, if sustained;

– Ceasing provision of the RV parking lots and divesting of the land, as the current revenues are insufficient to cover costs, and taxpayers are 
subsidizing a service that would otherwise likely be provided at a fair market value by the private sector.

Service Impact
Each opportunity has its own impact, but overall, implementing all of the identified parking opportunities would cause a slight reduction in service 
levels, as the services themselves would largely stay the same (excluding RV parking lots) but user fees associated with the services would 
increase. 

Transportation Services
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3. Parking Assets & Recovery Model – Metered Parking
Transportation Services
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Metered Parking Revenues
(2019, $000s)

Meter revenue

Fine revenue

In 2019, the City’s financial statements reported $1.28 million in revenue from the meters 
and $0.09 million from in revenue from parking fines – a total of approximately $1.37 million.

The three parking zones downtown include:

Zone 2 Zone 3 Zone 10

Hourly rate 1.00 1.00 0.45

Maximum parking duration (h) 2 3 10

Minimum parking duration (h) N/A N/A 4

In October 2019, the City’s Urban revitalization and Traffic Engineering Managers made a presentation to Council, proposing to increase parking 
rates from $1.00 to $1.10 in Zones 2 and 3, and from $0.45 to $0.50 in Zone 10. In addition, there was a proposal to increase fines from $25 to 
$40 (or from $10 to $20, if paid within seven days). At that time, Council voted to hold off on the increased rates.

Revenues

New parking meters were implemented throughout 
downtown in 2018. In a presentation to discuss various 
options, the meter option that was ultimately chosen had 
estimated operating expenditures totaling $0.82 million. 

A breakdown of those operating expenditures, specific to 
metered parking, is provided in the chart to the left. 
Adjusted for inflation, the operating expenditures are 
assumed to be approximately $0.90 million.

Note that the Parking sub-Business Unit does not receive 
parking revenues, but pays for some of the enforcement 
expenses. Estimates were drawn from City documents, 
and 2018 estimates are adjusted for inflation.

Metered Parking Program Operating Costs
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6
Metered Parking Operating Expenditures (2015, $000s)

Annual wages
Enforcement costs
Annual central management service fees
Annual extended warranties after first year
Annual credit card processing
Meter mechanisms and supplies
Annual paper costs
Costs for coin processing
Miscellaneous

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.

The City has approximately 1,900 publicly accessible metered parking stalls in the downtown area, throughout three different parking zones.
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3. Parking Assets & Recovery Model – Metered Parking
Given operating revenues of $1.37 million, expenditures of $0.90 million, and annualized sustainment CapEx of approximately $0.41 million, 
downtown metered parking is provided as a service with a modest surplus of $60,000. However, the cost of providing the service is likely to increase 
with inflation, while the potential for revenue to keep pace is dependent upon parking utilization and parking rates. If parking utilization significantly 
drops due to unforeseen circumstances and/or an increasing trend in the use of alternative modes of transportation (e.g., buses, biking, walking, 
etc.), then an intervention such as a rate increase would be necessary for revenues to keep pace.

The chart below illustrates what would happen if parking revenue stays the same while the operating expenditures and sustainment CapEx increase 
with inflation at 2% per year. Although there is an estimated surplus of $60,000 at present, an increase in revenues will be necessary to maintain 
that surplus over the coming decade, if the parking utilization that exists at present is seen to be consistent over the same period.

Transportation Services
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3. Parking Assets & Recovery Model – Metered Parking
Sustainment Capital Expenditures
Although the current state analysis indicates annual parking revenues of $1.37 million and 
expenditures of $0.90 million, there are additional costs to consider: sustainment capital 
expenditures (“CapEx”). Sustainment CapEx is essentially the irregular cash outflows 
required to maintain the parking surfaces and meters in their current condition for continued 
operations. Although these do not occur on a regular basis, they should be budgeted for to 
ensure there is sufficient revenues to offset the true long-term costs of providing parking.

There are two primary sustainment CapEx categories for which to budget:

1. Resurfacing parking stalls: Altus Group’s 2020 Construction Cost Guide states 
surface parking costs between $6 and $20 in Calgary or $5 and $20 in Edmonton, per 
square foot, in hard costs. Lethbridge’s Land Use Bylaw states the minimum area for a 
stall that is adjacent to a lane is 203-square-feet. If the city were to resurface all 1,900 
metered parking stalls, it would cost $5.79 million. Annualizing that figure over an 
assumed 20-year repaving frequency is equal to $290,000 per year, on average.

2. Replacing parking meters: The City spent roughly $1.75 million for the new smart 
meters, including approximately 60 single space meters, 170 multi-space, spare parts 
and concrete, signage, and the license plate recognition technology. Similar to the 
meters that were replaced in 2018, these new meters will also eventually need to be 
replaced. The old meters were said to be over 25 years old when replaced in 2018, but 
standard parking meters have a useful life of approximately 20 years. Assuming the 
new meters are replaced after a period of 15 years (in 2033), primarily due to 
technological obsolescence as opposed to standard operational deterioration, this 
results in an annualized amount of $120,000 per year.

Combined, these sustainment CapEx figures total approximately $410,000.

Transportation Services
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3. Parking Assets & Recovery Model – Metered Parking 
In routine practice, resurfacing costs could be annualized, but meter replacement costs would occur later – assuming an expected useful life of 15 
years, meters installed in 2018 would be replaced in 2033. As a result, the accumulated surplus (deficit) forecast would appear closer to what is 
shown below. The chart includes revenues, at the various scenarios; operating expenditures, assumed to increase with inflation; annualized 
resurfacing sustainment CapEx, assumed to increase with inflation; and meter replacement in 2033, assumed to increase with inflation (from $1.75 
million in 2018 to $2.20 million in 2033).

As shown, in order to maintain an accumulated surplus (deficit) of $0 when replacing the meters in 2033, the City would need to implement 5.5% 
incremental increases in 2020, 2025, and 2030; a one-time 10.8% increase in 2020; or, if waiting until 2025, a 16.3% increase in rates.

Opportunity: Increase rates and/or fines to generate an increase in revenues of approximately 5% in 2020, with the intention to increase rates 
again in 2025 and 2030, but re-evaluate the economic situation in 2025 as there are numerous extraneous factors (e.g., utilization, parking 
inventory, modes of transportation, meter condition, parking surface condition, etc.) that will impact the accumulated surplus (deficit) forecast. 
Maintaining the status quo is not going to be a feasible option in the long run without resulting in a significant deficit once the meters need to be 
replaced.

Transportation Services
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3. Parking Assets & Recovery Model – Parking Lots
The City has 109 stalls across two separate off-street parking lots: Burdett Lot (22 stalls) and Crabb Street Lot (87 stalls). The cost of parking in 
these lots is $72 per month. Assuming an occupancy rate of 80%, the annual operating revenues from the combined lots would be equal to an 
estimated $75,300. According to the City’s financial statements, the cost of parking lot operations was $57,100 in 2019.

However, there are sustainment CapEx costs to consider. The Burdett Lot approximately 6,000 square feet of parking, and the Crabb Street lot has 
approximately 24,000 square feet. Employing the same assumptions that were used to estimate the annualized sustainment CapEx required to 
provide the metered parking spots – a cost of $15 per square foot and a resurfacing frequency of 20 years – this equates to $450,000 every 20 
years, which is an annualized estimate of $22,500. As a result, the City is providing these parking lots at a deficit of ($4,300) per year.

Transportation Services
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$52 $62 $72 $82 $92

60% (38.8) (30.9) (23.1) (15.2) (7.4)

70% (32.0) (22.8) (13.7) (4.5) 4.6

80% (25.2) (14.7) (4.3) 6.2 16.7

90% (18.4) (6.6) 5.2 16.9 28.7

100% (11.6) 1.5 14.6 27.7 40.7

The table to the left shows the impact of changing the monthly rates and having 
different occupancy rates. 

In order for the City to break-even in providing the parking lots at the same 
monthly rate of $72, it would need to maintain an occupancy rate of 85%. In 
order for the City to break-even at a continued, assumed 80% occupancy rate, it 
would need to increase the cost of the monthly rate to $76. Neither the required 
occupancy nor monthly rate requirements are significant or unrealistic figures.

The City could consider selling the lots, as there is little benefit to be achieved 
from competing with the private sector in the provision of two parking lots 
downtown. However, although the Burdett Lot is small, the Crabb Street Lot 
could support a modest building. The City may have long-term plans for this site 
in downtown Lethbridge, in which case there may be benefit in holding onto the 
land but increasing rates slightly.

The City should consider divesting of the parking lots or increasing the monthly 
rate to $76 to offset the actual cost of owning the lots.

Note: The table above does not consider elasticity (i.e., the measurement of proportional change in consumer demand due to a change in price).

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.
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3. Parking Assets & Recovery Model – Park ‘n’ Ride Terminal
The City’s recent Park ‘n’ Ride Terminal (the “Terminal”) officially opened in late 2019. It is a multi-
purpose facility that connects that many public transportation options of Southern Alberta into one 
safe and convenient location. Among other features, such as a protected transit terminal and 
commercial space for lease, the Park ‘n’ Ride Terminal provides 293 downtown parking spots for 
residents. The City funded $4.9 million of the $19.6 total project cost, with $11.6 million in 
contributions from the Government of Alberta and $2.0 million from the Government of Canada.

The parking assets portion of the Terminal is estimated to account for approximately 37% of the total 
project cost. This assumes 275 sq.ft. per stall, allowing space for maneuvering, and a construction 
cost of $90 /sq.ft. for an above ground parkade.1 This is equal to $7.25 million or 37% of the project 
cost estimate. The annual debt repayment associated with the loan is estimated at $302,000, of 
which approximately 37% (or $112,000) could be attributed to the parkade portion of the Terminal.

The 293 spots, which permit overnight parking, are provided at a rate of $105 per month.  As of 
December 2019, 221 (75%) of those spots were being rented by downtown businesses and patrons. 
Based on these assumptions, annual revenues should be approximately $277,000. The City notes 
that usage of the terminal is still low and expenses far-exceed revenues. 

According to the City’s financial statements, expenditures associated with the Terminal were 
approximately $162,000 in 2019, which was drawn from the Acquire Off Street Parking reserve. The 
long-term capital repair costs for above-ground parking in Canada are estimated at $525 per stall, 
which is equal to approximately $154,000 across the 293 stalls in the Terminal. Although these costs 
may not be incurred in the near future, they will need to be addressed as the parking facility ages.

In summary, the parking portion of the Terminal has:

– Annual revenues of approximately $277,000 at 75% occupancy; 

– Operating expenditures of approximately $162,000, which are primarily fixed costs; 

– Approximately $112,000 in annual debt repayments; 

– Annualized sustainment capital expenditure requirement estimated near $154,000 in.

As a result, it is estimated that the parkade is operating at an annual deficit of $151,000. Actual 
operating performance may differ materially depending on actual program operating expenses.

Transportation Services
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1Altus Group. 2016 Canadian Construction Cost Guide.

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.
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3. Parking Assets & Recovery Model – Park ‘n’ Ride Terminal (cont.)
As described on the preceding page, the parking portion of the Terminal is estimated to earn annual revenues of $278,000 at 75% occupancy; has 
estimated operating expenditures of $162,000, which are primarily fixed costs; is responsible for an estimated $112,000 in annual debt repayments; 
and are estimated to require $154,000 in annualized sustainment capital expenditures.

Transportation Services

The table to the left shows the annual surplus (deficit) that would result from a 
range in occupancy rates and monthly rental rates. As shown, even 100% 
occupancy rates at the current monthly rate of $105 will not provide sufficient 
revenues to cover operating expenditures, financing costs attributable to the 
parkade, and sustainment CapEx. The facility would need to achieve 100% 
occupancy rates and increase its monthly rental rate from $105 to $122 in order 
to break-even. At a 90% occupancy rate, the monthly rental rate would need to 
be increased to $135 in order to break-even. Otherwise, the facility will cost 
significantly more to maintain over the long run.

As of April 2020, almost 18,000 square feet of commercial space in the 
Terminal was still available for lease. Assuming this space is leased, those 
revenues earned could also help to offset estimated Park ‘n’ Ride program 
parking losses.

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.
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$105 $115 $125 $135 $145

75% (151.1) (124.7) (98.4) (72.0) (45.6)

80% (132.7) (104.5) (76.4) (48.3) (20.1)

85% (114.2) (84.3) (54.4) (24.5) 5.3

90% (95.7) (64.1) (32.5) (0.8) 30.8

95% (77.3) (43.9) (10.5) 22.9 56.3

100% (58.8) (23.7) 11.5 46.7 81.8
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3. Parking Assets & Recovery Model – Park ‘n’ Ride Terminal (cont.)
The graph below illustrates various Park ‘n’ Ride scenarios. The graph shows that the City would require an increase of nearly 30% (from $105 to 
$135) to reach an accumulated surplus (deficit) of approximately breakeven in 2039. However, implementing this option would likely result in a 
significant portion of current renters ending the lease, and a lower occupancy rate for years. Nevertheless, maintaining the status quo is not a 
feasible option in the long run, as the revenues are not sufficient to cover the estimated operating and sustainability capex costs of parking.

The City should consider increasing the monthly fee to $130 in $5 annual increments and 2% (or a similar percentage) thereafter, to reduce the 
significant deficits that would result from maintaining the status quo. Once the $112,000 in estimated debt repayments attributable to the parking 
portion of the Terminal end in 2034, the annual surplus (deficit) will improve and eventually offset the accumulated deficit. The City could consider 
utilizing an optimization model to estimate the optimal change in rates and timing, with consideration of additional factors, such as: elasticity of 
demand (to measure impact of increased rates on occupancy) and grandfathered rates for existing customers (to accelerate lease-up and 
incentivize retention).

Transportation Services
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Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.
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3. Parking Assets & Recovery Model – RV Parking Lots
The City has three RV Parking Lots, located in three residential areas: Fairmont, Ridgewood East, and Ridgewood West. In order to lease an RV 
stall, one must own and live in a residence in the respective subdivisions, and subletting is not permitted. The rates range from $210 per year for a 
small stall, up to $360 per year for a large one.

In total, there are 129 stalls across the three lots. Annual revenues from the RV Parking lot are approximately $30,000. Assuming approximately 
one-third of total parking lot operating expenditures ($57,000) are attributable to RV parking, this results in approximately $19,000. The total area for 
all three lots is approximately 75,000 square feet (or an average of 581 square feet per stall).

Employing the same assumptions that were used to estimate the annualized sustainment CapEx required to provide the metered parking spots and 
downtown parking lots – a cost of $15 per square foot and a resurfacing frequency of 20 years – this equates to $1.13 million every 20 years, which 
is an annualized estimate of $57,000. As a result, the City is providing the RV parking lots at an annual deficit of $46,000.

Perhaps this is a cost the City is willing to bear to maintain a high level of service, but currently, the user fees from these RV parking lots are not 
sufficient to breakeven, so taxpayers are covering the deficit. The City is also competing (and likely undercutting) the private sector.

The City should consider engaging with existing customers to determine whether or not they could use an alternative provider and/or if they would 
be willing to pay a higher rate to cover the cost of providing the service. If the response to the willingness to pay is perceived to be unlikely, then 
cease the provision of RV parking lots and divest of the land, in order to eliminate $46,000 in annual deficits.

Transportation Services

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.
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3. Parking Assets & Recovery Model – Implementation Timeline
Implementing the various options could proceed along the timeline below.  City leadership would also want to be aware of the related constraints 
and risks associated with this course of action. 

Transportation Services

Actions 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024
1. Contemplate whether or not the City wishes to continue providing services analyzed 

at the current rates, despite the forecasted outcomes, in order to continue 
subsidizing the services with taxes, as opposed to user fees.

2. If desired, increase the monthly off-street parking lot rates from $72 to $76.

3. Refine metered parking forecasts, given the latest internal information (e.g., year-to-
date expenditures, balances) and, if desired, implement the increased rates to 
ensure there is sufficient revenues to cover long-term costs.

4. Refine the Park ‘n’ Ride forecasts, given the latest occupancy information (e.g., 
occupancy rates) and, if desired, increase the rate by $5 per month, either for all 
customers or new customers only, depending on preference.

5. If desired, and with advanced notice, inform existing RV parking stall lessees that the 
City will cease the provision of the service at a specified date, and either list the land 
for sale or convert it into natural grassland, as a potential alternative.

6. Evaluate the impact of the decisions using updated occupancy information, elasticity, 
and formal/informal feedback, refining the approach as necessary moving forward.

Risks & Constraints Probability Impact
1. Increase in metered rates cause a reduction in patronage of downtown businesses. Low High
2. Increase in off-street parking lot rates significantly reduces occupancy rates. Low Low
3. Increase in Park ‘n’ Ride Terminal rates, over a period of five years, significantly reduces occupancy rates. Medium High
4. Short-term public backlash over increased RV parking rates or termination of the service due to consistent 

losses. Medium Low
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3. Parking Assets & Recovery Model – Summary of Impacts
Key Success Factors
– Communicating the increases in rates as necessary in order to cover the long-term costs of providing the service.

– Using the City’s most recent reporting and occupancy / financial information to refine forecasts over time.

– Ensuring that users of the services pay the fair share for the long-term parking costs, as opposed to all taxpayers.

Key Performance Indicators
– Utilization of parking stalls across each component

– Revenues from each major parking component

– Annual and accumulated surpluses (deficits) for each major parking component 

Transportation Services
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Summary of Financial Impact to the City
– As focus is placed on changing rates within current activities, no 

additional incremental internal effort is anticipated to be required 
for implementation of this opportunity. Parking services has 
already demonstrated its ability to work collaboratively with 
Finance to prepare the detailed analysis and forecast required to 
inform decision-making. 

– The financial impact to the City will be incremental revenues to 
support future parking capex requirements of over $900,000 over 
the next five years.

Source: Estimate calculated by KPMG
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Description
Transportation relies on residents to comply with posted information, especially for street sweeping, snow removal, and roadway improvements. 
Anecdotal evidence indicates the City may be hesitant to actively enforce established policies and procedures, impacting Transportation’s service 
efficiency. For example, snow routes are rarely enforced, and there is a hesitation to accommodate street sweeping activities.
Transportation stakeholders indicated that strengthening enforcement of existing policies and procedures would enhance the efficiency and 
effectiveness of services. Specific examples provided include snow zones, parking restrictions during street sweeping, and parking enforcement to 
support appropriate turnover of parking spots.

Service Impact
Enforcing snow route and street sweeping parking bans is anticipated to significantly improve transportation service levels, as it will enable the 
crews to perform their duties more efficiently (e.g., reduced time, effort, wear and tear on heavy equipment, and risk of collision damage), and 
effectively (e.g., curb-to-curb snow clearing, reduced build-up and residue of snow, and cleaner streets).

Transportation Services

4. Enforcement 

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.
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4. Enforcement – Snow Routes – Analysis
In 2019, Lethbridge’s expenditures for snow removal and ice control were approximately $5 million, of which $2 million is dedicated to snow 
removal. Lethbridge has 591 kilometres of roads, of which 60 km (10.2%) are designated as Snow Routes. As a result, it is assumed that 10.2% of 
the $2 million snow removal budget is allocated to the roads that are designated as Priority 1 Snow Routes ($0.2 million), and the remaining amount 
($1.8 million) is allocated to all other roads.

The City of Regina has found that “snow routes are plowed an average of 20% faster than traditional plowing.”1 Lethbridge’s Transportation 
Business Unit has expressed challenges in clearing snow on its snow routes, however, as a result of the City’s hesitation to enforce the parking 
bans that are in-place. Although a large percentage of motorists are likely to remove vehicles from designated snow routes, out of goodwill, there will 
still be a minor percentage of motorists who do not, as there are no consequences without enforcement in-place. As a result, the clearing crews are 
unable to achieve the full efficiency potential, as they are forced to operate heavy equipment cautiously, as they maneuver around parked vehicles.

For the purpose of the analysis, it is assumed Lethbridge is currently achieving 10% efficiency, instead of the 20% that is stated by the City of 
Regina, as the snow routes exist and parking bans are suggested, but not enforced. Under these assumptions, the City’s snow route snow removal:

– Could be as high as $225,000 at 0% efficiency (i.e., no snow routes at all); 
– Currently costs approximately $203,000 at 10% efficiency (i.e., with snow routes and parking bans but no enforcement); and
– Could be reduced to $180,000 at 20% efficiency (i.e., with snow routes and parking ban enforcement).

These values are shown for scale in the chart below.

1City of Regina. https://www.regina.ca/news/Sign-up-for-Snow-Route-Notifications-Snow-Route-Expands/
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Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.
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4. Enforcement – Snow Routes – Analysis (cont.)
In addition to the reduced cost of snow removal from the enforcement of parking 
bans, there should be consideration for the associated enforcement revenues and 
expenditures. These assumptions include ticket quantities, the cost of a ticket, and 
enforcement costs.

Ticket Revenue
In 2018, the City of Calgary issued 12,000 snow route parking ban tickets, with a 
population of 1.27 million (9.5 tickets per 1,000 capita). In that same year, 
Winnipeg issued 11,230 snow route parking ban tickets, with a population of 0.78 
million (14.4 tickets per 1,000 capita). Assuming Lethbridge issues 12 tickets per 
1,000 capita with a population of 0.10 million, there would be approximately 1,200 
tickets issued for snow route parking bans. If Lethbridge were to increase its ticket 
price from $30 to $80, in order to be in closer alignment to the average found in the 
analysis shown in the preceding pages ($81.50), then there would be an estimated 
$97,000 in revenues from enforcement. Note that given the current financial 
reporting structure, these revenues would be accrued to the enforcement Business 
Unit rather than Transportation Business Unit. 
Enforcement Costs
To enforce the parking ban, it is estimated the City would require 1.5 FTEs with 
estimated salaries and benefits of approximately $90,000. The salary of the 
additional enforcement officer could be paid in equal parts from the Snow Removal 
Budget and the Spring Street Sweeping Budget, $45,000 each. As a result, nearly 
one-half of the estimated snow route ticketing revenue would be offset by the 
additional cost of the enforcement officer.

Results
The estimated current and future state revenues, expenditures, and excess 
(deficiency) of those revenues over expenditures, are shown in the chart to the 
right. As shown, the net cost improvement from snow route parking ban 
enforcement are estimated to be approximately $75,000 .
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4. Enforcement – Street Sweeping – Analysis
In 2019, Lethbridge’s expenditures for street sweeping were approximately $1.5 million, as reported by Transportation. For the purpose of this 
analysis, street sweeping parking bans are assumed to offer the same potential efficiency improvements (20%) that are possible through snow 
routes. Lethbridge has approximately 550 km of roads, of which it is assumed 60% have on-street parking. As a result, it is assumed that 50% of the 
$1.5 million street sweeping cost is allocated to roads with on-street parking ($0.75 million), and the remaining amount ($0.75 million) is allocated to 
roads without on-street parking.

Similar to the situation with snow clearing, the Transportation Business Unit has expressed challenges in street sweeping due to a lack of parking 
ban enforcement. Although a large percentage of motorists are likely to remove vehicles from streets when requested to do so, out of goodwill, there 
will still be a minor percentage of motorists who do not, as there are limited consequences. As a result, the street sweeping crews are unable to 
achieve the full efficiency potential, not to mention the potential quality of cleaning, as they are forced to operate heavy equipment cautiously, as 
they maneuver around parked vehicles.

For the purpose of the analysis, it is assumed Lethbridge is currently achieving 10% efficiency, instead of the full potential of 20%, as the street 
sweeping parking bans are requested, but not enforced. Under these scenarios, sweeping streets with on-street parking:

– Could be as high as $840,000 at 0% efficiency (i.e., no parking bans at all);

– Currently costs approximately $756,000 at 10% efficiency (i.e., with parking bans but no enforcement); and

– Could be reduced to $672,000 at 20% efficiency (i.e., with parking bans and enforcement).

These values are shown for scale in the chart below.

Transportation Services
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1City of Regina. https://www.regina.ca/news/Sign-up-for-Snow-Route-Notifications-Snow-Route-Expands/

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.
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4. Enforcement – Street Sweeping – Analysis (cont.)
In addition to the reduced cost of street sweeping from the enforcement 
of parking bans, there should be consideration for the associated 
enforcement revenues and expenditures. These assumptions include 
ticket quantities, the cost of a ticket, and enforcement costs.

Ticket Revenue
Assuming a similar ticketing ratio that was used for snow route parking 
ban ticket (12 tickets per 1,000 capita), there would be approximately 
1,200 tickets issued for street sweeping parking bans.
If Lethbridge were to increase its ticket price from $25 to $50, in order to 
be in closer alignment to the average found in the analysis shown in the 
preceding pages ($49), then there would be an estimated $61,000 in 
revenues from enforcement. Note that given the current financial 
reporting structure, these revenues would be accrued to the enforcement 
Business Unit rather than Transportation Business Unit. 

Enforcement Costs
To enforce the street sweeping parking ban, it is estimated the City 
would require an additional 1.5 FTEs with estimated salaries and 
benefits equal to $90,000. The salary of the additional enforcement 
officer could be paid in equal parts from the Snow Removal Budget and 
the Spring Street Sweeping Budget, $45,000 each. As a result, the 
estimated $61,000 ticketing revenue should more than offset the cost of 
enforcement.. 

Results
The estimated current and future state revenues, expenditures, and 
excess (deficiency) of those revenues over expenditures, are shown in 
the chart to the right. As shown, the savings from street sweeping 
parking ban enforcement are estimated to be approximately $100,000, 
annually.
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4. Enforcement – Implementation Timeline
Transportation Services

Implementing the enforcement options could proceed along the timeline below. City leadership would also want to be aware of the related 
constraints and risks associated with this course of action. 

Actions 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024
1. Update Policies & Procedures

Identify the policies, such as the Traffic Bylaw, that would need to be updated to 
reflect changes to fines associated with snow routes and street sweeping parking 
bans. Adjust procedures associated with enforcement of violations, if needed.

2. Communicate Upcoming Changes & Implement (Street Sweeping)
Starting in Spring 2021, inform the public that additional efforts will be made to 
enforce compliance with parking bans during street sweeping efforts, and follow 
through on those announcements to ensure achievement of outcomes.

3. Monitor Achievement of Outcomes (Street Sweeping)
Evaluate the ticketing revenues, cost of enforcement, and informal feedback from 
Transportation’s public operations group to ensure increased enforcement efforts 
have resulted in greater compliance with parking bans and, ultimately, cleaner 
streets / urban environmental quality.

4. Communicate Upcoming Changes & Implement (Snow Clearing)
Starting in Winter 2021, inform the public that additional efforts will be made to 
enforce compliance with parking bans during snow route clearing efforts, and 
follow through on those announcements to ensure achievement of outcomes.

5. Monitor Achievement of Outcomes (Snow Clearing)
Evaluate the ticketing revenues, cost of enforcement, and informal feedback from 
Transportation’s public operations group to ensure increased enforcement efforts 
have resulted in greater compliance with parking bans and, ultimately, more 
effective snow clearing (curb to curb, less pile-up, less residue).

Ongoing Monitoring...

Ongoing Monitoring...

Risks & Constraints Probability Impact
1. Increased ticketing and enforcement efforts do not achieve the anticipated service improvements Low High
2. Some negative feedback from residents and the media because of increased enforcement activities High Medium
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4. Enforcement – Summary of Impacts
Key Success Factors
– Ensuring signage is prominent to reduce the likelihood of accidental parking violations.

– Ensuring ticket revenues are high enough to incentive behaviour, without being exorbitant.

– Leverage recent downtown metered parking to not accept payment during parking bans.

– Clearly communicating the benefits that are anticipated from increased enforcement.

Key Performance Indicators
– Completeness of snow clearing along designated snow routes, before and after enforcement changes.

– Cleanliness of streets, before and after enforcement changes.

– Parking tickets to validate compliance and ensure reasonable outcomes.

– FTE effort required to clear snow routes and sweep streets before and after implementation.

Transportation Services
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Summary of Financial Impact to the City
– Over the next five years, this opportunity is estimated to result in 

inflation-adjusted cost improvement of approximately $750,000, 
primarily from improvements in operational efficiencies that would be 
possible at the public operations level, within the Transportation 
Business Unit. This net impact assumes introduction of an additional 
1.5 FTEs to support increased enforcement activities. 

Source: Cost savings estimated using information provided by the City of Lethbridge.
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5. Internal vs. Contracted Spend
Description
A balance of internal and external resources are relied upon to deliver the majority of Transportation’s services. Periodically reviewing the allocation 
of internal and external service delivery may present opportunities for cost improvement, while maintaining current service levels.

If efficiency opportunities are realized in other identified Transportation or City-wide opportunities, the City may have additional capacity to take on 
work that has previously been contracted out to realized desired savings. 

Service Impact (Positive or Neutral Impact)
This opportunity would result in a similar, or nominally improved, service level. Instead, improvements would be found internally in reduced cost of 
service and increased adaptability to respond to changes in the demand for services.

Transportation Services
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5. Internal vs. Contracted Spend – Distribution Benchmarking
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1Ottawa Citizen. Outsourcing all Ottawa city plowing would save heap of money.
2Alberta Municipal Benchmarking Initiative – Roadways (2014 Data)

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.

The chart below shows the portion of total direct costs that are contracted out to third parties. As shown, larger cities (e.g., Medicine Hat and 
Lethbridge) often perform a greater percentage of services internally as there is a critical mass of work to be done to justify the fixed costs of 
equipment and effort, while smaller cities (e.g., Banff and Okotoks) utilize a greater portion of contracted services. However, this does not indicate 
that larger cities cannot benefit from contracted services as well. For instance, a 2016 study discovered the City of Ottawa could save as much as 
$600,000 annually by outsourcing its plowing.1 Contracting third-party services could enable the City to focus its efforts on strategic activities and 
outcomes, while paying third parties to carry out the work. In addition, the right balance between internal and external costs could depend on 
numerous factors, such as market competition and availability; internal and external efficiency and capacity; and scope, frequency, and type of work.
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5. Internal vs. Contracted Spend – Sample Activities
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The chart below shows the distribution of internal and contracted direct costs, for a sample of activities at the City of Lethbridge, which indicates the 
City is already utilizing some contracted services to support internal efforts. There are additional costs to consider, beyond only the direct costs. In 
order to determine the true cost of service, the City should also take the general and administrative overhead expenses into consideration. These 
expenses are necessary to support the direct efforts and costs but are often overlooked in a rudimentary understanding of internal service costs.

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.

Note: Bridge maintenance work stated to be mostly carried out by internal resources, so the chart illustrates an assumed distribution of 80% internal / 20% contracted.
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5. Internal vs. Contracted Spend – Implementation Timeline
Implementing this opportunity could proceed along the timeline below.  City leadership would also want to be aware of the related constraints and 
risks associated with this course of action. 

Transportation Services

Actions 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024
1. In-Depth Analysis 

In-depth analysis of Transportation’s largest expenditure categories to identify 
the true cost of internal service for comparison against contracted services, 
including all overhead costs.

2. Market Testing & Feasibility Assessment
In the case where the internal costs of service are found to likely exceed the 
contracted costs, evaluate the ability of local third-party providers to provide the 
increase in services necessary, considering quality and quantity of competitors, 
market sustainability, quality of work, capacity to respond to unusually high 
service demand, and internal capacity to manage agreements.

3. Development & Negotiation
Develop the contracts and implementing agreements in consultation with third-
party consultants and legal counsel and negotiate on pricing and levels of 
service.

4. Evaluation
Regularly evaluate service levels and achievement of contractual objectives, as 
well as consider pricing, market competition, and value-for-money.

Risks & Constraints Probability Impact
1. Ineffective implementing agreements lead to a 

loss of control or reduced service quality Low Medium

2. Insufficient market capacity and competition 
results in gradual increases in price as internal 
capacity diminishes

Medium Medium
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5. Internal vs. Contracted Spend – Summary of Impacts
Transportation Services

Key Success Factors
– Effective implementing agreements and contractual terms
– Appropriate levels of service
– Levers to ensure achievement of agreements and terms
– Sufficient market competition and capacity to reduce likelihood of costs increasing

Key Performance Indicators
– True cost of internal service, including overhead, per unit
– Cost of external services per unit
– Total cost of expenditure categories, per unit, over time

Summary of Financial Impact to the City
– Given potential improvements defined in the Public Operations Resource Sharing, Service Improvements, and Enforcement opportunities, 

additional staff and equipment capacity may be available to be reallocated to works currently contracted. 
– Following implementation of other opportunities, an analysis of potential contracted work that could be insourced could be more appropriately 

estimated. 



Infrastructure 
Administration
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Potential for Improvement Opportunity

Efficiency
Resource Investment Based on expenses and FTEs

Trend Low expense and FTE growth

Effectiveness Alternative Practices Alternative service delivery and contracting

Service Citizen-facing Routine; limited interaction

Alignment Service Alignment Traditional City service

Overall ---- Low potential

Infrastructure Administration

Low potential Moderate potential High potential

Financial PerformanceService List

IA provides the City with the support, education, expertise and 
resources to plan, manage and implement infrastructure 
services, including execution of the CIP, developer-driven 
growth, and asset management.  Key service areas include:

• Asset management: Strategy development, CityWorks 
and related systems management, registry maintenance, 
data management, software support, maintenance, and 
change management support.

• Construction Management: City-developer relationship 
management, land development, setting and monitoring 
the CIP asset offsite levy, offsite funding management, 
right-of-way management, surveying and mapping, and 
development and application management and approval.

• Infrastructure Finance and Administration: Division 
budget (capital and operating), financial reporting, 
forecasting, and project-related finance and administrative 
support.

Alignment with Strategic Goals

1. Accountable Leadership
2. Financial Stewardship & Economic Prosperity
3. Livable Communities
5. People Places for All

Summary Description
Infrastructures Administration (IA) provides support to the 
Infrastructure division, including: Urban Construction; Asset 
Management; and Infrastructure Finance and Administration. 
The Business Unit (BU) is supported by 23.6 FTEs and net 
expenditures of $0.6 million in 2018.
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Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.
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Overview (1 of 2)
IA provides administrative and financial research, planning and analytical support to other City Business Units. IA works in direct contact with at 
least 15 different infrastructure-focused Business Units and service areas, providing varying levels of back-office support to these City service 
organizations.

IA is a tax-supported Business Unit organized within the Infrastructure Services Department. In 2018, actual net, total expenditures were $0.6 
million, as per the table below. Gross expenses amounted to approximately $2.9 million in this mainly back-office support function.

IA also provides direct support to critical City infrastructure development and maintenance work areas. IA service offerings are discussed further in 
the Operating Model section in the following pages.

The Business Unit is comprised of three primary operating groups:

1. Urban Construction (UC);

2. Asset Management (AM); and

3. Finance and Administration (Finance & Admin).

Infrastructure Administration – 2018 Actuals Infrastructure Administration
Revenues 2,678,578

Operating Expenditures 2,896,951
Net Operating Expenditures 218,373

Net Interdepartmental Transactions and Transfers 423,023

Net, Total Expenditures 641,396
Source: City of Lethbridge Business Unit Manager Reports

Infrastructure Administration

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.
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Benchmarking and Growth in Spend
Compared to inflation and population growth between 2015 and 2018, which together approximate between 3-4% per year and 10.7% over the 
three-year period, costs in Infrastructure Administration grew approximately 4% over the same three-year period.

Infrastructure Administration

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.

The graph below displays the variable nature of IA’s operating costs (as 
measured by the sum of only operating expenses and wages and benefits 
from IA’s Business Unit Manager Report). The report confirms that wages 
and benefits costs have increased year-over-year between 2015 and 
2018, with the exception of 2017/18 when they were flat. The report also 
confirms that operating costs are quite variable. The lumpy nature of 
operating costs are a result of fluctuating expense recoveries by means of 
transfers to internal segments, these transfers are included in the 
summation of operating costs within the report. In 2017, there was an 
abnormally large recovery of approximately $631,000. 
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Operating Model: Urban Construction (UC)

Business Unit 
Areas Scope Operating Approach

Urban 
Construction

– Facilitates cost-effective community growth to ensure the quality 
of municipal infrastructure, built and restored for the City, is 
congruent with community aspirations for safe, livable, 
affordable, and sustainable communities.

– The link between external development-focused stakeholders 
(e.g., developers, consultants, contractors) and internal Business 
Units (e.g., water/wastewater, electricity, parks, etc.) in the 
process of converting raw land into serviced lots.

– Supports community growth by facilitating integrated 
infrastructure planning and creation.

– Oversees approval, inspection, and transfer of new infrastructure
– Coordinates planning review meetings to engage internal and 

external stakeholders.
– The core documents that are developed and maintained by UC 

include:
– Design Standards as a comprehensive document that covers 

all aspects of urban development construction;
– Construction Specifications describing the materials and 

installation methods acceptable to the city for urban 
construction;

– Service Agreements detailing the responsibilities and 
requirements of a and developer when constructing a new 
subdivision; and

– Field Service Guidelines, outlining the City’s expectations 
regarding field engineering, quality assurance, and 
construction supervision for new subdivisions.

– UC services are delivered by five FTEs, including one UC 
Manager who oversees two right-of-way coordinators and 
two UC coordinators.

– The right-of-way coordinators are responsible for granting 
approvals and issuing permits for deep and shallow utility 
installations. This also includes:
– Hoarding Permits for temporary use of the road for 

something other than its intended purpose; and
– Outdoor Patio, Mobile Vending, and Street Vending 

permits to encourage the multi-use of public space to 
enhance vitality of the street while simultaneously 
maintaining pedestrian / vehicular flow, public safety, 
and consideration of surrounding neighbourhoods.

– The UC coordinators are responsible for coordinating 
activities and information between external developers 
and internal Business Units.

Infrastructure Administration

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.
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Operating Model: Asset Management (AM)

Business
Unit Areas Scope Operating Approach

Asset 
Management

– Provides resources, leadership and a framework enabling Business Units to 
embed AM best practices into the City’s corporate culture.

– AM provides the City with support, education, expertise, resources, and 
systems to drive evidence-based decisions and operational efficiencies 
relating to its corporate asset base.

– Offers administrative and support solutions to support Business Units in 
collecting, maintaining, and analyzing data, including:
– CompassCom – an automatic vehicle location (AVL) system
– CityWorks – a collection of applications for asset management
– AssetPlanner – reporting and analytical tools
– GIS for transportation and waste recycling
– The capital asset management (CAM) module within JD Edwards
– FleetMind – route management software
– RoadMatrix – pavement management system

– Maintains critical data for assets, including replacement cost, condition, 
useful life, among other attributes

– Provides leadership and support for various projects relating to asset 
management, including new program implementations to enhance business 
processes or asset management systems.

– Guides other Business Units in asset management practices, including the 
collection of asset information and configuring systems to enable informed 
decisions relating to assets.

– AM is managed through four FTEs, including 
one AM Manager, one AM coordinator, two AM 
specialists

– The AM team also works collaboratively with 
FTEs from other BUs, such as the Climate 
Adaptation & Environmental Sustainability 
Specialist in Waste and Recycling.

– The AM team functions in a supportive role, 
proactively and reactively responding to the 
needs of Business Units across the City.

– Works collaboratively with the City’s 
Information Technology (IT) department as the 
defined business super-user for the core asset 
management software solutions.

Infrastructure Administration

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.
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Operating Model: Infrastructure Financial & Administration (Finance)

Business Unit 
Areas Scope Operating Approach

Infrastructure 
Financial & 
Administration 
(Finance & 
Admin)

– Serves as the bridge between Central Finance 
and the infrastructure-related Business Units.

– Handles all journal entries and purchase orders 
for infrastructure-related Business Units, except 
for Electric, as Electric has its own finance team 
due to its scale and complexity.

– Over the past 15 years, Finance and 
Administration has evolved slightly but is largely 
doing more of the same activities as the City has 
grown.

– Finance and Administration is comprised of one manager, three support 
people for public operations (one accounting support and two admin 
support), three senior accounting techs, and one admin person to 
support internal activities.

– Maintains a relationship of mutual respect with Business Unit owners to 
enable an understanding of each other’s perspectives / expectations 
and figure out solutions

– Seeks to serve an information and support role, equipping Business 
Unit managers to meet their accountabilities relating to Business Unit 
finances and administration

– Meets with Business Unit managers on a regular basis for status 
updates, requests for information, reporting, etc.

– Uses the following software solutions:
– Questica and Caseware for multi-year budgeting, annual budgeting 

and development of the CIP
– JD Edwards for inventory systems, labour, equipment billing, work 

order management, etc.
– Concur SAP for expense management
– ReportsNow for approximately ten years
– Piloting WaterWorth for rate-setting

– Works collaboratively with Central Finance to support and liaise 
between corporate needs and infrastructure-related Business Units.

Infrastructure Administration

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.
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Program Budget
– The following outlines IA’s 2018 Program Budget. The AI Program Budget was underestimated by approximately $1.0 million.

– The IA program budget primarily funds IA’s five core program areas, including:

– Surveying and Mapping – Surveying services offered to both internal and external customers.

– Urban Development – Regulatory and inspection services relating to land development, management of City right of ways.

– Community Asset Management – Leads the organization in the implementation of asset management technology and leading practices.

– Financial Planning and Support – Aligns financial decisions and strategies to the Corporation's financial policies and procedures.

– Leadership and Support – Provides information, support and guidance to City Council and help implement Councils policies and programs.

– IA earns revenue by charging internal and external customers. In 2018, survey and maps, community asset management, and leadership and 
support operate at net losses, and urban development and financial planning and support programs operated near a breakeven point.

Infrastructure Administration

Program-Based Budget (in $000s) 2018 
Expenses

2018 
Revenue

2018 Net 
BudgetInfrastructure Administration

Surveying and Mapping 181 107 84 
Urban Development 589 518 71 
Community Asset Management Program 50 - 50 
Financial Planning and Support 580 500 80 
Leadership and Support 409 124 285 
Total Infrastructure Administration 1,809 1,249 570 

Source: Derived from the 2018 Program Based Budget, City of Lethbridge
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Context – Asset Management Services
IA provides infrastructure-related and broader asset-intensive corporate support across its AM, UC, and Finance and Administration groups. 

Infrastructure Administration, Asset Management – Core Services and Service Areas
Core Services Service Area/Objective
To educate the organization and provide 
appropriate tools, business processes, leading 
practices and strategies to effectively manage 
City assets

– Asset management plans
– Asset lifecycle management
– Asset risk assessment
– Asset knowledge assessments
– Knowledge succession plans
– Analyze and update business processes
– Improve document and data accessibility for field employees
– Leverage maintenance and operations management systems
– Identify and document standard operating procedures

To collect and maintain the asset registry data 
to consistently capture applicable information 
for various asset management systems

– Collect and input assets into GIS
– Update existing asset information from operations and maintenance activities 
– Provide tools to assist with capturing condition assessments 

To manage and deliver projects using a 
methodology that meets the needs of the 
Business Units and align with corporate goals

– Lead and provide support for various projects upon request
– Create project plans and coordinate activities between the Business Units and vendors 
– Execute project plans to achieve organizational goals

Administration and support of business 
applications including design, configuration, 
integration, maintenance and support

– Implement and provide support to various software programs used throughout the organization, 
including leadership relating to:
– the CAM module of JD Edwards;
– CityWorks;
– Road Matrix system;
– Asset Planner; and
– Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL)
– FleetMind

– Report generation and troubleshooting on all the above systems 

Infrastructure Administration

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.
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Context – Urban Construction Services (1 of 2)

Infrastructure Administration, Urban Construction – Core Services and Service Areas
Core Services Description of Service Service Levels
Manage 
infrastructure 
construction 
documents

– Describe how to design and 
construct infrastructure 
acceptable to the City

– Review and update documents on a three year schedule
– Complete minor updates on an annual basis
– Consult with affected industry stakeholders on changes annually

Land development 
administration

– Create service agreements
– Review designs and 

drawings
– Inspect ongoing 

construction

– Complete Service Agreements in advance of housing start
– Provide comments on design drawings within 3 weeks of receipt
– Schedule inspections for Construction Completion
– Certificates and Final Acceptance Certificates within 30 days of the request for inspection

Growth forecasting 
and infrastructure 
planning

– Plan capital forecasts, 
project scope, timing and 
prioritization

– Set the Offsite Levy Rate 
– Fund offsite infrastructure
– Monitor offsite infrastructure
– Report on Levy 

performance, suggest 
adjustments or reviews as 
needed

– Prepare growth forecasts and identify capital infrastructure projects required through 
consultation with internal and external stakeholders

– Complete a full review of the Offsite Levy Calculation for every CIP in collaboration with 
development industry stakeholders

– Report on the performance of the Offsite Levy account annually
– Monitor implementation of Offsite Levy funded projects and recommend adjustments or 

amendments in light of better information or changing conditions
– Provide input on all project components including scope, organization and process; create 

two reports per year on the Levy performance and forecast future cash flow; and share the 
report with stakeholders before submitting the report to City Council

Infrastructure Administration

IA provides infrastructure-related and broader asset-intensive corporate support across its AM, UC, and Finance and Administration groups. 

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.
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Context – Urban Construction Services (2 of 2)
Infrastructure Administration

Infrastructure Administration, Urban Construction – Core Services and Service Areas
Core Services Description of Service Service Levels
Infrastructure 
project delivery

– Provide project review
– Provide / support project 

management
– Change review

– Review scope for all projects to verify with Offsite eligibility and confirm construction 
timing.

– Provide project management resources where required or considered beneficial
– Review and evaluate potential changes in the CIP for Offsite funded projects and consult 

with stakeholders required and obtain approvals from Council

Right-of-way 
management

– Issue excavation permits
– Issue line assignments
– Inspect completed 

restorations

– Issue excavation permits within three business days of request
– Issue line assignment permits within two weeks of request
– Inspect 10% of excavations for compliance within one month of completion
– Inspect 100% of excavations for compliance at warranty end (after two years)

Infrastructure / 
planning / corporate 
support

– Develop and maintain 
developer – City 
relationships

– Initiate / update growth plan

– Undertake relationship building to improve collaboration between departments and 
external stakeholders.

– Provide assistance to departments in communicating with land developers
– Participate in planning initiatives and coordinate between planning and infrastructure 

departments 

IA provides infrastructure-related and broader asset-intensive corporate support across its AM, UC, and Finance and Administration groups.

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.
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Context – Infrastructure Finance & Administration Services

Infrastructure Administration, Finance & Administration – Core Services and Service Areas
Core Services Description of Service Service Level 
Financial Planning and 
Management

– Planning, Budgeting, 
Forecasting and 
Reporting

– Provides support for City defined processes for the following Business Units:

Project Financial 
Administration

– Support purchase order 
process

– Monitor budget to actual 
project financial 
information

– Support time reporting 
and cost allocation 
process

– Support CIP projects across infrastructure Business Units

Liaise with City Central 
Finance

– Serve as the key point of 
contact between the 
City’s central finance unit 
and infrastructure 
Business Units

– Ongoing, regular communication between Finance and central finance
– Compliance with central finance polices and procedures
– Support adoption and use of central finance tools
– Timely response to financial information requirements from central finance

Infrastructure Administration

IA provides infrastructure-related and broader asset-intensive corporate support across its AM, UC, and Finance and Administration groups. 

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.

– Water Utility
– Wastewater Utility
– Solid Waste, Recycling Utilities
– Landfill
– Utility Services
– Fleet Services
– Transportation

– Parking
– Community Lighting
– Parks
– Asset Management
– Public Operations
– Urban Construction
– Storm Water
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Director of 
Infrastructure Services

Urban Construction 
Manager

Right-of-Way 
Coordinators (2)

Urban Construction 
Coordinator (2)

Infra Financial & 
Admin Manager

Public Operations 
Accounting Support

Public Ops Admin 
Support (2)

Infra Services Admin 
Support

Senior Accounting 
Techs (4)

Asset Management 
Manager

AM Coordinator

AM Specialists (2)

Assistant to the 
Director of Infra 

Services

Organizational Structure

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.
2016-2019 Actual Hours and OT Hours from PeopleSoft.

The IA Business Unit is comprised of 23.4 FTEs including: two managers, five coordinators, and two specialists, across three primary work areas: 
UC (five employees) and AM (four employees), and Finance and Administration (nine employees). Analysis of regular and overtime hours worked 
indicates total time expended has remained mostly stable over the past four years.

Time Expended (2016-2019)

Infrastructure Administration

Year 2016 2017 2018 2019
Regular Hours 47,475 48,646 47,650 47,186
Overtime Hours 565 607 600 527
Total Hours 48,040 49,253 48,250 47,713
Total Effort (FTEs) 23.4 24.1 23.6 23.3

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.
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Infrastructure Administration Structure – Comparator Analysis
An analysis was performed to identify similarities and differences in how municipalities are structuring their infrastructure services supporting units to 
manage and deliver functions such as infrastructure Finance & Admin, UC and AM. 

The table below describes how other municipalities organize these functions within their corporate organizational structures. Insights into how other 
cities organize their functions could help guide analysis and discussion of how the City’s business functions could be structured.

For instance, Lethbridge’s Asset Management function is found in the Infrastructure Administration Business Unit, while similar functions are found 
within Calgary’s Corporate Services and City Manager’s Office divisions. 

City / Function Infrastructure Financial & 
Administrative Support Urban Construction Asset Management

Lethbridge – Infrastructure Services – Infrastructure Services – Infrastructure Services

Calgary
– Corporate Services – Planning & Development – Corporate Services

– City Manager’s Office

Regina
– Financial Strategy & 

Sustainability
– City Planning & Community 

Development
– Citizen Experience, Innovation & Performance
– City Planning & Community Development

Saskatoon
– Corporate Financial Services – Transportation & Construction

– Community Services
– Corporate Financial Services
– Strategy & Transformation

Kelowna
– Infrastructure
– Financial Services

– Community Planning & Strategic 
Investment

– Infrastructure

– Corporate Strategic Services
– Financial Services

Edmonton
– Integrated Infrastructure 

Services
– Integrated Infrastructure Services
– Urban Form & Corporate Strategic 

Development

– Financial and Corporate Services
– Integrated Infrastructure Services

Toronto
– Infrastructure & Development 

Services
– Infrastructure & Development 

Services
– Corporate Services
– Finance & Treasury Services

Source: Derived from publicly available information the municipalities listed.
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Infrastructure Administration Structure – Comparator Analysis
Analysis demonstrates the degree of similarity between the organizational structure the City’s Infrastructure Administration Business Unit with a 
number of comparator cities.  Each has been described as follows:

– High Similarity (3): A similar function exists, which is performed within a similar organizational unit (i.e., a department, a Business Unit)

– Medium Similarity (2): A similar (or similar) functions exist, but are located within (or consolidated into) a different organizational unit.

– Low Similarity (1): The functions of Lethbridge’s Business Units are scattered across other organizational units.

Based on the assessment of the six comparators, key findings include that:

– Lethbridge’s structure and location of Infrastructure Administration is most similar to that of Edmonton. The least similar comparators are the 
cities of Calgary and Saskatoon.

– The location of Lethbridge’s Asset Management function is the least common among comparators.

– All three Infrastructure Administration functions have low or low/medium similarity among comparators.

– The location of the Infrastructure Finance & Administrative function within an Infrastructure Division is consistent with those of the cities of 
Edmonton and Toronto. However, Calgary, Regina, and Saskatoon do not have a similar structure. 

– Kelowna does not have a distinct finance and administrative department, but has analysts within its infrastructure group that liaise with the 
Finance function within its larger Financial Services Department, which is why there is a medium rating.

Infrastructure Administration

City / Function Infra Finance & Admin Urban Construction Asset Management Overall Similarity
Calgary 1 (Low) 1 (Low) 1 (Low) 1.0 (Low)
Regina 1 (Low) 3 (High) 2 (Medium) 2.0 (Medium)
Saskatoon 1 (Low) 1 (Low) 1 (Low) 1.0 (Low)
Kelowna 2 (Medium) 1 (Low) 1 (Low) 1.3 (Low)
Edmonton 3 (High) 2 (Medium) 2 (Medium) 2.3 (Medium)
Toronto 3 (High) 2 (Medium) 1 (Low) 2.0 (Medium)
Overall Similarity in 
Organizational Structures 1.8 (Low / Medium) 1.7 (Low / Medium) 1.3 (Low) 1.6 (Low / Medium)

Source: Derived from publicly available information the municipalities listed.
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Select Cities Comparisons and Practices: Housing Starts
Lethbridge’s housing starts per capita were compared against those of seven other municipalities. The analysis indicates that Lethbridge has mostly 
found itself in the middle of the pack, with 7.3 housing starts per 1,000 people in 2016, compared against a range of 5.7 (Winnipeg) to 17.2 (Kelowna) 
in 2016. In 2009, Lethbridge showed the highest number of housing starts, relative to the comparators, at 11.4. Overall, this indicates demand for 
urban construction has remained relatively stable, and Lethbridge is performing at a similar level to others, on a per-capita basis.

Infrastructure Administration
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Housing Starts in Select Canadian Cities

2016 Figures Kelowna Edmonton Guelph Saskatoon Calgary Lethbridge Regina Winnipeg

Housing Starts (CMHC) 2,196 10,036 1,061 1,909 9,245 677 1,563 4,054

Population (Stats Canada) 127,380 932,546 131,794 246,376 1,239,220 92,729 215,106 704,224

Housing Starts per 1,000 People 17.2 10.8 8.1 7.7 7.5 7.3 7.3 5.7

Source: Statistics Canada, and CMHC Housing Start information
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Select Cities Comparisons and Practices: Financials
In 2018, the City of Lethbridge had $1.7 billion in tangible capital assets and $0.4 billion in long-term liabilities. On a per-capita basis, this equates to 
$18,300 in tangible capital assets and $4,300 in long-term liabilities. At a ratio of 4.3, Lethbridge’s asset-to-debt ratio is slightly (3%) lower than the 
average ratio across seven comparator municipalities (4.4). This indicates Lethbridge’s tangible capital assets and long-term liabilities, relative to its 
population, are very close to average. Of the cities shown in the comparison below, Saskatoon has the highest ratio (7.2) and Edmonton has the 
lowest ratio (2.5).

Lethbridge does have the highest amount of tangible capital assets per person, relative to the others; but the debt levels, as a percentage of tangible 
capital assets, indicate that Lethbridge has not over-extended itself in building its asset base (i.e., relatively healthy debt-to-equity position).

Infrastructure Administration

Kelowna Edmonton Guelph Saskatoon Calgary Lethbridge Regina Winnipeg

Tangible Capital Assets ($B, 2018) 1.8 11.7 1.1 4.3 17.7 1.7 2.2 7.0

Long-Term Liabilities ($B, 2018) 0.3 4.7 0.3 0.6 5.3 0.4 0.5 1.7

Population (Stats Canada, 2016) 127,380 932,546 131,794 246,376 1,239,220 92,729 215,106 704,224

Tangible Capital Assets per Capita 14,131 12,546 8,346 17,453 14,283 18,333 10,228 9,940

Long-Term Liabilities per Capita 785 5,040 2,276 2,435 4,277 4,314 2,324 2,414

Ratio of Tangible Capital Assets to 
Long-Term Liabilities 6.0 2.5 3.7 7.2 3.3 4.3 4.4 4.1
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Strengths
A number of initiatives have been completed by the City’s IA group, including:

Urban Construction
– Project management support on special projects including: Legacy Park North Lateral Canal Realignment, Discovery Outline Plan, South East 

Lethbridge School Site.

– Various meeting coordination and facilitation exercises, such as:

– Shallow Utility Coordination.

– City and Development Industry Engagement Group – Building Lethbridge Together.

– Complete Streets Working Group.

– Documentation of Guidelines and ongoing updates to define standards for urban construction activities.

– Inclusion of design documents in CityWorks for more complete information prior to final as-built information being included near the end of the 
warranty period.

Asset Management
– Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL) hardware installations on City vehicles, in collaboration with Fleet Services, enabling GPS tracking to monitor 

activities to improve operational efficiencies and collect more consistent, automated data.

– Completed an Asset Management Plan to improve evidence-based decision-making.

– Regular weekly check ins with each supported Business Unit, including ongoing collaboration with 311 during the implementation and early 
transition to a new 311 solution.

– Increasing adoption of provided tools, with an estimated over 1,000 users supported by AM solutions (approximately 400 CityWorks users, 200 
Asset Planner users (approximately 45 users and 155 infrequent users), about 300 AVL units). 

Finance
– Expansion of scope of services including additional fleet related oversight and guidance.

– Support in transitioning and infrastructure Business Unit of new and upgraded Finance tools (Concur, ReportsNow, Caseware). 

Infrastructure Administration

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.
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Challenges (1 of 3)
During the course of review, the following challenges were identified across all groups within IA.

Infrastructure Administration

Challenge Description

Information silos

As a support-focused Business Unit, IA has access to information and data from across various Business Units. In the 
current state, the three departments within IA (AM, UC and Finance) each operate largely independently. These 
independent approaches and activities mean that limited information is shared between teams and even more importantly 
across systems. The silo-ed nature of the information in different systems makes it challenging to leverage valuable data 
and information to make evidence-based decisions. 

Number of “hub” 
groups

The City has numerous “hub” groups that provide support services across internal and external groups. Feedback from 
stakeholders indicates that the significant number of different “hub” groups makes it challenging to navigate who to go to, 
for what, and when.

Reporting and 
structure

IA is unique in its reporting structure, having three managers serve as Business Unit Managers and all three reporting 
directly to a Director. This structure means the Business Unit operates more like three independent Business Units in 
delivering activities creating additional demands on senior team members and potential challenges in existing decision-
making activities, processes, and Business Unit requirements.
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Challenges (2 of 3)
During the course of review, the following challenges were identified concerning the Urban Construction Business Unit within IA.

Infrastructure Administration

Challenge Description

Paper-based 
processes

UC is highly reliant on paper-based application, permitting and approval processes. Although efforts have been made to 
streamline processes where feasible, future improvements and / or responding to changes in volume or staffing levels will 
require further automation. In addition to impacting City operations, the current structure limits potential self-service offerings 
for stakeholders. 

Use of 
information and 
monitoring

UC primarily relies on leading practices, comparable municipalities and stakeholder (internal and external) in the definition of
standards and requirements. Limited internal capability existing to shift to a more evidence-based approach to establishing 
and continuously improving standards. 

Design Review 
Team activities

UC facilitates the design review team activities to provide review, feedback and guidance on compliance with requirements to 
developers in the community. Feedback regarding the current process indicates challenges in:
– Obtaining timely, meaningful feedback from all potentially impact Business Units
– Engaging operations perspectives in the discussion and decision-making
– Optimizing the use of internal time and key team members in review and feedback mechanisms, especially due to the 

meeting-intensive nature of Design Review Team activities 
– Having clear authority and decision rights to balance the needs and perspective of various Business Units

Perception of 
internal versus 
external quality 
standards

Differing levels of understanding of the process and standards between internal and external parties have fueled perceptions 
of different levels of quality between internally-delivered and externally-delivered assets. This is particularly felt by UC whose 
engagement activities cross both groups on a day-to-day basis. 

Project 
management / 
delivery

UC has balanced demands and workloads and leverage available skillsets of team members by providing project 
management support on special projects and/or multi-Business Unit projects. These special projects have highlighted the 
inconsistencies in project management and delivery processes and activities across different Business Units of the City. 
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Challenges (3 of 3)
During the course of review, the following challenges were identified concerning the Asset Management Business Unit within IA.

Infrastructure Administration

Challenge Description

Prioritization of 
resources and work

As the City’s asset management tools, templates and processes have evolved, the pressure on AM resources to deliver 
has become increasingly challenging. AM is frequently called upon for service needs and/or reactive responses to 
Business Unit needs, rather than having the necessary resource capacity to continue to proactively address opportunities. 
As the overall system continues to mature, AM has resourcing, structural, and service delivery challenges in balancing the 
strategic improvement requirements of the City with the tactical day-to-day service needs of Business Units.

Authority and role 
alignment for AMP 
execution

AM has developed an Asset Management Plan for the City. With primary focus on tools and systems, AM has not yet 
determined the optimal approach for execution of the developed Asset Management Plan to inform CIP and ongoing 
operations decision-making. 

Data quality and 
clean up

Current AM systems have a need for significant clean up of existing data to achieve common data definitions and high-
quality reporting capabilities. The resourcing and prioritization of this activity remains challenging in the current state. 

Consistency of use 
across groups

Current AM tools are not consistently used across the City. In some cases, Business Units are using similar systems but 
have integrated within the processes of the Business Unit very differently than others. In other cases, Business Units are 
using entirely different systems to deliver similar functionality. Achieving City-wide objectives will remain challenging 
without a shift toward more consistent adoption and use over time. 

Challenge Description

Capital project role 
clarity

Finance is collecting meaningful capital project and program related financial and schedule information on a regular basis 
from infrastructure Business Units. Beyond meeting core corporate requirements, Finance’s role in the current state to 
compile, consolidate, analyze or report upon is unclear. 

Clarity of 
expectations 
differing based on 
levels of knowledge

Finance works collaboratively across infrastructure Business Units. In delivering its service, the skills, capabilities and 
experience levels of Business Unit Managers and their leadership teams varies dramatically. In order to provide 
comparable service levels and proactively address needs across Business Units, Finance requires Business Unit 
management teams to have a basic working knowledge of City finance processes and activities. 

Balancing corporate
and infrastructure 
needs

Finance serves as a “matrix-like” structure to deliver on the needs of infrastructure Business Units and central Finance. In 
meeting the needs of both, Finance needs to balance and prioritize efforts across different perspectives which can create 
conflict.

During the course of review, the following challenges were identified concerning the Financial and Administration Business Unit within IA.
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Opportunities
Infrastructure Administration

The following table lists the Infrastructure Administration opportunities identified along with a high-level assessment of their potential time to 
implement, and the relative degree to which they satisfy the evaluation criteria for prioritizing opportunities.

Legend

Note: The full legend is available on page 24.

Implementation Benefit Level of 
DecisionCost Time Risk Efficiency Effectiveness Service Alignment

1 Infrastructure 
Administration Structure L M M + + o o Council

2 Capital Program 
Management Framework L M L ++ + o + Administration

3 Capital Project Oversight M M L + + o + Administration

4 Analytics M M M + + + o Administration
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1. Infrastructure Administration Structure 
Description
Analysis of the organizational structure of six comparator municipalities was conducted to demonstrate the similarities and differences between their 
structures and Lethbridge’s structure, in the context of infrastructure services. Key findings include:

– Only two of six structures have a distinct financial and administration department within an Infrastructure Services (or similar) division. The others 
keep that function within a broader Financial Services department.

– Only one of six had a single department performing the functions of Lethbridge’s Urban Construction department. In the one similar case, the 
functions are found in a Planning & Development Services department; but instead of being in an Infrastructure Services division, it is found 
within a City Planning & Community Development division. As for the other five, the functions performed by Lethbridge’s Urban Construction 
department are spread throughout numerous departments and divisions. Examples of departments performing work similar to that of 
Lethbridge’s Urban Construction department include: Development Services, Community Planning, Infrastructure Planning & Design, 
Engineering & Construction Services, City Planning, Policy & Planning, etc. In most cases, the departments are located within a combination of 
Infrastructure (or similar) and Community Planning / Strategic Development (or similar) divisions.

– Only two of six structures have a distinct asset management function within an Infrastructure Services (or similar) division. The others keep the 
asset management planning functions within broader a Financial Services department, and the information technology functions within a broader 
Information Services department.

There exists an opportunity to improve collaboration, line of sight, and span of control, through a change in the organizational structure of the 
Infrastructure Administration Business Unit, to better align with the Infrastructure Services Division and the City’s broader requirements.

Consideration of this opportunity should be made alongside decision-making related to the City-wide Infrastructure Division Structure opportunity.

Service Impact
Building collaboration into the framework of the Division’s organizational structure could enable improved service levels for both internal and 
external stakeholders, as it could significantly improve clarity of roles, responsibilities, and reporting structures; remove communicative barriers and 
information silos; and foster greater collaboration among departments, Business Units, and other organizational units.

Infrastructure Administration
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1. Infrastructure Administration Structure – Considering Form
Determining the optimal approach requires consideration of a range of technical and business layers. An optimally designed structure will promote 
collaboration across organizational layers, and across functional units. Organizations that communicate better are considered to be better positioned 
to gain from organizational change, as compared to organizations that have fewer effective communication protocols and practices. 

Supporting 
Technology 
Layer

Governance
/ Controls 
Layer

Functional 
Process 
Layer

Data and 
Reporting 
Layer

People 
Layer

Service 
Delivery 
Model Layer

— Define how services are delivered, including Centers of Excellence, 
Shared Service Centers, Business Partnering, Self-Service, and 
Outsourcing provider

— Identify over arching goals and objectives for end-to-end processes and 
underlying KPIs that measure achievement

— Agree on the construct for performance management and understand 
work required to build reporting mechanisms including BI tools

— The applications that are used to enable the processes, policy 
compliance, internal controls, and generation of reports

— Identify key governance decisions, structure and mechanisms to manage 
performance, financials, compliance, consumption, risk, relationships 
across delivery channels

— Agree on the functional and customer guidance that will be incorporated 
into the governance model

— Link specific process steps to accompanying policies/procedures and 
functions or departments that perform each step

— Evaluate the organizational constructs that enable end-to-end process 
management models 

— Define competencies and structures to deliver comprehensive services
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1. Infrastructure Administration Structure – Implementation Timeline
Implementing a new structure for the functions currently performed by Infrastructure Administration would require acknowledging the difficulty of the 
transition, understanding sources of resistance to change, influencing and managing resistance, and moving from resistance to commitment. 

Leading practice in developing a change management strategy and communications plan involves conducting a current state diagnostic of key 
stakeholders, identifying core behaviours, and values critical to enabling the desired changes, and defining the desired results and set of activities 
needed to move those stakeholders form a state of resistance to one of enthusiastic accountability.

Implementing this opportunity could proceed on the timeline described below. City leadership would also want to be aware of the related constraints 
and risks associated with this course of action. 

Infrastructure Administration

Actions 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024
1. Develop, Plan, Prepare, and Engage

Develop a future state organizational model. Determine how departments 
and individuals will be impacted from the transition. Communicate the plans 
to restructure Infrastructure Administration so there is clear transparency of 
actions, intentions, and anticipated benefits. Create opportunities for 
employees to ask questions, provide feedback, and receive updates on the 
efforts as it progresses – including during the development stages. Identify 
candidates for specific roles, with required skills and knowledge.

2. Implement
The functions performed by Infrastructure Administration are critical to the 
organization as a whole, so these will not disappear. Rather, the 
implementation plan would seek to improve collaboration, result in more 
shared systems and shared databooks, reporting structures, clarity of roles 
and responsibilities, and organizational line of sight. As a result, the 
implementation of the restructure does not need to be immediate and 
drastic. It would be a transition of reporting structures, but current processes 
could remain in place while the transition occurs. Lead the employees 
through the reorganization, develop transition plans for all impacted staff to 
facilitate the change in processes. 

3. Monitor and Continue to Engage
Regularly share information and provide transparency, asking for feedback 
on things that are working well, and those which require further engagement, 
process improvement, or operational adjustments.
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1. Infrastructure Administration Structure – Summary of Impacts
Infrastructure Administration

Key Success Factors
– Designing the organizational structure to meet specifically defined City objectives

– Defining the roles and responsibilities with significant clarity

– Enabling simplicity, as fewer reporting layers may result in increased productivity, streamline decision-making, and clarify accountabilities

– Practicality, objectivity, and flexibility in the design and implementation of the restructuring plan

– Reorganizing during a period of strength (rather than one of distress)

Key Performance Indicators
– Employee readiness and satisfaction, before and after implementation

– Progress and adherence to the change management plan

– Benefits realization and return on investment

Summary of Financial Impact to the City
– A mature, efficient organization could realize up to 18% value improvement from a transformation, and a less mature organization may realize up 

to 40% value improvement. Simplification, outsourcing / shared service capability improvements, in the area of Corporate Services, is estimated 
to improve value by 5-10% alone, which could be a significant figure considering the City’s annual infrastructure-related expenditures. 
Infrastructure Administration is connected to departments and divisions throughout the organization, so the financial impact from a transformation 
could be substantial.

– Some direct cost reduction may be realized over time should the City decide to move to a reduced number of Business Unit managers through 
attrition or through reallocation in a future structure. 

Risks & Constraints Probability Impact
1. The existing organizational design (including many informal processes and reporting lines, and a potential 

status quo culture) acts as a barrier to change, and anticipated benefits fail to materialize to the same degree.
Medium Medium

2. The restructuring of the IA Business Unit is focused solely around accommodating the existing people, 
capabilities, and knowledge, without initially defining roles and then identifying who is best suited for the role.

Medium Medium
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2. Capital Program Management Framework
Infrastructure Administration

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.

Description
– A city’s core function includes the stewardship of public assets to the benefit of its residents. Public assets often have costly initial investment 

needs, costly ongoing maintenance needs, and long asset lifecycles. The amount of time, effort, coordination and money that goes into 
managing and developing city public assets is high. Given the high resourcing needs of capital programs and projects, a modernized capital 
program management framework may benefit the City by helping it promote corporate-wide efficiencies in capital program management. 

– Capital program management is complimentary to Capital Project Management identified as part of Phase 1 Review activities. Unlike those 
considered in Phase 1, Phase 2 includes a significant proportion of horizontal and / or duplicate assets (i.e., roads, underground utilities, etc.). 
The City should consider the unique requirements of capital programs in designing and implementing overall capital project improvements.

Service Impact
– A streamlined corporate capital program management framework may help reduce waste, duplication of effort and unproductive labour. A robust 

framework may also support improved service delivery across the City’s maintain, upgrade, and develop public asset activities. The service 
impact from adoption of a corporate program management framework should be positive, for example, more synergistic maintenance scheduling.

– Additionally, service improvements could be realized through robust capital program management by reducing the risk of failure associated with 
essential infrastructure. 
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2. Capital Program Management Framework
Infrastructure Administration

Capital Project Capital Program

– Commonly has the following traits: 

– A single effort of defined scope and duration

– Typically one-time, specialized activity

– One time investment, that may still occur over multiple years

– Example: Water Treatment Plant Residuals Management Project; 
North Scenic Drive Offsite Levy Project

– Commonly has the following traits:

– A collection of several individual projects

– May include repeated components or projects 

– Investment that may be spread out over multiple years to spread 
capital costs of multiple projects over time

– Example: Electric Distribution Extension & Improvement Annual 
Program; Annual Overlay Program

CIP Capital Projects, 2019-2027 ($000s)
Transportation 24,387 
Community Facilities (incl. Parks) 266,884 
Waste & Recycling 22,220 
Water & Wastewater 56,000 
Electric 12,481 
Estimated Total Projects 381,972 

CIP Capital Programs, 2019-2027 ($000s)
Transportation 99,339 
Community Facilities (incl. Parks) 31,497 
Waste & Recycling 25,525 
Water & Wastewater 17,800 
Electric 182,945 
Estimated Total Projects 357,106 

Source: City of Lethbridge Capital Improvement Program, 2018 – 2027. 

A capital program refers to a collection of capital projects that are required to achieve a goal or set of objectives. In the context of municipal 
governments, capital programs are commonly associated with horizontal assets and preventative maintenance and renewal of existing assets. A 
summary of common differences between capital projects and capital programs is described below.

Illustrative analysis of the City’s CIP, approximately one-half of the City’s planned capital investment across infrastructure Business Units is on 
capital programs, as described below. 
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2. Capital Program Management Framework – Opportunity
Leading Practice
– According to the Government Finance Officers Association (GFOA), leading 

organizations strategically design their Capital Program Management (CPM) 
frameworks after taking stock of their own unique corporate profiles, 
consideration is given to city services, organizational structures, and prevailing 
market conditions.

– The framework forms a loop, indicating the need for continuous improvement. 
Key tasks and activities of each component are described in the CPM graphic.

Application to Lethbridge
As described on the previous page, the City makes significant investment into 
ongoing capital programs, especially those targeted at ongoing maintenance and 
renewal (preventative and corrective) of assets. Balancing effort and risk 
management should include consideration of the following:

– Condition and performance measurement, tracking and reporting

– Analysis of likelihood and impact of asset failure

– Forecasts of future demand

– Definition of desired levels of service

– Scenario analysis of anticipated impact of various financial investment 
scenarios

– Alignment / integration of work management and materials management

– Definition, refinement and continuous improvement of unit cost methodology 
and assumptions

– Unlike capital projects that may occur as a one-time piece of work, the above 
capital program activities should be conducted on an ongoing basis

Infrastructure Administration

Long-term 
Capital 

Planning 

Capital 
Budgeting & 
Funding

Capital 
Project 
Oversight

Maintenance 
Capital 

Spending

• Strategic planning
• Needs assessment
• Long-term forecasting
• CIP development

• Project Prioritization
• Capital budgeting
• Fiscal and debt 

management

• Project management
• Project procurement
• Contract management

• Maintenance planning 
and funding

• Asset management

Capital Program Management (CPM)

Source: City of Lethbridge information, and data adapted from the Government Finance Officers Association and the School of Public Service Faculty Publications
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2. Capital Program Management Framework – Opportunity
Infrastructure Administration

Source: City of Lethbridge Asset Management Cash Flow Framework (October 2011). 
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Application to Lethbridge (cont’d)
– The City has made progress towards more 

robust capital program management, primarily 
focused on defining a framework and approach 
related to Asset Management. Anecdotal 
information indicates that implementation has 
been inconsistent across Business Units due to 
a variety of factors. 

– The City’s framework, as defined in 2011 and 
further refined in its September 2019 Asset 
Management Plan includes consideration of the 
components shown on the right. 

– Given investments in technology and enhanced 
internal capabilities, the City should be more 
consistently applying the defined Advanced AM 
Cycle for all capital programs. For other capital 
projects, the Basic AM Cycle defined may be 
suitable to define, analyze, and estimate need. 

– Robust effort in the assessment, planning and 
program development phase will enable reduce 
effort during the later project delivery stages, 
with oversight tailored and reflecting the 
program delivery activities being more similar 
to ongoing operating activities than one-time 
capital projects. 

– As discussed in the later Capital Project 
Oversight opportunity, consideration of the 
oversight required at the project versus the 
program level should be carefully considered 
prior to implementation of more robust capital 
project management activities. 
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2. Capital Program Management Framework – Opportunity
Infrastructure Administration

– Condition and performance measurement, tracking and 
reporting: 

– Focus on a rotating schedule of condition review to balance 
required effort in a single year

– Analyze the benefits and constraints of completing through 
internal works and efforts versus external contracted services

– Determine system of record and ‘source of truth’

– Balance effort and value – avoid getting lost in the details – be 
thoughtful about the question(s) you are seeking to answer

– Determine the need for benchmarking and comparisons to 
inform decision-making

– Definition of desired levels of service: 

– Leverage significant work already undertaken related to service 
levels in the definition of capital program needs

– Analysis of likelihood and impact of asset failure:

– Align potential risk of failure with defined service levels

– As a strategic activity, ensure buy-in related to the overall 
acceptable risk tolerance for the asset type or class from 
Management or Council

– Forecasts of future demand:

– Consider a holistic view of the asset types or classes that 
considers changes in impact of failure as demand shifts or 
changes over time 

– Differentiate between growth-related needs and preventative 
and corrective maintenance in project scoping, planning and 
approval

– Scenario analysis of anticipated impact of various financial 
investment scenarios:

– Consider the impact of various approaches on decision-making

– Validate assumptions at the Business Unit and corporate level 
to support consistency across Business Units

– Communicate forecasted impact of investment levels with 
decision makers (e.g., Executive and Council)

– Alignment of work management and materials management:

– Consider application to procurement, fleet, and stores’ work 
management activities for efficiencies in planning.

– Definition, refinement and continuous improvement of unit 
cost methodology and assumptions:

– As additional information becomes available, refine and report 
on forecasted impact.

Implementation Considerations
– As the City implements capital project management enhancements, as identified in Phase 1, concurrent activities should occur and be tailored to 
capital programs. The significant majority of capital programs occur in infrastructure units, and therefore particular focus on these activities should 
be supported by infrastructure administration (including asset management). Work should be incorporated as part of CIP development. 

– A more robust approach to capital program management should build on work undertaken in previous Asset Management planning activities and 
support realization of the plan and benefits defined. Based on leading practice, key considerations may include:
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2. Capital Program Management – Implementation Timeline
The City may strengthen its capital program management framework by proceeding on the timeline as described below.  City leadership would also 
want to be aware of the related constraints and risks associated with this course of action. 

Infrastructure Administration

Actions 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024
1. Support definition of a Capital Project Management 

Approach: As part of Phase 1 implementation activities, 
support overall design and implementation of capital 
project management activities (reported to be ongoing).

2. Define and tailor to align with Capital Program 
requirements: Tailor capital project management 
requirements and considerations to meet the needs of 
capital programs, including focusing corporate oversight 
and support at the program versus individual project level.

3. Define key activities, roles and responsibilities: 
Building from existing Asset Management Plan activities, 
refine, implement and monitor more consistent and robust 
capital program management. 

4. Prepare guidance, tools and templates: support 
implementation with preparation and roll-out of guidance, 
tools and templates to support Business Units. 

4. Monitor and track use, benefits and lessons learned: 
Focus on continuous improvement, including being 
responsive to incorporating new technological capabilities 
and / or additional information as it becomes available. 

Ongoing…

Risks & Constraints Probability Impact
1. Funding sources are insufficient to address capital program requirements Medium High
2. There is not enough interaction, interfacing, and collaboration among the Business Unit, AM and Finance Medium Medium
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2. Capital Program Management Framework
Infrastructure Administration

Key Success Factors
– Adopt a CPM framework that takes the organizations unique needs into consideration, and the practices of leading organizations

– Align governance, monitoring and control over the development of capital projects with City objectives, service objectives and debt serviceability.

– Enhance information sharing, including data tracking and monitoring to inform data analytics to support evidence to proposed capital programs. 

Key Performance Indicators
– Cost performance and avoidance on capital investments.

– Improved functional service outcomes.

– Reduced failure of infrastructure assets.

Summary of Financial Impact to the City
– Direct cost savings are not anticipated through this opportunity, however long-term cost avoidance savings of up to 10% to 20% may be realized 

though improved planning and delivery efficiency associated with ongoing capital programs. Assuming a continued annual capital program spend 
of over $350 million, even minor reductions could have a significant impact in reducing deferred maintenance liabilities and infrastructure risk 
long-term. 

– Additional effort is anticipated to be required to implement a more robust approach to capital program management. An additional 1 FTE has 
been assumed to be required, to be shared primarily between AM and Finance to complete the anticipated augmented tasks and activities. 
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3. Capital Project Oversight
Infrastructure Administration

Description
The City may consider redesigning its approach in providing capital project oversight across Infrastructure Services Business Units. 

The redesigned approach may contemplate using Infrastructure Administration in the capacity of a more centralized oversight and guidance 
function, with clearly defined roles and responsibilities regarding the coordination and development of Business Unit capital plans, the consolidated 
CIP plan, and the delivery implementation of capital projects.

The City should also clarify Infrastructure Administration’s role as liaison and collaborator among and between the Business Units, and with the 
City’s Financial Services function, and other functions such as Planning and Development, for the purposes of improving collaboration and 
communication regarding major capital project repairs, renewals and development.

A more centralized approach may serve as an opportunity to re-align capital project delivery to the City’s present needs and its long-term objectives. 
This should also provide the City more control in communicating a consistent, clear mandate and well-defined roles and responsibilities. Formalizing 
procedures and guidance documents may help improve capital project performance in terms of cost and schedule efficiencies.

Service Impact
Service impacts may include delivering better value for money to residents in the delivery of better managed and maintained public assets. The City 
may improve value for money by streamlining capital project functions such as project management, planning, scheduling, procurement, 
construction, maintenance and vendor and developer relations. 
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3. Capital Project Oversight – Description
Infrastructure Administration

As described in Phase 1, capital projects should be undertaken in a defined approach, with the ability to track, report, monitor and adapt through 
common stages of a project lifecycle. The below project stage gates illustrate common stages, objectives, and potential oversight requirements for a 
more consistent approach to project oversight. 

The Stage Gate Requirements component of the illustrative graphic should be a focus area in driving enhanced corporate consistency, and is the 
focus of this opportunity. 

Source: KPMG
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3. Capital Project Oversight – Description
Infrastructure Administration

Source: KPMG

Leading practice suggests that the corporate level oversight function align with the overall risk profile of a project. In many cases, this involves 
categorizing projects to balance and prioritize resources to those with the most significant impact to the City. For example, the approach to oversight 
for capital projects and capital programs, as previously described, should materially differ based on the overall risk profile of large one-time project 
with ongoing, small, repeatable projects.  An illustrative example of a project categorization framework is shown below. 
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3. Capital Project Oversight – Description
Infrastructure Administration

Key oversight activities at the corporate level should commonly include the following:

– Develop a standard dashboard for monthly project management reporting to Management that could be rolled up to Council level: This 
dashboard should incorporate KPIs and key information concerning cost, schedule, scope and quality and should ideally also cover health, safety 
and the environment. 

– Consistently track commitments and implement earned value tracking: Leverage existing capabilities and functionality available to 
consistently track and monitor commitments on all major projects across the City to mitigate risk of overspending without clear visibility of the 
actual anticipated project costs at completion.

– Define and monitor performance expectations: Implement clearly defined service performance expectations between budget holders and 
internal service providers such as engineering and construction. This should include clearly defining roles, responsibility and expectations 
between asset owners, asset managers and service providers to enable segregation of responsibilities and accountabilities.

– Clearly define hand-offs: clarify the expectations of each party at project hand-offs throughout the project and program management process to 
ensure that responsibilities and acceptance criteria are complete and documented.  Develop tracking mechanism to track compliance.

– Define a City-wide view of capital project and program risks and mitigation: integrate project and program risks to an enterprise risk 
evaluation framework, prioritization and mitigation.

– Define standards for key deliverables: define roles and responsibilities as well as performance expectations for key deliverables at stage 
gates such as delivery of as-built drawings, regular reporting and governance, etc. 

– Prioritize capital projects and programs at a corporate level: as currently completed at the City, prioritize capital project and program needs 
based on overall City-wide priorities.

– Compile benefit realization tracking and reporting: as part of prioritization and project approval, benefits are typically defined which should be 
monitored for achievement following completion of the project (often for multiple years), which may require corporate support to sufficiently 
complete.

– Facilitate information flow and communication: as part of a critical project oversight role, information and knowledge sharing is critical 
including supporting consistent access to critical information in a timely, meaningful way.
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3. Capital Project Oversight – Implementation Timeline
Infrastructure Administration

The City may proceed to shift toward an improved approach to capital project oversight including the following key tasks below. City leadership 
would also want to be aware of the related constraints and risks associated with this course of action. 

Actions 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024
1. Redesign Approach to Capital Project Oversight 

(influenced by Phase 1 implementation): As part of defining 
project stage gates, define key corporate level required 
activities for risk categorized projects and programs. 
Definition should include desired benefits/outcomes to be 
monitored following implementation. 

2. Define the Mandate and Roles and Responsibilities: 
Define roles and responsibilities for fulfilling corporate 
responsibilities, considering capabilities, access to 
information, and roles related to preparation as well as 
compilation and reporting. 

3. Develop Procedures, Tools and Templates: Prepare 
and distribute guidance, tools and templates including 
related to both required corporate level activities, as well 
as leading practice tools and guidance. This may include 
defined training offerings. 

4. Communicate, Implement and Monitor: Implement 
enhanced oversight approach, considering potential for 
incremental / phased implementation and pilots to support 
change management. Monitor achievement of defined 
benefits. 

Ongoing Monitoring…

Risks & Constraints Probability Impact
1. Infrastructure Administration does not have the capacity or capabilities to support appropriate oversight Low Medium
2. The City does not have the skills and knowledge to develop appropriate City-wide capital project delivery 

policies and procedures, and processes, tools, templates and standardized practices
Medium Medium
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Key Success Factors
– Consider the applicability of project management coordination and centralization across capital project and program activities.

– Define minimum City-wide standard project oversight roles, responsibilities and requirements

– Requirements should only be established where they will be actively monitored and appropriately enforced

– Leverage IA as a coordinating function to help balance resource peaks and valleys across projects and programs, including when projects are 
facing significant issues, and if significant support is needed to recover projects in accordance with budgets and schedules.

Key Performance Indicators
– Number of capital projects completed on time, on budget, and deliver anticipated outcomes.

– Capital project actual-to-budget variance, count number of positive variances, and number of negative variances, investigate variances.

Summary of Financial Impact to the City
– Direct cost savings are not anticipated through this opportunity, however long-term cost avoidance savings of up to 5 to 15% may be realized 

though improved capital project associated, especially related to limiting unexpected project cost and schedule overruns. Assuming a continued 
annual capital program spend of over $650 million, even minor reductions could have a significant impact on City financials. 

– Additional effort is anticipated to be required to implement a more robust approach to capital program management. An additional 1 FTE is 
assumed to be required, to be shared primarily between Finance and Urban Construction to complete the anticipated augmented tasks and 
activities. 

3. Capital Project Oversight – Summary Items
Infrastructure Administration
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4. Analytics 
Infrastructure Administration

Description
Data analytics has demonstrated significant value across many industries and organizational functions, and its beginning to change business 
processes in capital project management. 

A critical input into insightful data analytics is having robust, centrally organized data. Lethbridge’s Infrastructure Business Units generate and store 
substantial amounts of Business Unit specific data, with Utility Service and Infrastructure Administration managing the largest amount of data across 
Business Units. While the City is storing large volumes of data, the data is not being fully used to inform decision-making.

Furthermore, the data is not being consistently shared across Business Units, so infrastructure management lessons learned and insights are held 
within individual Business Units rather than shared more broadly across the City.

Generally, the City’s data governance practices are established at the Business Unit level. Data governance is not being considered at the corporate 
or portfolio level. Data is being downloaded, stored, tracked, secured, but not analyzed and consistently reported or communicated. 

The City should consider using data analytics to gain information and decision-making efficiencies and effectiveness across its infrastructure units, 
especially in CIP development.

Service Impact
To the degree that data analytics could be used to plan smarter for capital programs, where plans ensure residents enjoy safe and reliable public 
assets, data analytics may provide positive service impacts in the form of long-term, well-maintained public assets.
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– The City’s Infrastructure Services Business Units own and/or have subscription access rights to a diverse group of software that they use in the 
management of their operations and capital programs. Some key infrastructure software tools are listed below.

– Corporate data governance is the process of managing the flow, and the quality of the flow, of data through an organizations enterprise systems. 
“Flow” may include:

– availability, usability, integrity and security of the data in enterprise systems, based on internal data standards and policies that also control 
data usage. Effective data governance ensures that data is consistent, trustworthy, and does not get misused.

4. Analytics - Opportunity
Infrastructure Administration

•AssetPlanner
•CityWorks
•GIS
•AVL
•Stantec’s Road Matrix (road, lane, and sidewalks)
•CAM module of JD Edwards
•FleetMind
•SCADA at water and wastewater plants
•License plate recognition (LPR) cloud-based to capture license plates and write tickets
•Ticketing System (APTEM, CIRCLESQUARED)
•Tempest City System (Electric)
•Utilismart (Electric) – assists the distribution design department in gaining insights from the 
AMI data when exploring potential infrastructure additions and renewals

•Work Order Management Systems (WORMS) – (Electric)

City of Lethbridge 
Infrastructure 

Services

Select Software IT 
Registrar

Listing

– Based on feedback provided, opportunity exists to leverage available data into valuable information and insights that could be 
used to inform smarter decisions. Decisions that could help optimize capital planning and scheduling, and result in capital 
project cost savings.

– The City may consider investing resources into enhancing corporate, capital program data governance practices. These 
practices could help the City quickly and accurately synthesis the City’s data to generate more insightful information. 

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.
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4. Analytics – Data Governance
Infrastructure Administration

4

5

2

Text
3

Data 
Governance 
Operating 

ModelData Policies 
and 
Standards

Data Prioritization
Data elements are prioritized based 
on their level of criticality / impact

Metadata and Data Lineage
Metadata and data lineage should be 
documented and published to drive 
common understanding and 
consistent usage of data

Data Accountability
Accountability for data is assigned to 
domains and data is effectively 
managed through established 
mechanisms, e.g., roles and 
responsibilities, committees, etc.

Data Quality
Data quality should be monitored and 
reported on a regular basis, with the 
goal of remediating data quality 
issues as they are identified

1

Data Policies and Standards
Data policies outline the oversight 
structure and enforcement 
mechanisms for effective data 
governance with directives for 
supporting standards and 
processes

The City could enhance its data integrity 
and quality by establishing data 
governance plans.

The following is an illustrative description 
of a data governance operating model.
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4. Analytics – Technology Improvement Considerations
Pursuing high-level technology improvements may have numerous benefits to the City in many business functions, and in some cases, across 
business functions as Business Units coordinate and support one another.

Infrastructure Administration

The City may benefit from 
enhanced data governance 

practices and methodologies

Continue to inventory 
infrastructure assets in the 

corporate GIS. Asset 
Management is conducting 

similar work for all Transportation 
Assets, including street lights, 

traffic signals, rail crossings, and 
pedestrian crossings. A similar 
process should be conducted 
across all public infrastructure 
assets so that the City has an 

accurate, dynamic digital model 
of City assets

A credible, master data source 
would enable the City to make 

better evidence-based decisions

Information storage is trending 
toward cloud-based means and 

away from on premise

Integrate cost data and GIS data  
systems across the Infrastructure 

Business Units so that 
information could be shared and 
kept up to date and maintained 

by a dedicated City authority

Business Units should be 
encouraged to share digital and 

data insights across the 
organization. An organizing 

committee could be established

A new document management 
system to improve information 

tracking and retrieval

Explore potential cross-business
capabilities of CityWorks

Enhance traffic demand 
management (in Transportation)

Develop plans to leverage AMI 
data (in Electric)

Continue using AssetPlanner to 
manage asset lifecycle 

information across Facility 
Services. Develop a similar 

process to begin documenting a 
master copy of the City’s 

infrastructure asset lifecycle 
information to help forecast 

replacement dates and future 
funding requirements

Enhance and connect GIS 
systems across Business Units, 
build out City infrastructure and 

public asset  layers

Automate and streamline 
transmittal of water treatment 

information and sampling results 
to regulators (in Water and 

Wastewater)

A data-driven decision-making
framework and improved data 
management (in Waste and 

Recycling)
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4. Analytics – Implementation Timeline
Data analytical models could be developed based on the steps below. Steps 3 through 4 should be repeated depending on the need.

City leadership would also want to be aware of the related constraints and risks associated with this course of action. 

Infrastructure Administration

Actions 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024
1. Set direction and establish a Business Intelligence (BI) 

environment and culture. Leading practices suggest that 
organizations that develop their culture around data and 
business intelligence have more success in planning, 
developing and implementing data-driven solution.

2. Establish data governance practices. Develop 
processes and procedure that set guidelines for data 
oversight and management, accountability standards and 
read/write privileges, master data policies, and data 
updating and quality standards, including data formats, 
among other practices.

3. Define the specific analytical need. The need should be 
specific, and it should describe what the organization 
wishes to discovery or enhance. For example, the need 
could be, “improve the scheduling of capital projects”.

4. Obtain necessary data, polish, format. Once the specific 
need is identified, seek to identify the data available that 
can help provide insights and improve decision-making.

5. Create advanced analytical models. Design analytical 
tools that the data can feed into so that the City can obtain 
meaningful information from it.

6. Interpret model output and communicate results. 
Analyze the output from the model and seek to verify the 
results through due diligence and stakeholder 
engagement. Consider running the model using scenarios. 
Communicate the results of the model to decision makers.

Ongoing Monitoring…
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Key Success Factors
– Deployment of a Business Intelligence environment and culture (i.e., a culture promoting analytical innovation and thinking).

– Leadership sets the direction, strategy and goals for the data analytics team and resources.

– Catalog the data sets of the Business Units.

– Keep data integrity, accuracy and privacy high priorities.

– Obtain or develop relevant data quality tools and establish administration/management of data. Use tools to standardize and improve data.

Key Performance Indicators
– Number of up-to-date, well-managed databases with defined data parameters and appropriate incoming and outgoing data flow and quality.

– Number of internal random data audits, and the key data findings (i.e., errors, omissions, exception logs).

– Number customer complaints regarding data quality issues/concerns.

Summary of Financial Impact to the City
– Data analytics could result in better infrastructure management and information available to the City. The City could presumably be better 

positioned with this information to make smarter decisions. Smarter decisions could provide the City financial impacts in the form of project cost 
and schedule efficiencies, including helping minimize the occurrences of project cost and budget overruns.

– As the City has previously invested in a variety of systems, tools, software and capacity development, additional resourcing is not anticipated to 
be required, with efforts shifting from implementation of these solutions to ongoing application, monitoring and support. 

4. Analytics – Summary Items
Infrastructure Administration

Risks & Constraints Probability Impact
1. The City does not have sufficient capability to balance reactive requirements with ongoing improvement High Medium
2. There is not enough interaction, interfacing, and collaboration among the Business Unit, AM and IT functions 

to successfully plan, implement and deliver
Medium Medium



Parks
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Financial Performance

Parks
Parks

Service List

Public-facing services:
̶ At a high level, Parks manages 2,663 hectares of 

land (including natural areas, developed parks, sport 
fields, courts, school grounds, playgrounds and 
ponds) and over 234 km of pathways.

̶ Special event management (planning, set-up, 
staffing, site management and maintenance). 

̶ Overall maintenance including snow removal, park 
and street trees, shrubs, florals pest control, turf, 
dry-land mowing, graffiti removal, and storm pond 
maintenance.

̶ Irrigation systems.

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.

Alignment with Strategic Goals
2. Financial Stewardship and Economic Prosperity
3. Liveable Communities 
4. Compassionate Community
5. People Places for All

Potential for Improvement Opportunity

Efficiency
Resource Investment Based on expenses and FTEs

Trend Moderate expense and FTE growth

Effectiveness Alternative Practices Some potential opportunities identified

Service Citizen-facing High interaction/valued experience

Alignment Service Alignment Traditional City service

Overall ---- Moderate potential

Summary Description
Parks is focused on enhancing the community’s quality 
of life by planning, building and caring for our Parks 
System.” It aims to provide residents with a variety of 
outdoor recreational options. Parks is responsible for 
the development and maintenance lifecycle of parks. 
Park’s 2018 operating expenditures total $15.1M and 
capture 107 FTEs. 

Low potential Moderate potential High potential
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Volumes
The Parks Business Unit is responsible for over 384 parks and 234 
pathways. 

Financial Overview
Parks is a tax-supported Business Unit organized within the 
Infrastructure Services Department. In 2018, actual total expenditures 
were $15.1 million, as per the table below. 

Overview (1 of 2)
Parks

Key Highlights (2018-2019)
No. of Parks 384

No. of Park Visits 10 million per year

Area of parkland (hectares) 2,931 ha

Portion of City is parkland (%) 23%

Portion of parkland that is natural area (%) 65%

Pathways 234

No. of Volunteers 1,696

No. of Trees 47,016

Area of Tree Cover 319.9 acres

No. of Playgrounds 121

No. of Ponds More than 30

Source: City of Lethbridge 2019 – 2022 Business Plan; 2019 The Canadian City Parks 
Report; Organization Review Document Briefing; Parks Recreation Sites Summary 
2019; Lethbridge 2019 - i-Tree Ecosystem Analysis; Yardstick Benchmark Report. 

2018 Operating Financials
Operating Expenditures $11.3M
Net Interdepartmental Transfers & Other Transactions $3.8M
Total Expenditures $15.1M
(Less Revenues) ($1.0M)
Tax-Supported Operating Expenditures $14.1M

Source: City of Lethbridge Business Unit Manager Reports

Capital Projects Budget (2018)
River Valley Accessibility Study $0.1 M

Parks Asset Management $0.7 M

Legacy Park $11.3 M
Pathway System Connections and Extensions $0.5 M
Bark Park $0.6 M
River Valley fencing $0.4 M

Source: City of Lethbridge CIP 2018-2027

Urban parks play a key role in improving the quality of life those who reside in a municipality. The Parks Business Unit is responsible for providing 
residents with recreational options and maintaining land including natural areas, developed parks, sports fields, courts, school grounds, playgrounds, 
ponds and pathways. 
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Overview (2 of 2)
Outcomes
The table below lists Parks’ intended outcomes. 

Parks

Type of Park Success Indicators

City-
Developed 
Parks

– Property values are higher because of proximity to a park
– Park users socialize and the community fabric is strengthened
– Family bonds are strengthened as opportunities for activity are 

realized. Community appreciation for nature and the 
environment translates into positive environmental actions

– Park users’ mental and physical health is positively impacted
– Community pride translates into development and 

maintenance of private property
– Community appreciation of the parks system is high in 

surveys
Specialty-
Use Parks

– Amenities and space do not limit the appropriate use – Park is a destination for users from all areas of the city and 
region

Natural 
Areas

– Amenity development is appropriate for a natural experience 
with minimal impact on the environment

– Park users socialize and the community fabric is strengthened.
– Family bonds are strengthened
– Community appreciation for nature and the environment 

translates into positive environmental actions
– Residents’ mental and physical health is positively impacted

– Community feelings of ownership translate into protection
– Ecosystems are preserved for future generations
– Healthy plant and wildlife populations, appropriate to the 

area, are present in balanced number
– Appropriate events are accommodated with minimal impact 

(e.g., Easter Egg Hunt, Midnight Madness, Moonlight Run, 
etc.)

Preservation 
Areas

– Amenity development is appropriate for a natural experience 
with minimal or no impact on the environment

– Community appreciation for nature and the environment 
translates into positive environmental actions

– Residents’ mental and physical health is positively impacted
– Community feelings of ownership translate into protection

– Ecosystems are protected for future generations
– Healthy plant and wildlife populations appropriate to the area 

are present in balanced numbers
– Native flora and fauna are present in the appropriate balance
– Preservation areas provide a quality educational experience

School Yard 
Parks

– School curriculum and programming needs are met
– Recreational/Fun leagues have adequate amenities to book 

and use

– Lower quality standards do not have a negative effect on 
adjacent property values

– Park is safe for appropriate play

Dry-land 
Parks

– Landscape is sustainable with minimal irrigation
– Use is compatible with slow recovery

– Area accommodates passive low impact recreation
– Public acceptance

Sources: Parks 2009-2019 Strategic Plan; Parks 2019 -2022 Business Plan
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Operating Model (1 of 2)
Parks’ mission is to “enhance [its] community’s quality of life by planning, building and caring for [its] Parks System.” Program delivery is 
accomplished through a wide variety of operational activities including: planning and design; development; operations; and asset management. The 
Parks’ core business and services that are delivered to residents are outlined below. 

Parks

Area Objectives Operating Approach

Planning and 
Design

Objective: Plan the use of land and 
natural area to ensuring that the City 
is: meeting open-space standards, 
obtaining input from stakeholders, and 
assessing whether parks are meeting 
wants/needs

– Employs 1 staff
– Completed in-house
– Develops standards and plans for park development
– Ensures practices comply with standards, guidelines and provincial/federal legislation, such as the 

Municipal Development Plan and Municipal Government Act
– Supports initiatives that involve green space, promotes sustainability and environmental stewardship.

Development

Objective: Manage projects, such as 
enhancements and construction of 
parkland (e.g., amenities, trees, 
pathway, play units, irrigation 
systems) and landscaping on new 
arterial roadways

– Employs 1 staff
– Completed in-house with some external consultants
– Developers build parks in new developments to City specifications
– City contracts construction of large, new parks and redevelopment of existing parks
– Provides input into right of way landscaping projects and works with community groups on special 

projects

Operations 

Objective: Maintain City parks 
through pest control, irrigation, 
forestry, turf maintenance, 
construction, dry-land mowing, shrub 
bed maintenance and sidewalk snow 
removal

– Employs 31 staff plus 40 winter staff and 140 summer staff.
– Manages historical and park trees in-house; contracts pruning of street trees and some tree removal
– Executes on planting, irrigation, and mowing schedules in house 
– Inspects and maintains playgrounds, including school playgrounds that are considered City assets
– Performs ancillary functions including care of City building grounds, graffiti removal, storm pond 

maintenance, and snow and ice removal at City facilities

Asset 
Management

Objective: Conduct functional 
assessments, planning and re-design, 
and construction or replacement of 
parks assets 

– Employs 2 staff
– Conducts condition assessments every 3-4 years

Source: Parks 2009-2019 Strategic Plan; Stakeholder Engagements
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Operating Model (2 of 2)
Services by Park Type
The table below outlines the types of parks that the City maintains and the service objectives of each. 

Parks

Type of Park Service Description

City 
Developed 
Parks

City-developed parks include pocket, neighborhood, community and regional parks. They offer opportunities for:
– Social gathering, active or passive recreation, and cultural celebration
– Use and enjoyment of the park for the intended activity adding value to proximally-located properties
– Density relief
– Beautification of the proximal area
– Environmental benefits

Specialty-Use 
Parks

Specialty-use parks meet specialized technical requirements of specific recreational activities to meet demand and/or intended 
use. They include: skateboard parks, off leash dog parks/areas, Galt Gardens water feature, and Brewery Gardens. The
specialty-use parks must also accommodate a high number of users and must be maintained in a condition that does not limit 
the level or type of intended use.

Natural Areas
Natural areas provide recreational opportunities. They provide convenient access and park amenities, such as roads, parking 
lots, playgrounds, paved pathways, picnic facilities and fences. The natural elements of the park are altered to accommodate 
recreation while impact to the natural elements of the park are minimal.

Preservation 
Areas

The purpose of preservation areas is “to protect the natural and native elements of the ecosystem while still allowing for low 
impact, nature-focused recreation and educational opportunities.” These areas have minimal development to limit the impact of 
park use.

School Yard 
Parks

School yard parks, “Provide land around a school that meets the programming functions for the school, but is also available to 
the public during off-school hours for unstructured play, instruction and organized sport activities.” The Municipal Government 
Act mandates the provision of school space. Its size and characteristics are negotiated with the school boards. 

Dry-land Parks Dry-land parks are public open spaces with limited active recreational activities and minimal amenities. These parks are non-
irrigated and designed to be naturalized. 

Source: Parks 2009-2019 Strategic Plan; Parks 2019 -2022 Business Plan
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The following graphic shows the main pieces of legislation that provide legal direction and guidance for municipal park management. 

The Alberta Municipal Government Act 
The Alberta Municipal Government Act (MGA) is the Provincial legislation that outlines requirements for all statutory plans and processes related to 
planning in the city and the development of lands. In accordance with the MGA, municipalities are required to use up to 10% of residential 
developable land (the municipal reserve) for parks. The City has typically used its municipal reserve for developed parks and open spaces including 
pocket parks, neighborhood parks, community core parks, school grounds and linear parks. 

Parks in Lethbridge
Plans, policies, municipal development plans, and land use bylaws are some of the documents used in the parks planning and development 
process. They include:

– The City of Lethbridge Integrated Community Sustainability Plan / Municipal Development Plan (ICSP/MDP), adopted in 2010, provides policy 
direction to guide the City’s growth.

– The 2009 - 2019 Parks Strategic Plan guides Parks in the development of budgets, work plans, and annual goals and objectives.

– The Parks Master Plan (2007) strategically guides future park development, protects natural assets, and increases accessibility and re-
development to meet current and future needs. The Plan states the guiding principles for parks, which include accessibility, connectivity, diversity 
and adaptability, sustainability, safety and security, and identity and character). 

– Bikeways and Pathways Master Plan (2007) establishes the guiding principles for the development of the bikeways and pathways network while 
ensuring that the current network works effectively. Its principles are accessibility, connectivity, function, education and promotion, safety. 

– River Valley Parks Master Plan (2017) establishes the strategic direction, management policies, and guidelines for the Lethbridge River Valley 
(3,985 hectares). The Plan also provides a number of guidelines and recommendations that contribute towards sustainable design. 

Context
Parks

Municipal Parks

City Developed Parks Preservation Areas

Natural Areas School Yard Parks

Provincial Parks Dry-land Parks

Key Legislation and Policies

– Alberta Municipal Government Act 
– Parks Bylaw provides regulations of public parks
– Integrated Community Sustainability Plan / Municipal 

Development Plan provides policy direction to guide the 
city’s growth
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Organization and Staffing (1 of 2)
In 2019, the organizational structure of Parks Management was comprised of approximately 112 FTEs, an increase from 107 FTEs in 2018. The 
large majority of these roles were located in Operations, which as a seasonal workforce of around 40 in the winter and 140 in the summer. 

Parks

Parks Manager 

Parks Planning Manager Parks Development Manager Parks Operations Manager

Parks Operations Coordinator

Utility Worker

Foreman-Parks Maintenance 
Special Events

Foreman
(8)

Urban Forestry Coordinator

Urban Forestry Technician

Certified Arborist (5)

Arborist (2)

Parks Urban Forestry Garden

Mosquito Technician

Irrigation Coordinator

Irrigation Maintenance 
Tech 

Amenities Services 
Coordinator

Amenity Services Lead hand

Amenities Maintenance 
Worker (2)

Graffiti Abatement Foreman

Parks Natural Resource 
Coordinator 

Parks Infrastructure 
Coordinator

Parks GPS Technician 

Source: Derived City of Lethbridge Information; 2009-2019 Strategic Plan
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Organization and Staffing (2 of 2)
Overall staffing levels have increased since 2016. Specifically, total FTEs increased from 101 to 112, or approximately 11%. This rate exceed the 
rate of population growth. Over the same timeframe, overtime decreased from 2.6% to 1.9%. 

Parks

Source: Derived from City of Lethbridge Information.

Time Expended (2016-2019)

Note: Percentage of overtime refers to the total overtime as a percentage of 
regular hours.

Year 2016 2017 2018 2019
Regular Hours 195,802 208,534 208,262 218,817
Overtime Hours 5,285 5,390 5,457 4,321
Total Hours 201,087 213,924 213,719 223,138
Total Effort (FTEs) 101 107 107 112
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Performance (1 of 2)
Financial Performance
Operating expenditures (payroll and operating expenses) at Parks increased from $9.8 M in 2015 to $11.3 M in 2018, an increase of approximately 
18%, exceeding the combined growth of inflation and population of approximately 11%.  Spending per 1,000 residents increased approximately 10% 
while the staffing levels per capita remained fairly constant.

Parks

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge

Note: 2016, 2017, and 2018 actual expenditures. 2019 as reported in 2019-22 Operational 
budget

Note: Operating Expenses include; Operating Expenses and Wages & Benefits (from 
Business Unit Manager Reports)
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Performance (2 of 2)
City Wide Community Satisfaction Surveys
In general, citizens consider Parks to be of very high importance and feel highly satisfied with the parks services the City provides. The last five City 
Wide Community Satisfaction Surveys revealed that 98% of residents stated that parks and open spaces are very important or somewhat important. 
The perception that city trails and pathway systems are very important or somewhat important decreased from 92% in 2011 to 89% in 2018. 95% 
reported satisfaction with the City trails and pathways system.

Only 32% of residents think the City should invest more on parks and open spaces and 25% of residents think the City should invest more on trails 
and pathway systems. 

Yardstick Parks User Survey
In 2017, Parks participated in a user survey through the Yardstick Benchmarking program, the results of which are summarized below. Users are 
generally satisfied with parks. Playgrounds and washrooms received the lowest satisfaction ratings. 

Parks

Indicator 2017
Respondents feel “satisfied” or “very satisfied” 87%
Relative satisfaction with parks features – Gardens and 
Trees 88%

Relative satisfaction with parks features- Children's 
playgrounds and equipment (Under 12 years) 75%

Relative satisfaction with parks features – Seats and tables 87%

Relative satisfaction with parks features – Washrooms 68%

Relative satisfaction with parks features – Signs in the park 84%

Relative satisfaction with parks features – Cleanliness/lack 
of litter/lack of graffiti 89%

Source: City of Lethbridge (2018) - Community Satisfaction Survey

Indicator 2017
Relative satisfaction with parks features – Grass 
maintenance (condition/maintenance) 88%

Relative satisfaction with parks features – Paths and Tracks 87%

Relative satisfaction with parks features – Shade 87%

Relative satisfaction with parks features – Security (personal 
safety while in the park 91%
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Comparisons (1 of 6)
A comparison of the City against peer cities in Canada using MBN Canada data to (i.e., those under 500,000 population) provide perspective to the 
City’s volume of assets under maintenance. 

– Compared to many of its peers, Lethbridge has far more area under maintenance, almost 2,900 hectares of land, or 29 hectares/1,000 people, 
compared to the average of just over 12 hectares/1,000 people.

– Comparing operating costs, Lethbridge does well to manage its parks assets efficiently, with an average cost of approximately $5,500 per 
hectare, compared to the average, approximately $7,600 per hectare.

– Even though Parks operating costs per hectare are lower, it manages significantly more natural and maintained parkland than the large majority 
of peer cities. The result is that the operating cost of parks for Lethbridge is approximately $150/person, compared to the average of 
approximately $70/person.

Parks

Sources: 
1) Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge. Total land area is documented in 2019, costs from 2017 Parks budget.
2) MBNCanada 2017 data used to present other Canadian cities under 500,000 population.
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Comparisons (2 of 6)
The City of Lethbridge participates in the Yardsticks Parks 
Benchmarks project which provides another source of comparison. 
The report provides information on topics such as provision of parks, 
operations, planning, costs, environment and infrastructure.  

– Compared to the average of Canadian comparators, approximately 
9 hectares per 1,000 people, Lethbridge maintains significantly 
more land – approximately 29 hectares per 1,000 people.

– It is observed and understood that the City has a large amount of 
natural parkland. Even when only considering maintained parks, 
Lethbridge has the highest level of parkland at over 9 hectares per 
1,000 people.

– The graphs below show that Lethbridge has higher costs per of 
landscape than the peer group average. 

Parks

Note: Analysis is based on information of eight Canadian municipalities which participated in the Yardstick Parks Benchmark report in 2016, 2018, and 2019: City of Calgary (AB), City 
of Edmonton (AB), City of Lethbridge (AB), City of Red Deer (AB), City of St Albert (AB), City of Burlington (ON), City of Kamloops (BC), City of Richmond (BC).
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Comparisons (3 of 6) 
Parks
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The graph below shows how the City maintains greenspace area (ha) per 1,000 residents among the comparator peer group.  In this analysis, green 
spaces include parklands and street verge/buffer.  It has been noted in this report that the City maintains parks very efficiently on a per hectare 
basis, though it is the City’s large portfolio of parkland that presents a challenge. 

Mowing is the largest cost driver in the turf maintenance budget due to it’s labor-intensive and time consuming nature.  The chart below illustrates a 
comparison of the City’s total grass maintenance expenditures on aggregate parklands (both irrigated and dryland).  Expenditures of approximately 
$27,200 per 1,000 residents is more than double of the peer average of $11,600 per 1,000 residents.  This demonstrates the potential for the City to 
reduce costs in grass maintenance. 
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Comparisons (4 of 6)
The City’s number of street trees has increased annually since 2015. 
While the number of trees per capita has stayed roughly constant, the 
overall cost of maintaining trees has increased substantially, by nearly 
50% over 2015-2019.

The spend per tree increased from $48 per tree in 2015 to $73 per 
tree in 2019. It is worth noting that peer cities’ spend is increasing at a 
similar rate, yet Lethbridge still spends nearly twice as much as the 
average of the peer spend.

Parks

Source: Derived from City of Lethbridge information and select municipalities

Notes:
1. Some caution is required when interpreting these findings since there was some 

differences in the comparator group between years.
2. Information on maintenance costs per tree for 2017 was not available.
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Comparisons (5 of 6)
The City has more playgrounds than its comparators at approximately 
1.2 playgrounds per 1,000 residents compared with the average of 
0.7. Among the comparator cities, there is a trend toward having 
fewer playground structures. The City spends less per playground 
than its comparators, spending approximately $1,000 per playground 
compared with $2,500 in 2019.

On a per capita basis, Lethbridge spends less on playgrounds –
approximately $1,250 per 1,000 residents, versus the average of 
$1,550 per 1,000 residents.

Parks

Source: Derived from City of Lethbridge information and select municipalities

Note. Some caution is required when interpreting these findings since there was some 
differences in the comparator group between years.
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Comparisons (6 of 6)
Consistent with having more parkland per capita, Lethbridge also has 
significantly more paths and trails than the comparator average. The 
City maintained approximately 2.4 km of paths per 1,000 residents in 
2019 compared with the peer average of under 1.0 km. The per capita 
rate of spend was nearly triple the comparator average – the City spent 
approximately $10,500 per 1,000 residents, compared to the peer 
average of $3,500 in 2019.

The City spent less per km than comparator cities between 2015 and 
2018. In 2019, the City spent approximately $4,300 per km compared to 
the comparator average of $3,500 per km.

Parks

Source: Derived from City of Lethbridge information and select municipalities

Note. Some caution is required when interpreting these findings since there was some 
differences in the comparator group between years.
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Strengths
Recent successes and initiatives in Parks include:

– Targeted Grazing: Beginning a pilot program to include targeted grazing in the river valley. The pilot project included a herd of 200 goats—
accompanied by a squad of canine companions trained to protect them. This is a method for vegetation management, which includes reduction 
of brush and thatch volume. It also includes invasive weed control to manage trail-side vegetation that is difficult to reach using mechanized 
equipment. The project is currently being expanded. 

– Trail Monitoring: Implementation of sensors to monitor users, such as pedestrians and cyclists, in parks and along trails. 

– Satisfaction Survey: Achieving high levels of citizens satisfaction which suggests a positive impact on the social, economic, and natural 
environment aspects of sustainability. 

– Lethbridge Parks App: This app allows Lethbridge citizens to use a GPS-enabled pathway map to explore the City’s river valley and trail 
system and search for recreational opportunities. 

– Water Conservation in Parks: 40% of parks are irrigated with non-potable water, in an effort to conserve water resources and reduce our 
environmental impact.

– Protection of Urban Forestry: Completion of an aggressive campaign to inject elm trees in order to prevent and treat the European elm scale.

– Graffiti Removal: Resolving graffiti on both public and private property. During the first year, 4,500 graffiti were removed. 

– Summer Work Efficiency Improvement: Implementing park depots to reduce crew transportation. 

– Legacy Park: Opening the Legacy Park which includes a skate park, playground, challenge course, fitness equipment, paved and limestone 
trails. 

Parks

Source: 2019 The Canadian City Parks Report, City of Lethbridge - New in Parks Website.
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Challenges
During the course of Review, the following challenges were identified.

Parks

Challenge Description

Limited Ability to 
Influence Developments

Parks is a member of the Planning Review Team (PRT). However, Parks does not feel it has significant weight over 
planning decisions. This can result in sub-optimal design of new park space.

High Volumes and 
Services Levels to 
Maintain

Parks has high costs per capita primarily attributable to the large amount of park space, trees and amenities 
maintained, and the high level of service at which they are maintained.

Operations Planning and 
Coordination

Parks does not have one, consolidated source of information of planned activities by location. This has resulted in 
conflicts between Parks Construction and Forestry, Parks and other infrastructure departments and Parks and 
Recreation (bookings). 

Seasonal and Part Time 
Positions

Parks has a high number of seasonal workers and incurs costs recruiting and training staff each year. Seasonal staff 
are also less experienced and difficult to retain year over year. 
Some part time positions are effectively full time with only a limited number of lay-off days in a year. Individuals in 
these positions have less job security and benefits and are considered a retention risk. 

Vehicles

Parks uses a season fleet of approximately 50 pick-up trucks. These trucks take abuse as crews load and unload 
equipment and materials. Historically, Parks used older City vehicles. Now, Fleet rents new, “fully-loaded” trucks. 
This has increased Park’s fleet costs, and Parks staff are reluctant to use the vehicles as much for hauling 
equipment and materials. 

Small Equipment Repair Parks is challenged servicing and repairing small equipment. Fleet no longer provides this service, and there is 
limited service options in Lethbridge. Park staff report having equipment serviced in neighbouring communities. 
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Opportunities
Parks

Implementation Benefit Level of 
DecisionCost Time Risk Efficiency Effectiveness Service Alignment

1 Naturalization of Parkland M M M ++ + o o Council

2 Reduced Grass 
Maintenance L L M ++ + o o Council

3 Parkland Concentration L H M + + o o Council

4 Sustaining Tree Canopy L L M + o o o Council

The following table lists the Park opportunities identified along with a high-level assessment of their potential time to implement, and the relative 
degree to which they satisfy the evaluation criteria for prioritizing opportunities.

Legend

Note: The full legend is available on page 24.
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1. Naturalization of Parkland
Description
City parks receive high citizen satisfaction ratings in Lethbridge. However , this comes with high per capita costs of maintaining the City’s large area 
of natural and maintained parkland.  While parks contribute to the quality of life in Lethbridge, they offer few recovery opportunities (e.g., Parks 
revenue only covers 6% of total expenditures).

In order to balance cost of service with service levels, and to manage long-term environmental objectives, municipalities across Canada are 
increasingly naturalizing parks and open spaces (see the text box below for examples of municipalities that have adopted naturalization strategies).  
Naturalization is an ecologically-based approach to municipal parkland maintenance that restores environmental integrity through a set of activities 
that establish the natural environment and native ecosystem within the urban landscape and strategically minimizes maintenance operations in the 
naturalized areas. 

Despite previous negative resident responses to naturalization efforts, contemporary trends show that residents in urbanized settings recognize that 
natural green spaces improve livability and provide environmental benefits.  There has been a shift in public sentiment towards recognizing and 
understanding environmental issues and naturalization as a step towards achieving sustainability objectives. In addition, the pandemic and ensuing 
economic downturn have heightened people’s understanding of a need to reduce service levels in areas that do not significantly affect quality of live. 

The City has naturalized some park assets (e.g., storm ponds perimeters), and with its extensive river valley, 65% of Lethbridge parklands are 
already natural. City Council’s vision statement includes “active leadership in environmental stewardship.”

Parks

According to Lethbridge Community 
Satisfaction Surveys, there has been an 
increasing portion of residents that feel that 
the environment is one of the most 
important issues facing Lethbridge. In 2018, 
environmental concerns were ranked the 
second highest concern of citizens.

City Vision Statement: “We will continue to work 
together to ensure that Lethbridge demonstrates 
active leadership in environmental stewardship 
and innovation and is recognized as being a safe, 
heathy, vibrant, prosperous, economically viable 
place where all people can fully participate in 
community life.”

– City Strategic Plan 2017 – 2021

A number of Canadian municipalities have 
emphasized or adopted naturalization 
strategies in recent years: 

2011 2014 2018

10th 5th 2nd

– Calgary
– Edmonton
– London
– Winnipeg
– Saskatoon

– Halifax
– Vaughan
– Toronto
– Kitchener
– Vancouver

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge and publicly available on other municipalities.  Municipal services may not be strictly comparable.
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1. Naturalization of Parkland
The City of Lethbridge currently has approximately 3,000 hectares (ha) of maintained and natural parkland comprised of developed, dry-land, 
preservation, and natural areas with various functional purposes (e.g., sport fields, school-yards).  Each type of park requires different maintenance 
standards and resources. Naturalized landscapes do not need traditional landscaping and maintenance such as mowing, trimming, flower-bedding, 
materials (e.g., fertilizer, pesticides) and irrigation. The significant cost difference between maintained and natural parks is highlighted in the table 
below.

There may be an opportunity to convert portions of maintained parkland to natural areas, which may save costs, save water, and deliver 
environmental benefits.  The City could identify sites suitable for naturalization. Considerations for identifying areas suitable for naturalization include 
assessing the area’s usage, operating cost, risks (e.g., proximity to residential/commercial spaces), and ease of naturalization. Maintained park 
areas that may be potential candidates for naturalization include storm pond perimeters, street verges, areas difficult to maintain, and low-use areas 
within maintained parks (e.g., borders, copses). Other potential areas area dry-land parks, which are not irrigated areas but are maintained less 
frequently. 

Service Impact (Neutral Impact)
Naturalization strategical selected parklands could impact service levels in some areas where residents were comfortable with current standards. 
However, increasingly, the public is aware of the benefits of naturalization and may support it. The long-term impact is considered minimal.

Parks

Type of Parkland Direct Costs 
(2019) Hectares (ha) Approximate Average Direct

Cost per Hectare ($/ha) Comment

Maintained Parklands $8.8 million 984 $8,900 The cost of maintained parkland per 
hectare is approximately 18 times the 
cost of maintaining natural parkland. 

Natural Parklands $1.1 million 2,041 $500

Total $9.9 million 3,025 -

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge; Yardstick Benchmarking Report 2019.

Note: Direct costs listed do not include maintenance of off-park assets distributed throughout the City, nor do they include departmental overhead and administration.
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1. Naturalization of Parkland
The scope of the lands that the City might consider 
would exclude parklands and spaces with functional 
purposes, or along roadway perimeters where grass 
must be kept shorter for safety reasons.  

The degree and type of benefits from naturalization 
will depend on the selection of what spaces are 
converted. Analysis of green space prior to 
naturalization could help ensure realization of these 
benefits and limit risk.

Parks

Potential Candidates for Full or Partial 
Naturalization

– Boulevards, roadway medians, road islands, 
near intersections – approximately 325 
hectares.

– Storm ponds perimeters – approximately 16 
hectares.

– Linear parks – approximately 92 hectares. 
– Areas within certain developed parks that are 

comprised of older and under-utilized park 
features.

– Dry-land parks – approximately 446 hectares. 
– New park development areas or existing parks 

under redevelopment.
– Green spaces in need for restoration.

Benefits of Naturalization 

Environmental

– Rebuilding natural habit
– Increased biodiversity
– Greater ecological 

functions
– Improved air an

water quality

Education

– Increased public 
awareness of 
naturalization benefits

– Awareness of 
environmental issues

Economic & Fiscal

– Reduced maintenance 
costs

– Reduced water 
consumption

Societal

– Natural beautification
– Increased quality of life 

and civic 
environmental 
engagement

– Active community and 
public health

Sources: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge. Source: Urban Naturalization in Canada: A Policy and Program Guidebook, and outcomes from 
municipal website and documentation regarding naturalization efforts. 
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1. Naturalization of Parkland
Approaches to Naturalization 
Municipal approaches to parkland naturalization projects has involved a variety of methods such as: natural regeneration, plantation, low-mow, soil 
building, and managed succession. Below is a table summarizing the experiences of municipalities that have implemented naturalization techniques.  

Parks

Processes of Naturalizaton – Observations of Peer Comparators

Municipality Naturalization Approaches & Processes – Key Municipal Observations 

City of 
Edmonton

̶ Identified a number of areas throughout the City to be naturalized, the majority being along arterial and collector roadways.
̶ Stopped regular mowing on irrigated lands to allow grass to grow naturally. Planted native trees, flowers, and shrubs to 

establish an ecosystem.
̶ Edmonton targeted 70 hectares of mowed turf to be transitioned to naturalized spaces. 

City of 
Saskatoon

̶ Established areas of native grasses or wildflowers.  Planted native trees, shrubs and wildflowers to increase natural seed 
dispersal.

̶ Increased staff knowledge and skill sets, and adapted horticultural maintenance to ecological maintenance.
City of 
Winnipeg

̶ Designated no-mowing/reduced mowing along waterways, under oak trees, and along existing natural areas. 
̶ Planted native trees and shrubs, and restored wetlands. Conduct habitat assessments and steward the land.
̶ Weed management was required, however, native species have gained control.

City of 
Calgary

̶ Described as a habitat restoration initiative.
̶ Framework/considerations for naturalization: potential maintenance cost savings, impact of change assessment, public safety 

risks and proximity to residences. 
City of 
Vaughan

̶ Naturalization efforts were part of a stormwater management strategy to target storm ponds and other maintained green 
spaces.

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge and publicly available on other municipalities.  Municipal services may not be strictly comparable.
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1. Naturalization of Parkland
Illustrative Scenarios
The table below illustrates potential cost savings across three scenarios where 5%, 10% and 15% of maintained parkland is naturalized.  It also 
assumes that the cost savings from reduced maintenance of park space would be the differential cost of maintaining these spaces. This assumption 
acknowledges that some costs would not be reduced proportionately. For example, it assumes that only 50% of the operating cost of maintained 
areas would be saved as mobilization and watering costs in these areas would likely continue. Similarly, it assumes that much of the space 
naturalized would cost more than the average cost of operating naturalized space. This reflects a higher potential service standard for naturalized 
areas in urban areas versus the river bottom. Urban naturalized areas may require more litter collection, for example. 

The illustrative scenarios suggest potential annual savings of between approximately $170,000 and over $500,000. Cost savings could be realized 
starting as early as 2022.

Parks

Current State
Future State 

Scenario 1: 5% 
Conversion

Future State 
Scenario 2: 10% 

Conversion

Future State 
Scenario 3: 15% 

Conversion
Parkland Area to be Naturalized (ha) 49 98 148

Cost per hectare of maintained areas $8,902 $4,450 $4,450 $4,450

Cost per hectare of natural areas $526 $1,050 $1,050 $1,050
Cost difference per hectare of maintained versus natural area $8,376 $3,400 $3,400 $3,400
Illustrative Annual Savings Potential - $167,000 $333,000 $503,000

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge; Yardstick Benchmarking Report 2019.
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2020

1. Naturalization of Parkland
Parks

Actions 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024
1. Identify important public green spaces to maintain based on set scope of 

naturalization and criteria. Develop naturalization framework and select 
areas of relatively easy transition. 

2. Define prioritized green spaces 
3. Develop a communications strategy to educate the public on the ecological 

and economic benefits of naturalized areas, and use signage to let the public 
know which areas are being naturalized

4. Phase-in naturalization over a period of two seasons

Implementation Considerations
The Alberta Municipal Government Act requires that up to 10% of developable land be used for municipal reserve. Much of this allocation is used for 
parks and green spaces, growing the City’s park inventory annually. As the City considers naturalizing park space, it may have an opportunity to 
work with developers construct more natural parks. In an effort to maintain a partnership with industry, the City provides a cost share with 
developers, contributing a maximum of $75,000 per hectare. This provides the City with input into design and construction into potential parklands.  
This program could be leveraged to incentivize and support naturalization.

Targeted naturalization could proceed on the timeline described below. City leadership would want to be aware of the related constraints and risks 
associated with this course of action. 

Risks & Constraints Probability Impact
1. Conversion of maintained space to 

naturalized space is likely to incur some 
public criticism during the period of 
adjustment when residents begin to accept 
the change.

Medium Low

2. Naturalized areas in urban settings are 
more expensive to maintain than estimated. Low Low
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1. Naturalization of Parkland
Key Success Factors
– Public education and awareness will be important to promote acceptance of naturalized areas.

– Naturalized areas cannot interfere with current function (e.g., too close to play areas, roadways). 

Key Performance Indicators
– Reduced cost per hectare of operating City parkland.

– Increased public acceptance and awareness of naturalized spaces.

Parks

-$200

-$100

$0

$100

$200

$300

$400

2020 2021 2022 2023 2024

Financial Impact

Cost Savings Transition Costs

Summary of Financial Impact to the City
– Transition costs could include $100,000 over two years for public 

communications.  For the parklands to be transitioned to naturalized 
space, at an estimated cost of $2,500 per hectare – if 98 hectares of 
parkland is naturalized, that component would total $245,000 over 
two years.

– Once implemented, assuming 98 hectares transitioned, there could 
be net cost improvements of approximately $333,000 (calculations 
can be found in Appendix A.4).

Source: Derived from transition and operating data provided by the City of 
Lethbridge.
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2. Reduced Grass Maintenance
Description
The City owns and maintains approximately 911 hectares (ha) of grass, or turf, in irrigated and dryland parklands and green spaces.  Parks 
maintenance costs related to grass are approximately $2.6 million annually.  Mowing and watering are routine activities for both parkland and green 
spaces and are the largest cost components in the overall grass maintenance budget.  In addition, the City incurs costs to fertilize, over-seed, 
aerate, and top dress higher priority spaces. 

Annual maintenance costs for turf is approximately $4,643 per hectare.  Water consumption costs for irrigated spaces is approximately $4,481 per 
hectare. 

Turf is the irrigated ground cover (i.e., grass) for sporting or other recreational uses.  Current service levels for turf maintenance can be measured 
by the number of mows completed (i.e., weekly or approximately 26 mows a season).  Lethbridge targets grass height to be 2.5 inches.  This type of 
green space receives a consistent level of water per week to irrigate with priority being given to high-functioning areas. 

Grass mowing services are provided internally by Parks across all irrigated lands.  These are categorized as: developed parks, sport fields, school-
yards, preservation sites, as well as some street verge and buffer zones (e.g., roadways, islands, boulevards), and all maintained at similar 
standards.  Some parklands and street verges are dry-land and do not receive the same service level. They are not irrigated and mowed less 
frequently. 

Many other jurisdictions mow less frequently (e.g., every 10 days to two weeks) and some accept higher target grass lengths (e.g., 3-4 inches). 

The City may have an opportunity to reduce the maintenance it performs on turf and dryland areas.  High-use and high-priority areas (e.g., sports 
fields, playgrounds, etc.) would be excluded from consideration.  Such a reduction in service levels may provide cost improvements in labour, fuel, 
transportation, and water consumption. 

Reducing irrigation holds the promise of reducing potable water consumption.  Irrigation in Lethbridge draws approximately 60% of its demand from 
potable water sources.  Reducing potable water consumption would assist the City in reducing demand on treatment and storage facilities. 

Service Impact (Negative Impact)
Reducing the frequency that parklands or green spaces are mowed may have some impacts on appearance, depending on extent and weather 
factors .  This may result in some citizen concern about the level of service, however, education and public outreach around these decisions.

Parks

Mowing Area Water

Irrigated Turf Spaces Dryland Spaces Irrigation System

445 ha Expenditures: $2.1M 466 ha Expenditures: $0.5M 1 inch per week Expenditures: 2.0M 
Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.
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2. Reduced Grass Maintenance
The table to the right shows service levels for mowing 
and trimming of irrigated green space, differentiating 
on how often a park or street verge/buffer is cut, by a 
number of municipalities.

Sports fields and other high-use areas have been 
excluded. 

Most municipalities listed have less frequent grass 
cutting than Lethbridge.  The most common mowing 
rate appears to be biweekly mowing.

Some other municipalities utilize a flexible model 
involving classifications of parks and buffer areas, 
which allows for the optimization of mowing frequency 
based on the utilization of the park, the number of 
amenities at a park, and weather patterns. 

Most municipalities contract out grass mowing 
services.  However, some municipalities retain the 
more complex and/or intricate grass cutting around 
park facilities.

Parks

Service Levels

Municipality Irrigated Parks Mowing Cycle Range Street Verge/Buffer

Red Deer Weekly to biweekly Cycle 2.0 – 2.5 inches Weekly

Medicine Hat Weekly to biweekly Cycle 3.0 inches Weekly to biweekly

Edmonton Biweekly Cycle 4.0 inches Biweekly

Calgary Biweekly N/A Biweekly

Kelowna Weekly Cycle 2.0 – 2.5 inches N/A

Guelph Every 10 days Cycle 2.0 – 3.0 inches Every 15 days

Saskatoon Weekly N/A 4-5 times/season

Winnipeg Every 10 to 14 days N/A Every 10 to 14 days

Vaughan Biweekly N/A N/A

Hamilton Biweekly N/A Every 15 to 20 days

Source: Derived from publicly available sources, including municipal annual reports, bylaws, policy documents, 
and websites

The City does not categorize green spaces by mowing priority.  Although there are higher service levels for sporting fields, some of which are 
mowed multiple times a week, the rest of irrigated space is generally treated with the same standards.  This lack of distinction between the utilization 
of a park or green space may provide an important opportunity to improve costs given the vast amount of parkland the City currently maintains.  For 
instance, a parks mowing service level could be determined by analyzing whether the irrigated area, (measured in hectare or acre) has high volume 
or low volume of use, or has a high priority amongst City parks. Service levels can then be adjusted by priority, grass need and trends.  

There may be an opportunity for the City to align its service levels with the jurisdictional 
average of biweekly cutting.

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge and information publicly available on comparator municipalities.
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2. Reduced Grass Maintenance
The table below shows that there is a variety of green spaces in the City. There is approximately 985 hectares of maintained green space, 911 
hectares of which are mowed. Some green spaces receive higher levels of irrigation and mowing as not all of these areas are irrigated; 466 ha is 
considered dry-land and 445 ha is irrigated land.  Therefore, assumptions have been made on the number of irrigated hectares of ground cover by 
type of green space (see Portion Irrigated column in the table below).

The City could target areas where it is unnecessary to mow frequently, such as buffer areas and linear parks.  In addition, the City could consider 
park areas that have less public usage and/or consider seasonal mowing levels for school yards (i.e., biweekly services during summer months). 

Parks

Green Space 
(2019)

Total 
Land (ha)

Portion
Irrigated

Land 
Area (ha) Potential for Mowing Reduction

Buffer 325
25% irrigated 81 Low functional use.  These green spaces could be considered for biweekly mowing. 
75% dry-land 244 Green spaces that could be considered for naturalization rather than reduced mowing.

Linear Park 92
25% irrigated 23 Low functional use.  These green spaces could be considered for biweekly mowing. 
75% dry-land 69 N/A

Regional Park 124
75% irrigated 93 Consider biweekly mowing and confirm through public engagement.
25% dry-land 31 N/A

Neighbourhood 
Pocket Park 15

0% irrigated 0 Consider biweekly mowing and confirm through public engagement.
100% dry-land 15 N/A

Neighbourhood 
Park 164

25% irrigated 41 Consider biweekly mowing and confirm through public engagement.
75% dry-land 123 N/A

Community 
Core Park 60

0% irrigated 0 Consider biweekly mowing and confirm through public engagement.
100% dry-land 60 N/A

School Grounds 115 100% irrigated 115 Potential for reduced mowing when school is out of session.
Downtown Core 
Park 4 100% irrigated 4 N/A

Athletic Park 86 100% irrigated 86 N/A
Total Maintained
Green Spaces 985 353 Approximate available land for consideration in reduced mowing.

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.
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2. Reduced Grass Maintenance
The analysis below takes into account only irrigated spaces for potential service level adjustment as dry-land mowing standards vary (i.e., often a 
few times a year) and more so could be considered to be naturalized (see Opportunity: Naturalization).  Furthermore, it is assumed that not all 
irrigated space could be adjusted to biweekly mowing as some spaces may require weekly mowing.  For buffer areas, road safety may play a part in 
needing to maintain certain spaces more often. 

By shifting from weekly to biweekly mowing in targeted areas, the cost of mowing and irrigating these areas could be cut by one-half to 
approximately $2,200 ($1,100 / ha for mowing; $1,100 / ha for irrigation).  For affected areas, 13 cuts per year rather than 26 (weekly, from May to 
October) could result in potential cost savings of approximately $222,000 annually beginning in 2021.  This figure is dependent on the assumption of 
irrigated space available for biweekly mowing and assumes 30-80% of the irrigated space would shift to bi-weekly.  Similarly, water consumption 
costs per hectare would also be reduced from approximately $4,500 per hectare to approximately $2,200 per hectare.  Allowing for variation in how 
this opportunity is implemented, as well as non-linear costs, the cost improvement from reduced irrigation is assumed to be $1,100 per hectare.  
This results in a potential cost improvement of approximately $203,000 per year. 

The total cost improvement is estimated to be in the order of $406,000 per year.  

–

Parks

Note: This would factor in any conversion to naturalized space, which assumed to be 10% in this illustration.
1Irrigation green space determined based on assumptions outlined on previous page.
2City may not wish to decrease the level of service on all neighbourhood and regional parks based on their relative priority. 
3School grounds would shift to biweekly mowing for approximately 2 months (summer; July and August), which is close to 30% of total mowing season (6 months). 

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.

Green Space 
Irrigated 

green space1

(ha)

Assumed portion 
suitable for 

reduced mowing

Area 
affected 

(ha)

Cost improvement per 
hectare ($)

Illustrative annual cost 
improvement ($)

Total annual
cost 

ImprovementMowing Water Mowing Water

Buffer 81 80% 65 $1,100 $1,100 $72,000 $72,000 $144,000

Linear Parks 23 80% 18 $1,100 $1,100 $20,000 $20,000 $40,000

Neighbourhood & 
Regional Parks 134 50%2 67 $1,100 $1,100 $73,000 $73,000 $146,000

School Grounds 115 30%3 35 $1,100 $1,100 $38,000 $38,000 $76,000

Total 353 – 185 – – $203,000 $203,000 $406,000

4

3

2

1
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2. Reduced Grass Maintenance
The change in service levels on developed parklands could proceed on the timeline described below.  City leadership would want to be aware of the 
related constraints and risks associated with this course of action.  There would be also be expected transition costs in communicating the service 
level adjustments to the public through signage at a cost of approximately $25,000 per year over two years. 

Parks

Actions 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024
1. Assess current functionality of irrigated areas, identify 

current need, feasibility in context of reducing service levels.  
Same process for dry land parklands in naturalization 
context

2. Develop and determine new service levels and expectations 
for targeted areas.

3. Strategic communications and community engagement for 
service level changes and adjust plan accordingly.

4. Implement new service levels and continuously asses and 
review green spaces for service level rationalization 

Risks & Constraints Probability Impact
1. Some residents may object to the modestly 

reduced level of care of City parks. Medium Low

2. There is a potential that an increased 
amount of litter may accumulate between 
visits, which could result in complaints from 
the public.  This can be mitigated by 
education and enforcement.

Medium Low
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2. Reduced Grass Maintenance
Key Success Factors
– Identification of green spaces for conversion.

– Public education and communication about environmental (i.e., reduced irrigation) and financial benefits of reduced mowing.

Key Performance Indicators
– Reduction in annual mowing and irrigation costs proportionate to modestly reduced service levels.

Summary of Financial Impact to the City
– Over the next four years, the total potential financial impact is estimated to be $400,000 annually, or approximately $1.7 million through 2024.  

For further information, see Appendix A.4.
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Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge staff.
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3. Parkland Concentration
Description
The City of Lethbridge is home to almost 3,000 hectares of total parks and green space, including expansive river valley parks as well as manicured 
boulevards, roadside buffers, parks and school fields.  Of this 3,000 hectares, Parks mows and maintains approximately 900 hectares of green 
space.  Each space requires the mobilization of crews for mowing, weeding, cleaning, irrigating and other maintenance activities. Therefore, the 
number of parks is a cost driver, not just the total area maintained. 

Currently, there are numerous small, distributed park elements located within walkable distance of neighborhoods that provide benches, special 
landscape treatment, pathways, picnic benches and gardens.  Parks are incorporated into new development plans by developers and approved by 
the City.  Developers prefer to situate parks central their development projects to increase the marketability of the development.  Parks staff indicate 
they do not have sufficient influence in the approval of development plans to require that parks be located in such a way that they are shared by 
multiple development projects to minimize maintenance costs and potential duplication of amenities across parks.  The potential to combine park 
space in new developments is illustrated conceptually in the diagrams below. 

Smaller parks provide distributed beautification within a neighbourhood, but may not provide sufficient space for specialized amenities. Organized 
sports or spontaneous play. Most municipalities are developing larger parks to reduce maintenance costs and are encouraging land developers to 
keep open space in the form of large areas (usually one or two). Many schools are centrally located within the communities and have enough space 
to function as a neighborhood park. Where appropriate, school sites could become part of the neighborhood park network, thus avoiding duplication. 

Lethbridge acquires new parkland as the City grows.  There may be an opportunity to reduce future maintenance costs by consolidating parkland in 
future residential developments and to enact this through development policies.  This opportunity does not offer any cost improvement associated 
with existing operations as it is forward-looking, and redeveloping neighbourhoods would be prohibitively expensive.

Parks

Development 1 Development 2

Development 4Development 3

Park

Park

Park

Park

Illustrative Example of Current State Illustrative Example of Potential Future 
State (Concentrated Parkland)

Development 1 Development 2

Development 4Development 3

Centralized 
Park

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.
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Actions 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024
1. Identify and gather input from key stakeholders and 

community groups.  Develop a parkland framework and 
strategy based on stakeholder input.

2. Identify current parkland provisions and using the new 
parkland framework, define prioritized communities where 
future parkland concentration could be implemented.

3. Develop communications strategy to effectively engage 
community on initiatives to seek buy-in from citizens and 
developers. 

4. Identify a set of KPI’s to monitor and assess the progress 
and effectiveness.

3. Parkland Concentration
Service Impact (Neutral Impact)
Depending on how future parkland is concentrated, it may allow for greater diversity of amenities given the larger park space. Alternatively, the 
general public may prefer smaller parks. 

A parkland concentration initiative could proceed on the timeline described below. City leadership would want to be aware of the related constraints 
and risks associated with this course of action. 

Parks

Risks & Constraints Probability Impact
1. There is a potential that developers and/or 

the public will not be in favour of 
concentrating maintained parkland.

Medium Low

2. There is a potential that required policies 
and administrative frameworks need to be 
overhauled to facilitate greenspaces of 
appropriate pattern, distribution and quality.

Medium Low

Ongoing Monitoring...
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3. Parkland Concentration
Key Success Factors
− Developing a green space land allocation strategy that incentivizes developers to build larger parklands.

− Innovative Policy Approach: planning for an urban parkland system requires nuanced policies that support the development of a high quality and 
diverse parkland system. 

− Flexibility: There should be enough flexibility in the policy to take into account and respond to context specific priorities, such as the presence of 
natural features, opportunities to provide community-specific facilities or to improve the connectivity of the parks and trails network beyond the 
specific development site.

− Community Design: Integrating adjacent land uses could contribute to the success of parks. Parkland use could be optimized by ensuring edges 
are animated with active urban uses (often commercial uses), by integrating public facilities (such as public buildings, schools, daycare, 
libraries, etc.) with parkland, and by promoting the joint use of outdoor spaces.

− Actively seek out opportunities to increase and protect parkland, natural areas and naturalized spaces, especially in locations where there is a 
deficit in the amount of green space.

Key Performance Indicators
− Reduced maintenance costs per hectare

− Reduced mobilizations per hectare

− Larger average park size for maintained parks

Summary of Financial Impact to the City
− This opportunity is expected to help the City control costs associated with maintaining future parks. However, there would be no cost savings 

associating with maintaining the existing parks. 

Parks
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4. Reduced Tree Planting
Description  
The City currently has approximately 47,000 public trees comprising a canopy of approximately 811 hectares. These trees add to the quality of the 
urban environment and provide substantial environmental benefits including beautification, improved air quality, natural cooling, shade and 
greenhouse gas absorption. Trees are long-term assets, which the City values at over $93 million. However, as noted earlier, the City has a high 
and increasing cost per tree and per capita to maintain urban trees when compared with other some municipalities. Trees are particularly expensive 
to establish in Lethbridge with its arid climate. Trees require significant watering during their first five years to survive. 

The City is finalizing an Urban Forestry Master Plan. It supports growing the City’s tree canopy, but provides a note of caution. Principle 4 of the 
Forestry Master Plan states that, “trees do not grow naturally in the Lethbridge region as it is naturally prairie land.” The high cost of maintaining 
trees in an environment in which they do not grow naturally makes them an expensive option to meet environmental objectives as illustrated in the 
graphs below.

Parks

Source: Lethbridge iTree Ecosystem Analysis 2019, City of Lethbridge Forest Master Plan 2020, Level of Service Standards 2015.

Note: The iTree analysis calculations use “short tons,” whereas this analysis has converted those numbers into metric in order to lean 
on the Government of Canada’s $50/tonne valuation of carbon.

City public trees sequestered 196 tonnes of 
carbon in 2019 valued at approximately $10,000 
based on the federal target price for carbon of 
$50/tonne. Trees produce additional benefits such 
as reducing other pollutants and stormwater 
runoff. The total estimated cost mitigation provided 
by the City’s trees was $76,000 in 2019. 

This tonnes of carbon sequestered by City trees 
was not material when compared with carbon 
emissions of City-owned infrastructure in 2019. 
Overall, City trees have 12,100 tonnes of total 
carbon stored, valued at $605,000 at the federal 
rate of $50/tonne.
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4. Reduced Tree Planting
When new neighbourhoods and some commercial projects are developed, developers plant new trees (approximately 40 tree per hectare or as per 
park classification) which expands the tree canopy over time. The City estimates that trees planted by developers accounts for over one-half of the 
total number of net new trees planted in the City each year. Most of the trees planted as part of the City’s urban forestry program are targeted 
towards sustaining the existing tree canopy by replacing trees that die or need to be removed. 

The City may have an opportunity to decrease the rate at which it expands its tree canopy. By reducing the City’s rate of tree planting by 10% - 20% 
a year, the City estimates that it would still be able to sustain the existing tree canopy. With the City focused on sustaining the existing canopy, 
developers would then be responsible for canopy growth. This would tie the growth rate of the urban forest to the growth of the City itself. 

The table below illustrates potential cost savings of a reduced City tree planting program. It assumes a 10%, 15% and 20% reduction in annual tree 
planting and watering.  According to Parks, the current rate of planting is 700 trees per year at a cost of approximately $850 per tree. The illustrative 
scenarios below suggest potential savings of between approximately $60,000 and $120,000 annually. 

Service Impact
There would be a minimal impact on service levels from the status quo. The existing tree canopy would be maintained and expanded with new 
developments.

Parks

Current State
Future State 
Scenario 1: 

10% Conversion

Future State 
Scenario 2: 

15% Conversion

Future State 
Scenario 3: 

20% Conversion
Reduction in number of trees planted 
by the City annually - 70 105 140

Estimated tree planting costs $450 $450 $450 $450

Estimated tree watering costs 
(5 year total) $400 $400 $400 $400

Illustrative net savings (rounded) - $60,000 $90,000 $120,000

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.
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4. Reduced Tree Planting
A modest reduction in the number of trees the City plants each year could proceed on the timeline described below. City leadership would want to 
be aware of the related constraints and risks associated with this course of action. 

Parks

Actions 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024
1. Reduce tree planting levels to a level of sustaining the 

existing canopy. 

Risks & Constraints Probability Impact
1. The public may not accept the current 

canopy size. Low Low
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4. Reduced Tree Planting
Key Success Factors
– Public education and awareness will be important to promote acceptance of a modest reduction in tree planting levels

Key Performance Indicators
– Sustained size of existing canopy

– Canopy growth in new developments

Summary of Financial Impact to the City
– Potential cost savings could be approximately $90,000 annually with a reduction in tree planting of approximately 15%. There would be no 

transition costs associated with this opportunity. 

Parks
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Financial Performance

Fleet Services

Service List
Internal services:
̶ Asset management including vehicle and equipment 

tendering, preparation, and final delivery
̶ Preventive maintenance and corrective maintenance
̶ Fuel management and dispensing
̶ Financial management, rate chargeback and 

transactions

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.

Alignment with Strategic Goals
1. Accountable Leadership
2. Financial Stewardship and Economic Prosperity

Potential for Improvement Opportunity

Efficiency
Resource Investment Based on expenses and FTEs

Trend Moderate expense growth

Effectiveness Alternative Practices Limited potential for additional contracting

Service Citizen-facing Typically not citizen facing

Alignment Service Alignment Traditional City service

Overall ---- Moderate potential

Summary Description
Fleet Services provides the City of Lethbridge Business 
Units available vehicles and equipment to complete 
their daily operations. It further maintains, repairs and 
ensures fleet quality. There are approximately 575 
vehicles/equipment in use. Fleet Service’s 2018 gross 
operating expenditures were approximately $10.8M (net 
$0.6M through recoveries) with 32 FTEs.

Low potential Moderate potential High potential
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Overview (1 of 2)
Fleet Services is an internal service provider whose primary function is to ensure a full range of vehicles and equipment services are available to 
municipal departments. Fleet Services is a tax-supported Business Unit organized within the Infrastructure Services Department. The gross 
operating expenditures in servicing the City’s fleet was approximately $10.8 million in 2018.  This estimate includes costs of parts, labour, 
outsourcing, fuel, overhead allocations and other expenses.

Fleet Services

Source: City of Lethbridge Business Unit Manager Reports

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.
Note: Categorization of vehicles is based roughly on MBNCanada’s categories: “Light,” vehicles weighing less than 4,500 kg, e.g., cars, vans, or light pickups; “Medium,” vehicles 
weighing between 4,500 kg and 9,000 kg, e.g., heavy-duty pickups and medium size work trucks; “Heavy,” vehicles weighing greater than 9,000 kg, e.g., garbage trucks, tandem 
dump trucks, street sweepers, flushers, vacuum trucks, etc.

Volumes 2017
Actual

2018 
Est.

2019 
Est.

2020 
Est.

2021
Est.

2022 
Est.

Vehicles 
Replaced

58 34 54 39 47 43

Fuel 
Dispensed (L)

4.1 M 4.2 M 4.2 M 4.3 M 4.4 M 4.5 M

Light Vehicles, $2.6 M, 
227 Vehicles

Medium Vehicles, $3.1 M, 
100 Vehicles

Heavy Vehicles, $2.3 M, 
82 Vehicles

Other Equipment, 
$0.7 M, 96 units

Total Cost of Servicing the Fleet, by Category
(2018) ($ millions)

2018 Gross Operating Expenditures
Materials & Supplies $3.9M
Contractual Services $3.9M
Wages & Benefits $3.1M
All others $0.1
Transfers to Internal Segments -$0.3
Total Expenditures $10.8M
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Overview (2 of 2)
The Fleet Services’ Business Plan 2019-2022 describes the Business Unit’s mission, vision and values.

Mission
“To provide our corporate customers with safe, reliable vehicles and equipment to support business needs in a fiscally responsible manner.” 

Vision
“We will be recognized by our customers as a value-added business partner and be a high-quality provider of valuable Fleet Management services 
that are essential to our customer's success by: 

– Supplying vehicles and equipment that are safe and designed to meet out customer’s needs.

– Utilizing Asset Management processes and tools to ensure optimal lifecycle management.

– Providing a safe and healthy work environment to promote the well-being of our staff.

– Leading change to ensure that customer satisfaction is achieved through continuous improvement.

– Maintaining and enhancing our partnership with our customers.” 

Values
Fleet Services values include:

– Customer Focus
– Partner with our customers and strengthen relationships.
– Listen and understand expectations from our customers.
– Provide ongoing effective communication to ensure timely responses and means of communicating.

– Timeliness
– Efficient and effective processes to maintain our service schedule.
– Reduce equipment downtime due to breakdowns.

– Safety
– Provide a safe work culture, focusing on opportunities to improve.
– Enhance our safety program through training and inspections.

– Quality
– Maintain professional standards to complete work thoroughly.
– Reduce costs of poor quality.

Fleet Services

Source: Fleet Services Business Plan 2019-2022.
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Operating Model (1 of 2)
Fleet Services serves City departments over the whole lifecycle of vehicles in the City of Lethbridge fleet, from acquisition planning (e.g., 
specification design, procurement processes), through ownership activities (e.g., monitoring usage, delivering Preventative Maintenance and 
Corrective Maintenance, operating fuel depots and delivering fuel, and tracking costs and invoicing), to disposal (e.g., removing specialized 
equipment, auctioning vehicles).

Fleet Services

Vehicle 
Lifecycle

Asset 
Management

Maintenance
Management

Fuel 
Management

Financial
Management

– Monitor level of usage
– Plan for replacement

– Schedule and deliver Preventative 
Maintenance program

– Diagnose and repair damage to vehicles
– Ensure safety of vehicles and shop

– Operate fuel depots 24/7
– Deliver fuel by request

– Monitor costs of ownership (e.g., fuel, 
repairs, leases)

– Bill departments for cost of vehicles

– Specify
– Procure
– Inspect
– Outfit for use

– N/A

– N/A

– N/A

– Remove outfitted 
equipment

– Recover salvage 
value

– N/A

– N/A

– N/A

Acquisition Ownership Disposal

Capital 
Activity

Capital 
Activity
Operating 
Activity

Operating 
Activity

Operating 
Activity

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.
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Operating Model (2 of 2)
The following chart describes Fleet Services’ scope and approach to delivering its services.

Fleet Services

Service Area Objective Operating Approach

Asset 
Management

Objective: Manages the 
procurement, rental, replacement 
and disposal of equipment for 
City customers

– In house service
– Fleet Services procures on average 40 vehicles per year (typical range is 30-60 vehicles 

per year)
– Vehicle planning and tendering, including specification design in concert with the related 

customer department
– Inspection and final administrative preparation (e.g., license and registration, insurance, and 

plates) and outfitting (e.g., decaling, Automatic Vehicle Locators (AVL) and any other 
specialized accessories) of new vehicles

– Replacement strategies, end-of-useful life vehicle decommissioning and disposals, short-
term vehicle procurement and rentals

– Tendering of external rental vehicles 
– Asset-related incident/accident management

Maintenance 
Management

Objective: Manage and perform 
preventative and corrective 
maintenance work, safety 
inspections and testing, and 
repair shop management

– Initiate Preventative Maintenance (PM) and receive work order requests via telephone, the 
CityWise intranet site, and in-person at the Customer Service desk

– Complete maintenance in house and with external vendors; PM and corrective 
maintenance on both light and heavy equipment is completed in-house. 

– Contract external vendors for specialized work (e.g., engine and transmission rebuilds, 
welding, small equipment repair, part fabrication, and hydraulic work) and to manage work 
backlogs during demanding periods.  

– Parts inventory management falls under Corporate Procurement

Fuel 
Management

Objectives: Operate and 
maintain fuel depots, including 
off-site delivery and fuel supply 
tracking

– Supply and delivery of fuel to vehicles through three fueling depots sites managed 
internally, operating 24/7

– Fuel transactions are recorded, tracked and billed to internal and select community 
agencies

Financial
Management

Objectives: Charge for services 
rendered, develop and review 
fleet operating budgets, identify 
trends, ensure financial controls, 
and maintain the Fleet Reserve

– Financial activities related to Fleet Services include developing Business Unit operating 
budgets, and reviewing and setting chargeback rates to customers for services are 
managed internally, with corporate support from Financial Services and Human Resources

Source: Business Plan 2019-2022
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Context 
Planning and Administration
Management functions such as vehicle procurement and disposal, 
logistics (e.g., vehicle tracking and performance), customer service 
(CSRs), financial management/controls and overall fleet planning work to 
asses asset condition and performance and manage risk.  The following 
provides context for the size of Fleet Services’ operations and funding. 

Fleet Services manages and monitors its Fleet Reserve, which seems to 
operate both as a capital reserve and a reserve for operating surpluses 
or deficits. In 2019, the reserve had a balance of approximately $20 
million.  It’s not clear why a reserve of this magnitude is necessary, when 
all costs are recovered from internal customer Business Units.

Fleet Services

Source: Documentation provided and derived from the City of Lethbridge 

Maintenance Operations 
Fleet Services classifies work in four1 primary types of work orders: 

Type 6 – preventative maintenance (oil changes, inspections); Type C – planned maintenance (work completed upon discoveries found during 
inspections); Type 1 – corrective maintenance (breakdown repairs); and Type U – unscheduled repair (damage and abuse repairs). As shown, most 
of maintenance operations time is spent on corrective maintenance. The target of maintenance operations is to try to shift work order types from 
corrective to preventative in order to reduce future costs.

1There are two additional, smaller work order types: Type A – accidental damage; and Type S – warranty claims. 
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Organization and Staffing
Fleet Services’ organizational structure is comprised of approximately 32 FTEs.  This includes automotive mechanics and tradespeople, foremen, 
project managers, customer service representatives, and administrative support staff.  

Absenteeism has been an improving, though ongoing issue at Fleet Services.  Absenteeism rates peaked at over 20% in 2016, and have since 
declined to below 10%.  Overtime hours have doubled since 2016 and represented 3.3% of total hours in 2019.

Fleet Services

Fleet Services 
Manager

Fleet 
Administrative 

Coordinator

Business Rate 
Analyst

Planner /
Scheduler

Customer Service 
Representatives

(4)

Fleet Equipment 
Specialist

Fleet Maintenance 
Manager

Shop Foreman (2)

Heavy Duty 
Mechanics/ Relief 

Foreman

Utility Workers

Automotive 
Mechanics

Year 2016 2017 2018 2019
Regular Hours 65,146 70,436 64,039 68,002
Overtime Hours 1,195 1,026 1,749 2,351
Total Hours 66,341 71,462 65,788 70,353
Total Effort (FTEs) 32.0 34.5 31.8 34.0

Time Expended (2016-2019)

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.

Source: Derived from the Fleet Services Business Plan 2019-2022

Approximately 
16 staff
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25%
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Absenteeism Rates at Fleet Services

Note: Absenteeism data captures absences for sick leave, long-term disability 
(LTD), and injuries resulting in Workers’ Compensation Board claims.  
Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.
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Performance (1 of 5)
Fleet Services

Source: Documentation provided and derived from the City of Lethbridge 

Fleet Services operates its shop maintenance activities out of a 
“multi-faceted repair facility” that has the capacity of performing all 
preventative maintenance activities as well as most corrective 
maintenance activities (some are outsourced).   

Fleet Services documentation presents repair shop data with four 
performance measurements: efficiency, utilization, productivity, and 
proficiency. All indicators are outlined by the four positions (now 
three with Welding services being outsourced since 2018) to get 
specific positional measurements. 

At an aggregate level, the Fleet Services shop “Productivity” 
performance was approximately 55%, and its “Proficiency” 
performance was 49% in 2019.  

Metric Description Target 2019
Efficiency
(individual 
and group)

= Total hours charged to work 
orders / Total hours worked

75% 66%

Utilization 
(individual 
and group)

= Total hours worked / Total 
hours paid for the year (incl. 
vacation, time off, sick, etc.)

75% 70%

Productivity
(individual 
and group)

= Efficiency x Utilization 
Or, total hours charged to work 
orders / Total hours paid for the 
year

55% 49%

Proficiency
(Business 
Unit)

= Total hours charged to work 
orders / Total operating hours

65% 49%
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Performance (2 of 5)
The City of Lethbridge has tracked its investment in fleet vehicles over 
recent years.  A number of observations can be made:

– Consistent with the City’s four-year planning cycle, Fleet Services 
reviews equipment requirements of City departments every four 
years.  Procurement delivery is negatively impacted by delays in 
funding between four-year cycles, especially for long-lead items.

– When considering the overall procurement performance of Fleet 
Services, from 2012 to 2015, Fleet Services delivered less than 60% 
of the vehicles planned in the same year. Note that in 2014, Ford 
discontinued the Crown Victoria widely used in police fleets and 
introduced the Taurus.  There were numerous equipment 
incompatibilities that further delayed new police cruisers from going 
into service. 

– About one-third of the backlog reflects a rolling calendar of 
purchases, where delivery of certain equipment routinely takes 12-
16 months from the point of order.  These vehicles include: aerial 
lifts, fire trucks, garbage trucks, plow trucks, tandem trucks, derrick 
diggers, vactor trucks and specialty crane trucks.

Fleet Services

Source: Derived from Fleet Services procurement data.

– The remaining two-thirds are items that have been approved but are 
either not required at all, not required that year and/or underutilized 
and moved to different replacement year as per Fleet Services 
recommendation.

– After 2012-2015, Fleet Services has consistently delivered more 
than 70% of the vehicles planned, even during what appears to be a 
period of intensive investment in equipment.

– There are likely a number of factors leading to the past lower 
performance, and there may be good reasons why not all planned 
vehicles were needed at the year the purchases were scheduled.  It 
seems there have been external factors (e.g., economic, vendor 
issues) that negatively impacted delivery.

– It is also reported that, at one point in the past, there was a large 
backlog of vehicles sitting on-site at the City, some sitting for over a 
year, but not inspected and outfitted.  Fleet Services feels it has 
largely resolved the root cause of this by hiring a dedicated Quality 
Assurance Technician to speed that process.
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Performance (3 of 5)
Fleet Services

Note: “SMALL USERS” includes: Cemeteries, Facility Services, Regulatory Services, Transit (supervisors), 
Recreation & Culture, Transportation Engineering, Public Library, Water Treatment, WW Treatment, 
Signals, Purchasing, ENMAX Centre, Community Services, Public Safety, and Amenities.

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.

Using data describing the cost and composition of the City’s fleet, the following can be 
observed: 

– The overall size of the City of Lethbridge portfolio of fleet vehicles and equipment in 
unit numbers has stayed fairly constant under 600 units over the last five years.  

– Dependent on the composition of the fleet, the resulting operating costs have 
fluctuated from as low as approximately $7.3 M in 2015 to a high of $8.7 M in 2017.

– Eight departments spent more than $500,000 per year on fleet services in 2018, 
representing approximately 93% of 2018 operating expenses.

– The largest four users of fleet (i.e., Transportation, Waste & Recycling, Parks, and 
Wastewater Distribution) account for over 60% of the operating costs of fleet.

Cost of Largest Fleet Users ($ Millions) (2018)
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Performance (4 of 5)
Summer Use Rental Program
Starting in 2015, Fleet Services has used a Summer Use Rental Program 
to provide additional, seasonal vehicles for use by City departments.

– Overall, 69 vehicles in 2018 were rented for summer use at a total cost 
of approximately $1.8 Million.

– Parks is the largest user of the program, having rented 48 vehicles in 
2018, at a total cost of approximately $343,000.

– Transportation is the other notable user of the program, with 14 
vehicles rented in 2018 at an approximate cost of $150,000.

– Other users (includes: Electric, Amenities, Water/Wastewater, 
Cemeteries, and Recreation & Culture) rented a total seven vehicles in 
2018 at a cost of approximately $80,000.

Fleet Services

Source: Derived from data provided by Fleet Services.
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Performance (5 of 5)
Fuel Sales
City operations consumed approximately 3.8 Million Litres of fuel in 2018 at a cost of approximately $2.1 Million. Fuel consumption has increased by 
approximately 15% between 2014 and 2018.  Lethbridge Transit is, by far, the largest user of fuel services, having consumed approximately 1.7 
Million Litres in 2018, or 48% of total City consumption.  Fuel consumption by Waste and Recycling in 2018 was approximately 0.5 Million Litres, 
making up 14% of total consumption.

Overall, analysis of fuel consumption can be useful in a few ways:

1) Confirms analysis of the numerical size of Lethbridge’s fleet of vehicles and equipment.

2) Enables screening of vehicles with low fuel usage should mirror mileage tracking and suggest under-utilized vehicles.

Fleet Services

Source: Derived from data provided by Fleet Services.

2) Enables screening of vehicles with low fuel usage should m

Source: Derived from data provided by Fleet Services

irror mileage tracking and suggest under-utilized vehicles.
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Fleet Portfolio
Fleet Services

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.

Business Unit View of Fleet
Overall, as of the end of 2018, the size of the City’s 
portfolio of fleet vehicles was over 500 vehicles 
(including small equipment) and the City had 69 
vehicles rented from external organizations.  The trend 
in total number of vehicles has stayed relatively 
constant, though summer rentals have grown from a 
total of 51 in 2015.  

Rental vehicles vary in length of use.  In 2018, the 
overall average was just over 7 months, three units 
were kept for 2-3 months, and 13 units were rented for a 
full year (eight from Transportation, two from Parks, and 
one each from Water, Waste & Recycling, and the 
Electric Utility.  Full-year usage could be considered 
added to the regular fleet demand.
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Fleet Dispositions
Fleet Disposition and Renewal
A total of 220 light vehicles were disposed of over the last six years 
(2014-2019), including 195 cars and light trucks, and 25 other light 
vehicles tracked with hour meters.

This has served to remove many aging vehicles from the City’s fleet, 
including 113 light vehicles that were over 10 years of age at the time of 
disposal.  This has also reduced the number of candidate vehicles 
available to lighten the City’s fleet on the basis of age alone.

Fleet Services
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Analysis of the annual mileage of the disposed vehicles reveals that 131 
of these 220 light vehicles had on average less that 15,000 km of use 
per year.

This analysis demonstrates that the City historically carried more 
vehicles than it needed, spent a higher amount on maintaining older 
vehicles, and recovered less upon disposal.  Overall, the total cost of 
ownership was higher than necessary on a per vehicle basis.
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Comparisons (1 of 3)
Compared to inflation and population growth over the period of 2015 to 
2018, which approximates 3-4% per year and 10.7% over the 3-year period,  
Fleet Services growth in operating costs were significantly higher, 48% 
higher over the same period.  This is in part explained by the increased 
staffing with the hiring of four Customer Service Representatives, and 
staffing in general.

Benchmarking comparisons were made between Fleet Services and eight 
municipalities using municipal budget information.  In view of this data, the 
City has the 2nd highest number of fleet units per capita.

The City, with over 500 fleet units, has a high ratio of fleet to staff overall at 
nearly 1:3.

Fleet Services

Source: Derived from data provided by the City of Lethbridge; information from various municipal reports.  Red Deer data is for 2019.
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Comparisons (2 of 3)
The City’s fleet assets as documented in its Tangible Capital Assets (TCA) have a value of over $40 million in 2018, and this has grown by 
approximately 45% over the last ten years (2009-2018). 

Comparing the City of Lethbridge’s portfolio of vehicles and equipment to other similar cities on a per capita basis shows Lethbridge to be the 2nd

highest among its group of peers. For context, only the Alberta cities and Saskatoon have their own electric utilities.  For Lethbridge, vehicles 
operated by the Electric Utility make up approximately 9% of the operating cost of the City’s fleet.  Per capita, the City’s fleet has grown 
approximately 24% over ten years, averaging about 2.4% per year. City of Lethbridge owns approximately $407 per resident in fleet assets. The City 
may have accumulated more than it requires to deliver services. There may be opportunities to rationalize fleet assets operated by the City overall, 
which would reduce future maintenance costs. 

Fleet Services

Source: Annual reports (2018) for cities referenced.  Data may not be strictly comparable due to accounting and reporting differences.

Municipal TCA Value of Fleet per Capita (2018) Lethbridge TCA Value of Fleet per Capita (2009-2018)
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Comparisons (3 of 3)
The following chart provides a high-level comparison of Fleet Services' area of service and programming to select municipalities.

Fleet Services

City of 
Lethbridge

City of
Barrie

City of 
Medicine Hat

City of 
Red Deer

City of 
Saskatoon

City of Regina City of 
Kelowna

Procurement

Licensing and 
Insurance

Manufacturing and 
Fabrication

Leasing

Disposal

Fuel

Maintenance

Operator Training

Transit

Ambulance

Electric Utility

Fleet Size 575 700 N/A 600 1,022 600 593

Note: In some cases, municipal fleet organizations do not identify whether they have fuel depots or delivery services.  It is assumed that if they do not state such, they do not provide 
such services.

Source: Derived from information provided by Fleet Services and publicly available information from the municipalities referenced.
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Strengths
Fleet Services

Fleet Services has identified a number of recent improvements in its 2019-2022 business plan.  These include:

– 7-Day Continuous Operation: Improved service to customers by having operations run 24/7, which includes a new contact center to improve 
communication and transferring of information to customers. 

– Technological Improvements: Efficiency enhancements by leveraging capable technology to assist in workflow processes, additional 
employee training, better organized work order system, and improved customer service. In addition, internal improvements included the 
implementation of an electronic service request mechanism for the Fire/EMS Department and Waste & Recycling Services. 

– Backlog Management: Fleet Services has been able to reduce its backlog from over 700 work orders to a running average of 50-80 at any time.  

Identified “Bold Steps”: 

– Warranty Recall Management Program

– Solutions Based Procurement Program

– Redevelopment of Fleet Services Financial Model

– Fleet Unit Policy/Procedure

– Creation of Unified People Plan

In addition to these listed above, interviews identified a number of areas where Fleet Services staff feel it is performing well and are areas of 
strength.  These are described on the following page.

Source: Business Plan 2019-2022.
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Strengths
Fleet Services

Category What's working well?
General – The division of responsibilities between Customer Service Representatives (CSR) and Technicians has helped the teams 

to define priorities and has significantly improved customer service. 
– Staff considers itself very customer-focused and service-oriented. 
– Shop staff are clear on Fleet Services’ maintenance priorities: first, emergency vehicles (Police, Fire, Ambulances); 

second, Transportation, Sanitation and Electric Utility; third, all others.  Fleet Services staff are cognizant of the disruption 
of equipment repairs to operations, and attempts to return vehicles for use when maintenance is delayed due to parts 
being on order.

Communication – Fleet Services issues a report twice daily (at the end of each maintenance shift) to each City department listing 
completed and outstanding work orders.  This is a high standard of communication. 

– Communication with departmental customers has been improved by being able to apply a status to work orders.  This 
help when, for example, a vehicle can be returned to service while awaiting parts to complete a non-essential repair.  
This also enables tracking of vehicle up-time.

Vehicle 
Acquisition 

– Collaboration with representatives of City departments generally allows input from both Fleet Services and City 
departments in identifying operational needs and vehicle/equipment specifications to fulfill those needs.

– Vehicle pre-delivery inspections are effective in validating that vehicles procured meet customer requirements.  In this 
process, Fleet Services’ Quality Assurance Technician inspects incoming vehicles, followed by an inspection by the 
receiving City of Lethbridge department.

Maintenance 
Management

– The transition to 24/7 operations from a five-day workweek has been seen by many to have improved service and to 
reduce the backlog. 

Maintenance Shop – There is consensus that the new shop is a major improvement.  Key features mentioned include that the facility is very 
well-lit, has in-floor heating, and there are good quality tools and specialty equipment (e.g., a parallel lift for oil changes).  
These improvements have increased the efficiency and safety of workers. 

Automatic Vehicle 
Locators

– Automatic Vehicle Locators (AVL) enable the capability of Fleet Services to internally monitor the usage of vehicles (e.g., 
fuel consumption).  It is currently being used to track fuel consumption per vehicle, to initiate Preventative Maintenance 
(PM) activities by tracking mileage, and to find vehicles requiring PM and other repairs.  There are other unused 
capabilities, such as to monitor aggressive driving habits, personal use policies, and vehicle idling time.

Leasing and 
Pricing

– Fleet Services has worked to charge at cost recovery only.  Fleet Services has done analysis by class of vehicle, with 
plans to review annually or biannually, along with usage by class of vehicle.

– Operating lease rates and rentals have come down as a result of costing analysis.
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Challenges
Fleet Services

Fleet Services 

Challenge Description

Fleet Over-
Capacity

– A number of information sources have pointed to Lethbridge’s high level of fleet assets.  This is observed through per 
capita comparisons to other municipalities, as well as through multiple instances of certain departmental vehicles that are 
underutilized.

High Costs and 
Low Utilization

– Fleet Services has an apparently low utilization of its technicians. It also has high costs of service compared to other 
municipalities. 

Relationships 
with Customers

– Fleet Services seems to have heard complaints that they are more expensive than the market; working to come in-line.
– Fleet Services lacks good utilization data and data analytics.

Outsourcing 
Challenges

– Some outside maintenance shops do not provide schematics or descriptions of work after completing work for Fleet 
Services.  There are stories of outsourced work that does not solve the issue, but instead causes other issues.  Because 
schematics are not provided, the time-cost to solve these issues is multiplied.

– The Electric Utility regularly outsources maintenance, with a result that Fleet Services does not have a complete service 
history of those vehicles if Fleet Services is called upon to do maintenance on LEU’s vehicles.

– Fleet Services currently does not have capability to perform maintenance on hydraulic equipment.  Work is outsourced to a 
local mechanic, the only one qualified to service hydraulics in the region.  Having only one mechanic available presents a 
risk to continuity of City operations in case of injury or unavailability.

Issues in 
Summer Use 
Program

– Some departmental summer-use vehicles have very low usage, some vehicles receive significant damage and abuse, and 
there are instances of crew cab trucks being used to transport single users.

– It has been suggested that fleet vehicles approaching the end of their useful lives be considered for this use.

High 
Absenteeism

– There is a declining, but still high, rate of absenteeism at Fleet Services.  Absenteeism disrupts Fleet Services’ ability to
provide consistent, reliable service.

Internal Work 
Scheduling

– Upon completion of a work order, currently, mechanics need to go to the office of the Foreman to get another assignment.  
They have to wait 30 minutes for their next assignment.  Fleet Services should create a workflow queue, electronically or 
of some other kind, located on the shop floor.

– A few mechanics have requested that there be some source of ongoing low-priority work available for moments when work 
is not available.  This could include side projects, Preventative Maintenance works, or servicing seasonal equipment not 
yet needed for the upcoming winter or spring.
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Challenges
Fleet Services

Fleet Services 

Challenge Description

Parts Inventory 
Challenges

– There is significant and wide-spread frustration due to the unavailability of parts during overnight and weekend shifts, and 
the relationship to parts technicians.  This was identified as a top concern during interviews and focus groups.  

– The issue is in part due to the difference in working schedules between Parts Technicians and Mechanics.  Parts 
Technicians work 7 a.m. to 11 p.m. shifts, compared to Fleet Services Mechanics who work either 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. or 6 
p.m. to 6 a.m.  It seems that this function is not responsive to the needs of Fleet Services.

– Observations of the parts inventory include: it’s getting smaller; not organized intuitively; does not stock common wear 
parts; does not stock parts for vehicles bought from foreign manufacturers.

– There are issues with sourcing parts not stored at Fleet Services, including: 
– Parts are often unavailable from vendors (with exceptions) overnight and on weekends.
– It is unclear whether it may be that Corporate Procurement restricts the available vendors or that Parts Technicians are 

unwilling to call alternate vendors.
– Some vehicles are sourced out of Canada and replacement parts are slow to receive.
– Parts Technicians do not communicate back to the Shop; do not provide follow-up on when parts will arrive or if parts 

are unavailable.
– On a weekly basis, Parts Technicians do not order parts requested because the description wasn’t detailed enough.  

Again, no follow-up provided.
– In some cases, mechanics spend 30 minutes researching part numbers rather than the Parts Technician, because 

Parts is not willing.
– When parts arrive, Parts Technicians do not verify that they have received the correct parts.

Unclear Role of 
Fleet Services to 
Drive Efficiencies

– Fleet Services looks for opportunities to find efficiencies.  There is, however, ambiguity around whether Fleet Services has 
permission and/or authority to drive individual decisions or decision criteria that would result in efficiencies.  For example, 
there are many crew cab-equipped trucks among the City’s fleet – is it the role of Fleet Services to question whether crew 
cabs are a necessary requirement in procurement?

– Is it Fleet Services’ role to suggest reducing fleet size of customer Business Units?  
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Challenges
Fleet Services

Fleet Services 

Challenge Description

Unclear Role of 
Departments in 
Maintenance

– Some departments do not follow manufacturers’ daily maintenance recommendations (e.g., daily greasing and cleaning).  
This can significantly decrease the lifecycle of certain components and multiply costs.  In one type of case, it was found 
that City of Lethbridge equipment are repaired four times more frequently than should be required.  

– There are regular occurrences of very low level tasks that equipment operators could easily perform.  For example, 
windshield wiper blade replacements, grader blade replacements, changing headlights, or adding windshield washer fluid.

– It is often difficult to schedule call-out vehicles belonging to City departments.  These are vehicles being used on an 
emergency backup basis.  It is unclear whether departments are risk-averse, feeling an emergency will happen while the 
vehicle is being serviced, or what makes them tentative to release these vehicles for maintenance.

– Seasonal equipment change-overs, while they are expected at every change of season, they are franticly requested and 
scheduled poorly.  Historically, Fleet Services drove the timing of change-overs.  In recent times, this has been driven by 
the departments.  Its hard to know whether the departments involved wait until the last moment when they need the 
equipment, or what the rationale behind the behaviour is.

Procurement 
Issues

– From conversations with Fleet Services staff, it seems that some City departments perceive that the vehicle acquisition 
process is slow.  Some departments have gone outside established processes to procure their own vehicles and, in some 
cases, have come to a realization of the level of effort required.  Fleet Services has been asked to complete the 
purchasing process in those cases.  Some departments continue to work outside the system – e.g., Police (patrol cars), 
Electric (Vactor trucks).

– There is a lack of accountability with respect to those who work outside standardized procurement procedures, buying 
directly from vendors.

– Factors external to Fleet Services can delay vehicle delivery timeframes (e.g., delays in requests for information or 
approvals from departments, political events impacting shipments, demand for certain vehicle types).  It seems that some 
departments are unaware of their need to respond in a timely manner to keep procurement processes moving.

– On occasion, there are disagreements between Fleet Services and Business Units over vehicles/equipment specifications 
and vehicle makes.  In one case, a street sweeper of another make was purchased at a cost of $170,000 (and an 
estimated savings of $180,000) – the Business Unit refused to use it because it was not the preferred make.

– Mechanics have recommended that increased standardization will support increased efficiencies in repairing equipment.
– Mechanics would like to give input into vehicle/equipment selections from a maintenance perspective.
– There have been cases where equipment was sourced from Italy, meaning that service manuals are delivered in Italian.  

Some vehicles and equipment arrive with only owners’ manuals, not service manuals.  It is requested that tenders specify 
that service manuals be provided, and in English.

– There are periodic occurrences in some departments where staff go on vacation or leave and there is unclear transition of 
ownership of the department’s role in providing procurement requirements.  This has resulted in significant delays.
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Opportunities
Fleet Services 

Implementation Benefit Level of 
DecisionCost Time Risk Efficiency Effectiveness Service Alignment

1 Fleet Asset Rationalization 
for City as a Whole L M M ++ o o o Council

2 Data Analytics and 
Performance Management L M L o + o o Administration

3
Streamline Work Order 
System and Improve Staff 
Utilization

L M M + + o o Administration

4
Develop a Framework and 
Process for Long-Term 
Procurement

L M M o + o o Administration

5 Service Level Agreements 
with Business Units L M M o ++ o o Administration

6 Fleet Reserve Policy and 
Level L L L ++ o o o Council 

The above table lists the Fleet Services opportunities identified along with a 
high-level assessment of their potential time to implement, and the relative 
degree to which they satisfy the evaluation criteria for prioritizing opportunities.

Legend

Note: The full legend is available on page 24.

gend
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1. Fleet Asset Rationalization for City as a Whole
Description
It was been demonstrated that the City of Lethbridge has:

– A high number of fleet vehicles per capita and per City staff.

– High levels of assets as measured by Tangible Capital Asset (TCA) reporting.

– Growing cost of operations passed along to customer departments.

– Expanding cost of delivering vehicles for summer use.

– Reports of under-utilized vehicles due to departmental scheduling parameters and policies resulting vehicles only being used by one operator.  

The TCA analysis done in this report comparing the City to its Canadian peer cities suggests that an overall reduction in dollar value of assets of 
10% could be a starting directional target for the City of Lethbridge.  Using Fleet Services data describing overall vehicle usage and total mileage to-
date for City vehicles allows for screening toward “right-sizing” the City’s fleet.

Additionally, it would be desirable if the Summer Use Program demand could be supplied by vehicles pulled from the regular fleet of vehicles 
approaching the end of their Expected Useful Life (EUL) rather than external rentals.  

In order to support the efficient delivery of internal fleet rentals, Fleet Services may also benefit from a fleet booking software solution.  Such 
software would facilitate streamlining Business Unit requests and Fleet Services’ management of the vehicle pool.  Sourcing of such software has 
not been developed in this report, but it is a further consideration should the City move in this direction.

Service Impact
The critical question with respect to the appropriate size of the City’s fleet is: How many vehicles are required to effectively deliver services?  This is 
different than asking, “Who should require the convenience of having a vehicle available to them?”

There would be adjustment required by City of Lethbridge Business Units and staff as they redesign their ways of working to more efficiently use 
fewer resources.  Business Units would receive immediate benefits of a lower cost structure through reduced operating costs, and in the future, 
lower costs across the whole vehicle lifecycle due to operating fewer numbers of vehicles.  

The following pages describe the City’s fleet portfolio and how the City could increase efficiencies and reduce costs through an overall 
rationalization of its fleet vehicles, particularly for Business Units outside of police, fire and ambulance .

Fleet Services

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.
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1. Fleet Asset Rationalization for City as a Whole
Approach to Rationalization Analysis
Rationalizing the City’s fleet is not simplistic since there are many operating locations, types of vehicles, and Business Units affected.  The City 
could consider rationalizing its fleet following the practices below. 

Fleet Services

Current Practice Leading Practice Application in Lethbridge

Large fleet users Small fleet users Summer Use 
Program (SUP)

The vast majority of 
vehicles are matched 
1:1 to users/operators.

Each vehicle should be:
1) Allocated to a function, shift, or service within a 
Business Unit;
2) Allocated to a Business Unit; or, 
3) Made available as part of a pool of short-term 
rentals.

Action:
1) Evaluate heavy 
and medium-duty 
vehicles by function 
and by Business 
Unit.
2) Evaluate light-
duty vehicles as 
pooled by Business 
Unit, with surplus 
vehicles: (a) to be 
disposed of; (b) to 
be moved to the 
Summer Use 
Program.
3) Develop target 
size of fleet for each 
Business Unit and 
engage Business 
Units in developing 
plans to get there.

Action:
1) Evaluate light-
duty vehicles as 
pooled by 
Business Unit, 
with surplus 
vehicles: (a) to be 
disposed of; (b) to 
be moved to the 
Summer Use 
Program.
2) Develop target 
size of fleet for 
each Business 
Unit and engage 
Business Units in 
developing plans 
to get there.

Action:
Develop target 
size of summer 
fleet for each 
Business Unit 
and engage 
Business Units in 
developing plans 
to get there, 
starting with 
Parks and 
Transportation.

No apparent thresholds
or justification for use.

Usage justification, in annual mileage or hours by 
vehicle type, for acquisition or continued use of a 
vehicle

No apparent use of 
Automatic Vehicle 
Locators (AVL) to 
monitor usage, idling, 
personal use of 
vehicles, and other 
operator behaviours.

Use AVL to monitor periods of use to identify total 
fleet capacity required for a certain function, shift, 
or service, or Business Unit.
Also, direct AVL data to managers within 
Business Units to resolve driver misbehaviour.
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1. Fleet Asset Rationalization for City as a Whole
Thus far, this report has used 2018 data as its starting point. Going forward, the City could use standardized replacement criteria to plan disposal 
and replacement of vehicles and equipment.  While only applied to a few vehicle types, these criteria based on leading practices are summarized in 
the table below and serve to identify types of vehicles to reduce in number and potential targets for reductions in numbers. For fleet vehicles outside 
of police, fire and EMS, a target of an overall reduction in the range of 30 light-duty trucks and cars to start would represent significant ongoing cost 
improvement and move towards more appropriate sizing of the fleet.

Fleet Services

Leading Practice City of Lethbridge Simplified Capacity Based on Annual Mileage
Passenger Cars 6-7 years 

120,000-140,000 km or 
20,000 km/year

24 vehicles with average age: 3.7 years
Average total mileage: 74,900 km
Of these, 7 vehicles have 140,000-240,000 km
Average annual mileage: 16,800 km/year

24 vehicles x 16,800 km/year / 20,000 km/year
►20 vehicles (possible reduction of up to 4 vehicles)

Light-duty Trucks 7-8 years 
140,000-160,000 km or 
20,000 km/year

83 vehicles with average age: 6.0 years
Average total mileage: 70,200 km
Of those, 6 vehicles have 160,000-200,000 km
Average annual mileage: 12,600 km/year

83 vehicles x 12,600 km/year / 20,000 km/year
►53 vehicles (possible reduction of up to 30 vehicles)

Dump Trucks 7-10 years
140,000-200,000 km
or 20,000 km/year

1-2 ton dump trucks tracked by km:
7 vehicles with average age: 3.9 years
Average total mileage: 34,800 km
Average annual mileage: 8,900 km/year

7 vehicles x 8,900 km/year / 20,000 km/year
►3 vehicles (possible reduction of up to 4 vehicles)

1-3 ton dump trucks tracked by hours:
11 vehicles with average age: 8.1 years
Average hours: 5,200 hours

N/A*

Tandem dump trucks:
16 vehicles with average age: 5.4 years
Average hours: 4,100 hours

N/A*

Backhoe, Loader 6,000-7,500 hours 12 vehicles with average age: 8.3 years
Average hours: 4,400 hours

N/A*

Motor Grader 8,000-10,000 hours 2 vehicles with average age: 1 year
Average hours: <500 hours

N/A*

Fire Engines/ Aerial 
Apparatus

10-15 years 18 vehicles with average age: 9.2 years
Average hours: 6,000 hours

N/A*

Sources:
1) Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat. “Guidelines on Fleet Management.”
2) Municipal Equipment & Operations Association (Ontario) 

Notes:
*Many types of vehicles would require a certain amount of base capacity that are 
influenced by other operating factors that should also be considered in this discussion.
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1. Fleet Asset Rationalization for City as a Whole
Summer Use Rental Program
In terms of the Summer Use Program, the following observations are 
noted:

– The primary users of the program are Parks and Transportation, 
thus, the use of these vehicles is largely moving light equipment, 
materials and people.

– Rental rates have largely remained constant between 2015 and 
2018, with few changes.  Rental rates made up nearly $421,000 or 
75% of the cost of rentals in 2018.

– Fuel consumption was approximately $137,000, or nearly 25% of 
total rental costs.

– Dump trucks cost more than three times the rate of other vehicles 
to rent.  It may be possible to save money by using dump trucks 
from within the City’s fleet.

Fleet Services

Vehicle Type
Monthly Rental Rates

2015 2016 2017 2018
2 Ton Dump $2,700 $2,700 $2,700
1 Ton Dump $2,700 $2,700 $2,700
1 Ton 4x4 Crew Cab $990 $797 $797 $797
3/4 Ton 4x4 Crew Cab $990 $797 $797 $797
1/2 Ton 4x4 Crew Cab $700 $767 $767 $767
Cargo Van $680 $747 $747 $747
Minivan $680 $767 $767 $767
SUV $797 $767 $767
Sedan $767 $767 $767

No. of Units
2015 2016 2017 2018

1
1 2 1

2 5 7 13
13 19 18 18
28 30 30 29
7 6 6 4
1 1 1 1

1 1 1
1 1

51 63 66 69

Cost of Rentals
2015 2016 2017 2018

$24,600
$13,099 $40,776 $34,868

$17,188 $41,469 $56,159 $111,374
$101,794 $143,306 $163,933 $161,940
$146,952 $215,282 $192,241 $204,921
$33,992 $38,569 $40,178 $25,050
$5,166 $5,125 $4,520 $4,523

$5,739 $3,144 $2,172
$4,656 $4,043

$305,092 $462,591 $505,608 $573,491

$0

$100,000

$200,000

$300,000

$400,000

$500,000

$600,000

$700,000

2015 2016 2017 2018

Cost of Rentals by Function

Sum of Repair Costs

Sum of Fuel Costs

Sum of Rental Costs

Source: Derived from data provided by the City of Lethbridge.
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1. Fleet Asset Rationalization for City as a Whole

Parks is the predominant user of the Summer Use Rental 
Program.  Analysis of Parks’ rental data when looking at mileage 
and months of use yields a number of observations:

– 75% of vehicles are rented for 4-8 months.

– There is a wide range of usage.  The City does not appear to 
have thresholds for vehicle usage in order to justify continued 
use of vehicles.

– If a low-usage filter is applied (i.e., usage below 800 km/month) 
there were 14 vehicles that may be deemed unnecessary, 
including one rented for two months with no recorded usage 
and another with less than 1,300 km in five months.  The total 
cost of these units was approximately $30,000 (approximately 
9% of program cost).

– There was a 2 ton dump truck rented for 8 months at 
$2,700/month (rental rate).  The total cost of this single piece of 
equipment was approximately $25,000 in 2018.  If an internal 
vehicle could be capable of meeting the same usage 
requirements, there is an opportunity for improved efficiency.

Fleet Services

Parks Usage of Summer Rentals (2018)

# of vehicles 48
Range of mileage 0 km to 13,800 km 
Average mileage 6,800 km
Average total cost $7,100/vehicle
2018 Rental Cost $247,000
2018 Fuel Cost $82,000
2018 Repair Cost $13,000
2018 Total Cost of Rentals $343,000
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1. Fleet Asset Rationalization for City as a Whole

Transportation is second largest user of the Summer Use 
Rental Program.  Analysis of Transportation rental data 
when looking at mileage and months of use yields a 
number of observations:

– Eight of 14 vehicles were rented for 12 months.

– The other six vehicles were rented from 4-6 months. 
There is a wide range of usage.

– Similar to Parks, if a low-usage filter is applied (i.e., 
usage below 800 km/month) there were two vehicles 
that may be deemed unnecessary.  The total cost of 
these units was approximately $11,000 (approximately 
7% of program costs).

– Considering that eight of Transportation’s rentals were 
rented for the full 12 months of 2018, there may be an 
opportunity to consider whether purchasing vehicles 
may provide cost improvements rather than renting.

Fleet Services

Transportation Usage of Summer Rentals (2018)

Source: Derived from data provided by the City of Lethbridge.

800

# of vehicles 14
Range of mileage 2,000 km to 23,900 km 
Average mileage 11,200 km
Average total cost $10,700/vehicle
2018 Rental Cost $104,000
2018 Fuel Cost $45,000
2018 Repair Cost $1,000
2018 Total Cost of Rentals $150,000
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1. Fleet Asset Rationalization for City as a Whole
Moving Surplus Vehicles to the Summer Rental Pool
Analysis of regular fleet vehicles indicates that there are many 
vehicles with low use.  Understandably, many Business Units would 
be cautious about reducing their vehicle inventory.  Still, if even one-
half of the identified low-use vehicles were moved to the Summer Use 
Program, there would be 44 vehicles of the 69 used during 2018.  

Using a high-level approximation, if two-thirds of vehicle rentals could 
be avoided, this would result in a cost improvement of nearly $280,000 
per year (cost of registration and insurance is not considered in this 
analysis).  Also, the previous pages show that many of the 69 units 
are also underutilized.  Perhaps external rentals could be almost 
completely avoided.

Fleet Services

Vehicle Type

2 Ton Dump
1 Ton Dump
1 Ton 4x4 Crew Cab
3/4 Ton 4x4 Crew Cab
1/2 Ton 4x4 Crew Cab
Cargo Van
Minivan
SUV

Sedan

No. of Units in 
Summer Use Program

2018
1
1

13
18
29
4
1
1

1
69

Potential Units Available 
in Regular Fleet? Description

1 11 dump trucks (1.6 ton to 3 ton) with low to moderate use.
1 8 dump trucks with low to moderate use.
2 4 vehicles that average <10,000 km/year of use.
6 11 vehicles that average <10,000 km/year of use.

12 24 vehicles that average <10,000 km/year of use.
16 33 vehicles that average <10,000 km/year of use.

- No mini-vans in fleet.
6 12 vehicles that average <10,000 km/year of use.

-
10 Police vehicles with <10,000 km/year of use.  Police 
may rather distribute use across other vehicles.

44

In addition, there could be other approaches to using these vehicles 
more optimally, including:

– Encouraging Business Units with larger fleets to rotate the use of 
vehicles across internal functions to better distribute wear.  This also 
improves the longevity of vehicles and improves the resale value at 
the time of disposal.  Also, set targets for vehicle reductions of light-
duty trucks and cars starting at 10%, excluding police, fire and EMS.

– Establish vehicle pools for small fleet users.  As of February 2020, 
approximately 215 are light-duty vehicles.  Of these, 100 light-duty 
vehicles were recorded to have less than 10,000 km/year of use. 
There should be further opportunity for Business Units to save on 
operating and capital costs.

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.
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1. Fleet Asset Rationalization for City as a Whole
The analysis in this section was presented to demonstrate a process of understanding the actual demand for fleet vehicles and right-sizing the fleet 
to meet those needs.  Action #1 below could be pursued independently of Actions #2-6.  City leadership would also want to be aware of the related 
constraints and risks associated with this course of action. 

Fleet Services

Actions 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024
1. Coordinate with related Business Units to identify specific 

existing vehicles to transfer to the Summer Use Program.  
2. Develop and issue a corporate City-wide policy defining 

justification to acquire or maintain fleet vehicles. 
3. Business Units and functions to evaluate overall demand 

for vehicles in terms of hours/week.  Could be done based 
Business Unit or functional level planning, or using AVL.

4. Identify surplus vehicles for disposal or reallocation of use.

5. Adjust/revise fleet capacity assigned to that Business Unit 
or function.

Risks & Constraints Probability Impact
1. Annual mileage or hour-based targets for 

vehicle classes should be tempered with desired 
risk-based service requirements – e.g., needing 
to maintain current emergency, police and fire 
capacity.

Low Low

2. Clear communication around the level of benefit 
to the City and Business Units would assist in 
acceptance of expectations around fleet 
vehicles.

Low Low
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1. Fleet Asset Rationalization for City as a Whole
Key Success Factors
− Fleet Services needs to take a data-driven approach to identifying surplus and underused vehicles.

− Fleet Services will require the commitment of the City corporately to adopt the use of a rental pool for occasional and summer use vehicles.

Key Performance Indicators
− Reduced vehicles per employee 

− Increased average utilization of vehicles

− Reduced cost of vehicle rentals

− Reduced maintenance costs associated reduced fleet size

Fleet Services
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Source: Estimate calculated by KPMG

Summary of Financial Impact to the City
− This opportunity could yield annual savings of approximately $730,000. 

This includes cost avoidance of $280,000 annually in summer rentals, 
and cost reduction/avoidance of approximately $450,000 annually from a 
target reduction of 30 light-duty trucks and cars across the City, 
excluding police, fire and EMS.

− Additional details and assumptions are included in Appendix A.5.
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2. Data Analytics and Performance Management
Fleet Services

Description
There is an opportunity to reap significant benefits from data analytics to optimize operations.  Data analytics could be used to provide insight into 
performance issues, bottle necks and cost drivers.  The overall goal of data analytics is collect and communicate the right data needed to enable 
leaders to make effective decision-making and to answer the question, “Are things going well or not, how do we know, and how could we see that 
things could be better?”

Effective data analytics provides a baseline of how a system is performing against how it is intended to perform.  This allows for relatively unbiased 
confirmation of the success of change initiatives and improvements, as well as policies and procedures, intended to improve the performance of a 
system.  Consistent data quality, supported by consistent data monitoring and collection, is key in developing effective analytics so as to build trust 
in the system of analytics tools.  

There are three key areas that Fleet Services should utilize enhanced data analytics.  Reports should be automated to consistently track:

1. Fleet asset management performance.  Fleet Services should track on a monthly basis:

A. Asset management vehicle data. Fleet already has systems that can report annual costs per vehicle (e.g., cost of parts, labour, 
outsourced repairs and fuel) as well as annual and total mileage/hours for each vehicle.

B. Fleet vehicle utilization. Fleet should provide a report to each Business Unit showing the amount of usage (mileage or hours) per vehicle 
compared to the range of expected usage for a vehicle that is well-utilized.  Larger Business Units (e.g., Police) could then rotate vehicles 
by business function or consider sharing arrangements (i.e., Business Unit vehicles versus Fleet-pooled vehicles).

C. Automated Vehicle Location (AVL) reporting.  AVL permits a number of capabilities that have not yet been employed at the City of 
Lethbridge.  AVL systems have the capability to monitor driving behaviours, such as: reporting on excessive vehicle idling, aggressive 
driving (e.g., speeding and hard braking) and total hours of use. Cases of serious policy violations should be collected weekly and 
communicated to Business Units for management attention.  As well, AVL systems could track specific functions of vehicle use – e.g., AVL 
could track when a grader blade is up or down, with corresponding geo-location data.  In this example, the City could use this data to track 
and communicate the routes cleared of snow by a particular piece of equipment, and indicate the amount of time a blade was used in 
clearing snow.  AVL could also be used on garbage trucks to track each instance of the actuation of the arm that picks up a garbage bin, 
which would provide confirmation of garbage pickup.  At this time, AVL is administered by Infrastructure Administration and Fleet Services 
does not have access to the data described here.
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2. Data Analytics and Performance Management
2. Internal operations – Fleet Services needs to have daily and/or weekly reporting on these items:

A. Time spent on work orders by type (# of hours and percent). As discussed earlier, these types include: Type 6 – preventative 
maintenance (oil changes, inspections); Type C – planned maintenance (work completed upon discoveries found during inspections); Type 
1 – corrective maintenance (breakdown repairs); and Type U – unscheduled repair (damage and abuse repairs).  While the existing 
categories are appropriate, there are some nuances that, if clearly communicated and applied, Fleet Services should manage the shop to 
spend most of its effort on Type 6 and Type C work orders, and minimize Type 1 and Type U work orders, the result of which should be a 
high vehicle up-time and minimal business disruption for Business Units.  

B. Backlog of work orders (# of work orders and estimated hours). Fleet Services staff are consistently aware of the Business Units that 
receive priority service.  If the backlog by priority and type of work were integrated with technology used by Customer Service 
Representatives, foremen and technicians, it would support communication between customers and maintenance delivery.

C. Maintenance completion time, mapped against scheduling priorities. This provides measurement and tracking to support another 
Fleet Services opportunity, which would describe development of Service Level Agreements with customer Business Units.  

D. Utilization of individual technicians and completed Work Orders, mapped against scheduling priorities. Fleet Services currently 
measures shop utilization and other similar metrics.  A daily and weekly dashboard of metrics to draw additional attention from management 
and foremen to prioritize business practices would focus efforts to achieve higher levels of utilization.  Going forward, when management 
policies and practices are revised, these metrics would help to quantify the value of the change.

During discussions with Fleet Services, it was noted that the current system of tracking work orders and technician utilization using JD Edwards is 
less effective than desired toward supporting a more efficient operating environment. A fleet management system may be required to achieve the 
full benefits of data analytics, and to support tracking and managing SLAs and improved technician utilization.  There may be an opportunity to 
explore fleet management software solutions with Lethbridge Transit.

Fleet Services
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2. Data Analytics and Performance Management
Service Impact
It is expected that such a system would give better visibility to decision-makers within Fleet Services, customer Business Units, and the City of 
Lethbridge with respect to:

1. Fleet Asset Management.  Fleet Services would be able to identify:

– The costs of operating vehicles at an individual, class and portfolio level, and identify opportunities for cost improvements.  Reporting should 
be setup to identify points where a vehicle’s Total Cost of Ownership curve has reached its optimum.  This would better inform and clarify 
vehicle replacement cycles and, if appropriate indicate when the vehicle should be transferred to the Summer Use Program.

– To what extent their vehicles are used and how changes in business operations could drive efficiencies and compliance with desired policies.

2. Internal operations (daily, weekly) – In real-time, Fleet Services’ management would be able to see that:

– Maintenance and repairs are planned proactively to the highest degree reasonable, so as to ensure high levels of vehicle up-time and 
reliability and minimize business disruption.

– Work orders are consistently planned and delivered according to Service Level Agreements and Fleet Services’ priorities.

Appendix B.4(a) provides further information on:

1. A primer on data and analytics to help City decision-makers see the role of effective data and analytics ecosystems and the various elements 
that comprise those systems.  The City would want to affirm its goals and desired outcomes for data and analytics at Fleet Services.

2. Sample dashboards related to the metrics discussed above for the City’s consideration.

Step improvements in data collection and analysis could allow Fleet Services to better communicate its performance with measurements against 
Service Level Agreements, as well as to provide a baseline when implementing improvements in business practices.

Fleet Services
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2. Data Analytics and Performance Management
Developing data analytics capabilities is likely to take Fleet Services out of its comfort zone, but these capabilities would represent a step 
improvement in ability to gather insights from data and to realize efficiencies.  City leadership would also want to be aware of the related constraints 
and risks associated with this course of action. 

Fleet Services

Actions 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024
1. Confirm KPIs, goals and outcomes of data and analytics.

2. Delegate development or integration of system to track 
data and generate related reporting (internal or external).

3. Implement system into working practices, role 
responsibilities and reporting.

Risks & Constraints Probability Impact
1. Any steps, projects or implementations should 

be made in the context of a data and analytics 
strategy for the City.

Low Medium

2. The City of Lethbridge would want to consider 
other software systems, existing data sources, 
and existing roles that currently contribute to 
reporting to avoid duplication of effort and build 
a cohesive direction for unified processes.

Low Low

3. The City would want to consider any current 
policies that may restrict (positively or 
negatively) introducing new technologies to the 
City.  Such policies may include, for example, 
requirements around where data and 
information is stored for services that utilize 
cloud-based storage.

Low Low

Ongoing
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2. Data Analytics and Performance Management
Key Success Factors
− Identifying meaningful KPIs for performance monitoring.

− Ensuring data quality is good through effective data management practices.

− Having the internal capabilities and tools to effectively use data to drive performance reporting and perform analysis.

Key Performance Indicators
− Management sentiment on quality of decision enabled by data and analytics.

− Improved performance, tracked via data and analytics.

Fleet Services
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Summary of Financial Impact to the City
− This opportunity could yield nominal annual savings through improved 

decision-making.

− It is possible that the cost of external implementation of data and 
analytics platform may cost in the order of $100,000 and the cost of 
internal effort and software licenses be in the order of $25,000 per year.

− Additional information and assumptions are included in Appendix A.5.
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3. Streamline Work Order System and Improve Staff Utilization 
Description
There are a few operating frustrations felt by Business Units and operating staff that seem to be symptoms driven by service-related factors.  The 
frustrations include:

– At times, Business Units do not understand why they do not or cannot have immediate priority.

– Day-shift Technicians feel that they are regularly pulled off one priority to complete another.  

– There is a sentiment that Technicians often have to wait to be assigned their next work order upon completion of another, losing productive time.

– Consistently high, though slowly declining, absenteeism in the maintenance shop.  This impacts the ability of Fleet Services to turnaround work 
orders in a consistent time period.

In addition to the above, Fleet Services relies on a small, though increasing amount of overtime – in 2018, shop overtime totalled approximately 
$87,000 and administrative overtime was approximately $29,000, totalling approximately $116,000.  It would appear that staff utilization could be 
improved in the shop.  

Fleet Services

Source: Derived from PeopleSoft data provided by the City of Lethbridge.
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3. Streamline Work Order System and Improve Staff Utilization 
Fleet Services

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.

Thus, there may be an opportunity to improve utilization and flow of work orders.  For example, Fleet Services could consider the following steps:

– Modify and streamline the process of prioritizing and scheduling work orders.  Currently, CSRs receive incoming work orders through in-
person visits, phone calls and web submissions.  Work orders are organized and prioritized by a delegated Scheduler, then work is planned and 
issued in-person through Foremen.  A streamlined process might resemble this: For preventative maintenance (PM; Type 6), technology 
should automatically recommend and schedule PM activities into the maintenance calendar.  As Technicians discover additional maintenance 
needs, they would schedule this planned maintenance (Type C).  For work order requests of all kinds, Fleet Services should transition to a 
system where CSRs are trained to prioritize and schedule work orders.  For both PM and work order requests, periodic review from the 
Scheduler would confirm that priorities are appropriately allocated.  Foremen would be able to assign multiple work orders to each Technician 
and be able to re-order these from their computers.  Technicians complete their current assignments and then look at their own computer tablet 
or terminal for the next priority, thus completing current tasks before moving on to their next assignment, rather than being redirected mid-task.  

– Related opportunities – Formalize operating priorities and track results.  Currently, Fleet Services prioritizes vehicles by Business Unit in 
this order: 1) Emergency vehicles; 2) Transportation, Sanitation and Electric; and 3) all others.  This could be further enhanced by formalizing 
turnaround time targets in Service Level Agreements and supporting/monitoring those through technology.

Service Impact 
Delegating scheduling and prioritization to CSRs should create a net gain for Fleet Services.  The Scheduler would act more in an oversight role and 
have time freed up for other responsibilities.  Foremen would have time freed-up to act more like advisers in performing maintenance and 
Technicians would now be able to begin work as soon as they complete other tasks.  There should be a resultant improvement in shop utilization, as 
well as in improved turnaround times to complete maintenance.
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3. Streamline Work Order System and Improve Staff Utilization 
Potential Guidance on Prioritization
The following describes a system of prioritization that could both capture priorities from a 
City-service delivery perspective, as well as within the Business Unit or service being 
delivered.  Similar to inventory management where the total stock is managed, when 
stock is depleted to the “Safety Stock” level, additional stock is ordered with an 
awareness that there is a lead time or order time at which time the stock would be 
replenished.  Regular operations should nearly always move between “2” and “3.”

Priority 1

Understandably, if any Business Unit or service area is unable to deliver essential 
services, they should rise in maintenance priority.  

When applying this to Fleet Services and a specific Business Unit, Fleet Services and/or 
the Business Unit identify the absolute minimum number of vehicles that are required to 
deliver services.  If the number of vehicles available does happen to fall below this line 
(red arrow), it is the highest priority to return vehicles to service, and this priority would 
be true of whatever Business Unit is at this priority.

Priority 2

The green arrow indicates the safety stock line, which indicates a level of comfort above 
the red arrow.  It may be that the safety stock number of vehicles should allow that:

1. One or two vehicles, or up to 5% of vehicles be in the shop for an overhaul or major 
repair taking it out of service for up to 2 weeks.

2. Up to 5% of vehicles be in the shop for preventative or planned maintenance take 
them out of service for up to 5 business days.

Priority 3

The black arrow indicates the total number of vehicles in use in a large Business Unit 
service area, or a small Business Unit, or in a small Business Unit fleet pool.  In 
combination with utilization metrics, this total may allow for up to 10% of vehicles to be 
out of service due to preventative or planned maintenance activities for up to 5 days.

Fleet Services
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3. Streamline Work Order System and Improve Staff Utilization 
The plan for implementing a change to Fleet Services’ work order planning could be based on the following.  City leadership would also want to be 
aware of the related constraints and risks associated with this course of action. 

Fleet Services

Actions 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024
1. Improve the work order process, and assess any 

requirements for supporting technology
2. Complete Service Level Agreements of priority Business 

Units (Opportunity #5).

3. Modify technology solutions to permit automated 
scheduling of PM activities and scheduling permissions by 
CSRs.

4. Provide training to CSRs, Scheduler, Foremen, and 
Technicians in new processes and technology as required.

Risks & Constraints Probability Impact
1. Ability to implement this opportunity is limited by 

the technology tools and systems available. Medium Medium

2. Staff and Technicians will likely have varying 
levels of comfort with technology and may 
require added support as they adopt the new 
way of working.

Medium Medium
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3. Streamline Work Order System and Improve Staff Utilization
Key Success Factors
− Identification of meaningful KPIs for performance monitoring.

− Ensuring data quality is good through effective data management practices, as well as having internal capabilities and tools to effectively use 
data to drive performance reporting and perform analysis.

Key Performance Indicators
− Management sentiment on quality of decision enabled by data and analytics.

− Improved performance resulting from data and analytics.

Summary of Financial Impact to the City
− This opportunity could yield annual savings through avoidance of overtime costs of approximately $100,000 per year (assumes avoidance of the 

large majority of recent overtime usage).  Cost improvements are also expected in areas that are more difficult to predict like improved utilization 
of staff and higher productivity.  Additional information and assumptions are included in Appendix A.5.

Fleet Services
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4. Develop a Framework and Process for Long-Term Procurement
Description
Procurement is an activity that relies heavily on coordination with other Business Units. Procurement of vehicles requires attention from decision-
makers across Business Units to ensure that staff appreciate the priority of timely participation.  

Fleet Services procures vehicles on behalf of City of Lethbridge Business Units on a four-year planning cycle.  At a corporate-level, the City 
evaluates the capital needs of Business Units. Fleet Services reviews with Business Units their anticipated needs for replacements and purchases 
over the next four years.  These collected needs are evaluated and funds are approved for procuring the identified vehicles. This entire data 
collection and approval process could take upwards of a year.

Procurement of an individual group of vehicles can take in the order of a year for light vehicles, up to two years for heavy and specialized equipment 
like firetrucks and graders.  Typical activities involved in procurement and vehicle preparation include: defining requirements (a process involving the 
receiving Business Unit and Fleet Services), tendering (issuing a Request for Proposal and awarding a contract for purchase), manufacturing and 
delivery (the vendor selected produces and ships the vehicle), and preparation for service (the vehicle is decaled, licensed and registered, and 
specialized equipment, like Automatic Vehicle Locators (AVL) is installed.  In a given year, between 30 and 70 vehicles are procured and put into 
service for City of Lethbridge Business Units through numerous RFPs and contracts.

There are a number of ways that the City might consider to improve vehicle procurement:

– Longer-term procurement contracts.  Currently, contracts for groups of vehicles are issued annually.  There is opportunity to create 
efficiencies through 4-8 year contracts per type of vehicle.  Benefits of such a program include:

– Procurement process efficiencies. Every procurement contract requires iterative discussions between user Business Units and Fleet 
Services, as well as approvals from signatories and corporate procurement.  The City could realize time savings to back-office functions by 
doing them less often.

– Standardization of parts inventories. Longer-term contracts align with strategic goals of corporate procurement, which sees efficiencies 
from having fewer makes and models of similar vehicles, meaning the City could stock fewer replacement parts and reduce the number of 
critical spares.

– Standardization of technician training. Performing maintenance on vehicles takes longer for those vehicles that are less common within 
the City’s fleet due to limited familiarity.  Thus, Fleet Services could realize operating efficiencies by having fewer makes and models, and 
phasing out exceptions.  Also, the training requirements for Technicians could be reduced and focused if the total number of makes and 
models could be reduced.

Fleet Services

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.
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4. Develop a Framework and Process for Long-Term Procurement
– Formalize procurement processes, the procurement program calendar and corporate reporting. Currently, Fleet Services owns and 

initiates requirements gathering activities.  It seems there is no formal calendar or formal guidelines and processes.  The key points where 
current processes cause frustration are: 

1) The apparent lack of clear ownership, or possibly, not clear communication, of responsibility and/or accountability for contributing to 
procurement processes in some Business Units.  In some cases, people have been away from the office and not handed off responsibility to 
make or communicate decisions and approvals for requirements, with a net result of inconvenient delays in delivery of expected vehicles.  

2) In some cases, multiple iterations of requirements gathering meetings, where Business Units and Fleet Services have differing opinions of 
procurement requirements.  

Specific improvements.  Improvement could be made by defining the formal guidelines and the process for procuring vehicles for the City, 
including: 

– Specification categories, timelines for completion, approvals required, dispute resolution processes, defining the roles of the Business Unit 
and Fleet Services, and defining corporate goals for efficiency improvements and/or rationalization of vehicles.

– Staggering procurement processes and, specifically, requirements gathering as needed to fit annual calendars of related Business Units.

– Fleet Services should have monthly reporting on key procurement planning activities and milestones, which may include: the number and 
progress of procurement contracts at various points of delivery (e.g., requirements gathering, tendering, delivery, in-service, etc.), and flag 
any activities not proceeding according to schedule.

Service Impact 
While this opportunity has not been quantified in efficiency improvement, the benefits would be experienced throughout the City of Lethbridge.  At 
the capital planning level, Business Units and Fleet Services would appreciate not having a blackout window of no procurement approvals and 
funding.  As well, long-term contacts would provide savings in administration as the City moves to form stronger relationships with suppliers.

Corporate Procurement would value movement toward standardization in support of its efforts to modernize inventory practices.

At a procurement planning level, Business Units and Fleet Services would all benefit from clearly defined and communicated processes and 
milestones toward delivering on Business Unit requirements, resulting in increased satisfaction, effectiveness and continuity of performance.

Business Units and operators may receive the push toward standardization as infringement on their freedom to choose.  The reality is that there 
would be material improvements in efficiency and effectiveness when this initiative has become an established practice.

Fleet Services

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.
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4. Develop a Framework and Process for Long-Term Procurement
Most of all of the steps required to pursuit improvements in the City’s procurement process could be performed internally if the City feels it has 
sufficient capacity to do so.  This process could be rolled-out as described below.  City leadership would also want to be aware of the related 
constraints and risks associated with this course of action. 

Fleet Services

Actions 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024
1. Fleet Services and Corporate Procurement are to identify 

the priority contracts to transition to long-term contracts in 
the first wave.

2. Fleet Services and Corporate Procurement are to develop 
revised: long-term contract relationship expectations, terms 
and templates; processes for developing Requests for 
Proposals; and evaluation criteria.  

3. Fleet Services to develop formal guidelines and processes 
to define timelines, milestones, roles and responsibilities. 
between Fleet Services and Business Units during 
procurement cycles.

Risks & Constraints Probability Impact
1. Fleet Services and Corporate Procurement 

should consult with legal counsel with respect to 
negative impacts associated with any contracts 
that could be annulled in a shift to long-term 
contracts.

Medium Low

2. Fleet Services should be deliberate to identify 
and communicate relational and performance 
expectations of long-term vendors to ensure the 
anticipated benefits and savings are realized.

High Medium
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4. Develop a Framework and Process for Long-Term Procurement
Key Success Factors
− Effective collaboration with client departments to refine the fleet procurement process.

− On-going monitoring of the effectiveness of the fleet procurement process.

Key Performance Indicators
− Reduced time from order to delivery

− Satisfaction of client departments

Summary of Financial Impact to the City
− There are no material financial impacts associated with this opportunity.

Fleet Services
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5. Service Level Agreements with Business Units
Description
Historically, City staff would have direct contact with Technicians and feel they had a clear expectation of when their vehicle would be serviced and 
returned to them for use.  Some current City staff continue to have this expectation, even though operating practices have shifted over time.  
Currently, Fleet Services internally has well-ingrained values of customer service, though some customer Business Units feel differently.  

Fleet Services prioritizes repairs and maintenance of vehicles from various Business Units in this order:

1. Emergency vehicles (e.g., Fire, Police, etc.)

2. Transportation, Waste & Recycling, Electric Utility

3. All others

Fleet customers are increasingly demanding that Fleet Services be more responsive to their needs, configured to maximize the productivity of their 
workers and include payment terms that are fair and competitive in the marketplace.  The above factors contribute to misunderstandings of service 
expectations of Fleet Services.  It may be difficult to give a comprehensive picture that satisfies most frustrations. Fleet Services has made 
significant progress from 5+ years ago, at which time the work order backlog was 3-6 months or longer, whereas it currently averages 1-2 weeks.  
Subcontracting certain services has contributed to this improvement as well.

The opportunity for the City of Lethbridge is to develop a framework of service expectations, such that Fleet Services has Service Level Agreements 
(SLA) with larger users of fleet vehicles.  Such SLAs would further serve to educate Business Units on regulations related to the vehicles they 
operate – e.g., to not exceed weight limits on multi-axle vehicles when pulling trailers.

Clearly defined and published service level targets, supported by technology that measures and tracks performance (discussed in other Fleet 
Services opportunities) would improve transparency and help to manage toward delivering on priorities.  Components of effective SLAs include:

− Clear roles and responsibilities of each Business Unit

− To establish and report measurable performance standards and goals; and

− To continuously improve fleet services and processes.

Service Impact (Positive or Neutral Impact)
− Clear expectations and tracking will function as important steps toward creating more harmonious relationships between Business Units.

− For Business Units, SLAs that are met consistently will build confidence and trust in Fleet Services’ ability to deliver timely, efficient service.

Fleet Services
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5. Service Level Agreements with Business Units
Service Level Agreement Considerations
The goal should be an equitable incorporation of leading practices and requirements that will maintain service performance and avoid additional costs.

Service Level Guidelines
The following principles can help to mitigate performance risk between Business Units by establishing meaningful service levels. The principles 
include:

1. Determining that business requirements form the foundation of service levels.

2. Service levels should reflect prioritization of the business.

3. Service credit regimes should be designed to incentivize long-term performance.

4. Designing service levels to be leading indicators of vendor performance.

5. Service levels should determine that 100% of the work gets done.

6. Service levels should indicate that failures are remediated and provide disincentives for recurrent performance issues.

7. Recognize that service levels will require change and evolve with business requirements.

Examples and frameworks for service level agreements are provided in Appendix B.4(b) for the City’s consideration.

Fleet Services

Goals of the SLA Process Description

Choose measurements that motivate the right 
behavior.

− The first goal of any metric is to motivate the appropriate behavior on behalf of 
the client and the service provider.

Ensure that metrics reflect factors within the service 
provider's control.

− To motivate the right behavior, SLA metrics should reflect factors within the 
outsourcer's control.

Choose measurements that are easily collected. − Balance the power of a desired metric against its ease of collection.

Set a proper baseline. − The metrics should be set to reasonable, attainable performance levels.
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Actions 2020 2021 2022 2023
1. Develop a baseline position using existing data.

2. Initial consultation between Fleet Services and 
Business Units, led by Fleet Services.  Draft 
SLAs for review by the City, Fleet Services and 
Business Units with larger users.

3. Develop implementation and roll-out plans by 
Business Unit.

4. Implement roll-out plans.

5. Service Level Agreements with Business Units
Actions required to develop and implement SLAs could be completed through internal effort if the City prefers – i.e., with no external costs.  This 
opportunity describes the effort and discussion required to develop expectations between Fleet and other Business Units.  It does, however, require 
implementation of a solution whereby service performance data is monitored and reported (see Fleet Services Opportunity #2). City leadership 
would also want to be aware of the related constraints and risks associated with this course of action. 

Fleet Services

Risks & Constraints Probability Impact
1. There is a potential for disagreement regarding 

service levels between Business Units and Fleet 
Services. 

Medium Medium

2. It is important that all parties involved stay 
flexible during the SLA development process in 
order to meet changing business needs.

Medium Medium
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5. Service Level Agreements with Business Units
Key Success Factors
− Effective collaboration with client departments in the development of service level agreements.

− Regular reviews of service level reviews with client departments to promote their continued effectiveness.

− SLA’s need to be flexible and aligned to changing business requirements.

Key Performance Indicators
− Performance against service level standards and targets outlined in SLAs.

− Satisfaction with Fleet performance.

Summary of Financial Impact to the City
− There are no material financial impacts associated with this opportunity.

Fleet Services
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6. Fleet Reserve Policy and Level
Fleet Services

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge and information publicly available on comparator municipalities.

Description
Historically, City staff would have direct contact with Technicians and feel they had a clear expectation of when their vehicle would be serviced.  A 
common practice for municipalities across Canada is to have pools of funds in broad categories (sometimes very specific, or obligatory) set to 
manage and invest into City infrastructure throughout asset lifecycles. Financial reserves are effective tools to support municipal asset management 
planning and allow for flexibility in funding all types of infrastructure projects. In addition, future liabilities could be better managed especially due to 
the fact that municipalities are not allowed to run budget deficits and are limited by the level of debt that is incurred. Reserves are also used to 
provide funding assurances in operational shortfalls. 

Reserves sometimes have governing bylaws and binding regulations including legislated financial management requirements or balances (i.e., 
minimum or maximum fund levels). It is not clear that the City has documented bylaws or policies regarding the Fleet Reserve.

Also, management of the fleet reserve currently includes a mix of operating and capital expenses.  Separating cash flows related to operations from 
procurement activities could allow Fleet Services to better reflect the true cost of service of each of these types of activities.  Periodic monitoring 
should also watch that reserve balances should move between an establish range and not accumulate.

The City has a very large fleet reserve which is valued at over one-half of the current Tangible Capital Asset (TCA) value of the fleet portfolio. There 
is an opportunity for the City to consider reducing the current size of the fleet reserve and reallocate those funds for other purposes. The current 
state of the reserve’s size is a result of successive annual surpluses. 

The City could re-evaluate the intended purpose, role and policies of the reserve and how it should function as part of the overall provision of fleet 
services to the City’s Business Units.  It should consider the requirements moving forward on the funding, disbursing, and managing of the reserve 
pool.  

The City could access between $10 million and $15 million from the Fleet Reserve, resulting in an unrestricted cash balance reported favorably on 
the City’s financial position. This provides the City flexibility and ability to reallocate funds to serve the City’s strategic needs and objectives. 

Service Impact (Positive or Neutral Impact)
Having the positive cash balance as a result of internal finance fund transfers will not impact service levels; however, it may result in positive 
development from municipal contributions to support strategic investments through a one-time transfer from the Fleet Reserve . The City has a 
choice on how to transfer and distribute monies in a fairly quick manner (i.e., one year) or spread out across a number of years (e.g., three years) to 
be utilized over time. 
Positive impacts could occur depending on the City’s decision on how to reallocate reserve funding.  
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6. Fleet Reserve Policy and Level
Current State
The City’s cash reserves total approximately $82 million across 14 reserve funds.  Fleet Services posted a reserve balance of $22 million per 
financial statements as of 2018, making it the City’s second largest reserve. The Fleet Reserve is projected to be approximately $20 million in 2020.  
The Fleet Reserve size is much larger than other Business Unit reserves, some of which have larger operational expenditures and potentially larger 
capital needs.  Fleet Services expects its reserve to remain fairly stable over coming years and decades with a projected balance in 2050 of 
approximately $14 million, assuming similar levels of vehicle replacements and inflows as today with apparent adjustments for growth and inflation.  
In order to use reserve capital more efficiently, the City may consider reducing the current size of the fleet reserve and repurposing those funds.

Fleet Services
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6. Fleet Reserve Policy and Level
Reserve Balance Benchmarking
A survey of Canadian cities indicates that Lethbridge has the third highest fleet reserve amongst select municipalities (see below).  Some examples 
are not strictly comparable, but they still inform Lethbridge as having a very large fleet reserve when compared to peers.  For example, Red Deer’s 
fleet reserve is part of a larger capital reserve that is used for many capital initiatives.  Lethbridge’s fleet reserve is dedicated to fleet purposes only, 
and it is 10% larger than Red Deer’s total capital reserve of $20.2 million.  Edmonton’s fleet reserve in the same period had a balance of $25.2 
million, which is slighter larger than Lethbridge’s fleet reserve of $22.2 million, yet Edmonton has a population 10 times that of Lethbridge. 

The graph below illustrates fleet reserve fund balances, and the average balance across the selected cities, along with a per capita comparison. 
Lethbridge’s Fleet Reserve per capita is much higher than almost all cities. 

Fleet Services

Source: Derived from publicly available information from the municipalities noted, including annual reports, bylaws, policy documents, and websites.  Information on the City of Barrie is 
dated 2019.
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6. Fleet Reserve Policy and Level
Reserve to Fleet TCA Comparison
The graph below shows the City has a high reserve size relative to its fleet net tangible capital assets when compared to other municipalities in 
Alberta and across the country.  Most municipalities have low ratios, seven at 10% or below, indicating the City has substantial room to reduce its 
own balance in alignment with the average of the comparison group. 

Fleet Services

Source: Derived from numerous publicly available sources, including annual reports, bylaws, policy documents, and websites.  Average excludes Lethbridge.
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6. Fleet Reserve Policy and Level 
Jurisdictional Scan
A jurisdictional scan was completed to get an in-depth understanding of municipal policies that establish fleet reserves including details on 
governance, funding and disbursing processes.  The City has no documented fleet reserve policy.  Although it is not mandatory to have such 
bylaws, the City could benefit the City on adopting such a document.  It would codify, formalize and create transparency around the purpose of the 
reserve, assisting in future reviews and distribution of municipal funds.  This type of policy initiative could be extended to all City reserves.

Fleet Services

Municipality Legislated Practices in Reserve Fund Management

Edmonton ̶ The City of Edmonton uses a Fleet Replacement Reserve to fund City vehicles and equipment asset replacements. 
̶ It is formally codified and legislated under City Policy Number C617, outlining statements of purpose, procedures, definitions, 

responsibilities, funding and disbursement policies, and exceptions. Manage the replacement of units for all City branches, 
excluding a number of Business Units including transit, police, and waste services.

̶ Procedures specifies hierarchy including responsibilities and connection to City Council governance. Responsibilities of 
overall management are primarily levied with the Branch Manager of Fleet and Facility Services to ensure overall 
management of the fund. 

̶ The legislated required or recommended minimum size of fund account is not stated, however the reserve is primarily funded 
by a mandatory fee charging all user departments/branches a monthly rate (i.e., Fleet Replacement Fee) that is applied 
throughout the entire asset’s lifecycle. Calculation of the fee is based upon expected inflation and replacement costs. Other 
sources include proceeds from disposal, write-offs and recoveries. 

̶ There is a legislated requirement of the fund balance to be reviewed every three years part of a requirement from the City’s 
superseding general reserve policy (Policy C217D). However, the general reserve policy has a legislated requirement 
minimum balance of 5.0% with a target balance of 8.3% of current government expenses (excluding non-cash amortization). 

̶ Financial management and controls are present and clearly defined. For example, Section 2.7 strictly explains what eligible 
expenditures are to be funded besides the cost for fleet asset replacement or the fund cannot be in deficit. Statements 
express that funds accumulated within the reserve are being used in accordance with budget and the intended purpose of the 
reserve.

Calgary ̶ The City of Calgary has a governing policy for all reserves (Policy Number: CFO013) outlining purpose, specific policies and 
financial standards, including the need for a legislated financial minimum or maximum requirement. 

̶ There is another document that adds further detail to the Fleet Services Capital Reserve. 
̶ Funding source is the allocation of operating proceeds from disposal of capital assets and operating budget surpluses. 
̶ There is no minimum or maximum requirement for this reserve.

Source: Derived from numerous publicly available sources, including annual reports, bylaws, policy documents, and websites
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6. Fleet Reserve Policy and Level 
Fleet Services

Municipality Legislated Practices in Reserve Fund Management

Toronto ̶ The City of Toronto has a large corporate reserve as reported in its financial statements that provide funding for capital and 
operating items of a corporate nature, this include the Vehicle & Equipment Replacement, one of the largest balances in the 
Corporate Reserve. It provides funding to purchase or acquire any vehicles or equipment for programs and agencies, boards 
and commissions, with the exception of the Toronto Transit Commission. 

̶ The reserve is in accordance with Municipal Code, Chapter 227, Article II; provides budget stabilization by moderating large 
fluctuations, in annual replacement of vehicles and equipment.

̶ In addition, provides funding for any deficit in the Fleet Services Operations or to be transferred to the Fleet Services Reserve 
Account in the Vehicle and Equipment Replacement Group to fund any backlog of vehicles needing to be replaced.

̶ Funded by program/agency operating budget contributions (21 internal user entities) based on “pre-established criteria”. 

Saskatoon ̶ The City of Saskatoon fleet reserve is embodied within a consolidated capital reserve. A subsection of the capital reserve is 
the Civic Vehicles and Equipment Replacement Reserve. The reserve serves to fund the cost of replacing, renovating, or 
maintaining City vehicles and equipment assets. Specifically mentions which divisions are users. 

̶ Funding is based on an estimated provision, calculated by unit revenue and replacement cost divided by month of asset life. 
̶ Surpluses are transferred to a different fund – called the Vehicle and Equipment Stabilization Reserve.
̶ The legislated required or recommended minimum size of fund account is not stated.

Red Deer ̶ Red Deer has an annual fleet replacement program as part of its capital reserve. It is formally codified and legislated under 
Section 6 (2) Capital Asset Replacement Reserve, used to fund the replacement of capital assets. 

̶ There is an overall governance policy of oversight of reserves. 
̶ Funding sources are vaguely described but they include transfers, grants, interest, and levies. 
̶ The legislated required or recommended minimum size of fund account is not stated.

Source: Derived from numerous publicly available sources, including annual reports, bylaws, policy documents, and websites
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6. Fleet Reserve Policy and Level 
Reserve Reduction Analysis
Fleet Services operates under a cost recovery model, charging internal 
rates to all user Business Units for all of its operational expenditures.  
Long-term capital purchases have been mapped out over the next 30 
years, showing a drop in the Fleet reserve size from approximately $20 
million in 2020 to approximately $14.5 million by 2050.  Reducing the 
Fleet reserve size towards the reserve-TCA ratio average would not 
adversely impact future capital requirements for Fleet Services.  

Over the period 2012-2018, the average capital spend on vehicles 
through Fleet Services was approximately $4 million per year (the 
Electric Utility was captured only during 2015-2018).  

Thus, if Fleet Services continues to operate on a cost-recovery basis, a 
reserve in the range of $5 million should be sufficient for planned and 
emergency replacements.  In light of the direction that the City should 
be reducing its overall fleet size, and the objective of the City to find 
cost efficiencies, the Fleet Reserve balance should be substantially 
reduced at this time.

Fleet Services

Benchmark Current Approximate 
Balance (2020)

One-time 
Transfer

Target 
Balance

Reducing to 12.5% 
of TCA balance

$20M $15M $5M

Reducing to 25% of 
TCA balance

$20M $10M $10M

Source: Derived from numerous publicly available sources, including annual reports, policy 
documents.

Note: “SMALL FLEET USERS” includes: Recreation and Culture, Library, Cemetery Services, 
Signals, Transit (Fleet), ENMAX, Regulatory Services, Fleet Services, Purchasing, Facility 
Services, Water Treatment Plant, Waste Water Plant, Public Safety, and Community Services.

Transportation, 
$856,000, 21%

Parks, 
$573,000, 

14%

Waste & 
Recycling, 

$554,000, 14%
Electric Utility, 
$500,000, 12%

Water/ Wastewater 
Operations, 

$437,000, 11%

Fire Emergency 
Services, 

$436,000, 11%

Police Services, 
$345,000, 9%

SMALL FLEET USERS*, 
$342,000, 8%

Average Annual Fleet Capital Spend by Business Unit 
(2012-2018) ($)
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Actions 2020 2021 2022 2023
1. Design Policy: Develop reserve policy/bylaw to 

formalize the reserve and define its purpose, 
funding (i.e., the inflows), disbursing policies 
(i.e., the outflows), including consideration for a 
maximum and/or minimum requirement.  Identify 
areas where at least $10M could be transferred 
by considering competing prioritizes and short 
and long-term obligations.  

2. Approve Policy: Seek Council approval for 
Fleet Reserve policy and budget changes to 
incorporate transferred monies. 

3. Implement Policy: Transfer a Council-
determined amount of funds through a one-time 
transfer or a phased-in transfer over multiple 
years.

6. Fleet Reserve Policy and Level
Fleet Services

Steps toward reallocating funds in the Fleet Services reserve could proceed on the timeline described below.  City leadership would also want to be 
aware of the related constraints and risks associated with this course of action. 

Risks & Constraints
1. The City recognizes the risk and opportunity that a significant 

transfer from a reserve is a one-time use of those funds.
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6. Fleet Reserve Policy and Level
Key Success Factors
– Be clear on policy for reserve management and enforce sustainable financial processes related to reserve funding.

– Map the process, identifying future capital requirements. 

– Reallocation of funds to meet strategic short-term priorities.

Key Performance Indicators
– Sustainable size of reserve. Inflows and outflows balance out, where over-accumulation is avoided.

– Future capital planning for asset replacement purchasing proceeds as planned. 

Summary of Financial Impact to the City
– In 2020, the estimated financial impact to the City is $10-$15 million for use in other high priorities of Council and the City. This assumes the 

Fleet’s contributions would be zero (i.e., no operational surpluses). 

Fleet Services
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Galt Museum

Service List
Public-facing services:
̶ Exhibits of unique items and artifacts 
̶ Archival navigation support
̶ Online collections database
̶ Community educational programming
̶ School lessons and field trip opportunities
̶ Souvenir and other retail options for visitors
̶ Rentable space for private engagements (e.g., 

celebrations), trade show and conferences
̶ Partnerships and community engagements

Internal services:
̶ Preservation and maintenance of collections
̶ Communications and volunteer engagement 
̶ Administration and operations

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.

Alignment with Strategic Goals

1. Accountable Leadership
2. Financial Stewardship and Economic Prosperity
3. Liveable Communities
4. Compassionate Community
5. People Places for All

Summary Description
The Galt Museum and Archives (the Galt) offers the 
citizens of Lethbridge and tourists educational 
opportunities to learn about the City’s and region’s 
history. The facility has exhibits and collections for 
public viewing, and offers formal curriculum-coordinated 
programming for citizens, visitors, and students. The 
Business Unit is managed by 18.8 FTEs and its 2018 
operating expenditures approximated $2.2M.

Potential for Improvement Opportunity

Efficiency
Resource Investment Based on expenses and FTEs

Trend Low expense and FTE growth

Effectiveness Alternative Practices Potential for alternative service delivery

Service Citizen-facing High interaction/valued experience

Alignment Service Alignment Discretionary service

Overall ---- Moderate potential

-$1
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Operating Expenditures, Transfers and Revenue

Payroll Non-Payroll Asset Transactions & Transfers Total Revenue

Low potential Moderate potential High potential

Financial Performance

ForecastActual
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Overview
The Galt Museum and Archives (the Galt or Museum) has long been a celebrated attraction of the City of Lethbridge. The Museum engages and 
educates visitors on the history of southwestern Alberta through its portfolio of two core collections of unique items, namely Archives and Artifacts, 
and its permanent and seasonal exhibits.

The Galt also manages a public website (www.galtmuseum.com) where it houses an online collections database which allows access to support 
information regarding archives, artifacts, exhibits, research, and other general public interest enquiries. The website also provides a medium to 
share communications regarding Galt’s educational programming, collections, exhibits, events, venue rental information, other programming, and to 
engage potential visitors, community members, and volunteers.

Exhibits, inside and outside of the facilities, provide access to the stories captured within the collections. Collection materials represent the history, 
diversity and accomplishments of the area in which the City is located. The Galt’s programming and exhibits are enriched in process and 
presentation though partnerships and community engagement.

Below are select indicators on 2018 programming, exhibition and general operations details specific to the Galt. 

Galt Museum

Two Core Collections and Contents

– Archives: paper, tape, film and digital material

– Artifacts: clothing, jewelry, military, tools, 
household and farm implements

Between the two core collections, the Galt has over 600,000
photos, 1 million papers, and 20,000 objects

Friends of the Galt

• Casino Event – June 2018 (Raised $32,000)

• 2018 Grant Applications (totaled ~$60,000)

Volunteers

9,265
volunteer hours 

contributed

Community Programs

191 public programs with 

9,130 participants

Adult & Seniors Programs 

20 Daytime Galt sessions with 

1,467 participants

Fort Whoop-up Exhibit 

19% increase in visitors year-over-year with 

food & ice cream sales up 180%

Education Programs

504 programs to 

12,026 students

Family Programs 

43 programs with 

2,694 participants

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.

Museum Store

6,024
members visited the 

museum
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Overview
Similar to other museums and community educational programs, the Galt’s operations are largely supported by community volunteers. In 2018, the 
Galt was supported by 270 volunteers. Many volunteers provide support across more than one department at the Galt. The total volunteer hours 
logged in 2018 was 9,625 hours with an estimated value of approximately $250,000. 

Galt Museum

Volunteerism at the Galt Museum and Archives

Department Individual 
Volunteers Hours Value of 

Volunteer Time
Administration 14 195 $5,265 
Archives 20 3,440 $92,880
Board 20 250 $6,750 
Collections 16 1460 $39,420 
Curatorial 12 410 $11,070 
Events 70 676 $18,252 
Exhibits Design 11 80 $2,160 
Friends of the Galt 28 265 $7,155 
Fort Whoop-up 25 155 $4,185 
Fund Development 20 135 $3,645 
Health and Safety 4 15 $405 
Marketing 15 279 $7,533 
Museum Store 16 340 $9,180 
Programming and Education 110 1,565 $42,255 
Totals 270 9,265 $250,155 

Source: Galt Museum provided information

Note: The dollar value for volunteer hours of $27 per hour and comes from “The Value of 
Volunteering Canada” paper by the Conference Board of Canada on the Volunteer Canada 
website. 

Note: Total indicates the number of individuals who volunteer for the Galt Museum & 
Archives. Some individuals volunteer for more than one department.

The Galt is also dependent on receiving donated artifacts and archive 
materials to continue to expand and develop its collections inventory.

Since 2009, annual artifacts received have ranged as low as 29 
(2013 and 2018) to as high as 51 (2010 and 2014). In 2018, the large 
majority of artifact donations were single-object collections – this 
contributed to the softer year as multiple-object collections would 
otherwise result in a larger overall artifacts donation. 

During 2018, the Galt received 102 archive donations. Select 
donations received by the Galt include:

– 6 additional letters of Captain Balfour, Commander of HMCS 
Lethbridge, 1943

– 44 photographs related to POWs in Camp 133 in Lethbridge 
during the Second World War

– Over 2,000 slides of 1950s Lethbridge produced by William J. 
Hasulak

– 9 vinyl music recordings of the Knox United Church Choir

– 6 additional letters of Capt. Balfour, Commander of HMCS 
Lethbridge, 1943
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Overview
The Galt Museum and Archives is a tax-supported Business Unit that operates as part of the City’s Boards and Commissions Department.

In 2018, net, total expenditures were approximately $1.8 million. Estimated gross, total expenditures were approximately $2.5 million, inclusive of 
interdepartmental expenses and asset, debt and other transaction and transfer costs.

Galt Museum

Wages and benefits expenses represent approximately 
63% of the Business Unit’s estimated gross, total 
expenditures; operating expenses represent 
approximately25 %, and interdepartmental expenses 
represented approximately14 %.

Historically, interdepartmental transfers have resulted 
in a net expense to the Business Unit.

The Business Unit partially offsets its expenditures 
through its own revenue generation activities, such as:

– Facility/venue rental

– Admission tickets

– Gift shop

– Educational programming

– Provincial and federal grants

– Annual donations drive

Net costs (of earned revenues) are subsidized by the 
City through tax-supported funding.

Galt Museum and Archives – Business Unit Manager Reports ($000's)
Revenues and Expenses Statement 2018

Revenues (461,102)

Operating Expenses 625,211 

Wages & Benefits 1,585,431 

Operating Expenses and Wages and Benefits (Opex) 2,210,642 
Net Opex, Excluding Items Below 1,749,540 

Interdepartmental Revenues (248,549)

Interdepartmental Expenses 343,541 

Asset, Debt and Other Transactions and Transfers (25,740)

Net, Interdepartmentals and Other Transactions/Transfers 69,252 
Net, Total Expenditures 1,818,792 

Estimated Gross, Total Expenditures Reconciliation 2018 % of 
Gross

Operating Expenses 625,211 24.7%
Wages & Benefits 1,585,431 62.7%
Interdepartmental Expenses 343,541 13.6%
Asset, Debt and Other Transactions and Transfers (25,740) -1.0%

Estimated Gross, Total Expenditures 2,528,443 100.0%

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.
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Overview
The table below describes revenue and expense trends between 2014 and 2018 (time horizon) using the Business Unit Manager Report.

Revenue has grown by approximately 28% during the time horizon, or a compounded annual growth rate (CAGR) of 6.5% per year. In 2017, 
revenue grew 20.4% over the prior year. The increase can be partially explained by the inclusion of the Fort Whoop-up exhibition in the Galt’s 
portfolio. The exhibit runs from May to September long weekend and offers additional opportunities for the sale of Galt’s goods and services. 

Operating Expenses increased by approximately 33% (7.4% CAGR) during the time horizon. Since 2015, Operating Expenses have grown each 
year by approximately 8% - 12%.

Wages and Benefits grew by approximately 29% (6.5% CAGR) during the time horizon. The largest increase in Wages and Benefits occurred in 
2016, when year over year growth was 14.2% (approximately$186,000), the same year that the Galt began management of the Fort. Since 2016, 
Wages and Benefits have grown each year by approximately 3%.

Net, total expenditures has grown by approximately 11% (2.7% CAGR) during the time horizon. This expense measure takes all accounts into 
consideration, including revenue, interdepartmentals, and debt, asset and other transaction/transfer accounts. This represents the Business Unit’s 
bottom line.

Gross, total expenditures have grown by approximately 15% (3.4% CAGR). This expense measure takes into account only the operating expenses, 
interdepartmental expenses, and asset, debt and other transaction/transfers of the Business Unit. The measure is a representation of the Business 
Unit’s gross, total expenditures, regardless of internal or external parties. (In other words, the measure is a representation of the gross, total cost of 
service for the Business Unit. 

Revenue and Expense Trends 2018A 2017A 2016A 2015A 2014A 4-yr Growth 4-yr CAGR
Revenue (461,102) (470,618) (391,031) (376,126) (359,030)
Growth Rate (%) -2.0% 20.4% 4.0% 4.8% n/a 28.4% 6.5%

Operating Expenses 625,211 557,995 516,664 472,446 469,466 
Growth Rate (%) 12.0% 8.0% 9.4% 0.6% n/a 33.2% 7.4%

Wages & Benefits 1,585,431 1,543,165 1,494,242 1,308,627 1,232,529 
Growth Rate (%) 2.7% 3.3% 14.2% 6.2% n/a 28.6% 6.5%

Net, Total Expenditures 1,818,792 1,755,064 1,808,956 1,709,105 1,632,190 
Growth Rate (%) 3.6% -3.0% 5.8% 4.7% n/a 11.4% 2.7%

Gross, Total Expenditures (Estimated) 2,528,443 2,465,735 2,414,813 2,312,036 2,208,641 
Growth Rate (%) 2.5% 2.1% 4.4% 4.7% n/a 14.5% 3.4%

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.

Galt Museum
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Benchmarking and Growth in Spend
Compared to inflation and population growth over 2015 – 2018, which approximates 3-4% per year and 10.7% over the 3-year period, the Galt 
budget grew by approximately 24% over the same period. As outlined in the graph below, operating expenditure growth in Galt’s budget steadily 
outpaced inflation and population growth each year. 

Galt Museum

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.
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Source: Business Unit Manager Reports.  In this analysis, “Operating Expense” = 
“Operating Expenses” + “Wages & Benefits.”
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Galt’s Current KPIs

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 Trend

Visitors (000s) 45 40 44 45 46 46 47 47 47

People Served in Education 
and Programming (000s) 17 18 20 23 23 22 25 24 23

Members 402 496 543 561 627 613 611 623 722

Website Visits (000s)* 32 33 38 40 42 44 46 31 53

Volunteers 269 249 269 265 265 270 260 270 270

Volunteer Hours (000s) 12 8 9 9 9 9 9 9 9

Donations / Grants / Gifts-In-
Kind ($000s)** 141 125 88 156 181 112 126 136 N/A

The Galt prepares an annual Performance Indicators Report, which contains key metrics from 2010 to 2018.
– Visitors: Includes those who visit the museum, excluding Fort Whoop-Up, which has been tracked separately since the site’s acquisition.

– People Served in Education and Programming: Students attending with teachers; children attending with families; youth, adults, and seniors.

– Members: Families, individuals, and corporate members.

– Website Visits: Indicator of online presence and access to digital resources.

– Volunteers: Community members who support the Galt in running programs, events, preparations, and weekly maintenance.

– Volunteer Hours: A snapshot of the support and engagement that is offered by the community.

– Donations / Grants / Gifts-in-Kind: Contributions provided to the Galt by external individuals and organizations.

* Website visits in 2017: A new analytics system was implemented, which is the reason behind the significant drop in website visits
** Donations / grants / gifts-in-kind in 2018: The value was not provided in the 2018 Performance Indicators Report, although it was provided in preceding reports.

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.
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Operating Model (1 of 5)
The Galt Museum provides a variety of programs and services to the community. It operates across nine primary business areas, with 18.2 FTEs 
and relies on nearly 300 volunteers to serve the needs of the community. 

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.

Business
Unit Areas Scope Operating Approach

Operations – Handles the financial processes, including: 
budgeting, reporting, liaising with the City’s finance 
department, preparing financial statements and 
reports for Board meetings, expense approvals.

– Liaises with the City IT department.
– Handles facilities management, external grounds 

maintenance and administration.
– Includes Facility Rentals, Administration, Visitor 

Services and oversight of the Museum Attendants.

– Operations is handled through one manager, who oversees the facility 
rental coordinator, administrative assistant, and visitor services 
coordinator.

– The Galt allocates funding each year for facility services from the City, as 
opposed to interdepartmental transfers. However, IT work is charged to 
the Museum through interdepartmental transfers.

– Visitor Services handles all aspects of the front-end of the Museum, 
including admissions, orientation, etc. The FTE in charge also handles all 
purchasing and merchandising for the Museum’s store.

Curation – Curation is divided into two main areas:
– Exhibits development: plans, collaboratively 

develops, installs and oversees permanent and 
rotating exhibits.

– Collections development: acquisition, storage, 
object data management (physical and 
qualitative), enabling access, and day-to-day 
management of materials.

– Responsible for exhibits at the Museum and Fort 
Whoop-Up.

– Curation has one full-time curator who oversees a full-time collections 
technician and a full-time display artist.  Curation of exhibits is completed 
collaboratively with community partners whenever feasible. 

– The Collections Technician, supported by approximately ten consistent 
volunteers, is responsible for four primary areas:
– Registration (accessioning, managing incoming and outgoing items).
– Care / conservator (performing object-based research).
– Analyzing and determining whether to accession offered times, as well 

as some active collection of items.
– Handling requests for objects.

– The Exhibit Designer design, fabricates, installs, and maintains the 
exhibits, of the gallery.
– The exhibit designer is also involved in outdoor exhibits at venues, such 

as the library, mall, and airport.
– Utilizes Adobe Photoshop, Illustrator, woodworking and hand tools.

Galt Museum
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Operating Model (2 of 5)
Galt Museum

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.

Business
Unit Areas Scope Operating Approach

Fort 
Whoop-Up

– The Museum brought Fort Whoop-Up (the “Fort”) 
under its umbrella of services in the latter part of 
2016.

– The Fort is a replica of an original fur trading fort 
that was built in the late 1800s.

– Primarily provides educational tours in May and 
June, while students are still in school, and then 
public events through the summer months.

– Large events are typically held on existing holidays, 
such as Father’s Day, National Indigenous Day, 
Canada Day, and Heritage Day. They aim to host 
at least one large event per month.

– Heritage Day has been built up recently to include 
wagon rides, miniature petting zoos, and traditional 
Blackfoot food.

– The Fort is primarily open to the public from the beginning of May until the 
September long weekend.

– It is overseen by one permanent coordinator, whose employment type 
shifts from full-time in the summer months to part-time in the winter 
(during the off-season).

– In the off-season, the FTE’s time is spent planning for the upcoming 
season, as well as spending time at the site to handle pest control, 
general groundskeeping, curating, etc.

– Utilizes Intelligenz for bookings and charges. It has also recently allowed 
for AliPay and UnionPay to make it easier to bring in customers from 
countries that utilize these payment sources.

– Annual revenues from rentals at the Fort were approximately $6,800. 
Including educational programs, revenues were $10,600 in 2019.

Education – Provide educational experiences to between ten 
and twelve-thousand youth per year. These are 
primarily through school field trips, but also groups 
such as parent groups, home school groups, girl 
guides, boy scouts, etc.

– Host the Heritage Fair in May
– Do some public outreach to provide programming 

and promote the Museum’s offerings

– Primarily handled by one person throughout the year, except for in May 
and June, when additional support is required to help with demands.

– Engage with a Blackfoot interpreter, who is a fluent speaker and 
knowledge keeper, for specific programs.

– Recently, it has become possible for educators to book field trips online, 
which has released administrative burden.

– Fortunate to have some longstanding volunteers to provide support for 
particularly busy programs.

– A wide variety of curriculum-informed programs are available, which are 
developed and refined by the museum educator on an as-required basis. 

Galt Museum
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Operating Model (3 of 5)
Galt Museum

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.

Business
Unit Areas Scope Operating Approach

Community 
Programs

– Plan, organize, facilitate, and run programs for 
the community. 

– Assists with larger events that are held at the 
Fort (primarily Canada Day and National 
Indigenous Day).

– Serve over 11,000 participants per year.
– Mostly provide drop-in programs.
– Engage with numerous community groups for  

programs annually.

– Focus on tailoring programs to different formats (i.e., focusing on 
experiences at the Fort, versus hands-on learning at the Museum).

– Run approximately 20 sessions per year.
– In alignment with Truth and Reconciliation, engages with the Blackfoot and 

other Indigenous groups, building bridges through programs such as 
Blackfoot language programs.

– Primarily performed by one permanent staff, except for during the months 
of July and August, during which time volunteer support is provided. 

– Utilize Intelligenz as the software solution for booking spaces.

Fund 
Development 
/ Events / 
Volunteer 
Coordination

– Performs fund development activities 
(fundraising, monetary donations, and museum 
enhancements).

– Plans and delivers revenue-generating special 
events (e.g., Taste of Downtown, Trader Day at 
the Fort, speaker series, etc.).

– Also recruits volunteers, training them, and 
coordinating them with the other functions.

– Bring in sponsorship for special events at various tiers. 
– Manage annual giving activities, including annual campaign through mail-

outs (generating $11,000 in 2019).
– Offer naming rights for rentable meeting rooms.
– Keep track of interactions with donors and sponsors through the CRM 

software called FileMaker.
– Coordinate volunteers through BetterImpact software.
– Liaise and serve as an ex-officio of the Friends of the Galt Museum.
– Recruit and manage volunteers, including facilitating recognition programs 

to support retention. 

Galt Museum
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Operating Model (4 of 5)
Galt Museum

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.

Business
Unit Areas Scope Operating Approach

Facility 
Rentals

– Approximately 60% of the role is dedicated to facility rentals, 
but the FTE responsible for this work also handles 
timekeeping, staff vacation time, purchase orders, and 
paying invoices. It has increased in scope with the addition 
of Fort Whoop-Up.

– Provides facility rentals in the large Viewing Gallery, as well 
as other halls and meeting rooms throughout the space for 
meetings, weddings, and business functions. 
– The Viewing Gallery has capacity of approximately 150 

and is rented for weddings (up to $1,500 for the full 
package), as well as special events (up to $500 for the 
full day).

– The Servus Credit Union Learning Studio has capacity for 
26-50, depending on the layout, and is rented for up to 
$275 for a full day.

– The Friends of the Galt Board Room has capacity for up 
to 10 and is rented for up to $130.

– The ATCO Gas Centennial Room has capacity for six 
and is rented for up to $85 for the full day.

– Primarily performed by one FTE, with support from volunteers 
for particular events.

– Biggest revenue driver from rentals is weddings.
– Coordinates with other functions of the museum (e.g., 

educational programs) to ensure alignment of scheduling
– Charge for rentals through Intelligenz; uses Adobe Illustrator for 

floorplan layouts.
– Offers reduced rates for not-for-profit organizations.
– Rentals can be requested online, including a form to collect the 

basic, relevant booking information, but it is funneled through to 
an in-person discussion to discuss nuances.

– Is included as part of a blanket insurance policy provided by the 
City for events hosted at the Galt; liquor license are held by the 
renter; charges a 3% catering fee.

– The Museum has not raised its facility rental prices in seven 
years, and annual rental revenues are approximately $70,000.

Archives – Maintains the regional archives for the public.
– Involves customer service (navigating and responding to 

approximately 700 public requests annually, in person or 
over the phone), special projects (development of the online 
archive portal), and public outreach (programs, exhibits, 
events, workshops, in order to build awareness).

– Customers can order copies of archives files. These include 
maps, audio files, videos, photos, publications, etc.

– Public requests are possible through in-person meetings, over 
the phone, or by email.

– Charge for archived photos, ordered by the public.
– Processes new donations, label, etc. – most of which is done by 

volunteers.
– There is one full-time Archivist, who reports to the CEO, as well 

one Archives Assistant.

Galt Museum
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Operating Model (5 of 5)
Galt Museum

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.

Business
Unit Areas Scope Operating Approach

Marketing – Handles marketing of the Museum and the Fort, 
including design work, photography, videography, 
writing and research, media, assembling or 
editing, and web design / management.

– Prepares media releases and other content for 
platforms such as the Lethbridge Herald.

– Offers e-commerce functionality tied to the 
physical store, special events, and programs.

– Acts as the super-user for several software 
solutions provided by the City.

– This role is primarily performed by one FTE, with support from contracted 
resources and others in the Museum for specific content.

– Assembles and edits the weekly history articles for the newspaper.
– Works with other departments to enable the digitalization and streamlining 

of operations, where possible.
– Utilizes the Adobe Creative Suite for content; CityWise with the City; 

Squarespace for the website, including Acuity for payment processing 
through Stripe and PayPal; various social media platforms for 
engagement; Meshroom for 3D rendering, in collaboration with the 
University.

– Relies on volunteers and FTEs in archives for tagging images and 
scanning them with metadata, selecting images and stories, etc.

– Advertising is primarily through traditional print media, mostly in 
Lethbridge, but also some television, radio, social media, and search.

Galt Museum
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Program Budget
– The Galt’s program offerings are designed to provide historical, cultural and artistic educational opportunities to the citizens of Lethbridge, and 

visitors. As such, program pricing structures are not designed to break-even with program costs. Instead, they are designed to be affordable and 
to attract interested parties to the Galt so they may learn and experience the many collections and exhibits offered by the Galt.

– Galt’s program-based budget identifies three programs: exhibits and collections, community and educational programming, and visitor services. 

– Net costs are borne by the City enabling the Galt to continue providing exhibits and collections that help communicate the history and stories of 
Lethbridge’s past. It also enables the Galt to continue to provide enriching educational and community programming to students and visitors.

The Galt Museum and Archives – Core Program and Services
Summary information regarding each program and service is documented below.

Program-Based Budget (in $000s) 2018 Expenses 2018 Revenue 2018 Net Budget
Exhibits & Collections 1,001 36 965 
Community & Educational Programming 523 62 461 
Visitor Services 725 333 392 
Total Galt Museum and Archives 2,249 431 1,818 

Core Programs Description
Exhibits & Collections – To collect, preserve and make available the history of Lethbridge and southwestern Alberta. 

Community & 
Educational 
Programming

– To provide programs, lessons and interpretations that help visitors understand the history of the region
– The organization works in formal/curriculum-coordinated education, life-long learning, literacy development, 

professional development, job skills, and socialization.
– Well-being, understanding and respect for others are outcomes of this work.

Visitor Services – This function provides way-finding, welcoming and comfortable surroundings for visitors, including a shop for 
purchasing souvenirs. The staff and volunteers provide basic interpretation and tourist information.

– Personnel sell admissions, sell workshop/event tickets, provide information/exhibit orientation.
– This area supports facility rental clients who use the facility for private engagements, trade shows, conferences, 

business meetings and after hour celebrations.
– This service area ensures the facilities and grounds are kept in good condition.

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.

Galt Museum
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Organizational Structure
Galt Museum is governed by the City of Lethbridge, through a volunteer Board of Directors. A CEO and Executive Director reports to, and 
coordinates with, City Council and the Board. An Operations Manager coordinates the operations of the building and handles most financial matters. 
The Executive Director oversees seven employees, each serving a relatively independent function, and there are four supporting technicians / 
assistants. In total, there are 18.8 FTEs supporting the activities, operations, and programs that are provided by the Galt.

Galt Museum

Source: 2016-2019 Actual Hours and OT Hours from PeopleSoft

Time Expended (2016-2019)
Year 2016 2017 2018 2019
Regular Hours 37,095 36,154 37,177 37,372
Overtime Hours 500 484 273 268
Total Hours 37,595 36,639 37,450 37,640
Total Effort (FTEs) 18.8 18.3 18.7 18.8

Lethbridge
City Council

Board of 
Directors

CEO / Executive 
Director

Fort Whoop-Up 
Site Coordinator

Museum 
Educator

Program 
Assistant

Community 
Program 

Coordinator
Curator

Collections 
Technician Display Artist

Events / 
Volunteer 

Coordinator
Archivist

Archives 
Assistant

Marketing / 
Communications 

Officer
Administrative 

Assistant

Operations 
Manager

Facility Rental 
Coordinator

Visitor Services 
Coordinator

Museum 
Attendants (6)

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.
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Select Cities Comparisons and Practices – Weekly Hours of Operation
Relative to the other museums, the Galt’s primary facility is open to the public for a longer duration of time in a typical week. Some of the other 
museums, such as the Nanaimo Museum in British Columbia, reduce the hours of operation at times of the year that see fewer visitors.

Source: Derived from publicly available information from various municipalities.

Galt Museum
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Select Cities Comparisons and Practices – Adult Admission Rate
The Galt charges slightly more than the average Museum, at $6 for adult admission. Some of the other museums to which Galt was compared ask 
for a donation instead of a flat rate, with suggested amounts that are typically around $5. 

Source: Derived from publicly available information from various municipalities.

Galt Museum
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Select Cities Comparisons and Practices – Social Media Engagement
Relative to other museums, the Galt is succeeding in engaging individuals in the community, and beyond, through social media platforms, such as 
Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter, which has been a focus at the Galt in recent years. 

Source: Derived from publicly available information from various municipalities.

Galt Museum
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Self-Generated Revenue Comparators
Research indicates that the Galt has significantly lower self-generated revenues, as a percentage of total revenues, relative to other museums and 
cultural institutions in Alberta and across the country. The eight comparators below indicate that museum and cultural institutions generate an 
average of 39% of their revenues through non-government sources, while the Galt self-generates 18% ($430K) of its revenue. 

Galt Museum 

60% Glenbow Museum in Calgary, Alberta, “generates over 60% of its operating revenues through fundraising, museum and program admissions, and 
membership.”

55%
According to the Association of Art Museum Directors, the top five revenue sources for museums in FY 2017 were: Endowment Income (22%), 
Individual and Family Contributions (10%), Museum Store (8%), Foundations & Trusts (8%), Admissions (7%). Combined, these sources of non-
government contributions account for 55%.

43% A report on Ontario’s Museums found that, across 118 museums, their finances show that government sources account for 57%. The remaining 43% 
comes from earned revenues (26%), private sector sources (12%), and other sources (5%).

36%
The Government of Canada Survey of Heritage Institutions reports, “Government funding accounted for 50% of total revenue. The remaining portion of 
unearned revenue comes from the private sector, in the form of donations, and to a lesser extent, interest and investments.” In addition, “Earned revenue 
now accounts for 36% of total revenue… The majority of earned revenue is derived from sales of goods and services, which includes over-the-counter 
sales in gift shops, cafeterias, and other outlets. Those sales accounted for 11% of all revenue, followed by admission fees (10%) and fundraising (5%).”

35% Remai Modern in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, generated 35% ($3.3 million) of its total revenues from business activities, including fundraising, in 2018. The 
City of Saskatoon typically provides a grant equal to approximately one-half of the museum’s operating costs.

30% The Reach – Gallery Museum, in Abbotsford, British Columbia, reported self-generated revenues of $313K in 2018, which equates to 30% of its total 
revenues.

25% In 2019, the Moose Jaw Museum & Art Gallery self-generated 25% of its revenues ($149K of $594K).

24% The Red Deer & District Museum Society reported self-generated revenues of $338K in 2018, which equates to 24% of its total revenues.

18% In 2018, the Annual Report released by the Galt Museum & Archives states that 82% of revenues come from the City of Lethbridge. The remaining 18% 
come from the Store and Rentals (11%), Admissions (4%), and Grants and Sponsors (3%).

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge and publicly available information from comparator municipalities and organizations.
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Strengths
The Galt Museum is continually trialing new programs, educational offerings, and initiatives – in and outside of the Museum. Some of these include:

– Implemented a software solution, called Intelligenz, to support operations such as facility bookings, transactions, etc.

– Redeveloped the website using Squarespace, enabling better customization and tailored processes to streamline activities.

– Integrated a large repository of items into its website.

– Recently stopped subsidizing / managing busses for programs, as the cost of administering and coordinating was unsustainable.

– Began actively participating in travel trade shows to tailor specific packages and enhance tourism branding.

– Began accepting payment through UnionPay and AliPay, to reduce barriers in attracting international visitors.

– Implemented a direct booking system online for educators who can reserve an educational program time.

– A functioning, replica cannon was recently donated to the Fort.

– Purchased new blinds, a projector, and screen to allow for more events in the Viewing Gallery during the day.

– Working with volunteers, undertaken a focused approach to “digitizing” the collection to enhance access.

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.

Galt Museum
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Challenges 
During the course of review, the following challenges were identified concerning the Galt Museum.

Galt Museum

Challenge Description

Clarity of Board and City roles 
and responsibilities 

The dynamic placed on the Museum by having oversight from a volunteer Board of Directors, as well as City 
Council, creates challenges in balancing the priorities and expectations. There are policies and bylaws that 
coincide, and direction from both governing bodies for how the Museum should operate. In addition, the 
reporting requirements and desires are not always consistent. This may become increasingly challenging 
with the upcoming retirement of the long-serving Museum CEO. 

Integration between the 
primary Museum facility and 
the Fort, including 
transportation options

Due to the Fort’s location in the river valley, the Fort and the Galt are separated by 950 metres of pathway 
or 1.8 kilometres of road. This distance creates a disconnect between the two facilities – both internally and 
externally. There could be an opportunity connect these two sites, while also improving access to the river 
valley and potentially the coal mines as part of the region’s history.

Management of collection 
within existing space

The collection has been increasing over time, and the need for space is becoming increasingly pressing. 
The Museum has addressed storage challenges through acquisition of off-site storage solutions, a focused 
collection acquisition approach, and working collaboratively with community and other museum partners. 
Future growth in the collection within the existing space will require a focus on deaccessioning items. 

Political and economic climate Changes in the Provincial and Federal emphasis on tourism / culture, and particularly its effect on funding in 
the form of grants and capital, place constant pressure on the Museum to adapt.

Increased workload due to the 
acquisition of Fort Whoop-Up

Since acquiring Fort Whoop-Up in 2016, staffing and funding at the museum have largely stayed the same. 
Aside from the Fort Whoop-Up Site coordinator, who is full-time in the summer and part-time in the off-
season, the responsibilities for the Fort have been added to the existing duties for other employees. For 
instance, the Fort offers its own programs and events, which have to be organized and marketed; it also 
requires volunteers, funding for upkeep, etc. which have added to the workload.

Responding to evolving 
technological expectations

As society demands increasingly digitized experiences, the Museum is required to evolve alongside by 
implementing technologies, such as virtual exhibits, virtual reality, touch screens, 3D models, etc. These 
technologies and associated equipment are often expensive to implement in the first place, particularly if 
they are done well, and then require continual upkeep. Further, the rate of change results in many new 
technologies being outdated within a matter of years.
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Opportunities
Galt Museum

The following table lists the Galt Museum’s opportunities identified along with a high-level assessment of their potential time to implement, and the 
relative degree to which they satisfy the evaluation criteria for prioritizing opportunities.

Legend

Note: The full legend is available on page 24.

Implementation Benefit Level of 
DecisionCost Time Risk Efficiency Effectiveness Service Alignment

1 Fund Development L M L + o o + Administration

2 Service Hours & 
Temporary Exhibits

L L M + o o o Administration

3 KPIs and Performance L M M + + + + Administration

4 Governance Model L M H + + + + Council
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1. Fund Development
Summary
The City and the Galt may consider setting incremental self-generated fund development targets at the Galt. The Galt may increase self-generated 
revenues through process improvements across all fund development activities, including more fundraising and planned giving activities, and 
bolstering its membership acquisition, renewal and engagement processes. The Galt may consider setting revenue targets on a net of cost basis, 
where applicable (i.e., events and exhibits).

Service Impact
Increasing membership engagement and retention should have positive service level outcomes, and it may also bolster self-generated revenue.

Increasing self-generated could result in a reduction in the municipal contributions that are required to support the Galt’s operations, or increased 
service levels through re-investment into programs and services. 

Galt Museum 
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1. Fund Development– Suggested Targets
Galt Museum 
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39%

39%

The chart below illustrates annual potential targets for the Galt. The suggested targets follow an incremental approach that align to the average self-
generated revenue levels of comparators within a 5-year period. The suggested target aims for 20% in 2020, and increases 2% per year into 2024, 
as shown below. The Galt should prioritize profitable self-generating revenue activities (e.g., where incremental revenues > expenses). For specific 
methods of increasing self-generated revenue, see Appendix B.5.

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge and publicly available information from comparator municipalities and organizations.

The chart below illustrates the comparator figures previously described, including the average percentage of self-generated revenues (%), showing 
that Galt has room for improvement in its ability to generate revenues from sources other than government funding.
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1. Fund Development– Implementation Timeline
Shifting the Galt’s efforts on covering a larger percentage of its expenditures through self-generated revenues, such as increased memberships, 
fundraising, business activities, and admissions, could proceed on the timeline described below.  City leadership would also want to be aware of the 
related constraints and risks associated with this course of action. 

Galt Museum 

Actions 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024
1. Develop a fund development revenue plan: Build a long-term self-generating 

revenue plan. The planning document should identify key areas of focus (i.e., 
planned giving), revenue targets and resource needs. Consider establishing 
dedicated staff teams to be accountable over specific fund development activities.
The plan should be designed collaboratively between the Galt and the City, and 
should be practical keeping in mind that Lethbridge is a comparatively smaller 
community.

2. Approve and communicate the plan: The plan should be approved by the Galt 
Board and provided as information to City Council, and the Board should clearly 
communicate the expected targets to the Galt’s management team. 

3. Implement and monitor progress: Track and monitor progress often to determine 
if existing actions are providing positive or negative outcomes and indicators. Also, 
implement auto-renewal capabilities in memberships to gain recurring revenues and 
reduce FTE efforts.

Risks & Constraints Probability Impact
1. The existing governance and operating model 

results in minimal overall fundraising dollars. High High

2. Increased fundraising efforts result in untoward 
reputational impact for the Galt Low Medium

Ongoing Monitoring...
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1. Fund Development– Summary of Impacts
Key Success Factors
– Develop the plan collaboratively 

– Fund development targets should be achievable and practical for the size of Lethbridge’s resident and business communities

Key Performance Indicators
Key performance indicators should be measured and monitored on a net revenue or cost saving basis (i.e., where incremental revenue is greater 
than expenses): 

– Membership numbers (in absolute terms and as a percentage increase over the previous year) and earned revenues 

– Total donations, both annual and planned giving (in absolute $ terms, number of donors, and as a percentage increase over the previous year)

– Total rental revenues earned

Galt Museum & Archives

Summary of Financial Impact to the City
– The Galt may need to make a one-time investment of $50,000 to pay 

for fund development feasibility and planning. The Galt may also 
consider obtaining another partial resource (i.e., 0.5 FTE) to assist in 
fund development activities, estimated at an additional $30,000 per 
year. Over the next five years, the estimated financial impact to the 
City could be savings totaling $570,000. This assumes the Galt’s 
annual expenditures in 2018 ($2.2 million) increases at a 2% annual 
inflation rate.
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2. Service Hours & Temporary Exhibits 
Description
Summary of Hours

The Galt currently has three operating hour categories: the general museum, administration and research, and Fort Whoop-Up.

In a typical week (i.e., excluding holidays), the Galt offers availability to the public as follows: 50 hours per week at the general museum; 40 hours 
per week for administration and research; and 53 hours per week at Fort Whoop-Up during (from mid-April to mid-September).

Seasonality influences Galt’s visitor rates, with more visitors in the summer period than other times of the year. Opportunity may exist to reduce 
operating hours in periods of fewer visitors, enabling reallocation of current resources to continued investment in digitization, enhancing access 
through other mediums, and continued program and service development and offerings.

Summary of Temporary Exhibits

The Galt delivers a high number of annual temporary exhibits to encourage residents to frequently visit the Museum for new content. Opportunity 
may exist to streamline the number of annual exhibits to reduce required effort and investment.

Service Impact
The hours adjustment would have a minor, untoward impact on service levels, as it would leave visitors with a smaller window of time to visit.

The reduction in temporary exhibits would have a moderately untoward impact, as it would reduce the number of opportunities the Galt would have 
to provide residents and visitors with historical, cultural experiences and showcasing creations from designers and curators.

Galt Museum & Archives

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.
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2. Service Hours & Temporary Exhibits – Museum Hours
As stated earlier, the Galt’s hours are consistent throughout the year, despite the fact museum attendance varies by season. In 2018, May and June 
drew in approximately 900 admissions per month, where the average of all the other months is approximately 450 per month. The charts below 
illustrate the impact of a reduction in hours during the winter, spring, and fall months, leaving the current hours as they are for the summer.

Galt Museum & Archives
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Reducing the hours in the winter, spring, and fall, to align more closely with the average of the museums in the benchmarking analysis (42) would 
result in a 192-hour (7.5%) reduction in operating hours per year.

In 2018, $1.5 million was budgeted for the salaries and benefits of the Galt’s approximately 20 FTEs. An analysis of the various duties and positions 
at the Galt, along with the estimated salaries and benefits for those roles, was performed to determine the impact of a reduction in hours. For the 
purpose of the analysis, each position was assumed to be directly impacted, indirectly impacted, or not impacted, by a reduction in hours.

– Direct impact: For each one-hour reduction in hours of operation, there would be a one-hour reduction in the cost of this employee time, as the 
time and effort of the position is directly tied to the hours of operation;

– Indirect impact: For each one-hour reduction in hours of operation, there would be a fractional reduction in the cost of the employee’s time, as 
the time and effort of the position is not directly tied to the hours of operation, but the hour reduction would enable reallocation of time; and

– No impact: For each one-hour reduction in hours of operation, there would be no reduction in the cost of the employee’s time, as it is not tied to 
the hours of operation and would be consistent, regardless of the museum’s operating hours.

Four positions are assumed to be directly impacted, and two positions are assumed to be indirectly impacted. Compared against the estimated 
salaries of the impacted FTEs, a one-hour reduction in operating hours is estimated to have a $185 reduction in daily operating costs.

The proposed reduction of 193 annual operating hours would result in an estimated $36,000 reduction in annual operating costs.

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.
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2. Service Hours & Temporary Exhibits – Temporary Exhibits
In 2018, the Galt offered nine temporary exhibits:

Galt Museum & Archives

1. For Keeps: Collecting Memories

2. Soar! A History of Gliding in Southwestern Alberta

3. Women's Hands Building a Nation

4. Cinescapes: Movies in Southwestern Alberta

5. Pandemic at Home: The 1918-19 Flu

6. Let Justice Be Done: The Alberta Provincial Police, 1917-19

7. Decoding E-Money

8. On Guard, Lethbridge!

9. Bruce Bairnsfather: Voice of the Soldiers

Temporary exhibits are driven by two cost categories: materials and FTE time/effort.

FTE time and effort: An analysis of 20 FTEs was used to determine the estimated cost of temporary exhibits in terms of FTE time. Similar to the 
analysis performed for the hours adjustment, this analysis considered salaries, estimated percentages of each position’s time spent on temporary 
exhibits, and the degree of impact a change in exhibit quantity would have on each position’s time. It is estimated that of the $1.5M in total salaries 
and benefits, $263,000 (17%) is allocated to activities relating to temporary exhibits (curating, designing, programming, marketing, guiding, 
coordinating, etc.) This is equal to an estimated $29,200 per temporary exhibit.

Material and CapEx: In 2018, the Galt’s total budget was $2.2 million, according to the City of Lethbridge’s 2019-2022 Draft Operating Budget. In 
the Galt’s 2018 Annual Report, it was reported that 13% was spent on materials (approximately $286,000). According to information provided by 
the Galt, the total hard material costs for temporary exhibits were $76,700, which represents an average of $8,500 per temporary exhibit.

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.

Admission: The Galt’s 2018 Annual Report states there were 12,039 temporary exhibit visitors. The analysis assumes an average admission rate 
of $3.50, which is the average of the Galt’s various demographic-based price points (i.e., $6 for adults, $5 for seniors, $3 for youth and 
postsecondary, and $0 for children). This results in an estimated $42,000 in annual revenues, or approximately $5,000 in admissions revenue per 
temporary exhibit, which works to offset some of the materials and FTE costs.

Grants: The Galt received one grant for $13,700, which helps to offset a portion the costs. Divided by the nine exhibits in 2018, this represents an 
average of $1,500 per exhibit.

Those costs are offset by two revenue categories: grants and admissions.
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2020

Galt Museum & Archives

2. Service Hours & Temporary Exhibits – Temporary Exhibits (cont.)
Although reducing the Galt’s temporary exhibits by one would have a direct and proportionate reduction in material costs ($8,500 per exhibit) and 
admission revenues ($5,000 per exhibit), the cost of FTE time ($29,200 per exhibit) is unlikely to have a directly correlated reduction, as FTEs have 
fixed salaries and/or would have limited opportunity to reallocate time to other activities.

As a result, and for the purpose of the analysis, it is assumed there is a 0.5 correlation between the reduction in temporary exhibits and the 
reduction in FTE time. In other words, reducing the total exhibits by one would not reduce the estimated cost of FTE time and effort per exhibit 
($29,200) by the full amount; but rather, 50% of that amount ($14,600).

Current State Future State % Change
Temporary exhibits per year 9 6 -33%
Materials expenditures $76,000 $51,000 -33%
FTE time and effort expenditures $263,000 $219,000 -17%
Admission revenues ($42,000) ($28,000) -33%
Grant revenues ($14,000) ($14,000) 0%
Total temporary exhibits cost $283,000 $228,000 -19%

The proposed reduction from nine to six temporary exhibits, per year, is estimated to reduce annual expenditures by $55,000.
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2. Service Hours & Temporary Exhibits – Implementation Timeline
Shifting the Galt’s hours of operation for the museum and reducing temporary exhibits, could proceed on the timeline described below.  City 
leadership would also want to be aware of the related constraints and risks associated with this course of action. 

Galt Museum & Archives

Actions 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024
1. Decision-making: The Galt and the City should consider conducting a review and 

assessment of its hours of operations, and on a financially sustainable number of 
temporary exhibits that the Galt should hold per year. The analysis on the previous 
pages contemplated Galt reducing its hours of operations by 5 hours per week in 
Spring, Fall and Winter, and reducing the number of temporary exhibits held per year 
from 9 to 6 exhibits. 

2. Readiness and preparation: Identify all sources that communicate the Galt’s 
publicly available hours of operations (e.g., the website, search engines, social 
media, community pages, newspaper, etc.) and prepare updated printed materials 
(e.g., brochures) that communicate the Galt’s future state operating hours, including 
permanent and temporary exhibits and other programming.

3. Implementation: Update the hours of operation on publicly available sources (e.g., 
the website, search engines, social media, community pages, etc.) and begin using 
the updated printed materials (e.g., brochures).

4. Monitoring: Monitor the change, if any, in attendance numbers relative to the month 
and events in historical years (in consideration of seasonality) to measure whether 
there is a change in attendance, or if the same number of visitors attend in a smaller 
window of time. Also, monitor formal and informal feedback from visitors. Monitor the 
changes in operating expenditures, as they relate to exhibits, to validate the Galt’s 
decision to host fewer exhibits, and confirm the decision is lowering costs.

Risks & Constraints Probability Impact
1. Reduced hours of operation causing a significant reduction in attendance. Low High

2. Reduced number of temporary exhibits results in reduced community impact. Medium Medium

3. Reduced number of temporary exhibits results in increased cost per exhibit. Medium High
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2. Service Hours & Temporary Exhibits – Summary of Impacts
Key Success Factors
– Similar or increased attendance, despite the reduction in hours of operation.

– Consistently positive feedback on temporary exhibits from visitors, despite a reduction.

– Actual reallocation of FTE efforts and material expenditures, as a result of the reduced count of temporary exhibits, as opposed to simply 
increasing the FTE effort and materials expenditures on a per-exhibit basis.

Key Performance Indicators
– Museum attendance

– Feedback from attendees on whether or not hours of operation meet their expectations

– Temporary exhibit attendance

– Materials cost per temporary exhibit

– Revenue per temporary exhibit

Summary of Financial Impact to the City
– Over the next five years, the estimated financial impact would be cumulative savings totaling $376,000, assuming a 2% annual inflation rate, as 

illustrated below:

Galt Museum & Archives

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.
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3. KPIs and Performance
Summary
The Galt seeks to engage communities in southwestern Alberta and create a vibrant sense of place by connecting past, present and future. 
Measuring and monitoring Galt’s achievement of its vision, mission, values and objectives is inherently complex. The Galt has a desire to focus on 
driving desired outcomes through its activities, which could be difficult to suitably define, measure, and monitor. 

The Galt budgets $2.3 million in annual expenditures, of which 18% ($418,000) is anticipated to be covered through self-generated revenues. The 
remaining 82% is provided by tax-supported City contributions. Without necessarily adjusting the amount of tax-supported City contributions as a 
direct result of this opportunity, there is potential for the City to incentivize desirable strategic outcomes, such as community impact, through a 
performance-based funding approach. 

Service Impact
A performance-based funding approach could improve service levels through increased incentive to achieve desired outcomes. As described in the 
following pages, the degree of those service level improvements would be dependent on identifying and basing the agreements upon the correct key 
performance indicators. 

Galt Museum & Archives
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3. KPIs and Performance – Key Considerations
In order to identify the KPIs, the following factors should be taken into consideration.

Galt Museum & Archives

The operational performance-based funding targets should support the City and the Galt in 
achieving mutually agreed upon strategic objectives (i.e., performance KPIs should be 

indicative of, and clearly align with, organizational strategies)

Goals should be easy to measure 
effectively, and there should be clear 

ownership and accountability for those 
goals.

Goals should be defined using “SMART” 
(Specific, Measurable, Achievable, 

Relevant, Time Bound) principles and 
customer value is used to drive KPI 

definition in every function.

The goals should be documented, 
cascaded, and understood at all levels of 

the organization.

The goals should be clearly defined and 
understood, in order to eliminate potential 
for misinterpretation regarding inclusions 

and exclusions in the measures.

The Galt’s team should feel they have direct 
influence in, and ability to, meet the goals.

A performance-based funding approach 
could enable alignment of strategic 

objectives, and create the possibility for a 
clear understanding, for both parties, of 
whether or not the Galt is achieving the 

outcomes the City is expecting it to achieve.

Success requires proactive monitoring of 
outcomes and compliance with 

requirements.

The goals that are set should reviewed and 
updated on a regular basis, as required.

Understanding and agreeing upon on the 
desired outcomes is foundational to 

identifying KPIs that track the correct 
metrics for performance.
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3. KPIs and Performance – Leading Practice 
A strong performance management framework should align vision and strategy with organizational objectives.

Galt Museum & Archives

Vision

Strategy

Key Performance Indicators

Indicator

Where are we going?

How do we get there?

What do we need to “do well”?

How do we measure
how well we are doing?

Customer 
Measures

Economic 
(Financial) 
Measures

Process 
Measures 

Innovation &
Learning 
Measures

Typically Leading
Indicators

Typically Lagging
Indicators

Common attributes of levels of a performance framework are further described below:

– Key Performance Indicator: Represent end-to-end process performance (outcomes focused); are critical performance indicators on the health 
of a process.

– Indicator: Measures or metrics that are analyzed and/or have context established; indicate trends toward achievement of Key Performance 
Indicators.

– Metrics and Measures: Metrics and measures that provide the basis for analysis; are general performance indicators on the health of a process.
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3. KPIs and Performance – Longlist of Potential KPIs
In consideration of the points on the preceding page, the following example illustrative performance framework could inform next steps for the City 
and the Galt for implementation in a performance-based funding agreement.

Galt Museum & Archives

KPI

Measures

Indicator

Community and public 
value

Better educated and 
informed citizens and a 

better community
[…]Economic spin-off from 

Galt’s activities

Indicators of two-way 
communication

Indicators related to 
Use […]Tourism and business 

development indicators

Count of 
collaborations / 
partnerships

Social media 
engagement

Volunteer 
engagement

Object-based 
research completed

Etc.

Program feedback 
satisfaction

Exhibit feedback 
and satisfaction

Program attendance

Archive use

Items donated

Etc.

[…]

Self-generated 
revenues

Non-resident visitors

Corporate and 
business users

Economic impact 
studies / measures

Etc. 
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3. KPIs and Performance – KPI Subcategory Decision Criteria
In order to evaluate the longlist of potential KPIs using a consistent approach, the following decision criteria were established:

Galt Museum & Archives

Strategically Aligned
Aligns with the City’s Strategic Plan and the Galt’s mandate

Measurable
The metric could be easily tracked and assessed

Controllable
The Galt has the ability to influence the outcome

Assignable
Accountability for the outcome could be assigned to a specific 
person or function to foster ownership

Decision Criteria

Ratings Legend
Criterion Low Medium High
Strategic
Alignment

Does not explicitly align with either 
entity’s strategic objectives

Aligns with the strategic objectives of at 
least one entity

Aligns with the strategic objectives of 
both entities

Measurable Difficult to track Could be tracked but would require a
new method of tracking

Could be tracked using existing 
systems

Controllable Outside of the Galt’s control Mostly controllable but partly dependent 
on extraneous factors

Highly controllable outcome(s)

Assignable Difficult to assign the KPI Could be assigned to a function Could be assigned to one position
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3. KPIs and Performance – Implementation Timeline
Implementing the performance-based funding approach could proceed on the timeline described below.

Galt Museum & Archives

Actions 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024
1. Preparation: Collaboratively develop a program logic model to tie Galt and 

City desired outcomes, outputs and activities in a systematic and visual 
approach

2. Define KPIs: Based on findings from the development of a program logic 
model, identify and agree upon key performance indicators to measure and 
monitor. 

3. Define Baseline and Targets: Upon selection of KPIs, determine the 
current state baseline, and a mutual agreed upon future target. Determine if 
incentives or disincentives are required to encourage, incent or align 
behaviors. 

4. Track and Monitor: Track the KPIs and monitor the progress toward 
achieving the targets. It will be important to monitor the goals at regular 
intervals throughout the year to ensure the Galt’s performance is on the right 
track. Viewing performance from a “trend” perspective rather than a single 
point in time is particularly important. 

5. Continuously Improve: Re-evaluate, as part of continuous improvement 
efforts, by revisiting targets as part of annual budgeting processes. As part 
of ongoing Strategic Planning activities, the KPIs should be reviewed and 
considered if refinements are required to reflect strategic direction. 

Risks & Constraints Probability Impact
1. Extraneous circumstances cause unforeseen challenges for the Galt achieving the mutually agreed upon 

KPIs.
Medium High

2. The KPIs that are selected fail to support the strategic objectives, are not well-defined, and/or there is limited 
ownership of goals, resulting in difficulty achieving desired outcomes.

Low Medium

3. The KPIs or goals that are implemented are not reviewed or updated on a regular basis, particularly after 
periods of extreme (high or low) performance, resulting in KPIs that are unrealistic or unachievable.

Medium Medium
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3. KPIs and Performance – Summary of Impacts
Key Success Factors
– The funding agreements should be structured to effectively balance interdependence, mutual accountability, and autonomy.

– The targets should revolve around transparency, communication, and recognition of both the City and the Galt’s contributions toward the 
mutually agreed upon outcomes.

– The targets should be attainable, but offer challenge, and consider balancing incentives (‘carrots’) and disincentives (‘sticks’). 

– Financial implications should be smoothed where feasible to limit unexpected variability, especially given a high proportion of fixed costs. 

Key Performance Indicators
– Achievement of desired outcomes

– Compliance with funding agreement expectations

Summary of Financial Impact to the City
– Dependent on the performance model put in-place, the City could realize cost increases or reductions based on the performance of the museum 

relative to defined measures. As overall operational stability remains critical for Galt’s success, it is anticipated these cost changes would occur 
over multiple years and be smoothed where feasible. 

Galt Museum & Archives
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4. Governance Model 
Description
The Galt currently has oversight from a volunteer Board of Directors (BoD), as well as City Council, which creates challenges in balancing the 
priorities and expectations of both oversight bodies. Each governing body has policies and bylaws that provide direction for how the Galt should 
operate, but do not consistently align expectations or reporting requirements. Furthermore, balancing non-aligned priorities may become 
increasingly challenging with the introduction of a new CEO, who will be replacing the long-serving CEO after retirement.

The Galt’s Board of Directors is currently one of three Special Purpose Committees, established under the legislated powers of the City but with its 
own Constitution or Bylaws. Under the City’s existing Bylaw 4890:

– The Board is to consist of five to nine members, comprised of citizen appointments and one City Council member. The Board members serve 
a term of three years and can be reappointed for a maximum of one consecutive term (i.e., for a maximum of six consecutive years).

– Galt’s mandate is: “To provide a non-profit, educational community service for the City and surrounding district by preserving artifacts and 
information regardless of physical form which are of enduring value to the interpretation of human history of Lethbridge and Southern Alberta 
by making them available through display, research, and other enterprises.”

– The Board has full responsibility for management and control of the Sir Alexander Galt Museum and Archives. Responsibilities include:

– Establishing governance policies, planning, monitoring and evaluating service, advocating and promoting the museum;

– Hiring and evaluating the Executive Director and preparing a Capital Budget; and

– Having an interest in maintaining the history of Southern Alberta.

The current City-Galt relationship may not optimally position the Galt for success in achieving mandates and expectations, and operating with the 
entrepreneurial freedom and incentives to focus toward revenue-generating opportunities and financial sustainability.  

The City may consider reorganizing the governance structure of the Galt to encourage and support enhanced  clarity in mandate, priorities and roles 
and responsibilities, including City oversight. Various potential governance models exist for municipal cultural facilities, each with defined trade-offs. 

Service Impact
An improved governance model may improve overall service effectiveness of the Galt in delivering its mandate, foster a greater sense of 
accountability, and create a clear sense of roles and responsibilities. It should also improve internal organizational efficiency.

The service impact should stay the same or moderately improve. 

Galt Museum & Archives

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.
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4. Governance Model – Entity Examples
Many municipalities have ownership of large public assets, such as a museums, arts centres, or recreational centres managed by not-for-profit 
municipal corporations overseen by volunteer boards of directors to operate and act as stewards.

Municipal governments often have financial sustainability as one of its core mandates, in order to promote revenue-generating activities and value 
pursuits, resulting in a reduced net financial impact to tax-paying residents. Examples of such relationships are described at a high level below:

Galt Museum & Archives

Evraz Place in Regina, Saskatchewan, is the largest event complex in Canada and a hub for sport, business, and entertainment in the 
community. The City of Regina owns the land and buildings, but a distinct not-for-profit municipal corporation – the Regina Exhibition 
Association Limited (REAL) – acts as the steward of the assets, with oversight from a volunteer Board, appointed by the City. The mandate of 
REAL is not only to operate in the best interests of the community and enrich the quality of life for people in the community through the delivery 
of a multitude of events, but also “operate with an entrepreneurial spirit and pursue expanded business ventures that could generate 
additional revenue.” The City provides a small annual grant to support REAL’s operations, but the majority of its revenues are self-generated.

Glenbow Museum in Calgary, Alberta, operates as an independent, not-for-profit, member-based organization. As a museum that “provides 
vibrant experiences that bring art and culture to life,” it generates over 60% of its operating revenues through fundraising, museum and 
program admissions, and membership.

TCU Place in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, is a 104,000-square-foot convention and arts centre. It is owned by the City of Saskatoon but 
operated by the Centennial Auditorium and Convention Centre Corporation – a not-for-profit with oversight from a volunteer Board of Directors, 
appointed by the City of Saskatoon. Its organizational goals not only include “creating exceptional experiences, fostering excellence in its 
people, enhancing the quality of life in the community, and building strong partnerships,” but also “providing stewardship over infrastructure 
and assets,” and “financial sustainability.”

Calgary Telus Convention Centre in Calgary, Alberta brings the community together in a central hub to connect, learn, innovate, celebrate, 
support, and grow. It is governed by the Calgary Convention Centre Authority, which includes one member of Council, eight electors, the Mayor, 
and one General Manager. Its mandate is to manage, market, and operate the Centre in an efficient and market-competitive manner, in 
order to maximize overall economic benefits to the City of Calgary, while maintaining financial performance within an acceptable range.

Guelph Museums includes three sites: the Guelph Civic Museum, McCrae House, and Locomotive 6167. It is owned and operated by the City 
of Guelph. The City of Guelph’s museums utilize an Advisory Committee to participate in strategic planning activities, initiate and participate in 
fundraising activities, act as ambassadors for the museums within the community, advise on approaches to increasing and maintaining 
members, and to appropriate community museum operating policies as required by the Ministry of Culture, Sport, and Tourism. Advisory 
committees must have a council-approved Terms of Reference to clearly establish the mandate and objectives of the committee as well as 
address composition, responsibilities, and operating principles.

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge and publicly available information from comparator municipalities and organizations.
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4. Governance Model – Key Decision Points
Complex decisions, such as those relating to determining the optimal governance and operating model, often require incremental decision-making 
with a holistic view of advantages, disadvantages, and implications. A variety of options are available – each having different outcomes in terms of 
the degree of alignment with City and Galt museum requirements. 

Common critical decision points include those outlined below: 

Galt Museum & Archives

Scope & 
Mandate

What is it?

Structure

Where does it fit 
with the City?

Oversight 
Body

Who’s 
accountable?

Roles and 
Responsibilities

What’s been 
delegated to 

whom?

Operating & 
Resource Allocation 

Model

Who does what and 
who pays for what?

Service 
Delivery

What services 
does the City 

provide (or not)?

D
ec

is
io

n 
Po

in
t

O
pt

io
ns

As described in existing 
Bylaws

Part of City
Separate entity with 
sole ownership by the 
City
Separate entity with 
shared ownership
Separate entity with 
independent operation

City Council as 
oversight body
Council-appointed 
internal and external 
board
Council appointed 
external board
Elected / appointed 
board

Key roles (owner, 
contributors, users, 
etc.)
Retained authority and 
responsibilities (by the 
City), e.g., policy, 
strategic plan and 
budget oversight, risk 
management, liability 
management, etc. 
Transferred authority 
and responsibility

Funding sources
Prioritization of 
resources (human and 
financial)
Funding agreements or 
requirements
Organizational 
structure
Reporting relationships

Shared services
Administrative 
support
System access
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4. Governance Model – Key Considerations
Common key considerations in assessing the optimal governance model for an organization include the following:

An analysis of 184 museums in Ontario, funded by the Ontario Museum Association and Province of Ontario, found that nearly three-quarters of 
Ontario museums are incorporated entities (73%), including 50% that are registered charities. Another 36% of the museums are government 
agencies or quasi-government organizations, and the remaining 14% held other entity status.

In addition, 44% of museums are governed as independent not-for-profit organization, and 40% are governed by City Council. The remaining 
percentages are as follows: 10% are governed by “Other,” 3% by Other Government, 2% by Conservation Authority, and 2% by Provincial Agency.

Galt Museum & Archives

Transparency
Openness, transparency and full 
disclosure of information

Stakeholder 
Engagement
Enables recognition of support 
and contributions from 
stakeholders (e.g., donors)

Flexibility
Delivers flexibility to adapt to 
changing circumstances

Asset Oversight & Control
Provides clear and formalized control 
and corresponding oversight 
mechanism(s) by City Council

Resource Sharing
Enables prioritization and effective 
allocation of resources (i.e., financial and 
people)

Risk Transfer
Balances duplication of administrative 
resourcing and oversight appropriate risk 
transfer

Policy Environment
Complies with capital and operating requirements 
including, but not limited to, financial authority, 
human resources, health and safety, and privacy

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge and publicly available information from comparator municipalities and organizations.
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4. Governance Model – Implementation Timeline
Key actions and implementation activities are anticipated to include the following.  City leadership would also want to be aware of the related 
constraints and risks associated with this course of action.  

Galt Museum & Archives

Actions 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024
1. Options Analysis: Analyze potential options and implications associated 

with structure and oversight body, considering the benefits, constraints and 
strategic alignment of various options. Working collaboratively between the 
City and the Galt, provide a recommendation to Council for consideration.

2. Update Policies and Procedures: Prepare updates policies and 
procedures to reflect selected structure and oversight body for approval by 
Council, Galt Board, and any other defined bodies. 

3. Define Processes: Led by the defined Oversight Body and informed by the 
structure, define key decisions / actions, roles, responsibilities and 
accountabilities. Reflect in documented procedures as required. 

4. Transition Plan: Define and implement a transition plan and timeline to 
formally shift organizational operation (if significant change) or incremental 
improvements (if minor change).

Risks & Constraints Probability Impact
1. Integrating financial sustainability into the 

mandate undermines the existing core 
mandates (Instead, it should supplement 
operations, setting an expectation, while 
continuing to enable the Galt to achieve its 
positive impact on the community).

Low Low
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4. Governance Model – Summary of Impacts
Key Success Factors
– Clear and formalized control and oversight mechanism(s) of the Galt, for the City.

– Openness, transparency, and full disclosure of information between the City and the Galt.

– Inclusion and engagement of Galt users / stakeholders.

– Flexibility in the abilities of the City and the Galt in adaptation to changing circumstances.

– Compliance with the City’s capital and operating requirements including, but not limited to, financial authority, human resources, health and 
safety, accessibility, and privacy.

– Appropriate allocation of risk to the entity with the greatest ability to manage the risk, while balancing duplication of administrative resourcing.

– Enablement of revenue generation to support ongoing operating and capital contributions to the Galt.

– Perception of the Galt’s independence from the City, fostering greater support from community in donations and fundraising.

Key Performance Indicators
– See Galt Opportunity - KPIs and Performance

Summary of Financial Impact to the City
– Actual financial impact is anticipated to have limited change, with limited expense incurred in the current state related to Board and oversight 

activities. Dependent on structure selected, financial reporting relationship could shift impacting presentation of financial results in City financial 
reporting. 

Galt Museum & Archives



City-wide Opportunities
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2020

Opportunities
City-wide Opportunities

The following table lists City-wide opportunities identified along with a high-level assessment of their potential time to implement, and the relative 
degree to which they satisfy the evaluation criteria for prioritizing opportunities.

Legend

Note: The full legend is available on page 24.

Implementation Benefit Level of 
DecisionCost Time Risk Efficiency Effectiveness Service Alignment

1 Citizen-Centric Customer 
Service M M M + + + o Administration

2A Infrastructure Services 
Structure L M M + + o o Administration

2B City-Wide Reorganization M H H ++ + o o Administration

3 Public Operations 
Resource Sharing L M M + + o o Administration
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1. Citizen-Centric Customer Service
Description
Citizens can currently receive services from front-counter staff at City Hall from Utility Services, Assessment and Taxation, Recreation and Culture, 
Permitting and Bylaw Enforcement. Services are provided by staff specific to these areas and in separate locations. Most are located on the main 
floor of City Hall, while Recreation and Culture is located on a separate floor. In addition to front counter staff providing services, the City has 
cashiers in City Hall that collect payments. 

Currently, there is not a single point of contact for all in-person inquiries at City Hall the way 3-1-1 provides a single point of contact for inquiries by 
phone and on-line. 

There may be an opportunity to improve the customer experience by focusing on citizen-centric customer service at City Hall. Citizen-centric 
services focus on efficiency and simplicity built around customers’ experience. This may entail greater coordination and integration of front-counter 
service delivery. 

The City recently implemented a 3-1-1 solution to manage customer requests through a single platform for requests received on-line and over the 
phone. This has been effective at creating a single point of contact for customers. Similarly, there may be an opportunity to use a single point of 
contact for services delivered in person at City Hall. At the same time, there may be an opportunity to review related business processes from a 
customer-centric lens. This may lead to process efficiencies. The key components of this opportunity are:

Single Point of Contact: Instead of using representatives from each functional area to serve customers at City Hall, customer service 
representatives would act as a first point of contact for customers address the majority of common questions and transactions. They would also 
engage subject matter specialists if needed. CSRs would be required to have familiarity with all Business Units and requests. Public-facing staff 
would receive all requests from the public regardless of the Business Unit, and submit more complex requests to specialists. This could reduce the 
number of staff having to work at the front counter and avoid “run-arounds” on the part of customers.

Integrated Processes, Workflows, and Systems: An integrated service delivery approach would promote the integration of processes and 
workflows supporting customer services. For example, it may be possible to integrate new meter inspections with setting up customer accounts for 
billing. Internal integration of processes is a leading practice being pursued in many jurisidictions. Integration of 3-1-1 would further enable these 
capabilities, granting the public access to view requests, and current status of these requests from any department in the City.

While this opportunity is focused on creating value from a customer experience perspective, there may be opportunities to realize savings from 
efficiencies. Currently, there is at least one representative from every area at the front-desk at any given point in time. Under this new model, it is 
assumed that generalists would provide coverage across all areas, reducing the overall required number of CSRs at the counter. It is likely that 
public-facing staff are not providing interacting with customers 100% of the time they are at the front-counter due to peaks and troughs in hourly foot 
traffic. It may be possible to have these more of these individuals focused solely on their departmental duties, instead of splitting time between CSR 
and transactional work.

City-wide Opportunities
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1. Citizen-Centric Customer Service
Service Impact
This opportunity may improve the experience of citizens obtaining services at the front counter by limiting the number of individuals they interact with 
to obtain the bundle of services they require. 

Other potential benefits include:

– Greater staff coverage to relieve staff for training and leave.

– Greater job diversity and enrichment for CSR staff.

– Improved building security. Some counter services are provided on different floors within City Hall resulting in the public accessing office space 
within the building to receive services. 

City-wide Opportunities
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1. Citizen-Centric Customer Service
Leading Practices 
Many public sector organizations are shifting to customer-centric service delivery, which includes the movement to an integrated service delivery 
model for customer-facing service request. This model is summarized below: 

Leading public sector entities recognize the value in incorporating an integrated service model for customer-facing services. Often, this extends 
beyond just the provision of front-counter services themselves, to the processes and tools that support front-line customer service. Some examples 
are summarized below:

City-wide Opportunities

City of Toronto
Services that are currently being delivered at 
41 different counters across the City are 
being transitioned to five integrated service 
counters across the City. These counters 
feature multiple divisional services and a 
common counter for the triage of services.  
Customers can access the same services 
across all five locations. 

International Example - City of Xi’an 
(China)

The City has launched a one-stop program 
which enables government departments to 
share databases and integrate government 
functions and services. This has resulted in 
one intake point for documents and request, 
meaning that more than 70 per cent of city 
services can be ordered and processed 
through a single office. 

Service Oshawa
Service Oshawa is a multi-channel single 
point of contact for residents to access many 
city services. These services are received 
through an initial intake system, where they 
are passed along to subject matter experts 
in departments if there are further questions. 

Integration

– Integration of service delivery to 
ensure seamless experience

– Integration of data and information to 
provide effective and timely service

Simplification

– A one-stop-shop across channels 
increases convenience 

– Information and support is available in 
one location and is consistent

Management

– Requests and workflows are 
simplified and easier to manage

– Increased ability to manage resources 
from a centralized process

Generalists would respond to requests for all 
five customer-facing Business Units. These 
generalists would have access to 3-1-1 
systems to track requests and identify status 
and requirements. 

Regardless of how citizens engage, they 
know that their request is being tracked and 
they have a single point of contact. Citizens 
do not need to track down the support they 
require. 

Requests are centrally managed and it is 
understood when to direct more complicated 
issues and requests to specialists. Resources 
could be managed to accommodate vacation 
or sick time.
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1. Citizen-Centric Customer Service
To incorporate a customer-centric focus into customer service delivery, the following steps are suggested.  City leadership would also want to be 
aware of the related constraints and risks associated with this course of action. 

City-wide Opportunities

Risks & Constraints Likelihood Impact
1. There is a risk that staff resist the change. Medium Low

2. There is a risk that CSRs do not have the data required 
to provide effective customer support. Medium Medium

Actions 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024
1. Conduct assessment to identify the required staffing levels, 

training, and system-integration needed to transition to 
“One-City Counter.”

2 Design revised organizational structure to accommodate 
generalist CSRs and SME structure

3. Review processes and consider opportunities to integrate 
and streamline

4. Create standards for service and the supporting resources 
and toolkits to enable generalists to provide those services

5. Ensure access to the 3-1-1 system and required 
documents; provide systems to enable payment collection

6. Train staff and implement new model
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1. Citizen-Centric Customer Service
Key Success Factors
– Data and information would need to be integrated and accessible to these staff. It is important that CSRs are able to access service requests and 

the status of these requests, regardless which function has ownership of the request. 

– The relationship between 311 and front counter CSRs would need to be clear.

– There would need to be effective cross-training across services, and clear guidance as to when a SME needs to be engaged.

– Process changes should consider the customer’s requirements and experience.

Key Performance Indicators
– Increased customer satisfaction with in-person service experience

– Increased CSR satisfaction 

– Minimal complaints or issues related to services provided

Summary of Financial Impact to the City
– No financial impacts estimated. This opportunity pertains primarily to customer service. There are many ways in which it could be implemented, 

and may require an investment in systems and training. Similarly, there may be opportunities to realize modest savings from reduced total front-
counter effort. 

– Municipalities and other organizations are reconsidering front-counter staffing as a result of the pandemic where organizations had to quickly 
adapt to no front-counter service.

City-wide Opportunities
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2. Structure of Infrastructure Services and High Staffing Levels
Summary of Organizational Structure Reviews
The City may consider reorganizing City Departments and Business Units, including Infrastructure Services and its Business Units, to encourage 
collaboration and information sharing, in support of achieving City objectives and directions. The City should consider undertaking an organizational 
review that seeks to validate the City’s objectives, and identifies preferred organizational structures that would fit the City’s unique needs, while 
taking benchmarking and leading practices into consideration. Reorganizations should be evaluated from a whole of City view.

Two high-level priority organizational reviews should include:

1. City-wide Opportunity 2A: Review the Structure of Infrastructure Services

2. City-wide Opportunity 2B: Reviewing the City’s Overall Staffing Levels

Organizational reviews may include the review, assessment and evaluation of functional, divisional and matrix reporting and work structures, and 
departmental reorganizing, restructuring, combinations, consolidations, or other alternative service delivery models such as shared services.

A reorganization may benefit the City through operational efficiencies, such as, reducing the silo effect, removing barriers to collaboration, 
streamlining communication and information sharing, and reducing waste, that have tail end impacts on cost savings or improvements.

A preferred organizational structure may assist the organization in achieving objectives, setting clear mandates, clarifying roles, responsibilities, 
accountabilities and reporting lines, improving communication and internal decision-making, removing siloes, reducing duplication of effort and 
waste, and promoting a culture (mindsets and behaviours) of continuous improvement.

As the City considers these opportunities, it should bear in mind succession planning for its management team. The City is facing a large number of 
senior staff that are approaching retirement. The reorganization may help the City address succession planning through resource reallocations.

City-wide Opportunities
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2A. Structure of Infrastructure Services
Summary
Infrastructure Services, at a high-level, can be summed up as being 
comprised of:

– Eleven (11) separate Business Units.

– A relatively wide scope of services when compared to peers (see 
peer group summary analysis on the following page).

– A relatively wide Department Director span of control of 1 to 11 
direct reports, where the peer group averaged 1 to 6 (see span of 
control analysis).

– An above average number of managerial layers (see the 
organizational units analysis).

– The Department has a staff of more than 500 FTEs.

– Many Business Units are organized by function (i.e., engineering, 
operations, construction).

– Much data and information is tracked, however, it is not 
consistently used toward financial and business analysis for 
strategic decision-making.

Service Impact
Building collaboration into the framework of the Division’s 
organizational structure could enable improved service levels for both 
internal and external stakeholders, as it could significantly improve 
clarity of roles, responsibilities, and reporting structures; remove 
communication barriers and information silos; and foster greater 
collaboration among departments, Business Units, and other 
organizational units and commissions.

City-wide Opportunities

Source: City of Lethbridge Budget Documents and 
Organizational Charts

Business Unit Layers – 2019
1. Transportation
2. Fleet Services 
3. Infrastructure Administration
4. Parks
5. Lethbridge Electric Utility 
6. Water, Wastewater, & 

Stormwater
7. Waste & Recycling Services
8. Utility Services
9. 311
10. Planning & Development
11. Building Safety & Inspection 

Services

Service Area Layers – 2019
1. Transportation Planning
2. Parking
3. Rail
4. Traffic Signals
5. Community Lighting
6. Public Operations
7. Water Programs
8. Water Treatment Plant
9. Wastewater Programs
10. Wastewater Treatment Plant
11. Waste & Recycling Services
12. Landfill
13. Sanitation
14. Stormwater
15. Fleet Services
16. Lethbridge Electric Utility 
17. Utility Services 
18. 311 Customer Services
19. Urban Construction
20. Asset Management
21. Internal Finance Function 
22. Inter-municipal Planning
23. Community Planning
24. Development Services
25. Building Inspection Services
26. Parks
27. Customer Service & Business 

Support
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2A. Structure of Infrastructure Services – A Peer Group Summary
City-wide Opportunities

The peer group summary indicates that the Department has a comparatively wide scope of services under management. It also indicates that there 
is not single or consistent approach to organizing a municipality’s infrastructure services.

The following table summarizes the Business Units (or equivalent) in scope of the Infrastructure Department (or equivalent).

Dispersed across departments (City has 7 total) including Community Services (Parks); Development Services (Electric, 
Water, Waste, Public Works, Fleet, Transportation); Planning (Urban Construction); Corporate Services (Utility Services, 
Infrastructure Finance)

Dispersed across departments (City has 4 primary) including Corporate Services (Asset Management); Development & 
Infrastructure (Urban Construction); Energy & Utilities (Electric, Water, Waste, Utility Services, Utility Asset Management)

Dispersed across departments (City has 4 total) including Citizen Services (Transportation, Fleet, Water); City Planning & 
Community Development (Parks, Urban Construction, Asset Management); and Financial Strategy & Sustainability 
(Infrastructure Finance, Utility Services). Electric not in scope of City operations. 

Dispersed across departments (City has 7 total) including Community Planning & Strategic Investment (Urban Construction); 
Infrastructure (Infrastructure Finance, Asset Management, Parks Planning, Transportation, Utility Planning); Civic Operations
(Fleet, Public Operations, Parks Utility Services). Electric not in scope of City operations. 

Primarily dispersed across two departments(City has 3 primary) including Infrastructure, Development and Enterprise Services 
(Transportation, Waste, Water, Urban Construction) and Public Services (Parks, Public Operations, Fleet). Electric not in 
scope of City operations. 

Dispersed across departments (City has 3 primary) including Access Barrie (Utility Services, Parking); Community and 
Corporate Services (Utility Services) and Infrastructure & Growth Management (Asset Management, Urban Construction, 
Public Operations, Transportation, Water, Parks). Electric not in scope of City operations.

Dispersed across various departments (City has 7 total) including Integrated Infrastructure Services (Planning, Infrastructure 
Delivery, Infrastructure Planning & Design); City Operations (Fleet, Parks, Waste); Urban Form & Corporate Strategic 
Development (Urban Construction). Water and Electric not in scope of City operations. 

Dispersed across various departments (City has 7 total) including Corporate Services (Finance and Utility Services); 
Community Services (Parks); City Manager’s Office (Fleet Services and Asset Management); Planning & Development (Urban 
Construction functions); Transportation; Utilities & Environmental Protection (Waste, Water). Electric managed independently.

Source: The City of Lethbridge provided information, and publicly available municipal information of peer organizations that may not be strictly comparable the City’s provided information.
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2A. Structure of Infrastructure Services – Span of Control Analysis
Span of control refers to the number of staff under a manager’s direct control.  Leading practice in public sector organizations range between 1:5 to 
1:8 – i.e., for each director or manager, there are between five and eight direct reports. 

The “right” span of control depends on the complexity and the nature of the work done by the manager and their direct reports.  Considerations for 
when a determining an appropriate span include:

Analyzing the span of control for infrastructure directors of the peer municipalities, there is a wide range of spans.  Lethbridge’s director has 
approximately 14 formal direct reports, compared to a ratio of around 1:6, the average of the municipalities considered.

Larger spans of control are appropriate when… Narrower spans of control are appropriate when…

̶ There is less day-to-day contact.  Allows for quicker 
decision-making, and clearer identification of responsibilities 

̶ Work flow is stable and routine, processes are well-defined 
̶ Expectations are clear; processes are generally more simple 
̶ There is less likelihood of unexpected events 
̶ People have experience and are generally autonomous 
̶ Management is good at delegating 
̶ There is robust reporting, visual management and tracking.

̶ The manager needs to have close direct and regular 
contact with the team members

̶ There is increased attention paid to current activities 
̶ There is complex and highly varied work 
̶ Management is less skilled or experienced  
̶ Communication routines are limited – e.g., insufficient 

reporting, no visual management
̶ There is higher risk or a lack of trust inherent in the work.

City-wide Opportunities

1:71:1 1:2 1:151:4 1:141:5

The Department Director role has a larger span 
of control compared to peers that have an 

average span of control of around 1:6.

1:6

Average

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge, and publicly available municipal information of peer organizations. May not be strictly comparable.

Spans of Control Among Municipal Peers for Infrastructure Directors
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2A. Structure of Infrastructure Services – Organizational Units Analysis

– The comparison to select 
municipalities supports 
that the City’s structure 
may have an above 
average number of 
management layers.

– The graphs compare the 
Department’s use of 
various managerial 
layers to peers (i.e., city 
infrastructure-specific 
BUs, total city BUs, and 
City Departments). 

– Under the three 
managerial layers 
analyzed, Lethbridge 
often had more layers.

– The City may consider 
evaluating its programs 
and services on a City-
wide perspective to 
identity if there are 
opportunities to 
rationalize management 
layers.

City-wide Opportunities
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2B. Overall Staffing Levels
Challenges, Leading Practices and Opportunities

Source: Municipal data from the 2017 MBNCanada Performance Measurement Report for all municipalities except Saskatoon, Kelowna and Kamloops. Saskatoon, Kelowna and 
Kamloops derived from from operating budgets. Data may not be strictly comparable due to accounting and reporting differences.

Note: Size of bubbles represent number of municipal employees.

Summary 
From information provided by the City, as of December 31, 2018, the City had approximately 1,300 full-time employees and 675 part-time 
employees, resulting in a total of approximately 1,975 employees or approximately 1,600 FTEs. 

Phase 1 of the Review identified that the City has higher staffing levels per capita than comparator municipalities. All else being constant, a lower 
ratio would suggest that the City delivers service levels more efficiently.  Staffing levels of comparator jurisdictions also vary by geography, service 
offering, service levels, overall population size, and alternative service delivery options employed.  

There appears to be a moderate correlation between total population and the number of citizens per FTE.  Kamloops and Kelowna deviate from the 
trend likely in part because their transit service is provided by BC Transit. Among the peer group, Lethbridge has a high number of FTEs per 
population served. 
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2B. Overall Staffing Levels
Again, as noted in Phase 1, there appears to be an overall sense that the culture in the City government is very good in terms of customer service. 
There is great pride and care in the work the City does for the community where its employees live.  

Concerns expressed by staff during the Review focused on the development of siloes with the organization.  Several noted that pockets within the 
organization are resistant to changing from the status quo and may have developed a sense of entitlement. Interviews with external stakeholders 
expressed some concerns with City attitude in dealing with businesses and organizations. 

There may be an opportunity to conduct a City-wide organization review that would focus on the size and structure of the organization. In particular, 
such a review could:

– Evaluate the number of business units and business unit managers. Phase 1 identified that the City may have a high number of business units 
for a municipality of its size. A high number of business units could contribute to the existence of some silos; and

– Consider spans of control and the number of layers within the organization across all business units with an aim to reduce the number of 
management and supervisory positions within the organization, and flatten the structure as appropriate.

It is likely that the City could address any reductions in overall staffing levels that result from a reorganization through attrition.  Council and City 
leadership may consider a modest reduction in overall staffing levels phased-in over four years, and primarily achieved through attrition, not layoffs.

Service Impact
A more efficient organization structure would not directly public service levels. However, the public may benefit from an organization that is less silo-
ed and more responsive as a result of having fewer business units and management layers. 

Challenges, Leading Practices and Opportunities
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2. Structure of Infrastructure Services – Implementation Timeline
City-wide Opportunities

Risks & Constraints Probability Impact
1. Leaders are not able to set clear direction, and organizational objectives are not achieved Low High
2. The Department remains silo-ed without material reduction in departmental waste and inefficiencies Medium Medium
3. The City does not have the internal resources to undertake an organizational review and assessment Low Low

Actions 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024
1. Define, validate and clarify City-wide objectives and 

directions, and set criteria to evaluate the fit between 
potential organizational structures or models and the City’s 
validated objectives.

2. Identify potential organizational structures and 
alternative service delivery models, and leading 
practices. Review how the organization has been 
structured to meet organizational objectives from a City-
perspective. Identify structures and models that may better 
align the organization and remove organizational waste 
and inefficiencies.

3. Evaluate and identify the preferred organizational 
structure or model. Using the criteria established in step 
1, assess the options to arrive at short-listed options. 
Through a collaborative process, identify a preferred model 
that best meets organizational objectives.

4. Plan for, and implement, the reorganization. Monitor 
and assess the realignment frequently. Frequent monitoring…

The City may identify and evaluate reorganization options and considerations on the timeline indicated below. The high level steps outline how the 
City may undergo the planning and business case development process of identifying an optimal organizational structure, before moving into 
implementation of the new model.
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2. Structure of Infrastructure Services – Summary of Impacts
Key Success Factors and Leading Practices
– Take a whole of City perspective on departmental and Business Unit organizational design.

– Establish and/or set clear mandates, objectives and measurable performance targets.

– Define the roles, responsibilities, expectations and accountabilities of leadership, management and staff.

– Communicate the rationale of the organizational change and expected benefits.

– Identifying change champions that can manage potential resistance to change.

– Launch change and cross-Business Unit collaboration positive culture campaigns to improve leadership alignment and staff support.

– Integrate the new organizational model and the IT, technology and enterprise resource planning tools of the Department/Business Units.

– Develop a communication strategy to support robust, frequent communication about the change, and the rollout of the change.

– Robust change management protocols, including post-organizational change reviews and evaluations of key performance indicators.

Key Performance Indicators
– Cost improvement / cost savings (monthly, and yearly, changes in the Business Units, and departments, operating expenditures).

– Improvements in collaboration between Business Units within the Department. Using surveys and polls, consider measuring improvements at the 
day-to-day level, project level, Business Unit level, and department level.

Summary of Financial Impact to the City
– Reorganizing the Infrastructure Services Department may provide financial benefits in the form of cost improvement / cost saving. Financial 

benefits may be realized through organizational change, such as the use of centralized shared services, that supports enhanced planning and 
collaboration efforts, alignment of strategic plans, tactical plans and culture across Business Units, functional improvements in areas such as 
scheduling of day-to-day operations and capital maintenance needs, leveraging technology and Business Unit data toward enhanced analytics in 
support of evidence-based decision-making, and reducing waste and duplication through process improvements. 

– Reorganizing the City may provide financial benefits in the form of cost improvement and cost saving. Financial benefits may be realized 
through organizational change, such as greater inter-departmental collaboration, increased organizational agility, and reduced overhead costs. 

City-wide Opportunities
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3. Public Operations Resource Sharing
Description
There is an opportunity to review typical workload and peak times across public operations groups to determine if FTEs and vehicles/equipment 
could be more broadly shared across Business Units. Further, the City could integrate its data and planning processes to provide a single view of 
planned activities by location, which could aid in operational planning.

Analysis of 229 vehicles in Infrastructure Business Units, categorized into 69 vehicle/equipment types, indicates there are fewer than 15 types (e.g., 
½-ton trucks) that are used by at least two public operations groups. However, the units within that subset of similar vehicles represent over one-half 
of all vehicles in the public operations groups. Further historical analysis of that subset of shared classes indicates five types could offer potential for 
a reduction in overall units; realizing this improvement would require better coordination among groups and sharing of vehicles to distribute peaks 
and troughs.

Service Impact (Positive or Neutral Impact)
Implementing better coordination and sharing of resources among public operations groups will enable quicker response times in extreme events, 
reduce capital and operating expenditures, and result in greater efficiency in operating activities across public operations groups.

City-wide Opportunities
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2020

City-wide Opportunities

3. Public Operations Resource Sharing – Vehicles & Equipment (cont.)
The chart below includes a subset of vehicle/equipment classes that were in use by at least two separate public operations units in December 2019. 
These have been identified as classes that have the potential for sharing among public operations Business Units, as they are not specialized 
pieces of equipment for one unit. This subset represents a relatively significant proportion of vehicles. Although the 14 classes below represent only 
20% of all classes, they include 54% of all vehicles (124 of 229) in the public operations Business Units.

Out of the subset of 124 vehicles/ pieces of equipment below, the distribution across public operations units is as follows: 44 in Parks (36%); 38 in 
Transportation (31%); nine in Waste & Recycling (7%); 30 in Wastewater (24%); and three in Water (2%).
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3. Public Operations Resource Sharing – Seasonality
A major factor in the identification of vehicles that could be shared among public operations units is seasonality. Vehicles and equipment are either 
measured by engine hours (often used for heavy equipment or tools) and kilometres (often used for light and medium vehicles). The ribbon charts 
below illustrate relative usage, stacked in descending order, over the past two years, by month. The first chart features vehicles with usage 
measured in kilometres, and the second chart features vehicles with usage measured in engine hours. As evidenced by these charts, the public 
operations unit recording the highest usage from one month to the next can vary throughout different times of the year, so sharing is likely possible.

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.
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2020

City-wide Opportunities

3. Public Operations Resource Sharing – Emergency Response
In addition to seasonality in usage throughout the year, additional opportunities may exist to use vehicles, equipment, and public operations crew 
members in response to extreme events. For example, using Water / Parks / or Waste equipment and staff these trucks could be utilized to assist 
with snow clearing in times of extreme weather. This type of opportunity could unlock leaner operations, as crews within units and across the City 
could safely operate with fewer vehicles and personnel and yet still respond to extreme events and/or contract out fewer services.
In order to estimate the financial impact of sharing vehicles and operators, in response to extreme events, two primary factors are considered: 
average annual overtime (OT) hours, excluding admin time, and each public operation unit’s potential to share vehicles. For the purpose of this 
analysis, a shareable vehicle is defined as one that is used by at least two public operations units. These are important to consider as they factor 
into the scope of the potential impact, as well as the abilities of other public operations units to assist in extreme events with shared vehicles.

Parks Transportation Waste & Recycling Water Wastewater

2016 OT Hours 4,827 9,501 1,400 6,905 348

2017 OT Hours 5,096 12,728 1,224 8,908 406

2018 OT Hours 5,116 14,536 1,446 9,129 390

2019 OT Hours 4,122 12,330 1,703 12,182 427

Average Annual OT Hours 4,790 12,274 1,443 9,281 393

Total Vehicles 100 59 30 3 37

Shareable Vehicles 44 38 9 3 30

Percentage Shareable 44% 64% 30% 100% 81%

Assuming other crews are able to shift shareable vehicles and personnel to assist a different public operations unit, in response to an extreme 
event, and therefore reduce the overtime hours across the board by an assumed rate of 5%, the calculated savings would be as follows:

Parks Transportation Waste & Recycling Water Wastewater

Potential Hours Reduction 105 395 22 464 16

Estimated Annual Savings $4,000 $15,200 $800 $17,800 $600
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2020

City-wide Opportunities

3. Public Operations Resource Sharing – Vehicle Sharing Findings

Vehicle/Equipment Class
Current

Inventory 
(Dec 2019)

Calculated 
Requirement
(If Sharing)

Excess 
(Deficiency)

Proceeds from 
Divestiture of 
Excess Units

Annual Operating 
Expenditures 

Reduction

Annual Salaries 
& Benefits
Reduction

Pickup - 1/2 Ton 24 21 3 $24,800 $1,500 -

Tandem Dump 16 13 3 $198,000 $10,800 $120,000

Pickup - 3/4 Ton 9 8 1 $9,900 $800 -

Crane Truck 9 8 1 $62,700 $1,300 $40,000

Flatdeck-Specialty 7 5 2 $52,800 $2,100 $80,000

Van - 3/4 Ton 8 8 - - - -

Construction - Skid Steer 6 6 - - - -

Construction - Backhoe 5 5 - - - -

Chipper 4 4 - - - -

Dump Trucks - 3 Ton 4 4 - - - -

Dump Trucks - 1 Ton 4 4 - - - -

Construction - Excavator 3 3 - - - -

Dump Trucks - 1.6 Ton 3 3 - - - -

Tanker Truck 3 3 - - - -

Construction - Loader 3 3 - - - -

Construction - Roller 1 1 - - - -

Totals 109 99 10 $348,200 $16,500 $240,000

An analysis of each vehicle that has the potential to be shared (i.e., a vehicle that is used by at least two public operations units) was performed to 
determine how many units would be required if public operations units were to share equipment to distribute the peaks and troughs in usage. Five 
vehicle classes were found to offer potential reductions, resulting in an estimated $348,000 in proceeds from divestiture of excess units (assumed to 
occur in the latter part of 2022), a $17,000 reduction in annual operating expenditures for the vehicles, and a $240,000  reduction in annual salaries 
and benefits, as a result of shared personnel through better coordination and optimization of work scheduling across public operations units. The 
table below summarizes these findings. The detailed analysis performed for each vehicle class can be found in Appendix A.7.
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3. Public Operations Resource Sharing – Implementation Timeline
City-wide Opportunities

Implementing this opportunity could proceed along the timeline below.

Actions 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024
1. Engage: Gather feedback and ideas from internal public operations managers, 

coordinators, and staff, in order to draw out additional opportunities for 
reallocation of vehicles and personnel, in response to extreme events

2. Configure: Ensure planning systems and processes are designed to enable 
scheduling of public operations crews, across Business Units, to enable better 
coordination and a singular source of planning and optimized resource allocation 

3. Pilot: Prior to rolling out the opportunity to all areas of public operations, select a 
subset of operations that are low risk and high frequency, as these will enable 
rapid feedback without exposing operations to significant potential downside.

4. Implement: Expand the opportunity to additional areas of public operations, 
through a staged implementation, continuing to focus on low risk / high frequency 
activities.

5. Calibrate: Engage with internal stakeholders to identify any shortcomings in the 
implementation of the opportunity, providing an opportunity to ensure the 
operations continue to run smoothly and there are sufficient resources in place to 
support crews in carrying out their duties.

6. Divest of Excess Vehicles/Equipment: Divest of the excess vehicles and 
equipment that are no longer necessary as a result of better coordination and 
sharing across public operations groups. FTEs could be reallocated over time or 
reduced naturally through attrition.

Risks & Constraints Probability Impact
1. Care will be needed to provide consistent change management communication, the goal of which is to encourage 

willingness to cooperate among groups. Medium Low

2. Trending across various years and ongoing peaks and valleys may impact overall savings. Medium Medium

3. Scheduling processes across public operations groups varies greatly, resulting in additional internal and/or 
external effort required to configure systems appropriately. High Medium
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3. Public Operations Resource Sharing – Summary of Impacts
Key Success Factors
– Willingness of all public operations groups to collaborate in planning of operations and sharing of vehicles/equipment.
– Sufficient capacity of crews to adapt to changing circumstances and expectations.

Key Performance Indicators
– Usage per vehicle/equipment
– Overtime hours for public operations groups
– Actual sharing of resources in response to extreme events

Summary of Financial Impact to the City
– Over the next five years, this opportunity is estimated to result in potential cost savings of $0.9 million, as described below.

City-wide Opportunities

Source: Estimate calculated by KPMG
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Next Steps
Implementation Roadmap 

The Implementation Roadmap presented in this section is intended to assist the City in initiating a program to further evaluate and implement the 
opportunities identified through the Review. The City’s specific next steps should be to:

1. Assess, accept and refine the opportunities presented. The City needs to determine which opportunities it wants to pursue, and to refine them 
as necessary to better meet the City’s needs.  Upon Council decisions on opportunities where Council decision and direction is required, this 
exercise is typically led by the City Manager with input from the Senior Leadership Team.

2. Validate and refine the expected benefits from the selected opportunities, and establish a benefits realization framework to monitor the progress 
to realizing the benefits.

3. Charter a Program to implement the opportunities and allocate a budget for its implementation.

4. Establish a governance structure to oversee the program, and an Implementation Office reporting directly to the City Manager with one 
designated Senior Program Manager for city-wide coordination.  The Implementation Office would ensure coordination across individual 
projects, and the sharing of common resources (e.g., Human Resources). The Implementation Office would be responsible for managing 
change and communication.

5. Develop the action plan and target timelines, and Director and Manager responsibilities and accountabilities for individual opportunities within 
their Business Units.

The remainder of this section provides considerations related to governance and change management. It also provides a proposed prioritization of 
opportunities based on their potential value and implementation risk, and summary-level Gantt charts for opportunities by Business Unit.
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Governance Framework
Governance can be defined as the set of 
institutions, processes, practices implemented to 
inform, direct, manage and monitor the activities of 
an organization. Good governance practices ensure 
a high level of accountability, transparency and 
communication in an organization. The strategy to 
implement the opportunities outlined in this report 
involves a process for implementing change first by 
instituting a governance framework that defines 
roles and responsibilities.  The governance 
framework should include the following:

– An over-arching Implementation Steering 
Committee of senior leadership, chaired by the 
City Manager and including Directors.

– Implementation Program Office is essentially a 
Senior Program Manager that would have overall 
program management responsibility, as well as 
responsibility for change management and 
communications.

– A defined change management model, policies, 
responsibilities and expectations.

– Defined foundational elements and terms of 
reference (with input from Human Resources 
and Financial Services).

– Internal business requirements meeting 
applicable regulatory requirements.

Implementation Roadmap

Implementation 
Program Office/ 

Manager

Transition/ 
Implementation 

Steering Committee

Director of 
Applicable 

Business Unit

Improvement Projects

Project

City Council and City 
Manager

Project Manager

Project

Business Unit 
Manager

Project

Project Manager

Project

Supporting 
Resources

Human 
Resources

Information 
Technology

Finance

Corporate 
Communications

Director of 
Applicable 

Business Unit
Project

Project Manager

Project

Supporting 
Resources

Human 
Resources

Information 
Technology

Finance

Corporate 
Communications
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Change Management
Implementation Roadmap 

Behavioural Change Management (BCM) is about getting people ready for a transition.  KPMG’s BCM methodology, illustrated below, consists of 
five change stages: Make it Clear, Make it Known, Make it Real, Make it Happen, and Make it Stick.  KPMG’s point of view is aligned with Prosci's 
ADKAR method: Awareness, Desire, Knowledge, Ability and Reinforcement. 

Awareness Desire Knowledge Ability Reinforcement

KPMG Behavioural 
Change Management 
Method

Prosci Change 
Management 
Method

Make it Clear Make it Known Make it Real Make it Happen Make it Stick

Align leaders around the 
strategic aims, ambition 

and scale of change.

Communicate the 
change vision and case 
for change and begin to 
create ownership of the 

solution.

Translate the change 
vision into reality for 

people in the 
organization and define 
what it means for them.

Move the organization 
towards the end state 

and equip people to work 
in new ways.

Ensure there is capability 
in the organization to 
sustain the change.

Workforce Development and Transition

Impact and Measurements of Change

Communications and Engagement

Change Leadership

Clear Aware Ready Ready Willing g Able
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Change Management
Implementation Roadmap 

BCM Stages BCM Objective & Activities ADKAR Alignment*

Make it Clear Work with key stakeholders to help them understand the nature 
and scale of the change, to identify the new behaviours and ways 
of working and to assess and agree the gap to be addressed.

Awareness of the business reasons for change. 
Awareness is the goal/outcome of early communications 
related to an organizational change.

Make it Known Work with key officials to identify all stakeholders, and how they 
will be impacted by the change and their involvement through the 
transition.

Desire to engage and participate in the change. Desire is 
the goal/outcome of sponsorship and resistance 
management.

Make it Real Help stakeholders understand the impact of the transition on their 
work and what they will need to do differently in the future state 
through engagement and training.

Knowledge about how to change. Knowledge is the 
goal/outcome of training and coaching.

Make it Happen This stage delivers the skills, capabilities and behaviours to 
deliver the end state as the Project deploys by ensuring that all 
people processes, performance measures, and management are 
aligned to the change and, that people are trained in new ways of 
working.

Ability to realize or implement the change at the required 
performance level. Ability is the goal/outcome of additional 
coaching, practice and time.

Make it Stick Measuring and evaluating against the outcomes agreed at the 
beginning of the change, understanding what has worked and 
what could be improved and continuously building the 
organizations capability to deliver change.

Reinforcement to ensure change sticks. Reinforcement is 
the goal/outcome of adoption measurement, corrective 
action and recognition of successful change.

BCM = Behavioural Change Management
*Description from the book ADKAR: A Model for Change in Business, Government and our Community (Jeffrey Hiatt). 

ClearClealeeleleeleee r

AwareAware

Ready Ready 

Willing Willing ggg

AbleAble
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Implementation Framework Roadmap (1 of 2)
Implementation Roadmap

Electric 
Utility

Water and 
Wastewater

Utility 
Services

Waste and 
Recycling 
Services

Transportation 
Services

Infrastructure 
Administration Parks Fleet Services Galt 

Museum City-Wide

1. Asset 
Management 
and Planning

1. 
Stormwater 
Model

1. Utility 
Billing 
Software

1. Residential 
Collection 
Efficiency

1. Service 
Modification

1. Infrastructure 
Admin. Structure

1. Naturalization 
of Parkland

1. Fleet Asset 
Rationalization

1. Fund 
Development

1. Citizen-
Centric 
Customer 
Service

2. 
Sustainable 
Growth

2. Storage 
Capacity

2. MDM 
System

2. Residential 
Service 
Pricing

2. Snow 
Removal 
Financial 
Framework

2. Capital 
Program 
Management

2. Reduced 
Grass 
Maintenance

2. Data 
Analytics and 
Performance 
Management

2. Service 
Hours & 
Temporary 
Exhibits

2a. 
Infrastructure
Services 
Structure

3. Return on 
Equity

3. In-Home 
Water 
Services

3. Customer 
Data and 
Analytics

3. Role in ICI
Sector

3. Parking 
Assets & 
Recovery

3. Capital 
Project 
Oversight

3. Parkland 
Concentration

3. Streamline 
Work Order 
System

3. KPIs and 
Performance

2b. City-Wide 
Re-
organization

4. 
Developers’ 
Choice

4. Operating 
Model

4. Enforcement 4. Analytics 4. Sustaining 
Tree Canopy

4. Long-Term 
Procurement

4. 
Governance 
Model

4. Public 
Operations 
Sharing

5. Operating 
Model

5. Internal vs. 
Contracted

5. Service 
Level 
Agreements

6. Fleet 
Reserve

The table below lists each Business Unit and associated opportunities. The colours reference to the Matrix of Opportunity Benefit and 
Implementation Effort which is illustrated on the following page. 
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Opportunities have been categorized in terms of 
relative benefit and relative effort to implement, and 
then plotted on a chart in order to suggest an order 
of prioritization.

1. Low effort, high benefit (top left quadrant) –
These items appear to represent high value for 
money, and therefore should be more aggressively 
pursued. 
2. Low effort, low benefit (bottom left) – These 
items are generally best coordinated and pursued 
strategically in conjunction with other works in order 
to minimize the cost and effort of implementation.
3. High effort, high benefit (top right) – These 
items will add incremental value, but should be 
selectively pursued, where and when convenient 
and it makes business sense to do so.
4. Lowest priority (bottom right) – If there were any 
items here, they would not be priority to pursue due 
to the potential effort required versus the potential 
benefit derived. 

Transportation

Infrastructure Administration

Parks

Implementation Framework (2 of 2)
Implementation Roadmap

Effort to Implement

Po
te

nt
ia

l B
en

ef
it 

to
 C

ity
 o

f L
et

hb
rid

ge
High

Low

Low High

Legend:

Electric Utility

Water and Wastewater

Utility Services

Waste and Recycling 
Services

1 3

2 4

Note: Each number corresponds to 
the numerical order of Business 
Units’ potential opportunities on the 
previous page. 

Matrix of Opportunity Benefit and Implementation Effort

Fleet Services

Galt Museum

City-Wide

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

1
2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

4

5
1

3

2

4

12

3
4

1

2

3

4
5

6

1

2

3 4 1

2a

2b

3
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Opportunities Timeline
Electric Utility

Implementation Roadmap

*Subject to adjustments.  Timing and extent of benefits realization is dependent upon City decisions and City implementation of specific opportunities.

Opportunity 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024
1. Asset Management and 
Investment Planning

2. Sustainable Growth

3. Return on Equity

4. Developers’ Choice

5. Operating Model

Ongoing Monitoring...

Water, Wastewater and Stormwater

Opportunity 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024

1. Stormwater Model

2. Storage Capacity

3. In-Home Water Services

4. Operating Model

Ongoing Monitoring...

Ongoing Monitoring...
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Opportunities Timeline
Utility Services

Implementation Roadmap

*Subject to adjustments.  Timing and extent of benefits realization is dependent upon City decisions and City implementation of specific opportunities.

Opportunity 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024

1. Utility Billing Software

2. Meter Data Management 
(MDM) System

3. Customer Data and 
Analytics Services

Waste and Recycling

Opportunity 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024

1. Residential Collection 
Efficiency

2. Residential Service 
Pricing Review

3. Role in Institutional, 
Commercial and Industrial 
(ICI) Sector

Ongoing Monitoring...

Ongoing Monitoring...
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Opportunities Timeline
Transportation Services

Implementation Roadmap

*Subject to adjustments.  Timing and extent of benefits realization is dependent upon City decisions and City implementation of specific opportunities.

Opportunity 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024

1. Service Modifications

2. Snow Removal 
Financial Framework

3. Parking Assets & 
Recovery Model

4. Enforcement

5. Internal vs. Contracted 
Spend

Infrastructure Administration

Opportunity 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024
1. Infrastructure 
Administration Structure

2. Capital Program 
Management Framework

3. Capital Project 
Oversight

4. Analytics

Ongoing Monitoring...

Ongoing Monitoring...

Ongoing Monitoring...

Ongoing Monitoring...

Ongoing Monitoring...

Ongoing Monitoring...

Ongoing Monitoring...
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Opportunities Timeline
Parks

Implementation Roadmap

*Subject to adjustments.  Timing and extent of benefits realization is dependent upon City decisions and City implementation of specific opportunities.

Opportunity 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024
1. Naturalization of 
Parkland

2. Reduced Grass 
Maintenance

3. Parkland Concentration

4. Sustaining Tree Canopy

Ongoing Monitoring...

Ongoing Monitoring...

Ongoing Monitoring...
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Opportunity 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024
1. Fleet Asset 
Rationalization for City as 
a Whole
2. Data Analytics and 
Performance Management
3. Streamline Work Order 
System and Improve Staff 
Utilization
4. Develop a Framework 
and Process for Long-
Term Procurement
5. Service Level 
Agreements with 
Business Units
6. Fleet Reserve Policy 
and Level

Opportunities Timeline
Fleet Services

Implementation Roadmap

*Subject to adjustments.  Timing and extent of benefits realization is dependent upon City decisions and City implementation of specific opportunities.

Ongoing Monitoring...
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Opportunities Timeline
Galt Museum

Implementation Roadmap

*Subject to adjustments.  Timing and extent of benefits realization is dependent upon City decisions and City implementation of specific opportunities.

Opportunity 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024

1. Fund Development

2. Service Hours & 
Temporary Exhibits

3. KPIs and Performance

4. Governance Model

City-wide Opportunities

Opportunity 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024
1. Citizen-Centric 
Customer Service

2A. Infrastructure Services 
Structure

2B. City-Wide 
Reorganization

3. Public Operations 
Resource Sharing

Ongoing Monitoring...

Ongoing Monitoring...

Ongoing Monitoring...

Ongoing Monitoring...

Ongoing Monitoring...



Appendix A: Financial 
Assumptions



Appendix A.1 –
Electric Utility
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A.1 – Asset Management
Appendix A – Financial Information and Assumptions 

Financial Impact 
(2020 dollars, rounded to thousands)

2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 5-Yr Total

Transition Costs

Operating Costs

Operating Savings $246,000 $249.000 $268,000 $289,000 $1,051,000

Capital Investment Savings $370,000 $383,000 $502,000 $468,000 $1,723,000

Estimated Net Savings/(Costs) $616,000 $632,000 $770,000 $756,000 $2,774,000

Assumptions - Transition Costs
(2020 dollars, rounded to thousands)

Base or 
Quantity

Factor or
Rate Source or Assumption Year Amount

Software and asset management expertise

LEU has system licenses and in-house 
capabilities to implement asset management 
practices. No material, incremental transition 
costs are assumed. 

Total

Assumptions – Operating Costs 
(2020 dollars, rounded to thousands)

Base or 
Quantity

Factor or
Rate Source or Assumption Year Annual 

Amount

Software license fees and incremental effort

LEU has system licenses and in-house 
capabilities to employ asset management 
practices. No material, incremental costs are 
assumed. 

Total

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.

Note: “Savings” = “cost improvement” which can reflect both cost savings and enhanced revenue opportunity.
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A.1 – Asset Management
Appendix A – Financial Information and Assumptions 

Calculations may not be exact due to roundingSource: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.

Assumptions – Operating Savings 
(2020 dollars) 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 5-Yr Total

Planned Distribution Maintenance 2021-2024
Source: LEU Financial Model $2,460,400 $2,493,300 $2,679,526 $2,879,661 $10,512,886 

Assumed savings (10% based on analyses and case 
examples from other studies). No assumed savings in year of 
implementation (2020).

$246,000 $249.000 $268,000 $288,000 $1,051,000

Estimated Net Savings/(Costs) $246,000 $249.000 $268,000 $288,000 $1,051,000

Assumptions – Capital Investment Savings 
(2020 dollars) 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 5-Yr Total

Planned Distribution Maintenance 2021-2024
Source: LEU Financial Model $14,793,000 $15,334,000 $20,097,000 $18,708,000 $68,932,000 

Assumed savings (2.5% illustrative assumption based on 
total capital spend. 5% percentage would be expected on 
sustaining capital only). No assumed savings in year of 
implementation (2020).

$370,000 $383,000 $502,000 $468,000 $1,723,000

Estimated Net Savings/(Costs) $370,000 $383,000 $502,000 $468,000 $1,723,000



Appendix A.2 –
Utility Services 
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A.2 – Billing & Meter Data Management Systems
Appendix A – Financial Information and Assumptions 

Financial Impact 
(2020 dollars)

2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 5-Yr Total

Transition Savings/(Costs) ($2,775,000) ($2,775,000)

Operating (Costs) ($170,000) ($1,010,000) ($1,180,000)

Operating Savings $2,068,000 $2,068,000

Estimated Net Savings/(Costs) ($2,775,000) ($170,000) $1,058,000 ($1,887,000)

Assumptions - Transition Costs
(2020 dollars, rounded to thousands)

Base or 
Quantity

Factor or
Rate Source or Assumption Year Amount

Implementation, software licensing
Indicative estimate based on information provided by a 
limited number of system vendors and internal 
experience. 

2022 $1,850,000

Contingency $1,850,000 50% Indicative estimate 2022 $925,000

Total $2,775,000

Assumptions – Operating Costs 
(2020 dollars, rounded to thousands)

Base or 
Quantity

Factor or
Rate Source or Assumption Year Annual 

Amount

Bill mailing 336,000 $2/bill Assumes 28,000 paper bills per month at $2 each for 
printing and mailing. Starting in 2024 only. 2024 $672,000

Incremental IT support Indicative estimate. Half-year cost in 2023 assumed for 
testing. 2023-2024 $50,000

Licensing
Indicative estimate based on information provided by a 
limited number of system vendors and internal 
experience. Half-year cost in 2023 assumed for testing.

2023-2024 $230,000

Contingency $230,000 25% Indicative estimate. Half-year cost in 2023 assumed for 
testing. 2023-2024 $58,000

Total $1,010,000
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A.2 – Billing & Meter Data Management Systems
Appendix A – Financial Information and Assumptions 

Calculations may not be exact due to rounding

Assumptions – Operating Savings 
(2020 dollars, rounded to thousands)

Base or 
Quantity

Factor or
Rate Source or Assumption Year Annual 

Amount

MDM contract $380,000

Based on existing contract with the current 
vendor. Contract expires in 2024. Staff 
associated with maintaining UTX are assumed to 
be redeployed to support the MDM and billing 
systems, and to deliver more value-added 
analytics.

2024 $380,000

Billing contract $1,688,000

Based on existing contract with the current 
vendor. Staff associated with maintaining UTX 
are assumed to be redeployed to support the 
MDM and billing systems, and to deliver more 
value-added analytics.

2024 $1,688,000

Total $2,068,000

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.



Appendix A.3 –
Transportation
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A.3 – Service Modifications
General Inputs & Assumptions
Assumptions Amount Sources

Annual inflation rate 2.0% Analysis assumption

Snow Removal & Ice Control budget $4.9M City of Lethbridge 2018 budget

Snow removal, as a percentage of total 
Snow Removal & Ice Control budget $2.0M Internal discussion with City of Lethbridge’s Transportation representatives

Total kilometres of road (km) 541 City of Lethbridge. Streets and Roads. Retrieved from: https://www.lethbridge.ca/living-here/getting-
around/Streets-and-Roads/Pages/default.aspx

Snow control prioritization distances (km) 160 Analysis of prioritization map and road segment lengths

Timeframe to clear Priority 1 Roads (hrs) 24 City of Lethbridge. Snow and Ice FAQs. Retrieved from: https://www.lethbridge.ca/living-here/getting-
around/Streets-and-Roads/Pages/Snow-and-Ice-FAQ.aspx

Households in Lethbridge (2019) 42,000 City of Lethbridge. 2019 Census Results. Retrieved from: https://www.lethbridge.ca/City-
Government/Census/Documents/2019%20Final%20Census%20Report.pdf

Street sweeping budget $2.4M City of Lethbridge 2018 budget

Street sweeping program budget $1.4M Internal discussions with City of Lethbridge’s Transportation representatives

Percentage of roads considered ‘older 
residential roads’ that are swept in the fall 20% Analysis assumption

Typical weeks to complete sweeping 10 City of Lethbridge. Street Sweeping FAQs. Retrieved from: https://www.lethbridge.ca/living-here/getting-
around/Streets-and-Roads/Pages/Street-Sweeping-FAQs.aspx

Appendix A – Financial Information and Assumptions 
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Current State

A.3 – Parking Assets & Recovery Model
Appendix A – Financial Information and Assumptions 

Future State
$000s 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 5-Yr Total

Metered parking surplus (deficit) 100 73 46 18 237

Parking lots surplus (deficit) - - - - -

Park ‘n’ Ride Terminal surplus (deficit) (109) (61) (53) (45) (268)

RV parking lots surplus (deficit) - - - - -

Total surplus (deficit) (9) 12 (7) (27) (31)

Financial Impact (Savings)
$000s 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 5-Yr Total

Current state (180) (216) (254) (292) (942)

Future state (9) 12 (7) (27) (31)

Financial impact (savings) 171 228 247 265 911

$000s 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 5-Yr Total

Metered parking surplus (deficit) 32 5 (22) (50) (35)

Parking lots surplus (deficit) (4) (4) (4) (4) (16)

Park ‘n’ Ride Terminal surplus (deficit) (160) (168) (177) (186) (691)

RV parking lots surplus (deficit) (48) (49) (51) (52) (200)

Total surplus (deficit) (180) (216) (254) (292) (942)
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A.3 – Parking Assets & Recovery Model
Metered Parking Assumptions

Appendix A – Financial Information and Assumptions 

Assumptions Amount Sources

Parking spaces 1,900 City of Lethbridge. Downtown Parking. Retrieved from: https://www.lethbridge.ca/living-
here/Downtown/Pages/DowntownParking.aspx

Annual revenues from parking meters $1.28M
City of Lethbridge. 2019 Unaudited Financial Information. Retrieved from: 
https://www.lethbridge.ca/City-Government/Financial-
Documents/Documents/Reporting/Unaudited2019YearEndFinancialInformation.pdf

Annual revenues from parking fines $93,000
City of Lethbridge. 2019 Unaudited Financial Information. Retrieved from: 
https://www.lethbridge.ca/City-Government/Financial-
Documents/Documents/Reporting/Unaudited2019YearEndFinancialInformation.pdf

Repaving frequency (years) 20 Analysis assumption

Surface parking hard costs per sq.ft. $15/sq.ft. Altus Group. 2020 Construction Cost Guide. Retrieved from: 
https://www.altusgroup.com/services/reports/2020-canadian-cost-guide/

Metered parking annual operating costs $816,000
Canadian Parking Association. Parking Meter Replacement Project, City of Lethbridge, Alberta. 
Retrieved from: https://canadianparking.ca/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/Parking-Metre-
Replacement_Berg.pdf

Smart meter capital costs $1.75M
Canadian Parking Association. Parking Meter Replacement Project, City of Lethbridge, Alberta. 
Retrieved from: https://canadianparking.ca/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/Parking-Metre-
Replacement_Berg.pdf

Smart meter estimated useful life (years) 15 Analysis assumption, based on standard parking meters having a useful life of approximately 20 years 
but assuming smart meters would not last as long due to likelihood of technological obsolescence
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A.3 – Parking Assets & Recovery Model
Appendix A – Financial Information and Assumptions 

Off-Street Parking Lots

Assumptions Amount Sources

Burdett lot parking stalls 22 City of Lethbridge. Downtown Off-Street Parking Lots. Retrieved from: https://www.lethbridge.ca/living-
here/getting-around/Parking/Pages/Downtown-Parking-Lots.aspx

Crabb lot parking stalls 87 City of Lethbridge. Downtown Off-Street Parking Lots. Retrieved from: https://www.lethbridge.ca/living-
here/getting-around/Parking/Pages/Downtown-Parking-Lots.aspx

Monthly parking cost per spot $72 City of Lethbridge. Downtown Off-Street Parking Lots. Retrieved from: https://www.lethbridge.ca/living-
here/getting-around/Parking/Pages/Downtown-Parking-Lots.aspx

Vacancy rate 20% Analysis assumption

Parking lot annual operating 
expenditures (2019) $57,000

City of Lethbridge. Unaudited Financial Information (2019). Retrieved from: 
https://www.lethbridge.ca/City-Government/Financial-
Documents/Documents/Reporting/Unaudited2019YearEndFinancialInformation.pdf

Repaving frequency (years) 20 Analysis assumption

Surface parking hard costs per sq.ft. $15/sq.ft. Altus Group. 2020 Construction Cost Guide. Retrieved from: 
https://www.altusgroup.com/services/reports/2020-canadian-cost-guide/
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A.3 – Parking Assets & Recovery Model 
Appendix A – Financial Information and Assumptions 

RV Parking Lots

Assumptions Amount Sources

Annual rental cost per small stall $210 City of Lethbridge. RV Parking Lots. Retrieved from: https://www.lethbridge.ca/living-here/getting-
around/Parking/Pages/RV-Parking-Lots.aspx

Annual rental cost per large stall $360 City of Lethbridge. RV Parking Lots. Retrieved from: https://www.lethbridge.ca/living-here/getting-
around/Parking/Pages/RV-Parking-Lots.aspx

Fairmont lot parking stalls 79 City of Lethbridge. RV Parking Lots. Retrieved from: https://www.lethbridge.ca/living-here/getting-
around/Parking/Pages/RV-Parking-Lots.aspx

Ridgewood East lot parking stalls 28 City of Lethbridge. RV Parking Lots. Retrieved from: https://www.lethbridge.ca/living-here/getting-
around/Parking/Pages/RV-Parking-Lots.aspx

Ridgewood West lot parking stalls 22 City of Lethbridge. RV Parking Lots. Retrieved from: https://www.lethbridge.ca/living-here/getting-
around/Parking/Pages/RV-Parking-Lots.aspx

Fairmont lot area (ft2) 32,000 Approximation using Google Maps’ Distance Measurement Tool. Retrieved from: http://maps.google.ca

Ridgewood East lot area (ft2) 24,000 Approximation using Google Maps’ Distance Measurement Tool. Retrieved from: http://maps.google.ca

Ridgewood West lot area (ft2) 18,000 Approximation using Google Maps’ Distance Measurement Tool. Retrieved from: http://maps.google.ca

Repaving frequency (years) 20 Analysis assumption

Surface parking hard costs per sq.ft. $15/sq.ft. Altus Group. 2020 Construction Cost Guide. Retrieved from: 
https://www.altusgroup.com/services/reports/2020-canadian-cost-guide/

Vacancy rate 20% Analysis assumption
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A.3 – Parking Assets & Recovery Model
Appendix A – Financial Information and Assumptions 

Park ‘n’ Ride Transit Terminal
Assumptions Amount Sources

Parking stalls 293 City of Lethbridge. Lethbridge regional Park ‘n’ Ride Transit Terminal. Retrieved from: 
https://www.lethbridge.ca/living-here/getting-around/Pages/Park-N-Ride.aspx

Square-feet per stall 275 Analysis assumption, based on typical square footage for above-ground parking structures

Parking garage cost per sq.ft. $90/sq.ft. Altus Group. 2020 Construction Cost Guide. Retrieved from: 
https://www.altusgroup.com/services/reports/2020-canadian-cost-guide/

Monthly parking rate (2020) $105 City of Lethbridge. Lethbridge regional Park ‘n’ Ride Transit Terminal. Retrieved from: 
https://www.lethbridge.ca/living-here/getting-around/Pages/Park-N-Ride.aspx

Vacancy rate (as at Dec 2019) 25% Global News. New Lethbridge Park ‘n’ Ride transit centre earns praise: ‘best thing they’ve done.’ 
Retrieved from: https://globalnews.ca/news/6304750/lethbridge-park-n-ride-transit-centre/

Annual operating expenditures (2019) $162,000
City of Lethbridge. Unaudited Financial Information (2019). Retrieved from: 
https://www.lethbridge.ca/City-Government/Financial-
Documents/Documents/Reporting/Unaudited2019YearEndFinancialInformation.pdf

Total capital cost for entire Terminal $19.6M
City of Lethbridge. Lethbridge Regional Park ‘n’ Ride Transit Terminal (D-15). Retrieved from: 
https://www.lethbridge.ca/living-here/Projects-Initiatives/Current-
Projects/Pages/LethbridgeRegionalParknRideTransitTerminal.aspx

Estimated capital cost for parking portion 
of Terminal only $7.3M Analysis assumption, calculated as 293 parking stalls, multiplied by 275 square-feet per stall (including 

circulation space), multiplied by $90 per square-foot

Annual debt repayment charges for 
entire Terminal $302,000 City of Lethbridge. 2018-2017 CIP. Retrieved from: https://www.lethbridge.ca/City-

Government/Financial-Documents/Documents/CIP/2018-2027CIPFinal.pdf

Annual debt repayment charges 
attributable to parking portion only $112,000 Analysis assumption, calculated as $302,000, multiplied by 37% ($7.3M estimated capital cost for 

parking portion only, divided by $19.6M total capital cost for entire Terminal)

Annual sustainment CapEx (i.e., 
maintenance and repair) cost per stall $525 Canadian Parking Association. The High Cost of Hospital Parking. Retrieved from: 

https://canadianparking.ca/the-high-cost-of-hospital-parking/
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A.3 – Enforcement 

Calculations ($000s) 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 5-Yr Total

Current state excess (deficiency) of revenue over expenditures - (2,080) (2,122) (2,165) (2,208) (8,575)

Future state excess (deficiency) of revenue over expenditures - (2,002) (2,042) (2,084) (2,125) (8,255)

Financial impact (cost improvement) - 78 80 81 83 322

Appendix A – Financial Information and Assumptions 

Note: Estimates for cost improvement assume escalation due to inflation.

Snow Routes
Assumptions Amount Sources

Annual snow removal budget $2.0M City of Lethbridge Operating Budget (2018)

Efficiency improvement potential from 
enforcement 20% City of Regina. Snow Routes. Retrieved from: https://www.regina.ca/news/Sign-up-for-Snow-Route-

Notifications-Snow-Route-Expands/

Current state efficiency improvement at
City without full enforcement 10% Analysis assumption, as snow routes exist but are not fully enforced

Kilometres of road designated as Snow 
Routes 60 City of Lethbridge. Snow Routes. Retrieved from: https://www.lethbridge.ca/living-here/getting-

around/Streets-and-Roads/Pages/Snow-Routes.aspx

Total kilometres of roads in Lethbridge 591 City of Lethbridge. Road Repairs and Maintenance. Retrieved from: https://www.lethbridge.ca/living-
here/getting-around/Streets-and-Roads/Pages/Repairs-and-Maintenance.aspx

Future state tickets issued per 1,000 
capita 12 Analysis assumption, based on Calgary rate of 9.5 and Winnipeg rate of 14.4 tickets per 1,000

Lethbridge population (2019) 101,500 Lethbridge News Now. Lethbridge’s population officially reaches 101,482. Retrieved from: 
https://lethbridgenewsnow.com/2019/06/24/lethbridges-population-officially-reaches-101482/

Future state annual tickets issued 1,218 Tickets issued per 1,000 capita, multiplied by population

Future state ticket price $80 Analysis assumption, based upon benchmarking findings

Future state enforcement FTEs 0.75 Analysis assumption (1.5 FTEs in total, of which 50% is allocated to snow routes)

Future state FTEs salaries and benefits 45,000 Analysis assumption
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A.3 – Enforcement

Calculations ($000s) 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 5-Yr Total

Current state excess (deficiency) of revenue over expenditure - (1,573) (1,605) (1,637) (1,669) (6,484)

Future state excess (deficiency) of revenue over expenditure - (1,469) (1,499) (1,529) (1,559) (6,056)

Financial impact (savings) - 104 106 108 110 428

Appendix A – Financial Information and Assumptions 

Street Sweeping

Assumptions Amount Sources

Annual street sweeping budget $1.5M City of Lethbridge Operating Budget (2018)

Efficiency improvement potential from 
enforcement 20% Analysis assumption, in alignment with snow removal efficiency findings on preceding page.

Current state efficiency improvement at
City without full enforcement 10% Analysis assumption, as snow routes exist but are not fully enforced

Total kilometres of roads in Lethbridge 591 City of Lethbridge. Road Repairs and Maintenance. Retrieved from: https://www.lethbridge.ca/living-
here/getting-around/Streets-and-Roads/Pages/Repairs-and-Maintenance.aspx

Roads with on-street parking (impacted 
by street sweeping parking enforcement) 296 Analysis assumption (50% of roads swept)

Future state tickets issued per 1,000 
capita 12 Analysis assumption, in alignment with snow removal ticketing findings on preceding page.

Lethbridge population (2019) 101,500 Lethbridge News Now. Lethbridge’s population officially reaches 101,482. Retrieved from: 
https://lethbridgenewsnow.com/2019/06/24/lethbridges-population-officially-reaches-101482/

Future state annual tickets issued 1,218 Tickets issued per 1,000 capita, multiplied by population

Future state ticket price $50 Analysis assumption, based upon benchmarking findings

Future state enforcement FTEs 0.75 Analysis assumption (1.5 FTEs in total, of which 50% is allocated to street sweeping)

Future state FTEs salaries and benefits 45,000 Analysis assumption



Appendix A.4–
Parks
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A.4 – Naturalization of Parkland
Appendix A – Financial Information and Assumptions 

Financial Impact 
(2020 dollars, rounded to thousands)

2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 5-Yr Total

Transition Savings/(Costs) ($173,000) ($173,000) ($346,000)

Operating Savings/(Costs) $167,000 $334,000 $334,000 $334,000 $1,169,000

Estimated Net Savings/(Costs) ($6,000) $161,000 $334,000 $334,000 $823,000

Assumptions - Transition Costs
(2020 dollars, rounded to thousands)

Base or 
Quantity

Factor or
Rate Source or Assumption Year Amount

Naturalize areas (e.g., remove turf, plant grasses 
and shrubs) 98 ha $2,500

Assumption based on Parks management 
estimate. Implementation would be split evenly 
over two seasons beginning in 2021.

2021-2022 $246,000

Public education and communications $100,000 n/a Illustrative assumption 2021-2022 $100,000

Total $345,000

Assumptions – Operating Costs 
(2020 dollars, rounded to thousands)

Base or 
Quantity

Factor or
Rate Source or Assumption Year Annual 

Amount

Cost per hectare for naturalized space $526 200%

Based on average costs per hectare to operate 
naturalized spaces. Cost is doubled to reflect 
additional costs associated with operating 
naturalized spaces within the urban area. one-
half the planned area will be naturalized in the 
first year.

2021-2022 $104,000

Total $104,000

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.
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A.4 – Naturalization of Parkland
Appendix A – Financial Information and Assumptions 

Calculations may not be exact due to rounding

Assumptions – Operating Savings 
(2020 dollars, rounded to thousands)

Base or 
Quantity

Factor or
Rate Source or Assumption Year Annual 

Amount

Cost per hectare for maintained space $8,902 50%

Based on average costs per hectare to operate 
maintained spaces. Cost is halved to reflect non 
linear costs such as mobilization and some 
irrigation. one-half the planned area will be 
naturalized in the first year.

2021-2022 $438,000

Total $438,000

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge.



Appendix A.5–
Fleet Services
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A.5 – Fleet Asset Rationalization for City as a Whole
The City should identify vehicles from within the regular fleet to fulfill the usage requirements of the Summer Use Program and then proceed to 
justify by Business Unit and function, the vehicles that are required to support these services.

Potential financial impacts of this opportunity are described below:

Appendix A – Financial Information and Assumptions 

Financial Impact 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 5-Yr Total
Transition (Costs) - - - - - -
Operating Savings (Costs) - $730,000 $730,000 $730,000 $730,000 $2,920,000

Estimated Net Savings (Cost) - $730,000 $730,000 $730,000 $730,000 $2,920,000

Assumptions - Transition (Cost) Year Approach (Cost)
Undertake action steps to align mandate and governance to operate more private business-like

Step 1 - Coordinate with related Business Units to identify specific existing vehicles to 
transfer to the Summer Use Program.  

2020 Internal effort -

Step 2 - Develop and issue a corporate City policy defining justification to acquire or 
maintain fleet vehicles. 

2020 Internal effort -

Step 3 - Business Units and functions to evaluate overall demand for vehicles in terms of 
hours/week.  Could be done based Business Unit or functional level planning, or using AVL.

Internal effort -

Step 4 - Identify surplus vehicles for disposal or reallocation of use.  Target 30 light-duty
trucks and cars in areas outside of police, fire and EMS.

Internal effort -

Step 5 - Adjust/revise fleet capacity assigned to that Business Unit or function. 2020 Internal effort -
Total -

Assumptions - Operating Savings (Cost) Total
per year Start Year End Year Annual 

Growth
Cost avoidance of not requiring two-thirds of units externally rented for Summer Use Program ($280,000) 2021 2021 0%
Cost avoidance of reducing light-duty trucks and cars in areas outside of police, fire and EMS 
(assumption of 30X average of $15,000 = $450,000) ($450,000) 2022 2024 0%

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge. Calculations may not be exact due to rounding
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A.5 – Data Analytics and Performance Management
The City should consider a data and analytics platform that allows it to manage key aspects of the City’s portfolio of fleet assets and Fleet Services 
as a whole.

Potential financial impacts of this opportunity are described below:

Appendix A – Financial Information and Assumptions 

Financial Impact 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 5-Yr Total
Transition (Costs) - ($100,000) - - - ($100,000) 
Operating Savings (Costs) - - ($25,000) ($25,000) ($25,000) ($75,000) 

Estimated Net Savings (Cost) - ($100,000) ($25,000) ($25,000) ($25,000) ($175,000)

Assumptions - Transition (Cost) Year Approach (Cost)
Undertake action steps to align mandate and governance to operate more private business-like

Step 1 – Confirm KPIs, goals and outcomes of data and analytics. 2020 Internal effort -
Step 2 – Delegate development or integration of system to track data and generate related 
reporting (internal or external).

2020 Internal / external effort -

Step 3 – Implement system into working practices, role responsibilities and reporting. 2020 Internal effort -
Total -

Assumptions - Operating Savings (Cost) Total
per year Start Year End Year Annual 

Growth
Cost of external implementation of data and analytics platform ($100,000) 2021 2021 0%
Cost of internal effort and software licenses ($25,000) 2022 2024 0%

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge. Calculations may not be exact due to rounding
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A.5 – Streamline Work Order System and Improve Staff Utilization 
The City should consider technology solutions and workflow changes to improve staff utilization.

Potential financial impacts of this opportunity are described below:

Appendix A – Financial Information and Assumptions 

Financial Impact 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 5-Yr Total
Transition (Costs) - - - - - -
Operating Savings (Costs) - - $50,000 $100,000 $100,000 $250,000

Estimated Net Savings (Cost) - - $50,000 $100,000 $100,000 $250,000

Assumptions - Transition (Cost) Year Approach (Cost)
Undertake action steps to align mandate and governance to operate more private business-like

Improve the work order process, and assess any requirements for supporting technology 2020-2021 Internal / external effort -
Complete Service Level Agreements of priority Business Units (Opportunity #5). 2020-2021 Internal effort -
Modify technology solutions to permit automated scheduling of PM activities and scheduling 
permissions by CSRs.

2022 Internal effort -

Provide training to CSRs, Scheduler, Foremen, and Technicians in new processes and 
technology as required.

2022 Internal effort -

Total -

Assumptions - Operating Savings (Cost) Total
per year Start Year End Year Annual 

Growth
Savings from avoidance of overtime $100,000 Mid-2022 2024 0%

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge. Calculations may not be exact due to rounding



Appendix A.6–
Galt Museum
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A.6 – Fund Development 
The Galt currently relies on events, an annual giving campaign, and grant funding to complement City-provided funding. Process improvements 
across all fund development activities may exist to enhance revenue generation to deliver programs and services.

Potential financial impacts from increasing self-generated revenues are described below:

Appendix A – Financial Information and Assumptions

Source: Derived from information provided by the City of Lethbridge. Calculations may not be exact due to rounding

City’s Financial Impact ($000s) 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 5-Yr Total

Estimated Net Savings (Cost) (33) 65 116 169 223 540

Assumptions ($000s) 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 5-Yr Total

Total Galt Operating Expenditures 2,340 2,386 2,434 2,483 2,533 12,326

Incremental Resource Cost (0.5 FTEs) 30 30 30 30 30 150

Status Quo Assumptions ($000s) 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 5-Yr Total

Self-Generated Revenues (%) 18% 18% 18% 18% 18% N/A

Self-Generated Revenues 421 429 438 447 456 2,192

Municipal Contribution 1,919 1,957 1,996 2,036 2,077 9,984

Future State Assumptions ($000s) 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 5-Yr Total

Self-Generated Revenues (%) 20% 22% 24% 26% 28% N/A

Self-Generated Revenues 468 525 584 646 709 2,932

Municipal Contribution 1,872 1,861 1,850 1,837 1,824 9,244
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A.6 – Hours & Exhibits 
Appendix A – Financial Information and Assumptions

General Inputs & Assumptions

Assumptions Amount Sources

Annual inflation rate 2.0% Analysis assumption

Approximate revenue per admission 
(2018) $3.50 Galt Museum & Archives. Visit Us. Retrieved from: https://www.galtmuseum.com/visit. (Average of $6 for 

adults, $5 for seniors, $3 for youth and postsecondary students, and $0 for children and infants.) 

Galt’s budgeted salaries and benefits 
(2019) $1.5M City of Lethbridge. 2019-2022 Draft Operating Budget. Retrieved from: https://www.lethbridge.ca/City-

Government/Financial-Documents/Documents/Budget/2019-2022DraftOperatingBudget.pdf

Material costs for temporary exhibits $76,600 Provided by the City of Lethbridge and includes inside exhibitions ($27.8K), outside exhibition capital 
expenditures ($45.9K) and outside exhibition materials ($2.9K)

Grants for temporary exhibits $13,700 Provided by the City of Lethbridge and includes one grant.

Total attendance to temporary exhibits 
(2018) 12,039 Galt Museum & Archives. 2018 Annual Report. Retrieved from: https://www.galtmuseum.com/2018-

annual-report

Current state count of temporary exhibits 9 Galt Museum & Archives. 2018 Annual Report. Retrieved from: https://www.galtmuseum.com/2018-
annual-report

Future state count of temporary exhibits 6 Analysis assumption (approximately one every two months)

Impact of reduced exhibit count on FTE 
costs 0.5 Analysis assumption, with the rationale being a 33% (9 to 6) reduction in temporary exhibits would not 

result in a full 33% reduction in FTE cost associated with the temporary exhibits, at least in the short-run.

Impact of reduced hours on directly 
impacted positions 1.0

Analysis assumption, with the rationale being a one-hour reduction in operating hours would reduce the 
cost of that FTE’s time by the full cost of the hour. This is assumed to apply to four position types: Visitor 
Services Coordinator, Museum Attendant, Museum Educator, Program Assistant.

Impact of reduced hours on indirectly
impacted positions 0.5

Analysis assumption, with the rationale being a one-hour reduction in operating hours may not directly 
reduce the cost of the position by the full amount of one hour; however, savings could be found in 
efficiencies in scheduling or the ability to reallocate time to other activities, thereby reducing those costs. 
This is assumed to apply to two position types: Operations Manager and Display Artist.
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A.6 – Hours & Exhibits
Appendix A – Financial Information and Assumptions 

Temporary Exhibit & FTE Cost Assumptions

Assumptions Estimated Total Salary and 
Benefits ($000s)

Estimated Time Dedicated
to Temp. Exhibits

Estimated FTE Cost for Temp. 
Exhibits ($000s)

CEO / Executive Director 175.00 5% 8.75

Operations Manager 110.00 5% 5.50

Facility Rental Coordinator 70.00 0% 0.00

Administrative Assistant 45.00 5% 2.25

Visitor Services Coordinator 80.00 20% 16.00

Museum Attendants (6) 45.00 20% 9.00

Fort Whoop-Up Site Coordinator 40.00 0% 0.00

Museum Educator 75.00 5% 3.75

Program Assistant 45.00 5% 2.25

Community Program Coordinator 65.00 25% 16.25

Curator 110.00 50% 55.00

Collections Technician 80.00 20% 16.00

Display Artist 80.00 75% 60.00

Events/Volunteer Coordinator 70.00 0% 0.00

Archivist 90.00 10% 9.00

Archives Assistant 65.00 10% 6.50

Marketing/Communications Officer 75.00 10% 7.50

Total 1,545.00 N/A 262.75
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A.6 – Hours & Exhibits
Appendix A – Financial Information and Assumptions 

$000s 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 5-Yr Total

Savings from hours reduction - 36 36 37 38 147

Savings from temporary exhibit reduction - 55 56 58 59 228

Total savings - 91 92 95 97 375

Combined Calculations

Assumptions Current State Future State

Annual temporary exhibit count 9 6

Cost of materials ($77,000) ($51,000)

Cost of FTE time ($263,000) ($219,000)

Admission revenues $42,000 $28,000

Grant revenues $14,000 $14,000

Subtotal $283,000 $228,000

Annual savings $55,000

Temporary Exhibits Reduction OutputsHours Reduction Outputs

Assumptions Value

Current state hours of operation 2,571

Future state hours of operation 2,379

Reduction in hours 193

Savings from a one-hour reduction 185

Annual savings $35,700



Appendix A.7–
City-wide
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Type Unit of 
Measure

Average Monthly 
Usage per Unit

Maximum Monthly 
Usage per Unit

Replacement Value 
($000s)

Estimated Used 
Resale Value ($000s)

Chipper Engine Hours 20 81 40 13

Backhoe Engine Hours 67 174 100 33

Excavator Engine Hours 133 3,776 190 63

Loader Engine Hours 48 576 150 50

Roller Engine Hours 52 169 80 26

Skid Steer Engine Hours 34 217 30 10

Crane Truck Engine Hours 132 2,972 190 62

Dump Truck – 1 Ton Kilometres 379 2,115 50 17

Dump Truck – 1.6 Ton Kilometres 582 2,746 50 17

Dump Truck – 3 Ton Engine Hours 32 177 70 23

Pickup Truck – 1/2 Ton Kilometres 800 2,836 25 8

Pickup Truck – 3/4 Ton Kilometres 897 4,959 30 10

Tandem Dump Engine Hours 68 413 200 66

Tanker Truck Engine Hours 152 2,663 90 30

Van – 3/4 Ton Kilometres 1,312 2,783 30 10

A.7 – Public Operations Sharing 
Appendix A – Financial Information and Assumptions

Current State Usage
The table below includes key information about vehicle usage and values. The unit of measure, usage, and replacement values were derived from 
data provided by the City of Lethbridge. The estimated used resale value, which is used to estimate proceeds from divestiture of excess units, is 
estimated as one-third of the replacement value, for the purpose of the analysis. The maximum monthly usage per unit figure is calculated as the 
maximum engine or kilometres that a vehicle of each particular type has recorded in the 2018/19 data provided.
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A.7 – Public Operations Sharing 
Appendix A – Financial Information and Assumptions

$000s 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 5-Yr Total
Implementation costs (internal and external) (150) - - - (150)
Savings from response to extreme events 38 39 40 41 158
Proceeds from divestiture of excess vehicle/equipment - 348 - - 348
Vehicle operating expenditure savings - - 17 18 35
Salaries and benefits savings - - 250 255 505
Total Financial Impact (Savings) (112) 387 307 314 896

Calculations

General Inputs

Assumptions Amount Sources

Annual inflation rate 2.0% Analysis assumption

Estimated used vehicle / equipment value, 
as a percentage of replacement values 33% Analysis assumption, described in further detail on the preceding page

Vehicle replacement value threshold for an 
associated operator (FTE) $80,000

Analysis assumption, with the rationale being a specific type of heavy equipment (i.e., > $80,000) 
would have a specific operator, while less expensive equipment (e.g., a $25,000 truck) would not 
impact FTEs.

Vehicle operator total annual salaries and 
benefits $80,000 Analysis assumption

FTE effort lost per vehicle reduction 0.5

Analysis assumption, with the rationale being the reduction of a heavy piece of equipment tied to an 
operator would not result in a 1:1 loss in FTE costs, as work would still need to be performed, but the 
salaries and benefits would go down by 0.5 x $80,000 in cases where reductions are possible by 
sharing



Appendix B – Supplemental 
Information
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Electric Utility

(a) Governance Models
(b) Key Credit Factors
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B.1(a) – Electric Utility – Governance Models
Further Information on Factors to be Considered in a Partial/Full Divestiture

Process for Identifying Issues

– Organizations such as the Government Financial Officers Association  (GFOA)  have outlined leading practices as a guide for public-private 
partnerships and alternative service delivery.   For public-private partnerships, the GFOA recommends actions that should be taken, and issues 
for which procedures and policies should be in-place, include:

1. Researching private partners and their business and markets;

2. Researching the type of transaction being considered;

3. Consulting with appropriate professionals about applicable federal and provincial tax laws;

4. Understanding the rights and obligations of each party;

5. Setting standards for public financial commitments;

6. Evaluating and disclosing the financial and non-financial impacts of the proposals on the public entity; and 

7. Ongoing monitoring of the agreement.  

– Preparing a comprehensive list of potential issues and risks that may affect the Government, and assuring that the Government has sufficient in-
house and outside expertise to evaluate and develop acceptable mitigation or safeguards for these issues, will help ensure that the alternative 
service delivery strategy is beneficial to the public as well as the private partners.  Many such issues/risks are briefly identified on the following 
pages.

Support Structures Required

– For a potential divestiture (whatever form that might take), critical items would need to established in advance of a process, such as defining the: 
ground rules; timeframe; specific assets and/or services to be divested; regulatory requirements; revenue streams for the private provider; and 
liability and risk sharing between the provider and the City Government.   

– Concession or Service Agreements would need to be negotiated covering many areas, including: legal basis for the relationship; applicable 
legislation and regulations; specific services included and excluded; time period covered; review and renewal terms; assurance of business 
continuity; representations and warranties; rights and obligations; liability and indemnification; responsibility for specific risks; dispute resolution; 
service levels; pricing parameters and approvals; employee transfers and HR matters; Government’s rights to audit and monitor; reporting 
accountability; termination clauses; and many other matters.

Appendix B – Supplemental Opportunity Information 
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B.1(a) – Electric Utility – Governance Models
Brief Summary of Possible Issues that would Require Consideration

Political issues

– Political commitment by the Government to the privatization in case of media, public or labour criticism

– Public and stakeholder response to privatization and extent of support

– Enforcement of applicable regulations and legislation

– Time required to enact all required changes to the Act, bylaws and regulations, and any other supporting legislation or policy

– Retaining responsibility for oversight of services and monitoring

– Fit within the overall Government strategy

– Legal issues and the legal framework to enter into agreements with a private provider for such services

Management issues

– Financial control, oversight or supervision (or lack thereof) of services provided by the private sector provider

– Government framework to conduct a competitive procurement process to identify and negotiate an arrangement with private sector provider(s), 
manage contracts and any payments

– Resources required to monitor performance and execute the oversight function (whatever type is decided upon)

– The cost of managing oversight, check and balance role

– Ability to provide technical assistance, checks and reviews to private sector provider

– Ability to integrate privatized service into overall land use planning and development strategy

Appendix B – Supplemental Opportunity Information 
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B.1(a) – Electric Utility – Governance Models
Brief Summary of Possible Issues that would Require Consideration

Financial issues

– Ensuring consistent sources of revenues for the private provider (motivation for staying in the business)

– Cost recovery and disbursements for one-time transition and ongoing costs

– Cost of private versus public service delivery

– Government contribution of funds (one-time or ongoing), if any

– Funding of services to more remote areas, as private providers may not be motivated to serve remote areas as well due to the cost

– Willingness of users to pay the fees required to sustain new service model, and on-going demand for services

Contractual issues

– The type of contractual arrangement  with the private provider and length of term 

– Development of a fair and reliable contract for both parties that manages the Government’s risk

– Clearly defined scope of services and authority to provide such services (including legal and legislative authority)

– Ownership and rights to take back  the service if either the private provider exists the business or the quality or service is not up to standard

– Guarantee of payment to service provider, and any payments tied to performance  

– Well-defined performance measures and accountability, with reporting mechanisms to ensure effective monitoring can be performed.

Appendix B – Supplemental Opportunity Information 
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B.1(a) – Electric Utility – Governance Models
Brief Summary of Possible Issues that would Require Consideration

Service issues

– Clearly defined scope of services, service areas, frequency of service, expected timelines and quality

– Methods to optimize delivery of services

– Providing services to the adjacent areas, e.g., County, First Nations

– Consistency and uniformity in service and functionality of systems

Competition issues and interest by the private sector

– Interest and availability of private sector firms willing to perform the services

– Qualification, experience, financial capacity and stability of interested private sector firms, any certification, bonding  and insurance requirements

– Consideration of multiple service providers 

– Fee levels required by private sector firms to provide the services

– Depth of knowledge with legislation, regulations, stakeholders and end-users

– Possibility for conflict (or perceived conflict) if the private provider also works for municipalities, owners or developers to draft or consult upon 
subdivision plans

– Preparation of a competitive process is a complex undertaking and requires a clear description of scope, services, business arrangements, 
sharing of risks and liability, government oversight and performance monitoring, draft contract, and other matters

– Is there an opportunity for a private provider to establish the business model, and then expand in the region, in order to achieve greater 
economies of scale

Appendix B – Supplemental Opportunity Information 
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B.1(a) – Electric Utility – Governance Models
Brief Summary of Possible Issues that would Require Consideration

Human resource issues

– Impact on existing City employees (many of whom would likely be offered positions with the private provider, or bump to other positions within 
Government)

– Impact on relationships with other governments and government corporations/agencies.  

– Labour notification and regulatory requirements 

– Employee transition and compensation costs 

– Availability of qualified personnel in the private sector, and at prices that keep fees at a reasonable level

– Cooperation between City staff and private sector provider on issues of City interest

Appendix B – Supplemental Opportunity Information 
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B.1(b) – Electric Utility – Key Credit Factors
Key Credit Factors for Regulated Electric Utility Industry
The major credit rating agencies produce rating methodology guidelines that outline the approach and key factors they assess for credit rating and 
credit risk in the regulated electric utility sector.  The general guidance helps companies, investors and governments understand how quantitative 
and qualitative market and risk factors may affect rating outcomes for regulated electric utilities.   

Standard and Poor’s outlines rating methodology and criteria for the regulated utilities industry1.  Broad categories and factors include:

Part I: Business Risk Analysis

– Industry risk

– Cyclicality

– Competitive risk and growth

– Effectiveness of barriers to entry

– Level and trend of industry profit margins

– Risk of sector change and substitution of products, services and technologies

– Risk in industry growth trends

– Regulatory framework

– Competitive position

– Competitive advantage

– Scale, scope and diversity

– Operating efficiency

– Profitability (e.g., EBITDA margin, return on capital, return on equity)

Part II: Financial Risk Analysis

– Accounting practices

– Cash flow/leverage analysis

Appendix B – Supplemental Opportunity Information 

1 Standard and Poor’s. Key Credit Factors for the Regulated Utilities Industry, November 19, 2013.
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B.1(b) – Electric Utility – Key Credit Factors (cont’d) 
Part III: Rating Modifiers

– Cyclicality

– Diversification/portfolio effect

– Capital structure

– Liquidity

– Financial policy

– Management and governance

– Comparable ratings analysis

– Standard and Poor’s notes that in some jurisdictions, its view of government support could affect the final rating outcome.

DBRS produces rating methodology guidelines for the Regulated Electric, Natural Gas and Water Utilities Industry2.  There are four key components 
to the DBRS rating process: 

Business Risk Assessment 

– Regulation 

– Diversification 

– Franchise area and customer mix 

– Operating efficiency

Financial Risk Assessment 

– Adjusted debt in capital structure

– Adjusted EBIT interest coverage

– Cash flow to adjusted debt

2 DBRS, Methodology: Rating Companies in the Regulated Electric, Natural Gas and Water Utilities Industry, September 2019.  

Appendix B – Supplemental Opportunity Information 
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B.1(b) – Electric Utility – Key Credit Factors (cont’d) 
Overlay Considerations 

– Sector-specific (e.g., capital spending, supply, ownership, competition, environmental)

– General (e.g., strategic advantage or impediment, parent-subsidiary relationship, sovereign risk, other) 

Specific Instrument Considerations (e.g., share structure, security, guarantees, other)

– The final rating is a blend of business risk, financial risk, overlay and other considerations in their entirety. 

Similarly, for project financing, credit rating agencies assess key factors such as business profile, operating risk, leverage and coverage.  
Considerations include:

– Debt levels and capitalization structure

– Cash flows  

– Debt service coverage

– Public sector funding, guarantees

– Liquidity 

– Interest rate

– Financing structural features and rights

– Lender security and covenants

– Refinancing risk

– Construction and ramp-up risk

– Priority of claim, structural subordination

– Off-taker risk

– Extent of risk transfer 

– Reserves 

– Other considerations

Appendix B – Supplemental Opportunity Information 
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B.1(b) – Electric Utility – Key Credit Factors (cont’d) 
Typical financing structures involve:

– Project company or Issuer/Borrower

– Owners/sponsors (equity)

– Lenders (financing agreements) 

– Project Advisors (commercial advisors, due diligence) 

– Suppliers

– Insurers 

– Constructors (construction contract)

– Operator (operations and maintenance)

– Off-taker or Public Sector entity (source of funds, revenues)

– More complex structures, such as public-private partnerships, involve a ProjectCo (structured as a special purpose vehicle) entering into a 
project agreement with a public sector counterparty, to design build, finance, and in some cases, operate and maintain an infrastructure asset 
over a predetermined period of time.  Greater emphasis is placed on the strength of agreements and contracts, and risk transfer arrangements.  

Appendix B – Supplemental Opportunity Information 
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B.2 – Customer Data and Analytics Services
A Critical Success Factor Framework For Analytics
Successful customer data and analytics programs depend on various factors. For instance, utility services should consider the key success factors 
enumerated in the figure below to maximize the value generated for the organization.

Utility Services

DEFINE

Clear business 
objectives aligned to 

market and organization 
drivers.

ADOPT

Data and analytics driven 
culture for informed 
decision-making.

IDENTIFY

Data quality issues and 
information integration 
gaps across systems.

SELECT

Right technology 
platforms, products and 
partners for scalability.

IMPLEMENT

Robust mechanisms for 
data governance and 

analytics ROI calculation.

CLEARLY DEFINED ORGANIZATIONAL VISION 
AND MISSION

The first important step in unlocking value for utility services is to realize the current potential of analytics and experiment with existing tools. 

Leading utilities and industrial companies have begun their journey by creating small centers of excellence within their organizations, tasked with 
advanced analytics projects. These teams typically combine skills from the business with more advanced data-science capabilities. Once teams are 
in-place, they help raise the bar for analytics in the company, identifying and acting on opportunities with the highest potential value.
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B.2 – Customer Data and Analytics Services
Analytics Maturity Model
A typical analytics maturity model showcases the journey a utility services should take to maximize end-to-end business benefits from big data and 
analytics solutions. Most utilities have some level of analytics capabilities but it is important to benchmark these capabilities against a consistent 
maturity model to plan for the journey ahead. The figure below summarizes the four stages of analytics maturity and high-level recommendations for 
accelerating the analytics maturity journey.

Utility Services

Maturity 
Level Description Recommendation

Nascent 
(Stage 1)

A utility at this stage has low awareness of analytics or its value 
across much of the value chain. It may have stand-alone 
dashboards and reporting capabilities and disparate analytics 
processes within each business area. 

Focus on building capabilities that lead to improvements in 
speed/ease of implementation of “must have” and “quick win” 
analytics use cases, as these are often critical to business 
survival.

Pre-
Adoption 
(Stage 2)

A utility at this stage has conducted an initial assessment of 
data analytics and has some form of strategic plan in-place. 
There are tactical capabilities and processes implemented 
within the departments to leverage smart meter and grid data. 
However, difficult obstacles remain, such as data integration, as 
well as tools and human resource skill-set shortcomings.

Focus on building capabilities that lead to improvements in 
speed/ease of implementation of “transformational” use cases 
while maintaining the momentum on “must haves” and “quick 
wins.”

Mature 
(Stage 3)

A utility at this stage has strategic and scalable technical 
capabilities to deliver enterprise wide analytics solutions across 
business areas that leverage smart grid, smart meter and 
customer data. There is a significant shift toward data-driven 
business processes and a redefinition of the operating model.

Focus on building capabilities that lead to improvements in 
speed/ease of implementation of “nice to have” use cases 
while ensuring that a continuous innovation culture is 
reinforced within the organization.

Visionary 
(Stage 4)

A utility at this stage has generated significant business value 
from analytics by continuously focusing on sharpening its 
technological capabilities. The utility applies modern 
approaches such as intelligent automation and advanced 
machine learning technologies for grid automation and customer 
service to stay ahead of the curve. 

Focus on building truly agile capabilities in utility analytics 
use-case implementation and explore identifying the next big 
trend/transformation in the market. Continuous innovation and 
reinforcement of visionary principles within the organization is 
required to maintain market advantage.
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B.3 – Infrastructure Administration Structure
Jurisdictional Scan of Infrastructure Administration Structure – Lethbridge (Current State)
If we look at Infrastructure Administration functions, namely Urban Construction, Infrastructure Financial & Administration (“Infra Financial & 
Admin”), and Asset Management, as Business Units, the Infrastructure Service Department would be responsible for nine Business Units. We take 
this perspective in this analysis since the IA Business Unit has three silo-ed functions, each led by a separate, stand-alone Business Unit level 
manager. 

Infrastructure Administration

City Council

City Manager

City 
Manager’s 

Office

Strategic 
Priorities & 

Communications

Corporate 
Communication
s & Marketing

Regional & 
Intergovernment

al Relations

Strategic 
Planning

Information 
Technology

Downtown 
Redevelopment

Land 
Development / 

Real Estate
Human 

Resources
Treasury & 
Financial 
Services

Treasury Payroll

Purchasing & 
Stores

Financial 
Reporting & 
Budgeting

Long-Term 
Financial 
Planning

Risk 
Management
/ Insurance

Assessment
& Taxation

Community 
Services

Transit Helen Schuler 
Nature Centre

Recreation & 
Culture

Community 
Social 

Development

ENMAX 
Centre

Fire & 
Emergency 

Services

Public Safety 
Communications

Cemetery 
Services

Facility 
Services

Regulatory 
Services

Infrastructure 
Service

Transportation Asset 
Management

Electric Utility Waste & 
Recycling

311 Customer 
Service

Urban 
Construction

Water, 
Wastewater, 
Stormwater

Parks

Fleet Services Intermunicipal 
Planning

Community 
Planning

Development 
Services

Building 
Inspection 
Services

Infra Finance 
& Admin

Asset Management
The Asset Management 
department provides support, 
education, expertise, 
resources, and systems to 
drive evidence-based 
decisions and operational 
efficiencies relating to its 
corporate asset base.

Urban Construction
The Urban Construction 
department supports 
community growth by 
facilitating integrated 
infrastructure planning and 
creation.

Infra Financial & Admin
The Infra Financial & Admin 
department serves as a bridge 
between Central Finance and 
the infrastructure-related 
Business Units. It handles all 
journal entries and purchase 
orders (except for those within 
the Electric department).
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Infrastructure Administration

B.3 – Infrastructure Administration Structure – Comparators (Calgary)
The City of Calgary has a Corporate Analytics & Innovation department, within the City Manager’s office, which performs functions similar to 
Lethbridge’s Asset Management department. 

City Council

City Manager

Corporate 
Services

Assessment

Customer 
Service & 

Communications

Finance

Human 
Resources

Information 
Technology

Community 
Services

Community 
Standards

Emergency 
Management

Fire

Housing

Neighbourhoods

Parks

Recreation

City 
Manager’s 

Office

Corporate 
Analytics & 
Innovation

Facility 
Management

Fleet 
Services

Real Estate & 
Development 

Services

Resilience 
and 

Infrastructure

Supply 
Management

Planning & 
Development

Approvals 
Coordination

Building 
Services

Growth 
Strategies

Community 
Planning

Transportation

Roads

Transit

Transportation 
Infrastructure

Transportation
Planning

Utilities & 
Environmental
Protection

Environmental 
& Safety 

Management

Waste & 
Recycling 
Services

Water 
Resources

Water 
Services

Green Line

Asset Management
Calgary has a Corporate Analytics & 
Innovation department—similar to the Asset 
Management department within the City of 
Lethbridge—which creates, analyzes, and 
provides data and information that enables 
City departments to make informed 
decisions about their services.

Urban Construction
Instead of an Urban Construction 
department, Calgary has a Planning & 
Development division, which plays a key role 
in facilitating the ongoing building of the city 
through land use policies, licensing, and a 
liaison between the City and stakeholders 
involved in the approvals process.

Infra Financial & Admin
Instead of a distinct Infra Financial & Admin 
department, Calgary has grouped 
infrastructure-related finance and 
administration’s capital and operations into 
the City’s broader Finance department. 
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City Council
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Services
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Services

Parks, Recreation, 
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Services
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Services

Financial 
Strategy & 

Sustainability

Financial 
Services

Assessment & 
Taxation

Land & Real 
Estate

Office of the City 
Manager

Infrastructure Administration

B.3 – Infrastructure Administration Structure – Comparators (Regina)
The City of Regina has four primary divisions, supported by numerous departments within each one. Functions similar to what Lethbridge’s Asset 
Management and Infrastructure Financial & Administration perform are found within Regina’s City Planning & Community Development division. The 
functions performed by Infrastructure Financial & Admin in Lethbridge are found within Regina’s Financial Strategy & Sustainability division.

Asset Management
There is a corporate asset management 
function within the Sustainable 
Infrastructure department of the City 
Planning & Community Development 
division, which supports development of 
asset management strategies, policies, 
processes, and programs to ensure 
activities are consistent throughout the 
organization and aligned with the City of 
Regina’s Strategic Plan.

Urban Construction
Instead of an Urban Construction 
department, Regina has a Planning & 
Development Services department, which 
collaborates with partners and stakeholders 
to create and implement community plans 
and policies that provide sustainable 
revenue, infrastructure, and neighbourhoods 
for residents, now and into the future.

Infra Financial & Admin
The City of Regina does not have a specific 
department for infrastructure-related 
financial and administrative functions. 
Instead, the services would lie in the 
broader Financial Services department.
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City Council

City Manager
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Environment

Light & Power
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Water & 
Waste 

Operations

Sustainability

Facilities 
Management

Saskatoon 
Fire

Public Relations 
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HR 
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Infrastructure Administration

B.3 – Infrastructure Administration Structure – Comparators (Saskatoon)
The City of Saskatoon does not have a specific Infrastructure division. Instead, its infrastructure-related departments are found in the Utilities & 
Environment, Transportation & Construction, and Community Services divisions. In addition, Saskatoon’s organizational structure differs from that of 
Lethbridge as the functions performed by Lethbridge’s infrastructure administration departments are spread throughout Saskatoon’s structure.

Asset Management
Saskatoon does not have a distinct Asset 
Management department. Instead, the 
Asset Management Plan, which is 
maintained by Lethbridge’s Asset 
Management department, is maintained 
through Saskatoon’s Finance department. 
The asset information and connectivity tools 
are handled through Saskatoon’s 
Information Technology Department.

Urban Construction
The functions that are currently performed by 
Lethbridge’s Urban Construction department 
are dispersed throughout numerous divisions 
and departments within the City of 
Saskatoon’s organizational structure.

Infra Financial & Admin
The City of Saskatoon does not have a 
specific department for infrastructure-
related financial and administrative 
functions. Instead, the services lie in the 
broader Finance department, within the 
Corporate Financial Services division.
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B.3 – Infrastructure Administration Structure – Comparators (Kelowna)
Kelowna’s organizational structure is focused around four core functions: Plan (Community Planning & Strategic Investment); Build (Infrastructure); 
Operate (Active Living  Culture, and Civic Operations); and Support (Human Resources, Corporate Strategic Services, and Financial Services). It is 
different from Lethbridge, though, as its financial functions are primarily within a Financial Services department; its Urban Construction functions are 
spread across the organization; and its Asset Management functions are found within the Information Services and Financial Services departments.

Asset Management
Instead of a distinct Asset Management 
department, the information systems relating to 
infrastructure (e.g., Geographic Information 
Systems) are supported by Kelowna’s 
Information Services department, within the 
Corporate Strategic Services division.

Urban Construction
The functions of Lethbridge’s Urban Construction 
department are spread across numerous departments 
and divisions within the City of Kelowna’s 
organizational structure.

Infra Financial & Admin
The functions performed by Lethbridge’s Infra 
Financial & Administration division are 
primarily handled through the broader Financial 
Services division. However, there are 
dedicated financial analysts within the 
Infrastructure Division as well, to improve the 
City’s control framework, reduce risk, provide 
professional oversight, provide professional 
oversight and scrutiny of spending decisions 
and financial stewardship.
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Infrastructure Administration

B.3 – Infrastructure Administration Structure – Comparators (Edmonton)
The departments within Lethbridge’s Infrastructure division can be found primarily in Edmonton’s Integrated Infrastructure Services, City Operations, 
and Urban Form & Corporate Strategic Development divisions. One key similarity between Edmonton and Lethbridge’s organizational structures is 
having an infrastructure business planning and support department separated from Finance (i.e., this would function similar to Lethbridge’s Infra 
Financial & Admin department.) Urban Construction, however, is very different in its form.

City Council
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Development

City Planning

Corporate 
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Development 
Services

Economic & 
Environmental 
Sustainability

Zoning Bylaw 
Renewal

Asset Management
The functions of Lethbridge’s Asset 
Management department, within the City of 
Edmonton’s organizational structure, can 
be found within Business Planning & 
Support (Asset Management Planning) 
and Open City & Technology (the 
technology branch enabling services and 
the employees who provide services with 
data, information, and technology).

Urban Construction
The functions of Lethbridge’s Urban 
Construction department can be found 
throughout Edmonton’s organizational 
structure. For instance, Infrastructure Planning 
& Design connects with stakeholders in project 
development; City Planning manages land use 
planning; and Development Services ensures 
land is developed according to regulations and 
handles licensing and permitting.

Infra Financial & Admin
Similar to Lethbridge, Edmonton has a 
Business Planning & Support department 
within the Integrated Infrastructure Services 
division. Edmonton’s department is an internal 
service provider that manages the strategic, 
operational, and budget planning for the 
Infrastructure Services division.
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B.3 – Infrastructure Administration Structure – Comparators (Toronto)
Toronto’s organizational structure is similar to Lethbridge as it has a Policy, Planning, Finance, & Admin department, which is similar to Lethbridge’s 
Infra Financial & Admin department. However, Toronto’s Asset Management functions are split between the Technology Services and Financial 
Planning departments, and its Urban Construction functions are found across numerous divisions and departments.

Asset Management
The functions performed by Lethbridge’s 
Asset Management department are found 
within Toronto’s Technology Services and 
Financial Planning departments.

Urban Construction
Instead of a distinct department, the functions 
of Lethbridge’s Urban Construction department 
can be found in Toronto’s Engineering & 
Construction Services (engineering review and 
acceptance, information); Municipal Licensing 
& Standards (licenses and permitting); and City 
Planning (development review, decision, and 
implementation, and policy development)

Infra Financial & Admin
The City of Toronto is similar to Lethbridge in its 
incorporation of specialized financial and 
administrative functions into a distinct 
department within the Infrastructure & 
Development Services division.



Appendix B.4–
Fleet Services

(a) Data Analytics and Performance Management
(b) Service Level Agreements with Business Units
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B.4(a) – Data Analytics and Performance Management
Leading Practices in Data & Analytics Relating to Fleet Assets

Fleet Services

Current State

Lack of internal capabilities; 
roles and responsibilities 
unclear and overlapping

Enabling internal capacity / 
knowledge; roles and 

responsibilities are defined 
and documented

Integrated, well-equipped 
teams with defined roles and 

responsibilities

Disaggregated
processes and
responsibilities,

multiple systems

Recommendation
for common 

methods, processes
and reference data

Standardized
core asset management 
processes, automated 

where possible

Reactive approach to 
planning and delivery 

activities; little or no process/ 
data governance

Proactive approach to asset 
management activities; 

decision-making process 
and inputs established 

Automated, risk-based 
preventive and proactive 
approach continuously 

evolving

Some support functions; 
autonomous teams 

consulting one another in 
asset planning and delivery

Centralized support 
community; Business Units 

coordinate and build 
consensus on lifecycle plans

Reactive and undefined 
service support system; 

asset management delivery 
not fully operational

Process

Service Delivery
Model

Governance

People

Enabled, 
Transparent, 
& Integrated

Standardized
& Optimized

Centralized, 
Automated & 

Proactive 

Coordinated & 
Integrated

Capacity Gaps 
and Silos

Variable & 
Manual

Multiple systems, tools and 
manual interfaces that do 

not communicate

Standard systems,
interface layer and
recommended data

models

Standard tools and
applications, full integration 

according to roadmap
Technology

Integrated 
Systems

Fragmented 
Independent 

Systems

Non-integrated data models 
and reporting; reporting is 

highly manual; low confidence 
in fragmented data

Reporting is limited; some 
automation but data is 

inconsistent

Harmonized data model that 
supports fully integrated 

reporting across 
organization

Data and
Analytics

Harmonized 
Data Model /

”Single 
Source of 

Truth”

Inconsistent, 
Decentralized 

Data & 
Analytics

Informal

Decentralized, 
Siloed
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B.4(a) – Data Analytics and Performance Management
Dashboard (SAMPLE for Illustrative Purposes)

Fleet Services

Fleet Size KPI YTD Prior 
Period

Status/ 
Trend

Owner

Total number of vehicles by class (Light, Medium, Heavy, and Tools & Equipment) N/A
Large Fleet Users with own fleet. Per Business Unit: 
– Light vehicles below expected usage (# out of total #)
– Medium vehicles below expected usage (# out of total #)
– Heavy vehicles below expected usage (# out of total #)
– Tools & Equipment below expected usage (# out of total #)

Business Unit is 
responsible to identify 
efficiencies and justify 

capacity

Small User Fleet Pool:  
– No. of small users (Business Units) electing to join vehicle pool (# out of total # of 

small users)
– Light vehicles below expected usage (# out of total #)
– Medium vehicles below expected usage (# out of total #)
– Tools & Equipment below expected usage (# out of total #)

Fleet Services is 
responsible to identify 
efficiencies and justify 

capacity

Small Users Outside Fleet Pool:  
– No. of small users (Business Units) not electing to join vehicle pool (# out of total # 

of small users)
– Light vehicles below expected usage (# out of total #)
– Medium vehicles below expected usage (# out of total #)
– Tools & Equipment below expected usage (# out of total #)

Business Unit is 
responsible to identify 
efficiencies and justify 

capacity

Legend: Status Symbol Trend Symbol
Good Improving +
Caution Flat 0
Warning Declining –

Spend KPI YTD Prior 
Period

Status/ 
Trend

Overall Fleet Services Maintenance Spend ($)
Overall Fuel Spend ($)
Funds recovered via disposal ($)
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B.4(a) – Data Analytics and Performance Management
Dashboard (SAMPLE – Operational Indicators)

Fleet Services

Procurement & Preparation KPI YTD Prior 
Period

Status/ 
Trend

No. of new units leased 
Value of new units leased ($)
Average inspection time (days from 
"arrival" to "available for use")
Average time to complete licensing
(days)
Average time to complete decaling and 
outfitting (days)

Repair KPI YTD Prior 
Period

Status/ 
Trend

Fleet uptime by Priority group (%)
Utilization of shop by shift (%) 
Priority 1 work orders completed within 
SLA standards (%)
Priority 2 work orders completed within 
SLA standards (%)
Priority 3 work orders completed within 
SLA standards (%)
Backlog of work orders (#)

Fuel KPI YTD Prior 
Period

Status/ 
Trend

Volume of fuel sales (L)

Fuel efficiency by vehicle class 
(L/100km, L/hr)

Disposal KPI YTD Prior 
Period

Status/ 
Trend

No. of surplus units in inventory
Estimated value of surplus units 
awaiting disposal ($)
Average time to disposal (days)

Legend: Status Symbol Trend Symbol
Good Improving +
Caution Flat 0
Warning Declining –

Other Operating Statistics YTD Prior 
Period

Status/ 
Trend

Customer Satisfaction (%) by priority 
groups 1, 2 and 3
Total Fleet usage by mileage (km) and 
hours
Absenteeism (%)
Internal vehicles provided for Summer 
Use Program
External vehicles sourced for Summer 
Use Program
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B.4(a) – Data Analytics and Performance Management
Management Monitoring – Repair KPIs (SAMPLE)

Fleet Services

Note: "Lost-time injury" is an injury that causes an employee to be unable to work, due to the severity of the injury.

Repair KPI Current 
Period

Prior 
Period

Expecte
d Range

Trend Description 

Type 6, Preventative Maintenance 
completed within SLA standards:
1) Priority 1 vehicles (%)
2) Priority 2 vehicles (%)
3) Priority 3 vehicles (%)
Type C, Planned Maintenance 
completed within SLA standards:
1) Priority 1 vehicles (%)
2) Priority 2 vehicles (%)
3) Priority 3 vehicles (%)
Type 1, breakdown repair work orders:
1) No. of events in a period (#)
2) Cost ($)
Type U, abuse repair work orders:
1) No. of events in a period (#)
2) Cost ($)
Shop utilization
1) Day shift (%)
2) Night shift (%)
Lost time injuries (person-hours)
Backlog of work orders
1) Type 6, Preventative Maintenance 

(#)
2) Type C, Planned Maintenance (#)
3) Type 1, breakdown repair (#)
4) Type U, abuse repair (#)
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B.4(a) – Data Analytics and Performance Management
Management Monitoring – Repair (cont’d) & Fuel KPIs (SAMPLE)

Fleet Services

Fuel KPI Current 
Value

Prior 
Period

Expected 
Range

Trend Description 

Volume of fuel sales (monthly, 
annually)
Fuel efficiency by vehicle class 
(L/100km, L/hr)
No. of fuel deliveries (#)

Repair KPI Current 
Period

Prior 
Period

Expected 
Range

Trend Description 

Type 6, Preventative 
Maintenance activities 
completed within scheduled 
timelines:
1) Priority 1 vehicles (%)
2) Priority 2 vehicles (%)
3) Priority 3 vehicles (%)
Type C, Planned Maintenance 
completed on-time (%)
1) Priority 1 vehicles (%)
2) Priority 2 vehicles (%)
3) Priority 3 vehicles (%)
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B.4(a) – Data Analytics and Performance Management
Management Monitoring – Procurement & Preparation KPIs (SAMPLE)

Fleet Services

Procurement & Preparation 
KPI

Current 
Value

Prior 
Period

Expected 
Range

Trend Description

Specifications completed within 
SLA commitment (%)
Vendor deliveries completed 
on-time in current year (%)
Average time from receipt to 
ready-for-service (days)
On-time delivery (%)
No. of vehicles ordered (#)
Value of vehicles on order ($)
Average time to complete 
licensing activities (days)
Average time to complete 
decaling and outfitting (days)
No. of vehicles received (#)
No. of vehicles insured (#)
No. of vehicles licensed (#)
No. of vehicles registered (#)
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B.4(a) – Data Analytics and Performance Management
Management Monitoring – Disposal KPIs (SAMPLE)

Fleet Services

Disposal KPI Current 
Value

Prior 
Period

Expected 
Range

Trend Description  

No. of surplus units in inventory 
(#)
Value of surplus units cleared 
for disposal ($)
Average time to disposal (days)
No. of vehicles disposed (#)
Value of vehicles disposed ($)
Portion of realized value 
compared to projected asset 
disposal value (%)
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B.4(b) – Service Level Agreements with Business Units
Framework for Service Level Agreements
Service Level Agreements (SLA) can be binding contractual documents (where legal counsel should always be consulted), or SLAs can be non-
binding documents to define a relationship between public bodies and set out performance expectations without the intention to create legal 
obligations. To guide the Fleet Services in developing a SLA the following framework is presented for directional and illustrative purposes.  

Fleet Services

Mechanism Description

Objective − The reason for measuring the service level.

Definition − A specific description of the service level and its importance to the program. 

Method − A description of how the achievement of the service level will be measured; which performance and user satisfaction 
measures will be used; which data sources will be used; and how the data will be captured.

Service Levels − A set of values that define minimally acceptable operational performance and user satisfaction for the program. Service 
provider’s performance will be compared against these values to decide compliance. 

Responsibility − Sets out who is primarily accountable for performing the tasks necessary to meet service levels.

Period − The time over which performance will be validated against the service level.

Limitations − The limitations and conditions under which the service level can be applied. 

Reporting − A sample report or layout used as a reference for how the service levels will be presented. Discuss getting direct access 
to service provider information systems.

Continuous 
Improvement 
Targets

− Any performance targets to which the service manager and service provider agree. Also include industry standards, or 
organizations to compare service levels against.

Action − Definition of what happens when service levels are not met. If penalties to the service provider are to be imposed, then 
identify the amounts, calculations, and processes involved. 

Review − Date when SLA is to be reviewed or renegotiated.
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B.4(b) – Service Level Agreements with Business Units
Terms and Conditions
The articulation of requirements, gaps, expectations, and degree of risk (legal and otherwise) form the basis of the service relationship while the 
governance and operational structures and processes form the basis of the operational relationship. Important elements of the service 
relationship, particularly the commitments made by each party to the other, should be included in the service agreement.

Key elements of a service relationship that are typically covered in a service agreement include:

– Scope: Identification of the services covered by the relationship and often expressed in terms of functions, processes, activities, or projects.

– Governance: Questions of “Why”, “Who does what?”, “Who decides what?”, and “Who answers for results?”.

– Operations: Day-to-day activities related to the provider's delivery of the service.

– Finances: The fee structure or resource pooling arrangements, cost transparency, variances and adjustments, and settlement arrangements.

– Performance: Identification of outputs and outcomes the parties expect to achieve from the arrangement.

– Implementation: The activities involved in implementing the services, the support offered by the service provider, the typical timelines and 
level of effort required, the responsibilities of each party, the key risks, accountabilities, and processes / measures to address / remediate 
cases of material non-performance.

Fleet Services
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B.4(b) – Service Level Agreements with Business Units
Sample Service Level Agreement 
Below is an illustrative example of a high-level starting point for discussion between Fleet Services and other City of Lethbridge Business Units.  As 
noted earlier, SLAs should vary by relative service priority and urgency.  

Fleet Services

“US Utilities to Spend $20 Billion on 
Customer Analytics Through 2021”

- Grid Edge Customer Utility Analytics 
Ecosystems report

Expectation Categories Staff in Fleet Services will: Staff in Business Units will:
Communication (by phone, 
intranet, in-person)

− Acknowledge receipt of communication within 8 hours.
− Respond to inquiries within 2 days.
− Within 24 hours, communicate the expected date when 

a vehicle will be returned to service.

− Respond to information requests within 2 days.
− Provide information about level of urgency 

(e.g., are spares available, anticipated demand 
or need for the vehicle).

Planning of repairs and 
maintenance
− Preventative Maintenance
− Planned Maintenance
− Breakdown Repairs
− Timelines by Business 

Unit Priority

− Plan work orders by urgency and by type of work in 
accordance with Business Unit priorities:

− Preventative Maintenance: vehicle to be returned to 
service within 24-48 hours.

− Planned Maintenance: vehicle to be returned to service 
within 3-5 business days.

− Breakdown Repairs: vehicle to be returned to service 
within 5-10 business days.

− Bring expensive repairs (above a dollar amount) to the 
attention of the Business Unit prior to proceeding.

− Provide information on vehicle maintenance 
needs as early as detected.

− Provide the location of the vehicle.
− Complete low-level Preventative Maintenance 

items (e.g., replacement of windshield wipers, 
put air in tires, refuel, etc.) if able.

− Deliver vehicle, if safe to do so.

Fuel delivery − Deliver fuel within 24 hours.
− Track deliveries by date and fuel consumption.

− Provide the location of the vehicle.

Activity Reporting − Communicate status of vehicles under repair or 
maintenance daily.

− Communicate repair costs via monthly invoice in a clear, 
easy to read format.

− Communicate the relative urgency of 
maintenance on each vehicle.

Automated Vehicle Locator 
(AVL) Reporting

− Identify idling of vehicles above some threshold.
− Identify violations of fleet vehicle personal-use policy.
− Identify hard driving habits of operators.

− Act on reports of vehicle use and abuse as 
brought to their attention.

Escalation − Escalate issues through designated roles. − Escalate issues through designated roles.
SLA Reporting Frequency − Provide reporting on a monthly basis. − Give feedback through identified channels.
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Fund Development– Additional Ideas for Consideration
Galt Museum 

The following tiles feature potential ideas the Galt could consider to increase its percentage of self-generated revenues over time. A feasibility study 
and/or internal analysis could be beneficial to determine the cost-benefit implications of pursuing a number of the ideas listed below.

Utilize user-generated content 
from facility rentals in marketing 

materials, as these represent 
authentic experiences. (Ensure 

you have permission.)

The Sotheby’s Institute of Art 
states the 80/20 rule applies to 
fundraising, with 80% of gifts 

often coming from 20% of 
donors. Museum fundraisers 

should concentrate on the 
committed and long-standing 

donors, rather than ineffectively 
allocating FTE time and energy 

on new donor acquisition.

Use data and information about 
collection donations, 

memberships and the business 
community to inform potential 

planned giving and donor 
identification and solicitation

Perform an analysis, comparing 
the Galt’s facility rental prices to 

those of other venues in the 
region, in order to be sure the 
Galt is not undervaluing itself.

Consider alternate approaches to 
the Museum store to enhance 

profitability.

Consider hosting a gala where
the cost of the gala is supported 
through corporate sponsorship. 

According to the Sotheby Institute 
of Art, the ROI is often only 40% 
on the Gala itself, but it could be 

valuable for cultivating the 
goodwill of members / donors.

The gala could be used to 
enhance corporate and business 
engagement by honoring a select 

number of business leaders in
each year.

Consider hosting a pop-up shop 
featuring local artists and 

creators, carefully monitoring the 
effort and revenue generated 

from events. Seek opportunities 
for 3rd party hosted events with 

contributions to the Galt

Streamline membership intake 
and renewal processes. Improve 

membership engagement.

Replace a section of the gift shop 
with a licensed café, which could 
provide coffee during the day and 

be the sole provider of alcohol 
beverages at weddings / events.

Launch a capital campaign for an 
endowment. All board members 
and staff should be bought into 
this to market the impact of the
museum. Funds would be likely 

to come through legacy gifts, 
which supports long-term 

sustainability. Also, consider 
accepting donations of historical 

assets, such as buildings or 
houses that are important to the 

history of Southern Alberta.

Volunteer the Galt as a polling
station to increase visibility and 

draw the community inside.

Improve the visitor experience by 
providing an upgraded option for 
tours, booked in advance, given 
by knowledgeable employees, 

such as exhibit designers, 
archivists, or the curator.

Recurring giving has been shown 
to be one of the easiest ways an 

organization could grow its 
contributed revenue. Focus on 
getting these contributions from 

businesses / individuals.

Sources: Derived from numerous publicly available sources, including news reports, museum websites, and formal studies. 
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